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for Dad and Carol



Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I’ll meet
you there.

—RUMI

I believe in nothing but the holiness of the heart’s affections and the truth of
the imagination.

—JOHN KEATS

Where there is great love, there are always miracles.

—WILLA CATHER

It takes courage to grow up and become who you really are.

—E.E. CUMMINGS



THE INVISIBLE MUSEUM

Noah
Age 13

This is how it all begins.
With Zephyr and Fry—reigning neighborhood sociopaths—torpedoing

after me and the whole forest floor shaking under my feet as I blast through
air, trees, this white-hot panic.

“You’re going over, you pussy!” Fry shouts.
Then Zephyr’s on me, has one, both of my arms behind my back, and

Fry’s grabbed my sketchpad. I lunge for it but I’m armless, helpless. I try to
wriggle out of Zephyr’s grasp. Can’t. Try to blink them into moths. No.
They’re still themselves: fifteen-foot-tall, tenth-grade asshats who toss
living, breathing thirteen-year-old people like me over cliffs for kicks.

Zephyr’s got me in a headlock from behind and his chest’s heaving into
my back, my back into his chest. We’re swimming in sweat. Fry starts
leafing through the pad. “Whatcha been drawing, Bubble?” I imagine him
getting run over by a truck. He holds up a page of sketches. “Zeph, look at
all these naked dudes.”

The blood in my body stops moving.
“They’re not dudes. They’re David,” I get out, praying I won’t sound

like a gerbil, praying he won’t turn to later drawings in the pad, drawings
done today, when I was spying, drawings of them, rising out of the water,
with their surfboards under arm, no wetsuits, no nothing, totally glistening,



and, uh: holding hands. I might have taken some artistic license. So they’re
going to think . . . They’re going to kill me even before they kill me is what
they’re going to do. The world starts somersaulting. I fling words at Fry:
“You know? Michelangelo? Ever heard of him?” I’m not going to act like
me. Act tough and you are tough, as Dad has said and said and said—like
I’m some kind of broken umbrella.

“Yeah, I’ve heard of him,” Fry says out of the big bulgy mouth that
clumps with the rest of his big bulgy features under the world’s most
massive forehead, making it very easy to mistake him for a hippopotamus.
He rips the page out of the sketchpad. “Heard he was gay.”

He was—my mom wrote a whole book about it—not that Fry knows. He
calls everyone gay when he’s not calling them homo and pussy. And me:
homo and pussy and Bubble.

Zephyr laughs a dark demon laugh. It vibrates through me.
Fry holds up the next sketch. More David. The bottom half of him. A

study in detail. I go cold.
They’re both laughing now. It’s echoing through the forest. It’s coming

out of birds.
Again, I try to break free of the lock Zephyr has me in so I can snatch

the pad out of Fry’s hands, but it only tightens Zephyr’s hold. Zephyr,
who’s freaking Thor. One of his arms is choked around my neck, the other
braced across my torso like a seat belt. He’s bare-chested, straight off the
beach, and the heat of him is seeping through my T-shirt. His coconut
suntan lotion’s filling my nose, my whole head—the strong smell of the
ocean too, like he’s carrying it on his back . . . Zephyr dragging the tide
along like a blanket behind him . . . That would be good, that would be it
(PORTRAIT: The Boy Who Walked Off with the Sea)—but not now, Noah, so
not the time to mind-paint this cretin. I snap back, taste the salt on my lips,
remind myself I’m about to die—

Zephyr’s long seaweedy hair is wet and dripping down my neck and
shoulders. I notice we’re breathing in synch, heavy, bulky breaths. I try to
unsynch with him. I try to unsynch with the law of gravity and float up.
Can’t do either. Can’t do anything. The wind’s whipping pieces of my
drawings—mostly family portraits now—out of Fry’s hands as he tears up
one, then another. He rips one of Jude and me down the middle, cuts me
right out of it.



I watch myself blow away.
I watch him getting closer and closer to the drawings that are going to

get me murdered.
My pulse is thundering in my ears.
Then Zephyr says, “Don’t rip ’em up, Fry. His sister says he’s good.”

Because he likes Jude? They mostly all do now because she can surf harder
than any of them, likes to jump off cliffs, and isn’t afraid of anything, not
even great white sharks or Dad. And because of her hair—I use up all my
yellows drawing it. It’s hundreds of miles long and everyone in Northern
California has to worry about getting tangled up in it, especially little kids
and poodles and now asshat surfers.

There’s also the boobs, which arrived overnight delivery, I swear.
Unbelievably, Fry listens to Zephyr and drops the pad.
Jude peers up at me from it, sunny, knowing. Thank you, I tell her in my

mind. She’s always rescuing me, which usually is embarrassing, but not
now. That was righteous.

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Twins: Noah Looking in a Mirror, Jude out of
It)

“You know what we’re going to do to you, don’t you?” Zephyr rasps in
my ear, back to the regularly scheduled homicidal programming. There’s
too much of him on his breath. There’s too much of him on me.

“Please, you guys,” I beg.
“Please, you guys,” Fry mimics in a squeaky girly voice.
My stomach rolls. Devil’s Drop, the second-highest jump on the hill,

which they aim to throw me over, has the name for a reason. Beneath it is a
jagged gang of rocks and a wicked whirlpool that pulls your dead bones
down to the underworld.

I try to break Zephyr’s hold again. And again.
“Get his legs, Fry!”
All six-thousand hippopotamus pounds of Fry dive for my ankles. Sorry,

this is not happening. It just isn’t. I hate the water, prone as I am to
drowning and drifting to Asia. I need my skull in one piece. Crushing it
would be like taking a wrecking ball to some secret museum before anyone
ever got to see what’s inside it.

So I grow. And grow, and grow, until I head-butt the sky. Then I count to
three and go freaking berserk, thanking Dad in my mind for all the



wrestling he’s forced me to do on the deck, to-the-death matches where he
could only use one arm and I could use everything and he’d still pin me
because he’s thirty feet tall and made of truck parts.

But I’m his son, his gargantuan son. I’m a whirling, ass-kicking Goliath,
a typhoon wrapped in skin, and then I’m writhing and thrashing and trying
to break free and they’re wrestling me back down, laughing and saying
things like “what a crazy mother.” And I think I hear respect even in
Zephyr’s voice as he says, “I can’t pin him, he’s like a frickin’ eel,” and that
makes me fight harder—I love eels, they’re electric—imagining myself a
live wire now, fully loaded with my own private voltage, as I whip this way
and that, feeling their bodies twisting around mine, warm and slick, both of
them pinning me again and again, and me breaking their holds, all our limbs
entwined and now Zephyr’s head’s pressed into my chest and Fry’s behind
me with a hundred hands it feels like and it’s just motion and confusion and
I am lost in it, lost, lost, lost, when I begin to suspect . . . when I realize—I
have a hard-on, a supernaturally hard hard-on, and it’s jammed into
Zephyr’s stomach. High-octane dread courses through me. I call up the
bloodiest most hella gross machete massacre—my most effective boner-
buster—but it’s too late. Zephyr goes momentarily still, then jumps off me.
“What the—?”

Fry rolls up onto his knees. “What happened?” he wheezes out in
Zephyr’s direction.

I’ve reeled away, landed in a sitting position, my knees to my chest. I
can’t stand up yet for fear of a tent, so I put all my effort in trying not to cry.
A sickly ferret feeling is burrowing itself into every corner of my body as I
pant my last breaths. And even if they don’t kill me here and now, by
tonight everyone on the hill will know what just happened. I might as well
swallow a lit stick of dynamite and hurl my own self off Devil’s Drop. This
is worse, so much worse, than them seeing some stupid drawings.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Funeral in the Forest)
But Zephyr’s not saying anything, he’s just standing there, looking like

his Viking self, except all weird and mute. Why?
Did I disable him with my mind?
No. He gestures in the direction of the ocean, says to Fry, “Hell with

this. Let’s grab the slabs and head out.”



Relief swallows me whole. Is it possible he didn’t feel it? No, it isn’t—it
was steel and he jumped away totally freaked out. He’s still freaked out. So
why isn’t he pussyhomoBubbling me? Is it because he likes Jude?

Fry twirls a finger by his ear as he says to Zephyr, “Someone’s Frisbee is
seriously on the roof, bro.” Then to me: “When you least expect it, Bubble.”
He mimes my free-fall off Devil’s Drop with his mitt of a hand.

It’s over. They’re headed back toward the beach.
Before they change their Neanderthal minds, I hustle over to my pad,

slip it under my arm, and then, without looking back, I speed-walk into the
trees like someone whose heart isn’t shaking, whose eyes aren’t filling up,
someone who doesn’t feel so newly minted as a human.

When I’m in the clear, I blast out of my skin like a cheetah—they go
from zero to seventy-five mph in three seconds flat and I can too practically.
I’m the fourth-fastest in the seventh grade. I can unzip the air and disappear
inside it, and that’s what I do until I’m far away from them and what
happened. At least I’m not a mayfly. Male mayflies have two dicks to worry
about. I already spend half my life in the shower because of my one,
thinking about things I can’t stop thinking about no matter how hard I try
because I really, really, really like thinking about them. Man, I do.

At the creek, I jump rocks until I find a good cave where I can watch the
sun swimming inside the rushing water for the next hundred years. There
should be a horn or gong or something to wake God. Because I’d like to
have a word with him. Three words actually:

WHAT THE FUCK?!
After a while, having gotten no response as usual, I take out the

charcoals from my back pocket. They somehow survived the ordeal intact. I
sit down and open my sketchbook. I black out a whole blank page, then
another, and another. I press so hard, I break stick after stick, using each one
down to the very nub, so it’s like the blackness is coming out of my finger,
out of me, and onto the page. I fill up the whole rest of the pad. It takes
hours.

(A SERIES: Boy Inside a Box of Darkness)

• • •



The next night at dinner, Mom announces that Grandma Sweetwine joined
her for a ride in the car that afternoon with a message for Jude and me.

Only, Grandma’s dead.
“Finally!” Jude exclaims, falling back in her chair. “She promised me!”
What Grandma promised Jude, right before she died in her sleep three

months ago, is that if Jude ever really needed her, she’d be there in a flash.
Jude was her favorite.

Mom smiles at Jude and puts her hands on the table. I put mine on the
table too, then realize I’m being a Mom-mirror and hide my hands in my
lap. Mom’s contagious.

And a blow-in—some people just aren’t from here and she’s one of
them. I’ve been accumulating evidence for years. More on this later.

But now: Her face is all lit up and flickery as she sets the stage, telling
us how first the car filled with Grandma’s perfume. “You know how the
scent used to walk into the room before she did?” Mom breathes in
dramatically as if the kitchen’s filling with Grandma’s thick flowery smell. I
breathe in dramatically. Jude breathes in dramatically. Everyone in
California, the United States, on Earth, breathes in dramatically.

Except Dad. He clears his throat.
He’s not buying it. Because he’s an artichoke. This, according to his own

mother, Grandma Sweetwine, who never understood how she birthed and
raised such a thistle-head. Me neither.

A thistle-head who studies parasites—no comment.
I glance at him with his lifeguard-like tan and muscles, with his glow-in-

the-dark teeth, with all his glow-in-the-dark normal, and feel the curdling—
because what would happen if he knew?

So far Zephyr hasn’t blabbed a word. You probably don’t know this,
because I’m like the only one in the world who does, but a dork is the
official name for a whale dick. And a blue whale’s dork? Eight feet long. I
repeat: EIGHT FEET LOOOOOOOONG! This is how I’ve felt since it
happened yesterday:

(SELF-PORTRAIT: The Concrete Dork)
Yeah.
But sometimes I think Dad suspects. Sometimes I think the toaster

suspects.



Jude jostles my leg under the table with her foot to get my attention back
from the salt shaker I realize I’ve been staring down. She nods toward
Mom, whose eyes are now closed and whose hands are crossed over her
heart. Then toward Dad, who’s looking at Mom like her eyebrows have
crawled down to her chin. We bulge our eyes at each other. I bite my cheek
not to laugh. Jude does too—she and me, we share a laugh switch. Our feet
press together under the table.

(FAMILY PORTRAIT: Mom Communes with the Dead at Dinner)
“Well?” Jude prods. “The message?”
Mom opens her eyes, winks at us, then closes them and continues in a

séance-y woo-woo voice. “So, I breathed in the flowery air and there was a
kind of shimmering . . .” She swirls her arms like scarves, milking the
moment. This is why she gets the professor of the year award so much—
everyone always wants to be in her movie with her. We lean in for her next
words, for The Message from Upstairs, but then Dad interrupts, throwing a
whole load of boring on the moment.

He’s never gotten the professor of the year award. Not once. No
comment.

“It’s important to let the kids know you mean all this metaphorically,
honey,” he says, sitting straight up so that his head busts through the
ceiling. In most of my drawings, he’s so big, I can’t fit all of him on the
page, so I leave off the head.

Mom lifts her eyes, the amusement wiped off her face. “Except I don’t
mean it metaphorically, Benjamin.” Dad used to make Mom’s eyes shine;
now he makes her grind her teeth. I don’t know why. “What I meant quite
literally,” she says/grinds, “is that the inimitable Grandma Sweetwine, dead
and gone, was in the car, sitting next to me, plain as day.” She smiles at
Jude. “In fact, she was all dressed up in one of her Floating Dresses,
looking spectacular.” The Floating Dress was Grandma’s dress line.

“Oh! Which one? The blue?” The way Jude asks this makes my chest
pang for her.

“No, the one with the little orange flowers.”
“Of course,” Jude replies. “Perfect ghost-wear. We discussed what her

afterlife attire would be.” It occurs to me that Mom’s making all this up
because Jude can’t stop missing Grandma. She hardly left her bedside at the
end. When Mom found them that final morning, one asleep, one dead, they



were holding hands. I thought this was supremely creepy but kept it to
myself. “So . . .” Jude raises an eyebrow. “The message?”

“You know what I’d love?” Dad says, huffing and puffing himself back
into the conversation so that we’re never going to find out what the freaking
message is. “What I’d love is if we could finally declare The Reign of
Ridiculous over.” This, again. The Reign he’s referring to began when
Grandma moved in. Dad, “a man of science,” told us to take every bit of
superstitious hogwash that came out of his mother’s mouth with a grain of
salt. Grandma told us not to listen to her artichoke of a son and to take those
grains of salt and throw them right over our left shoulders to blind the devil.

Then she took out her “bible”—an enormous leather-bound book stuffed
with batshit ideas (aka: hogwash)—and started to preach the gospel. Mostly
to Jude.

Dad lifts a slice of pizza off his plate. Cheese dives over the edges. He
looks at me. “How about this, huh, Noah? Who’s a little relieved we’re not
having one of Grandma’s luck-infused stews?”

I remain mum. Sorry, Charlie. I love pizza, meaning: Even when I’m in
the middle of eating pizza, I wish I were eating pizza, but I wouldn’t jump
on Dad’s train even if Michelangelo were on it. He and I don’t get on,
though he tends to forget. I never forget. When I hear his big banging voice
coming after me to watch the 49ers or some movie where everything gets
blown up or to listen to jazz that makes me feel like my body’s on
backward, I open my bedroom window, jump out, and head for the trees.

Occasionally when no one’s home, I go into his office and break his
pencils. Once, after a particularly toilet-licking Noah the Broken Umbrella
Talk, when he laughed and said if Jude weren’t my twin he’d be sure I’d
come about from parthenogenesis (looked it up: conception without a
father), I snuck into the garage while everyone was sleeping and keyed his
car.

Because I can see people’s souls sometimes when I draw them, I know
the following: Mom has a massive sunflower for a soul so big there’s hardly
any room in her for organs. Jude and me have one soul between us that we
have to share: a tree with its leaves on fire. And Dad has a plate of maggots
for his.

Jude says to him, “Do you think Grandma didn’t just hear you insult her
cooking?”



“That would be a resounding no,” Dad replies, then hoovers into the
slice. The grease makes his whole mouth gleam.

Jude stands. Her hair hangs all around her head like lightcicles. She
looks up at the ceiling and declares, “I always loved your cooking,
Grandma.”

Mom reaches over and squeezes her hand, then says to the ceiling, “Me
too, Cassandra.”

Jude smiles from the inside out.
Dad finger-shoots himself in the head.
Mom frowns—it makes her look a hundred years old. “Embrace the

mystery, Professor,” she says. She’s always telling Dad this, but she used to
say it different. She used to say it like she was opening a door for him to
walk through, not closing one in his face.

“I married the mystery, Professor,” he answers like always, but it used to
sound like a compliment.

We all eat pizza. It’s not fun. Mom’s and Dad’s thoughts are turning the
air black. I’m listening to myself chew, when Jude’s foot finds mine under
the table again. I press back.

“The message from Grandma?” she interjects into the tension, smiling
hopefully.

Dad looks at her and his eyes go soft. She’s his favorite too. Mom
doesn’t have a favorite, though, which means the spot is up for grabs.

“As I was saying.” This time Mom’s using her normal voice, husky, like
a cave’s talking to you. “I was driving by CSA, the fine arts high school,
this afternoon and that’s when Grandma swooped in to say what an
absolutely perfect fit it would be for you two.” She shakes her head,
brightening and becoming her usual age again. “And it really is. I can’t
believe it never occurred to me. I keep thinking of that quote by Picasso:
‘Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once one
grows up.’” She has the bananas look on her face that happens in museums,
like she’s going to steal the art. “But this. This is a chance of a lifetime,
guys. I don’t want your spirits to get all tamped down like . . .” She doesn’t
finish, combs a hand through her hair—black and bombed-out like mine—
turns to Dad. “I really want this for them, Benjamin. I know it’ll be
expensive, but what an oppor—”



“That’s it?” Jude interrupts. “That’s all Grandma said? That was the
message from the afterlife? It was about some school?” She looks like she
might start crying.

Not me. Art school? I never imagined such a thing, never imagined I
wouldn’t have to go to Roosevelt, to Asshat High with everyone else. I’m
pretty sure the blood just started glowing inside my body.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: A Window Flies Open in My Chest)
Mom has the bananas look again. “Not just any school, Jude. A school

that will let you shout from the rooftops every single day for four years.
Don’t you two want to shout from the rooftops?”

“Shout what?” Jude asks.
This makes Dad chuckle under his breath in a thistly way. “I don’t know,

Di,” he says. “It’s so focused. You forget that for the rest of us, art’s just art,
not religion.” Mom picks up a knife and thrusts it into his gut, twists. Dad
forges on, oblivious. “Anyway, they’re in seventh grade. High school’s still
a ways away.”

“I want to go!” I explode. “I don’t want a tamped-down spirit!” I realize
these are the first words I’ve uttered outside my head this entire meal. Mom
beams at me. He can’t talk her out of this. There are no surftards there, I
know it. Probably only kids whose blood glows. Only revolutionaries.

Mom says to Dad, “It’ll take them the year to prepare. It’s one of the
best fine arts high schools in the country, with topnotch academics as well,
no problem there. And it’s right in our backyard!” Her excitement is
revving me even more. I might start flapping my arms. “Really difficult to
get in. But you two have it. Natural ability and you already know so much.”
She smiles at us with so much pride it’s like the sun’s rising over the table.
It’s true. Other kids had picture books, we had art books. “We’ll start
museum and gallery visits this weekend. It’ll be great. You two can have
drawing contests.”

Jude barfs bright blue fluorescent barf all over the table, but I’m the only
one who notices. She can draw okay, but it’s different. For me, school only
stopped being eight hours of daily stomach surgery when I realized
everyone wanted me to sketch them more than they wanted to talk to me or
bash my face in. No one ever wanted to bash Jude’s face in. She’s shiny and
funny and normal—not a revolutionary—and talks to everybody. I talk to
me. And Jude, of course, though mostly silently because that’s how we do



it. And Mom because she’s a blow-in. (Quickly, the evidence: So far she
hasn’t walked through a wall or picked up the house with her mind or
stopped time or anything totally off-the-hook, but there’ve been things. One
morning recently, for instance, she was out on the deck like usual drinking
her tea and when I got closer I saw that she’d floated up into the air. At least
that’s how it looked to me. And the clincher: She doesn’t have parents.
She’s a foundling! She was just left in some church in Reno, Nevada, as a
baby. Hello? Left by them.) Oh, and I also talk to Rascal next door, who, for
all intents and purposes, is a horse, but yeah right.

Hence, Bubble.
Really, most of the time, I feel like a hostage.
Dad puts his elbows on the table. “Dianna, take a few steps back. I really

think you’re projecting. Old dreams die—”
Mom doesn’t let him say another word. The teeth are grinding like mad.

She looks like she’s holding in a dictionary of bad words or a nuclear war.
“NoahandJude, take your plates and go into the den. I need to talk to your
father.”

We don’t move. “NoahandJude, now.”
“Jude, Noah,” Dad says.
I grab my plate and I’m glued to Jude’s heels out of there. She reaches a

hand back for me and I take it. I notice then that her dress is as colorful as a
clownfish. Grandma taught her to make her clothes. Oh! I hear our
neighbor’s new parrot, Prophet, through the open window. “Where the hell
is Ralph?” he squawks. “Where the hell is Ralph?” It’s the only thing he
says, and he says it 24/7. No one knows who, forget where, Ralph is.

“Goddamn stupid parrot!” Dad shouts with so much force all our hair
blows back.

“He doesn’t mean it,” I say to Prophet in my head only to realize I’ve
said it out loud. Sometimes words fly out of my mouth like warty frogs. I
begin to explain to Dad that I was talking to the bird but stop because that
won’t go over well, and instead, out of my mouth comes a weird bleating
sound, which makes everyone except Jude look at me funny. We spring for
the door.

A moment later we’re on the couch. We don’t turn on the TV, so we can
eavesdrop, but they’re speaking in angry whispers, impossible to decipher.
After sharing my slice bite for bite because Jude forgot her plate, she says,



“I thought Grandma would tell us something awesome in her message. Like
if heaven has an ocean, you know?”

I lean back into the couch, relieved to be just with Jude. I never feel like
I’ve been taken hostage when it’s just us. “Oh yeah it does, most definitely
it has an ocean, only it’s purple, and the sand is blue and the sky is hella
green.”

She smiles, thinks for a moment, then says, “And when you’re tired, you
crawl into your flower and go to sleep. During the day, everyone talks in
colors instead of sounds. It’s so quiet.” She closes her eyes, says slowly,
“When people fall in love, they burst into flames.” Jude loves that one—it
was one of Grandma’s favorites. We used to play this with her when we
were little. “Take me away!” she’d say, or sometimes, “Get me the hell out
of here, kids!”

When Jude opens her eyes, all the magic is gone from her face. She
sighs.

“What?” I ask.
“I’m not going to that school. Only aliens go there.”
“Aliens?”
“Yeah, freaks. California School of the Aliens, that’s what people call

it.”
Oh man, oh man, thank you, Grandma. Dad has to cave. I have to get in.

Freaks who make art! I’m so happy, I feel like I’m jumping on a
trampoline, just boinging around inside myself.

Not Jude. She’s all gloomy now. To make her feel better I say, “Maybe
Grandma saw your flying women and that’s why she wants us to go.” Three
coves down, Jude’s been making them out of the wet sand. The same ones
she’s always doing out of mashed potatoes or Dad’s shaving cream or
whatever when she thinks no one’s looking. From the bluff, I’ve been
watching her build these bigger sand versions and know she’s trying to talk
to Grandma. I can always tell what’s in Jude’s head. It’s not as easy for her
to tell what’s in mine, though, because I have shutters and I close them
whenever I have to. Like lately.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: The Boy Hiding Inside the Boy Hiding Inside the Boy)
“I don’t think those are art. Those are . . .” She doesn’t finish. “It’s

because of you, Noah. And you should stop following me down the beach.
What if I were kissing someone?”



“Who?” I’m only two hours thirty-seven minutes and thirteen seconds
younger than Jude, but she always makes me feel like I’m her little brother.
I hate it. “Who would you be kissing? Did you kiss someone?”

“I’ll tell you if you tell me what happened yesterday. I know something
did and that’s why we couldn’t walk to school the normal way this
morning.” I didn’t want to see Zephyr or Fry. The high school is next to the
middle school. I don’t ever want to see them again. Jude touches my arm.
“If someone did something to you or said something, tell me.”

She’s trying to get in my mind, so I close the shutters. Fast, slam them
right down with me on one side, her on the other. This isn’t like the other
horror shows: The time she punched the boulder-come-to-life Michael Stein
in the face last year during a soccer game for calling me a retard just
because I got distracted by a supremely cool anthill. Or the time I got
caught in a rip and she and Dad had to drag me out of the ocean in front of a
whole beach of surftards. This is different. This secret is like having hot
burning coals under my bare feet all the time. I rise up from the couch to get
away from any potential telepathy—when the yelling reaches us.

It’s loud, like the house might break in two. Same as the other times
lately.

I sink back down. Jude looks at me. Her eyes are the lightest glacier
blue; I use mostly white when I draw them. Normally they make you feel
floaty and think of puffy clouds and hear harps, but right now they look just
plain scared. Everything else has been forgotten.

(PORTRAIT: Mom and Dad with Screeching Tea Kettles for Heads)
When Jude speaks, she sounds like she did when she was little, her voice

made of tinsel. “Do you really think that’s why Grandma wants us to go to
that school? Because she saw my flying sand women?”

“I do,” I say, lying. I think she was right the first time. I think it’s
because of me.

She scoots over so we’re shoulder to shoulder. This is us. Our pose. The
smush. It’s even how we are in the ultrasound photo they took of us inside
Mom and how I had us in the picture Fry ripped up yesterday. Unlike most
everyone else on earth, from the very first cells of us, we were together, we
came here together. This is why no one hardly notices that Jude does most
of the talking for both of us, why we can only play piano with all four of
our hands on the keyboard and not at all alone, why we can never do



Rochambeau because not once in thirteen years have we chosen differently.
It’s always: two rocks, two papers, two scissors. When I don’t draw us like
this, I draw us as half-people.

The calm of the smush floods me. She breathes in and I join her. Maybe
we’re too old to still do this, but whatever. I can see her smiling even
though I’m looking straight ahead. We exhale together, then inhale together,
exhale, inhale, in and out, out and in, until not even the trees remember
what happened in the woods yesterday, until Mom’s and Dad’s voices turn
from mad to music, until we’re not only one age, but one complete and
whole person.

• • •

A week later, everything changes.
It’s Saturday, and Mom, Jude, and I are in the city at the museum’s

rooftop café because Mom won the argument and we’re both going to apply
to CSA in a year.

Across the table, Jude’s talking to Mom and at the same time sending me
secret silent death threats because she thinks my drawings came out better
than hers and we’re having a contest. Mom’s the judge. And fine, maybe I
shouldn’t have tried to fix Jude’s for her. She’s sure I was trying to ruin
them. No comment.

She eye-rolls at me on the sly. It’s a 6.3 on the Richter scale. I think
about giving her a dead leg under the table but resist. Instead, I drink some
hot chocolate and covertly spy on a group of older guys to my left. As far as
my eight-foot concrete dork goes, still no fallout except in my mind: (SELF-
PORTRAIT: Boy Gets Fed Piece by Piece to a Swarm of Fire Ants). But
maybe Zephyr’s really not going to tell anyone.

The guys at the next table all have rubber plugs in their earlobes and
studs in their eyebrows and are joking around with each other like otters.
They probably go to CSA, I think, and the thought makes my whole body
thrum. One of them has a moon face with blue saucer eyes and a bursting
red mouth, the kind Renoir paints. I love those mouths. I’m doing a quick
sketch of his face with my finger on my pants under the table when he
catches me staring and instead of glaring at me so I’ll mind my beeswax, he



winks at me, slowly, so there’s no mistaking it, then returns his attention to
his friends as I go from solid to liquid mass.

He winked at me. Like he knows. But it doesn’t feel bad. Not at all. In
fact, I wish I could stop smiling, and now, oh wow—he’s looking this way
again and smiling too. My face is starting to boil.

I try to focus in on Mom and Jude. They’re talking about Grandma’s
batshit bible. Again. How it’s like an encyclopedia of odd beliefs, Mom’s
saying. How Grandma collected ideas from everywhere, everyone, even left
the bible open on the counter next to the cash register in her dress shop so
all her customers could write in their batshit hogwash too.

“On the very last page,” Mom tells Jude, “it says in case of her untimely
death, it becomes yours.”

“Mine?” She throws me her smuggest look. “Just mine?” She’s all gift-
wrapped now. Whatever. Like I even want some bible.

Mom says, “I quote, ‘This good book is bequeathed to my
granddaughter, Jude Sweetwine, the last remaining bearer of The
Sweetwine Gift.’”

I barf bright green barf all over the table.
Grandma Sweetwine decided Jude had The Sweetwine Gift of Intuition

when she discovered Jude could do the flower tongue. We were four years
old. After, Jude spent days with me in front of a mirror, pressing her finger
into my tongue, again and again, trying to teach me so I could have The
Sweetwine Gift too. But it was useless. My tongue could flip and curl, but it
couldn’t blossom.

I look back over at the table of otters. They’re packing up to leave.
Winking Moon Face swings a backpack over his shoulder and then mouths
bye to me.

I swallow and look down and burst into flames.
Then start mind-drawing him from memory.
When I tune back in minutes later, Mom’s telling Jude that unlike

Grandma Sweetwine, she’d haunt us flamboyantly and persistently, no
quick visits in the car for her. “I’d be the kind of ghost that interferes with
everything.” She’s laughing her rumbly laugh and her hands are twirling
around in the air. “I’m too controlling. You’d never be rid of me! Never!”
She bwah-ha-ha’s at us.



What’s weird is that she looks like she’s in a windstorm all of a sudden.
Her hair’s blowing and her dress is slightly billowing. I check under the
table to see if there’s a vent or something, but there isn’t. See? Other
mothers don’t have their own private weather. She’s smiling at us so
warmly, like we’re puppies, and something catches in my chest.

I shutter myself in while they talk more specifically about what kind of
ghost Mom would make. If Mom died, the sun would go out. Period.

Instead, I think about today.
How I went around from painting to painting asking each to eat me and

each did.
How my skin fit the whole time, didn’t once bunch up at my ankles or

squeeze my head into a pin.
Mom’s drum roll on the table brings me back. “So, let’s see those

sketchbooks,” she says, excited. I did four pastel drawings from the
permanent collection—a Chagall, a Franz Marc, and two Picassos. I picked
those because I could tell the paintings were looking at me as hard as I was
looking at them. She’d said not to feel like we had to copy exactly. I didn’t
copy at all. I shook up the originals in my head and let them out all covered
in me.

“I’ll go first,” I say, shoving my book into Mom’s hands. Jude’s eye-roll
is a 7.2 on the Richter this time, causing the whole building to sway. I don’t
care, I can’t wait. Something happened when I was drawing today. I think
my eyes got swapped for better ones. I want Mom to notice.

I watch her page through slowly, then put on the granny glasses that
hang around her neck and go through the drawings again, and then again.
At one point she looks up at me like I’ve turned into a star-nosed mole and
then goes back to it.

All the café sounds: The voices, the whirring of the espresso machine,
the clink and clatter of glasses and dishes go silent as I watch her index
finger hover over each part of the page. I’m seeing through her eyes and
what I’m seeing is this: They’re good. I start to get a rocket launch feeling.
I’m totally going to get into CSA! And I still have a whole year to make
sure of it. I already asked Mr. Grady, the art teacher, to teach me to mix oils
after school and he said yes. When I think Mom’s finally done, she goes
back to the beginning and starts again. She can’t stop! Her face is being
swarmed by happiness. Oh, I’m reeling around in here.



Until I’m under siege. A psychic air raid discharging from Jude.
(PORTRAIT: Green with Envy) Skin: lime. Hair: chartreuse. Eyes: forest. All
of her: green, green, green. I watch her open a packet of sugar, spill some
on the table, then press a fingerprint of the crystals into the cover of her
sketchbook. Hogwash from Grandma’s bible for good luck. I feel a coiling
in my stomach. I should grab my sketchbook out of Mom’s hands already,
but I don’t. I can’t.

Every time Grandma S. read Jude’s and my palms, she’d tell us that we
have enough jealousy in our lines to ruin our lives ten times over. I know
she’s right about this. When I draw Jude and me with see-through skin,
there are always rattlesnakes in our bellies. I only have a few. Jude had
seventeen at last count.

Finally, Mom closes my book and hands it back to me. She says to us,
“Contests are silly. Let’s spend our Saturdays for the next year appreciating
art and learning craft. Sound good, guys?”

Before even opening Jude’s sketchbook, she says this.
Mom picks up her hot chocolate but doesn’t drink. “Unbelievable,” she

says, shaking her head slowly. Has she forgotten Jude’s book altogether? “I
see a Chagall sensibility with a Gauguin palette, but the point of view
seems wholly your own at the same time. And you’re so young. It’s
extraordinary, Noah. Just extraordinary.”

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Dives into a Lake of Light)
“Really?” I whisper.
“Really,” she says seriously. “I’m stunned.” Something in her face is

different—it’s like a curtain’s been parted in the middle of it. I sneak a
glance at Jude. I can tell she’s crumpled up in a corner of herself, just like I
do in emergencies. There’s a crawlspace in me that no one can get to, no
matter what. I had no idea she had one too.

Mom doesn’t notice. Usually she notices everything. But she’s sitting
there not noticing anything, like she’s dreaming right in front of us.

Finally she snaps out of it, but it’s too late. “Jude, honey, let’s see that
book, can’t wait to see what you’ve come up with.”

“That’s okay,” Jude says in the tinsely voice, her book already buried
deep in her bag.

Jude and I play a lot of games. Her favorites are How Would You Rather
Die? (Jude: freeze, me: burn) and The Drowning Game. The Drowning



Game goes like this: If Mom and Dad were drowning, who would we save
first? (Me: Mom, duh. Jude: depends on her mood.) And there’s the other
variation: If we were drowning, who would Dad save first? (Jude.) For
thirteen years, Mom’s stumped us. We had absolutely no idea who she’d
dredge out of the water first.

Until now.
And without sharing a glance, we both know it.



THE HISTORY OF LUCK

Jude
Age 16
3 years later

Here I am.
Standing next to my sculpture in the studio at CSA with a four-leaf

clover in my pocket. I spent all morning on hands and knees in a clover
patch outside school, all for nothing—it was picked clean. But then, eureka!
I super-glued a fourth leaf onto an ordinary old three-leafer, wrapped it in
cellophane, and slipped it into my sweatshirt pocket right beside the onion.

I’m a bit of a bible thumper. Other people have the Gideon, I have
Grandma Sweetwine’s. Some sample passages:

A person in possession of a four-leaf clover is able 
to thwart all sinister influences

(Art school is rife with sinister influences. Especially today—
not only is it my critique day, I have a meeting with my advisor 

and I might be expelled.)

To avoid serious illness, keep an onion in your pocket
(Check. Can’t be too careful.)

If a boy gives a girl an orange, her love for him will multiply



(Jury’s out. No boy has ever given me an orange.)

The feet of ghosts never touch the ground
(We’ll get to this. Soon.)

The bell rings.
And there they are. The other clay second-years. Every last one of them

ready to suffocate me with a pillow. Oops, I mean: staring dumbfounded at
my sculpture. The assignment was to do another self-portrait. I went
abstract, as in: blob. Degas had dancers, I have blobs. Broken, glued-
together blobs. This is my eighth.

“What’s working here?” asks Sandy Ellis, master ceramicist, clay
instructor, and my advisor. The way he begins every critique.

No one says a word. The proper California School of the Aliens
feedback sandwich starts and ends with praise—in between, people say the
terrible things they really think.

I scan the room without moving my head. The sophomore clay crew is a
pretty good sampling of the CSA student body: freak-flags of every variety
flying proud and loud. Normal run-of-the-mill people like me—except for a
few discreet tics, sure, who doesn’t have something?—are the exception.

I know what you’re thinking. It’s Noah who belongs at this school, not
me.

Sandy peers at the class over his round, tinted spectacles.
Usually everyone jumps right in, but the only sound in the studio is the

electric hum of the fluorescent lights. I study the time on Mom’s old watch
—she was wearing it when her car sailed off the cliff two years ago, killing
her on impact—as it ticks around my wrist.

Rain in December brings with it an unforeseen funeral
(It rained most of the December before she died.)

“C’mon guys, positive impressions of Broken Me-Blob No. 8?” Sandy
slowly strokes his straggly beard. If we all morphed into our mirror animals
(a game Noah made me play constantly when we were little), Sandy would
poof into a billy goat. “We’ve been talking about point of view,” he says.
“Let’s discuss CJ’s, shall we?”



CJ, short for Calamity Jane/Jude, is what everyone at school calls me on
account of my “bad luck.” It’s not just breakage in the kiln. Last year, in
pottery studio, some of my bowls allegedly took flying leaps off the shelves
at night when no one was around, when the windows were all closed, when
the closest earthquake was in Indonesia. The night janitor was confounded.

Everyone was but me.
Caleb Cartwright raises both hands in a gesture that further clinches his

mime thing: black turtleneck, black skinny jeans, black eyeliner, black
bowler hat. He’s actually quite hot in an arty cabaret kind of way, not that
I’ve noticed. The boy boycott’s on. I come fully equipped with boy-blinders
and failsafe invisibility uniform:

To disappear into thin air: Cut off three feet of blond curls and shove
remaining hair into a black skullcap. Keep tattoo tucked away where 

no one can see it. Wear only oversized hoodies, oversized jeans, 
and sneakers. Stay quiet.

(Occasionally, I write a bible passage of my own.)

Caleb scans the room. “I’ll just say it for everyone, okay?” He pauses,
taking great care to find the perfect words to throw me overboard. “It’s
impossible to critique CJ’s work because it’s always mangled, glued
together like this. I mean, we’re talking serious Humpty Dumpty every
time.”

I imagine myself in a meadow. This is what the school counselor told me
to do when I feel mental, or as Grandma used to say: minus some buttons.

And if anyone was wondering: DIY four-leaf clovers have no juice.
“Well, what does that say in and of itself?” Sandy asks the class.
Randall “no offense, but” Brown starts to sputter. He’s this all-star a-

hole who believes he can say the most offensive things imaginable in
critique if he precedes them with “No offense, but.” I’d like to bean him
with a tranquilizer dart. “It would say a lot more, Sandy, if it were
intentional.” He looks at me. Here it comes. “I mean, CJ, no offense, but it’s
got to be that you’re fundamentally careless. The only rational explanation
for so much breakage in the kiln is that you don’t knead your clay enough
or let your work dry evenly.”

Nail on the head. Bingo. Pop goes the weasel.



Sometimes explanations are not rational.
Strange things happen. And if we were allowed to talk when our work

was being critiqued, and if I could get a signed affidavit from someone very
high up, like God for instance, that I wouldn’t be locked away for the rest of
my life, then I’d say, “Doesn’t anyone else have a dead mother angry
enough at them to rise from the grave and break their artwork?”

Then they’d understand what I’m up against.
“Randall brings up a good point,” Sandy says. “Does intentionality

matter in our experience and appreciation of art? If CJ’s final sculpture is in
pieces, does her original conception of wholeness even matter? Is it about
the journey or the destination, so to speak?”

The whole class hums like a happy hive at this and Sandy launches them
into a theoretical discussion about whether the artist even matters after the
art has been created.

I’d rather think about pickles.
“Me too—kosher dills, big fat juicy ones. Mmm. Mmm. Mmm,”

whispers Grandma Sweetwine in my head. She’s dead like Mom, but unlike
Mom, who just breaks things, Grandma’s vocal and often visible. She’s the
good cop of my ghost world; Mom, the bad. I try to keep my face blank as
she continues. “Ho, dee, hum, what a snooze. And really, that’s a highly
unattractive thing you’ve made. Why all this beating around the bush? Why
don’t they tell you better luck next time and move on to their next victim
like that fella there with the bananas springing out of his head.”

“Those are blond dreadlocks, Grandma,” I tell her in my mind, careful
not to move my mouth.

“I say you make a run for it, dear.”
“I’m with you.”
Those discreet tics? I confess, maybe not so discreet.
But, for the record: Twenty-two percent of the world’s population sees

ghosts—that’s over one and a half billion people worldwide. (Professors as
parents. Mad research skills.)

While the theoretical clone-drone continues, I amuse myself by playing:
How Would You Rather Die? I’m the reigning champion of this game. It’s
not as simple as it seems, because making the deaths on either side of the
equation comparably frightful takes enormous skill. For instance: eating
fistful after fistful of crushed glass or—



I’m interrupted because to my surprise and everyone else’s as well, Fish
(no last name) has raised her hand. Fish’s a mute like me, so this is
something.

“CJ has good technique,” she says, her tongue stud flashing like a star in
her mouth. “I propose it’s a ghost that’s breaking her work.” Everyone
hardy-har-hars at this, including Sandy. I’m floored. She wasn’t joking, I
can tell. She meets my eyes, then lifts her wrist and gives it a subtle shake.
On it is a cool punky charm bracelet that perfectly matches the rest of her:
purple hair, tattoo sleeves, acid attitude. Then I recognize the charms: three
pieces of ruby red sea glass, two four-leaf clovers in plastic, and a handful
of sand-dollar birds, all strung together with black ratty leather. Wow. I
hadn’t realized I’d snuck so much luck into her bag, into her smock
pockets. She just always seems so sad under all the ghoulish makeup. But
how did she know it was me? Do the rest know too? Like that jittery new
kid? Definitely minus some buttons. Been slipping him sand-dollar birds
galore.

But Fish’s dead ringer of a pronouncement and bracelet are the lone
fireworks. For the rest of the hour, one by one, the others skewer Broken
Me-Blob No. 8 and I become more and more aware of my hands, which are
in a white-knuckled clasp in front of me. They feel itchy. Very itchy.
Finally, I unclasp them and try to examine them on the down low. No sign
of a bite or rash. I search for a red spot that might indicate necrotizing
fasciitis, more commonly referred to as flesh-eating disease, which I read
all about in one of Dad’s medical journals—

Okay, got it: How Would You Rather Die? Eating handful after handful
of crushed glass, or a whopping case of necrotizing fasciitis?

The voice of Felicity Stiles—signifying the end is nigh!—pulls me out
of this brain-squeezing conundrum where I’m leaning toward eating the
glass.

“Can I do the closing, Sandy?” she asks like she always does. She has
this gorgeous lilting South Carolinian accent that she uses to give a sermon
at the end of every critique. She’s like a flower that talks—an evangelical
daffodil. Fish covertly mimes a dagger going into her chest. I smile at her
and brace myself. “I just think it’s sad,” Felicity says, then pauses until the
room is hers, which doesn’t take more than a second because she doesn’t
only sound like a daffodil, she looks and acts like one too and we all



become human sighs around her. She holds her hand out to my blob. “I can
feel the pain of the whole wide world in this piece.” It takes a full rotation
of that world for her to drawl out all those Ws. “Because we are all broken.
I mean, aren’t we now? I am. The whole wide world is. We try to do our
best and this is what happens, time and time again. That’s what all CJ’s
work says to me, and it makes me really, really sad.” She faces me directly.
“I understand how unhappy you are, CJ. I really do.” Her eyes are huge,
swallowing. Oh, how I hate art school. She raises a fisted hand and clutches
it to her chest, then beats it three times, saying, “I. Understand. You.”

I can’t help it. I’m nodding back at her like a fellow flower, when the
table beneath Broken Me-Blob No. 8 gives way and my self-portrait tumbles
to the floor and shatters into pieces. Again.

“That’s cold,” I tell Mom in my mind.
“You see,” Fish declares. “A ghost.”
This time nobody hardy-har-hars. Caleb shakes his head: “No way.”

Randall: “What the hell?” Tell me about it, countrymen. Unlike Casper and
Grandma S., Mom is not a friendly ghost.

Sandy’s under the table. “A screw fell out,” he says in disbelief.
I get the broom I keep at my station for such occasions and sweep up

broken Broken Me-Blob No. 8 while everyone mutters about how unlucky I
am. I empty the pieces into a trashcan. After the remains of my self-portrait,
I toss in the useless DIY-clover.

I’m thinking maybe Sandy will feel sorry for me and postpone our big
meeting until after winter break, which starts tomorrow, when he mouths at
me My office, and gestures toward the door. I cross the studio.

Always walk right foot first to avert calamity, 
which comes at you from the left

• • •

I’m sunk into a giant plush leather chair across from Sandy. He’s just
apologized about the screw falling out and joked that maybe Fish was right
about that ghost, eh, CJ?

Chuckling politely here at the absurd notion.



His fingers are piano-ing on the desk. Neither of us is speaking. I’m fine
with this.

To his left is a life-size print of Michelangelo’s David, so vivid in the
fragile afternoon light that I keep expecting his chest to heave as he claims
his first breath. Sandy follows my gaze over his shoulder to the magnificent
stone man.

“Helluva biography your mother wrote,” he says, breaking the silence.
“Fearless in her examination of his sexuality. Deserved every bit of acclaim
it got.” He takes off his glasses and rests them on the desk. “Talk to me,
CJ.”

I glance out the window at the long stretch of beach buried in fog. “A
white-out’s coming for sure,” I say. One of the town of Lost Cove’s claims
to fame is how often it disappears. “Do you know that some native peoples
believe fog contains the restless spirits of the dead?” From Grandma’s
bible.

“Is that right?” He strokes his beard, transporting flecks of clay from his
hand to it. “That’s interesting, but right now we need to talk about you. This
is a very serious situation.”

I think I was talking about me.
Silence prevails once again . . . and I’ve decided to eat the crushed glass.

Final answer.
Sandy sighs. Because I’m disturbing him? I disturb people, I’ve noticed.

Didn’t used to.
“Look, I know it’s been an extraordinarily hard time for you, CJ.” He’s

searching my face with his kind billy goat eyes. It’s excruciating. “And we
pretty much gave you a free pass last year because of the tragic
circumstances.” He has on The Poor Motherless Girl Look—all adults get it
at some point when they talk to me, like I’m doomed, shoved out of the
airplane without a parachute because mothers are the parachutes. I drop my
gaze, notice a fatal melanoma on his arm, see his life pass before my eyes,
then realize with relief it’s a dot of clay. “But CSA is a tight ship,” he says
more sternly. “Not passing a studio is grounds for expulsion, and we
decided to just put you on probation.” He leans forward. “It’s not all the
breakage in the kiln. That happens. Granted, it seems to always happen to
you, which calls into question your technique and focus, but it’s the way
you’ve isolated yourself and your clear lack of investment that deeply



concern us. You must know there are young artists all around the country
banging on our doors for a spot, for your very spot.”

I think how much Noah deserves my spot. Isn’t that what Mom’s ghost
is telling me by breaking everything I make?

I know it is.
I take a breath and then I say it. “Let them have my spot. Really, they

deserve it. I don’t.” I lift my head, look in his stunned eyes. “I don’t belong
here, Sandy.”

“I see,” he says. “Well, you might feel that way, but the CSA faculty
think differently. I think differently.” He picks up his glasses, begins
cleaning them with his clay-splattered shirt, making them dirtier. “There
was something so unique in those women you made out of sand, the ones
that were part of your admission portfolio.”

Huh?
He closes his eyes for a moment like he’s listening to distant music.

“They were so joyful, so whimsical. So much motion, so much emotion.”
What’s he talking about?
“Sandy, I submitted dress patterns and sample dresses I made. I talked

about the sand sculptures in my essay.”
“Yes, I remember the essay. And I remember the dresses. Lovely. Too

bad we don’t have a fashion focus. But the reason you’re sitting in that
chair is because of the photographs of those wonderful sculptures.”

There are no photographs of those sculptures.
Okay then, feeling a little light-headed here in this episode of The

Twilight Zone.
Because no one ever even saw them. I made sure of it, always sneaking

far down the beach to an isolated cove, the tide taking them away . . .
except Noah did tell me once, no, twice actually, that he followed me and
watched me build. But did he take pictures? And send them to CSA?
Nothing could seem less likely.

When he found out I got in and he didn’t, he destroyed everything he’d
ever made. Not even a doodle remains. He hasn’t picked up a pencil, pastel,
stick of charcoal, or paintbrush since.

I glance up at Sandy, who’s rapping his knuckles on the desk. Wait, did
he just say my sand sculptures were wonderful? I think he did. When he
sees I’m listening again, he stops knuckle-rapping and continues. “I know



we inundate you with lots of theory your first two years here, but let’s you
and me get back to basics. One simple question, CJ. Isn’t there anything
you want to make anymore? You’ve been through so much for someone so
young. Isn’t there something you want to say? Something you need to say?”
He’s gotten very serious and intense. “Because that’s what all this is about.
Nothing else. We wish with our hands, that’s what we do as artists.”

His words are loosening something inside. I don’t like it.
“Think about it,” he says more gently. “I’m going to ask again. Is there

something you need in the world that only your two hands can create?”
I feel a searing pain in my chest.
“Is there, CJ?” he insists.
There is. But it’s off limits. Imagining that meadow now.
“No,” I say.
He grimaces. “I don’t believe you.”
“There’s nothing,” I say, holding my hands together as tight as I can in

my lap. “Nada. Zip.”
He shakes his head, disappointed. “Okay then.”
I gaze up at David . . .
“CJ, where are you?”
“Here, I’m here. Sorry.” I turn my attention back to him.
He’s clearly upset. Why? Why does he care so much? Like he said, there

are young artists all around the country dying for my spot. “We need to talk
to your father,” he says. “You’d be giving up an opportunity of a lifetime. Is
this really what you want?”

My eyes drift back to David. It’s like he’s made of light. What I want? I
want only one thing—

Then it’s as if David’s jumped off the wall and swooped me into his
massive stone arms and is whispering into my ear.

He reminds me that Michelangelo made him over five hundred years
ago.

“Do you really want to transfer out?”
“No!” The vehemence in my voice surprises us both. “I need to work in

stone.” I point to David. An idea’s exploding inside me. “There is
something I need to make,” I tell him. I feel wild, like I’m gulping for air.
“Badly.” I’ve wanted to make it since I got here, but I couldn’t bear it if
Mom broke it. Just couldn’t bear it.



“This pleases me to no end,” Sandy says, clasping his hands together.
“But it can’t be built in clay. No kiln,” I say. “It has to be stone.”
“Much more resilient,” he says, smiling. He gets it. Well, part of it.
“Exactly,” I say. She will not be able to break this so easily! And more

importantly, she’s not going to want to. I’m going to dazzle her. I’m going
to communicate with her. This is the way. “I’m so sorry, Jude,” she’ll
whisper in my ear. “I had no idea you had it in you.”

And then just maybe she’ll forgive me.
I don’t realize Sandy’s been talking, oblivious of the music swelling, of

the mother-daughter reconciliation that’s occurring in my head. I try to
focus.

“The problem is, with Ivan in Italy for the year, there’s no one in the
department to help you. If you wanted to work in clay and cast in bronze I
could—”

“No, it’s got to be stone, the harder the better, granite even.” This is
genius.

He laughs, back to his mellow goat-grazing-in-a-field self. “Maybe,
hmm, maybe . . . if you’re okay with mentoring with someone outside of
school?”

“Sure.” You kidding? Bonus.
Sandy’s stroking his beard, thinking.
And thinking.
“What is it?” I ask.
“Well, there is someone.” Sandy raises his eyebrows. “A master carver.

One of the last ones standing perhaps. But no, I don’t think it’s possible.”
He pushes the idea away with his hand. “He doesn’t teach anymore.
Doesn’t exhibit. Something happened to him. No one knows what the deal
is, and even before all this, he wasn’t the most . . . hmm, how shall I put it?”
He looks up at the ceiling, finds the word there: “Human.” He laughs, starts
digging around in a pile of magazines on his desk. “An extraordinary
sculptor and a helluva speaker. I heard him when I was in grad school,
amazing, he—”

“If not human, what?” I interrupt, intrigued.
“Actually . . .” He smiles at me. “I think your mother said it best.”
“My mother?” I don’t even need to have The Sweetwine Gift to know

this is a sign.



“Yes, your mother wrote about him in Art Tomorrow. Funny. I was just
looking at the interview the other day.” He flips through a few issues of the
magazine Mom used to write for, but doesn’t find it. “Oh well,” he says,
giving up. He leans back in his chair. “Let me think . . . what were her
words? Oh yes, yes, she said, ‘He was the kind of man who walks into a
room and all the walls fall down.’”

A man who walks into a room and all the walls fall down? “What’s his
name?” I ask, feeling a little breathless.

He presses his lips together for a long moment, studying me, then seems
to make a decision. “I’ll give him a call first. If it’s a go, you can pay him a
visit after winter break.” He writes a name and address on a piece of paper
and hands it to me.

Smiling, he says, “Don’t say you weren’t warned.”

• • •

Grandma Sweetwine and I are lost in oblivion, unable to see anything in the
fog as we make our way through the ground cloud to Day Street in the
inland flats of Lost Cove where Guillermo Garcia’s studio is. That’s the
name of the sculptor that was on the piece of paper Sandy gave me. I don’t
want to wait to see if it’s a go, I just want to go.

Before leaving school I consorted with The Oracle: Google. Internet
searches are better than tea leaves or a tarot deck. You put in your question:
Am I a bad person? Is this headache a symptom of an inoperable brain
tumor? Why won’t my mother’s ghost speak to me? What should I do about
Noah? Then you sort through the results and determine the divination.

When I put in the question: Should I ask Guillermo Garcia to be my
mentor? up popped a link for the cover of Interview Magazine. I clicked on
it. The photograph was of a dark, imposing man with radioactive green eyes
wielding a baseball bat at Rodin’s lovely romantic sculpture The Kiss. The
caption read: Guillermo Garcia: The Rock Star of the Sculpture World. On
the cover of Interview! I stopped there because of the cardiac symptoms.

“You look like a hoodlum in that getup,” Grandma Sweetwine says,
sweeping along beside me a good foot above the ground, twirling a magenta
sun parasol, without a care for the dismal weather. She’s dressed to the
nines like always, in a color-splashed Floating Dress that makes her look



like a billowy sunset, and enormous tortoiseshell movie-star sunglasses.
She’s barefoot. Not much need for shoes if you hover. She got lucky on the
foot-front.

Some visitors from the beyond return with their feet on backward
(Beyond disturbing. Thankfully, hers are on right.)

She continues. “You look like that fella, you know, whosamacallit,
Reese’s Pieces.”

“Eminem?” I ask, with a smile. The fog’s so thick, I have to walk with
my arms out straight so I don’t collide into any mailboxes or telephone
poles or trees.

“Yes!” She taps the sidewalk with the parasol. “I knew it was some kind
of candy. Him.” The parasol’s pointing at me now. “All those dresses you
make locked away in your bedroom. It’s a travesty.” She sighs one of her
record-length sighs. “What about the suitors, Jude?”

“I don’t have any suitors, Grandma.”
“My point exactly, dear,” she says, then cackles with delight at her own

wit.
A woman passes us with two kids in fog harnesses, also known as

leashes, not unusual in Lost Cove during a white-out.
I look down at my invisibility uniform. Grandma still doesn’t get it. I tell

her, “Being with boys is more dangerous for me than killing a cricket or
having a bird fly into the house.” Other serious portents of death. “You
know this.”

“Nonsense. What I know is you have an enviable love-line on your
palm, just like your brother, but even fate needs a goose in the rear
sometimes. Best stop dressing like a life-size rutabaga. And grow the hair
back already, for Pete’s sake.”

“You’re very superficial, Grandma.”
She harrumphs at me.
I harrumph back, then turn the tables. “I don’t want to alarm you, but I

think your feet are starting to point the wrong way. You know what they
say. Nothing ruins an ensemble like ass-backward feet.”

She gasps, looking down. “How to give an old, dead woman a heart
attack!”



By the time we get to Day Street, I’m damp through and shivering. I
notice a small church at the end of the block, a perfect place to dry off,
warm up, and strategize about how I’m going to convince this Guillermo
Garcia to mentor me.

“I’ll wait outside,” Grandma tells me. “But please, take your time. Don’t
worry about me, all alone out here in the cold, wet fog.” She wiggles her
bare toes on both feet. “Shoeless, penniless, dead.”

“Subtle,” I say, heading down the path to the church.
“Regards to Clark Gable,” she calls after me as I pull the ring to open

the door. Clark Gable is her pet name for God. A blast of warmth and light
embraces me the moment I step in. Mom was a church-hopper, always
dragging Noah and me with her, except never when a service was going on.
She said she just liked to sit in holy spaces. Me too now.

If you’re in need of divine help, open a jar in a place of worship 
and close it upon leaving

(Mom told us she sometimes used to hide out from her foster “situations” in nearby churches. I
suspect she needed more than 

a jar of help, though it was impossible to get her to talk 
much about that time in her life.)

This one is a beautiful boat-like room of dark wood and bright stained-
glass panels of, it looks like, yup, Noah building the ark, Noah greeting the
animals as they board, Noah, Noah, Noah. I sigh.

In every set of twins, there is one angel, one devil
I take a seat in the second row. While rubbing my arms furiously to

warm up, I think about what I’m going to say to Guillermo Garcia. What
does a Broken Me-Blob say to The Rock Star of the Sculpture World? A
man who walks into a room and all the walls fall down? How am I going to
convey to him that it’s absolutely dire that he mentor me? That making this
sculpture will—

A loud clatter blasts me out of my thoughts, my seat, and skin all at
once.

“Oh bloody hell, you scared me!” The deep, whispery English-accented
voice is coming out of a bent-over guy on the altar picking up the
candlestick he just knocked off. “Oh Christ! I can’t believe I just said



bloody hell in church. And Christ, I just said Christ! Jesus!” He stands up,
rests the candlestick on the table, then smiles the most crooked smile I’ve
ever seen, like Picasso made it. “Guess I’m damned.” There’s a scar
zigzagging across his left cheek and one running from the base of his nose
into his lip. “Well, doesn’t matter,” he continues in a stage whisper.
“Always thought heaven would be crap anyway. All those preposterous
puffy clouds. All that mind-numbing white. All those self-righteous,
morally unambiguous goody two-shoes.” The smile and accompanying
crookedness hijack his whole face. It’s an impatient, devil-may-care, chip-
toothed smile on an off-kilter, asymmetrical face. He’s totally wild-looking,
hot, in a let’s-break-the-law kind of way, not that I notice.

Any marked peculiarity in the face indicates a similar 
peculiarity of disposition

(Hmm.)

And where did he come from? England, it seems, but did he just teleport
here mid-monologue?

“Sorry,” he whispers, taking me in. I realize I’m still frozen with my
hand plastered to my chest and my mouth open in surprise. I quickly
rearrange myself. “Didn’t mean to startle you,” he says. “Didn’t think
anyone else was here. No one’s ever here.” He comes to this church often?
To repent probably. He looks like he has sins, big juicy ones. He gestures at
a door behind the altar. “I was just skulking about, taking photos.” He
pauses, tilts his head, studies me with curiosity. I notice a blue tattoo poking
out of his collar. “You know, you really ought to put a lid on it. Such a
chatterbox, a guy can’t get a word in.”

I feel a smile maneuvering its way around my face that I resist as per the
tenets of the boycott. He’s charming, not that I notice that either. Charming
is bad luck. I also don’t notice that his sinful self seems smart, nor how tall
he is, nor the way his tangly brown hair falls over one eye, nor the black
leather motorcycle jacket, perfectly worn in and ridiculously cool. He’s
carrying a beat-up messenger bag on one shoulder that’s full of books—
college books? Maybe, definitely a senior if still in high school. And he has
a camera around his neck that is now pointing at me.



“No,” I shriek loud enough to blow the roof as I duck behind the pew in
front of me. I must look like a cold wet ferret. I don’t want this guy having
a picture of me looking like a cold wet ferret. And vanity aside:

Every picture taken of you reduces your spirit 
and shortens your life

“Hmm, yes,” he whispers. “You’re one of those, afraid the camera will
steal your soul or some such.” I eye him. Is he versed in some such? “In any
case, please keep your voice down. We are in church, after all.” He grins in
his chaotic way, then turns the camera up at the wooden ceiling, clicks.
There’s something else I’m not noticing: He seems familiar to me
somehow, like we’ve met before, but I’ve no idea where or when.

I slip off my hat and start combing my fingers through the stubborn mat
of neglected hair . . . like I’m not a girl with boy blinders! What am I
thinking? I remind myself he’s decaying like every other living thing. I
remind myself I’m a bible-thumping Broken Me-Blob with
hypochondriachal tendencies whose only friend is possibly a figment of her
imagination. Sorry, Grandma. I remind myself he’s probably worse luck
than all the world’s black cats and broken mirrors combined. I remind
myself some girls deserve to be alone.

Before I can get my skullcap back on, he says in a regular speaking
voice, quite a deep, velvety one, not that I notice, “Change your mind?
Please do. I’m going to have to insist on it.” He’s aiming the camera at me
again.

I shake my head to indicate I am in no way changing my mind. I put my
hat back on, pull it down low, practically over my eyes, but then I bring my
index finger to my lips in a shhh, which might appear to be flirting to the
casual viewer, but luckily there are no casual viewers present. I can’t seem
to help it. And it’s not like I’ll ever see him again.

“Right, forgot where we were for a minute,” he says, smiling and
bringing his voice down to a whisper again. He regards me for a long,
unnerving moment. It’s like being held in a spotlight. Actually, I’m not sure
it’s legal to be looked at like this. My chest starts humming. “Too bad about
the photo,” he says. “Hope you don’t mind me saying, but you look like an
angel sitting there.” He presses his lips together as if considering this. “But



in disguise, like you just fell down and then borrowed some bloke’s
clothes.”

What do I say to that? Especially now that the humming in my chest has
turned into jackhammering.

“In any case, can’t blame you for wanting out of the angelic order.” He’s
grinning again and I’m spinning. “Probably quite a bit more interesting to
be among us screwed-up mortals, like I said before.” He sure has the gift of
gab. I used to too, once, though you’d never know it. He must think my
jaw’s wired shut.

Oh boy. He’s looking at me again in that way of his, like he’s trying to
see beneath the skin.

“Let me,” he says, his hand circling the lens. It’s more command than
question. “Just one.” There’s something in his voice, in his gaze, in his
whole being, something hungry and insistent, and it’s untethering me.

I’m nodding. I can’t believe it, but I’m nodding. To hell with my vanity,
my spirit, my old age. “Okay,” I say, my voice hoarse and strange. “Just
one.” It’s possible he’s put me in a trance. It happens. There are people who
are mesmerists. It’s in the bible.

He lands in a squat behind a pew in the front row, spins the lens a few
times while looking through the camera. “Oh God,” he says. “Yes. Perfect.
Fucking perfect.”

I know he’s taking a hundred pictures, but I don’t care anymore. A hot
series of shivers is running through me as he continues clicking and saying:
Yes, thank you, this is totally bloody it, perfect, yes, yes, sodding hell, God,
look at you. It’s like we’re kissing, way more than kissing. I can’t imagine
what my face must look like.

“You’re her,” he says finally, putting the cover over the lens. “I’m sure
of it.”

“Who?” I ask.
But he doesn’t answer, just walks down the aisle toward me, a lazy,

lanky walk that makes me think of summer. He’s completely unwound now,
went from high gear to no gear the moment he covered the lens. As he
approaches, I see that he has one green eye and one brown eye, like he’s
two people in one, two very intense people in one.

“Well,” he says when he’s by my side. He pauses there as if he’s going
to say something more, like, I’m hoping what he meant by “You’re her,” but



instead he just adds, “I’ll leave you to it,” and points up at Clark Gable.
Looking at him from such close range, it strikes me now with certainty

that it’s not the first time I’ve laid eyes on this totally unbelievable guy.
Okay, I effing noticed.
I think he’s going to shake my hand or touch my shoulder or something,

but he just continues down the aisle. I turn around and watch him stroll
along like he should have a piece of hay in his mouth. He picks up a tripod I
didn’t notice when I came in and swings it over his shoulder. As he goes out
the door, he doesn’t turn around, but raises his free hand in the air and
waves slightly like he knows I’m watching him.

Which I am.

• • •

I leave the church a few minutes later feeling warmer, drier, and like I
narrowly escaped something. Grandma Sweetwine’s nowhere in sight.

I press down the street looking for the address of the sculpture studio.
To be clear, when you’re me, guys like him are kryptonite, not that I’ve

ever met a guy like him before, one who makes you feel like you’re being
kissed, no, ravished, from across a room. He didn’t seem to notice I was
roped off either. Well, I am and must remain that way. I can’t let my guard
down. My mother was right after all. I don’t want to be that girl. I can’t be.

What someone says to you right before they die will come true
(I was on my way to a party and she said to me: “Do you really want 

to be that girl?” and pointed to my reflection in the mirror. 
It was the night before she died.)

It wasn’t the first time she’d said it either. Do you really want to be that
girl, Jude?

Well, yeah, I did, because that girl got her attention. That girl got
everyone’s attention.

Especially the attention of the older guys on the hill, like Michael
Ravens, aka Zephyr, who made me feel faint every time he spoke to me,
every time he let me jump the line to catch a wave, every time he texted or
messaged me at night, every time he casually touched me in conversation—
above all, the time he looped his finger through the plastic ring of my bikini



bottoms and pulled me to him so he could whisper in my ear: Come with
me.

I went.
You can say no, he said.
His breath was ragged, his giant hands all over me, his fingers in me, the

sand burning into my back, my brand-new cherub tattoo burning into my
belly. The sun burning up the sky. You can totally say no, Jude. That’s what
he said, but it seemed like he meant the opposite. It seemed like he weighed
as much as the ocean, like my bikini bottoms were already bunched in his
hand, like I was being sucked into that wave you hope never finds you, the
one that takes you under, takes your breath, your bearings, disorients you
completely and never brings you back to the surface again. You can say no.
The words rumbled between us. Why didn’t I? It seemed like my mouth
was filling with sand. Then the whole world filled with it. I didn’t say a
thing. Not aloud anyway.

It’d all happened so quickly. We were a few coves down from everyone
else, hidden from the beach traffic by rocks. Minutes before we’d been
talking about the surf, talking about his friend who’d done my tattoo,
talking about the party we went to the previous night, where I’d sat on his
lap and drank the first beer of my life. I’d just turned fourteen. He was
almost four years older than me.

Then we stopped talking and he kissed me. Our first kiss.
I kissed him back. His lips tasted salty. He smelled like coconut suntan

lotion. In between kisses, he started saying my name like it was this
scalding thing in his mouth. Then he slipped the cups of my yellow bikini
top to the sides and swallowed hard as he looked at me. I moved the fabric
back in place, not because I didn’t want him to stare at me like that, but
because I did and it embarrassed me. It was the first time any guy had ever
seen me without a bra or anything and my cheeks flamed. He smiled. His
pupils were big and black, his eyes so dark as he lowered me onto my back
in the sand and slowly pushed the fabric of my top again to the sides. This
time I let him. I let him look at me. I let my cheeks flame. I could hear his
breathing in my own body. He started to kiss my breasts. I wasn’t sure I
liked it. Then his mouth was on mine so hard I could barely breathe. That’s
when his eyes got unseeing and his hands and hands and hands were
everywhere at once. That’s when he started telling me I could say no and



that’s when I didn’t. Then his whole body was pressing me into the hot
sand, burying me in it. I kept thinking, it’s okay, I can handle this. I can. It’s
okay, okay, okay. But it wasn’t and I couldn’t.

I didn’t know you could get buried in your own silence.
And then it was over.
And then everything was.
There’s more, but I’m not going to get into it now. Just know: I cut off

three feet of blond hair and swore away boys forever because after this
happened with Zephyr, my mother died. Right after. It was me. I brought the
bad luck to us.

This boycott isn’t whimsy. To me, boys don’t smell like soap or
shampoo or cut grass or sweat from soccer practice or suntan lotion or the
ocean from hours spent in the green curl of a wave anymore, they smell like
death.

I exhale, shove all that out the door of my mind with a swift kick, take a
deep breath of the wet pulsing air, and start looking for Guillermo Garcia’s
studio. It’s Mom I need to think about, and making this sculpture. I’m going
to wish with my hands. I’m going to wish hard.

A few moments later I’m standing in front of a big brick warehouse: 225
Day Street.

The fog’s barely lifted and the volume of the world’s down way low—
just me in the hush.

There’s no bell by the door, or there was a bell, but it’s been dismantled,
or chewed up by a wild animal, only a bunch of ravaged wires sticking out.
How very neighborly. Sandy wasn’t kidding. I cross the fingers of my left
hand for luck and knock on the door with my right.

Nothing.
I look around for Grandma—I wish she’d print out her daily schedule

and give it to me—and try again.
Then I knock a third time, but more tentatively, because maybe this isn’t

a good idea. Sandy said this sculptor wasn’t human, um, what does that
mean anyway? And what my mother said about the walls? That doesn’t
sound, well, safe, now does it? Actually, what the hell am I thinking
stopping in like this? Before Sandy’s even talked to him to see if he’s of
sound mind. And in this fog, which is totally creepy and cold and



foreboding. I cast around, jump down the step, ready to leap into the mist
and disappear, when I hear the door creak open.

Horror movie creak.
There’s a large man who’s been sleeping for several centuries framed in

the doorway. Igor, I think; if he/it had a name, it would be Igor. Hair crawls
all over his head, culminating in a black wiry beard uncoiling in every
direction at once.

An abundance of facial hair indicates a man 
of an ungovernable nature

(No question.)

His palms are practically blue with thick calluses, like he’s spent his life
walking on his hands. This can’t be the same guy in the photograph. This
can’t be Guillermo Garcia: The Rock Star of the Sculpture World.

“Sorry,” I say quickly. “I didn’t mean to disturb you.” I have to get out
of here. Whoever this is, no offense, but he eats puppies.

He brushes hair out of his eyes and color jumps from them—a light
green that is near fluorescent like in the picture. It is him. Everything’s
telling me to turn and run, but I can’t seem to look away, and I guess, like
the English guy, no one ever taught Igor it’s not polite to stare, because
we’re in a deadlock—our gazes have glued themselves together—until he
trips on absolutely nothing and almost falls, grabbing on to the door to keep
himself up. Is he drunk? I inhale deeply, and yes, smell faintly the sweet
acrid smell of alcohol.

Something happened to him, Sandy had said. No one knows what the
deal is.

“Are you okay?” I ask, my voice barely audible. It’s like he’s fallen out
of time.

“No,” he answers firmly. “I am not.” A Hispanic accent breaks through
the words.

I’m surprised by his answer, find myself thinking: Oh me neither, I’m
not okay at all, haven’t been in forever, and I feel like saying it aloud for
some reason to this crazy man. Maybe I’ve fallen out of time right along
with him.



He looks me over as if inventorying my whole being. Sandy and Mom
were right. This is not a normal dude. His gaze lands back in my eyes—it’s
like an electro-shock, a jolt straight to my core.

“Go away,” he says forcefully, his voice as big as the whole block.
“Whoever you are, whatever you want, do not come back here.” Then he
turns unsteadily, grabs the doorknob for balance, and shuts the door.

I stand there for a long time letting the fog erase me piece by piece.
Then, I knock again. Hard. I’m not going away. I can’t. I need to make

this sculpture.
“That’s right.” It’s Grandma in my head. “That’s my girl.”
But it isn’t Igor who opens the door this time, it’s the English guy from

the church.
Holy effing hell.
Surprise sparks in his mismatched eyes as he recognizes me. I hear

banging and clattering and breaking from within the studio, like some
super-humans are having a furniture-throwing contest. “Not a good time,”
he says. Then I hear Igor’s voice erupt in Spanish as he throws a car across
the room, from the way it sounds. The English guy looks over his shoulder,
then back to me, his wild face wild with worry now. All his cocky
confidence, his cheerfulness, his flirtatiousness have vanished. “I’m very
sorry,” he says politely, like an English butler in a movie, then closes the
door in my face without another word.

• • •

A half hour later, Grandma and I are hidden in the brush above the beach
waiting, if necessary, to save Noah’s life. On the way home from Drunken
Igor’s, while already plotting my return visit, I received an emergency text
from Heather, my informant: Noah at Devil’s Drop in 15.

I don’t take chances when it comes to Noah and the ocean.
The last time I stepped foot in the water was to drag him out of it. Two

years ago, a couple weeks after Mom died, he jumped off this same Devil’s
Drop, got caught in a rip, and almost drowned. When I finally got his body
—twice my size, chest still as stone, eyes slung back—to shore, and to
revive, I was so furious at him I almost rolled him back into the surf.



When twins are separated, their spirits steal away 
to find the other

The fog’s mostly burned off down here. Surrounded by water on three
sides and forest everywhere else, Lost Cove is the end, the farthest point
west you can go before falling off the world. I scan the bluff for our red
house, one of many ramshackles up there, clinging to the edge of the
continent. I used to love living on the cliffs—surfed and swam so much that
even when I was out of the water, I could feel the ground rocking under my
feet like a moored boat.

I check the ledge again. Still no Noah.
Grandma’s peering at me over her sunglasses. “Quite the pair, those two

foreign fellas. The older one doesn’t have a button left on him.”
“You’re telling me,” I say, digging my fingers into the cold sand. How

am I ever going to convince that hairy, drunken, furniture-throwing, scary-
ass Igor to mentor me? And if I do, how will I steer clear of that
unremarkable, plain-faced, dull-witted English guy who turned boycotting-
me into a molten mess in a matter of minutes—and in a church!

A flock of gulls swoops down to the breakers, wings outspread, crying.
And for some reason, I keep wishing I’d told Drunken Igor that I wasn’t

okay either.
Grandma releases her parasol into the air. I look up, see the pink disc

whirling off into the steely sky. Beautiful. Like something Noah would’ve
drawn when he used to draw. “You have to do something about him,” she
says. “You know you do. He was supposed to be the next Chagall, not the
next doorstop. You are your brother’s keeper, dear.”

This is one of her refrains. She’s like my conscience or something.
That’s what the counselor at school said anyway about Grandma’s and
Mom’s ghosts, which was pretty astute considering I hardly told her
anything.

One time, she made me do this guided meditation where I had to
imagine myself walking in the woods and tell her what I saw. I saw woods.
But then, a house appeared, only there was no way to get in it. No doors or
windows. Major heebie-jeebies. She told me the house was me. Guilt is a
prison, she said. I stopped going to see her.

I don’t realize I’m checking my palms for creeping lesions, eruptions
called cutaneous larva migrans, until Grandma gives me The Eye-Roll. It’s



dizzying. I’m pretty sure I acquired this skill from her.
“Hookworm,” I say sheepishly.
“Do us all a favor, morbid one,” she chides. “Stay out of your father’s

medical journals.”
Though she’s been dead for over three years, Grandma didn’t start

visiting me like this until two years ago. Just days after Mom died, I hauled
the old Singer out of the closet and the moment I flipped the switch and the
familiar hummingbird heartbeat of her sewing machine filled my bedroom,
there she was in the chair beside me, pins in her mouth like always, saying,
“The zigzag stitch is all the rage. Makes such a glamorous hem. Wait until
you see.”

We were partners in sewing. And partners in luck-hunting: four-leaf
clovers, sand-dollar birds, red sea glass, clouds shaped like hearts, the first
daffodils of spring, ladybugs, ladies in oversized hats. Best to bet on all the
horses, dear, she’d say. Quick, make a wish, she’d say. I bet. I wished. I was
her disciple. I still am.

“They’re here,” I tell her, and my heart begins pacing around inside my
chest in anticipation for the jump.

Noah and Heather are standing on the ledge gazing out over the
whitecaps. He’s in swimming trunks, she in a long blue coat. Heather’s a
great informant because she’s never more than a shout away from my
brother. She’s like his spirit animal, a gentle, odd, spritely being who I’m
pretty sure has a storage space somewhere full of fairy dust. We’ve had this
secret Keep Noah from Drowning Treaty for a while now. The only
problem is she’s not lifeguard material herself. She never goes in the water.

A moment later, Noah’s flying through the air, arms outstretched like
he’s on the cross. I feel a surge of adrenaline.

And then what always happens: He slows down. I can’t explain it, but it
takes my brother forever to hit the surface of the water. I blink a few times
at him suspended there midair as if on a tight rope. I’ve come to think either
he has a way with gravity or I’m seriously missing more than a few buttons.
I did read once that anxiety can significantly alter space-time perception.

Usually Noah faces the horizon not the shore when he jumps, so I’ve
never before had a full frontal, tip-to-toe view of my brother dropping
through space. His neck’s arched, his chest’s thrust forward, and I can tell,
even from this distance, that his face is blown open, like it used to be, and



now his arms are reaching upward like he’s trying to hold up the whole
sorry sky with his fingertips.

“Look at that,” Grandma says, her voice tinged with wonder. “There he
is. Our boy has returned. He’s in the sky.”

“He’s like one of his drawings,” I whisper.
Is this why he keeps jumping, then? To become for the briefest moment

who he used to be? Because the worst thing that could ever happen to Noah
has happened. He’s become normal. He has the proper amount of buttons.

Except for this. This fixation with jumping Devil’s Drop.
At last, Noah hits the water without a splash as if he’s gathered no

momentum on his way down, as if he’s been placed gently on the surface by
a kindly giant. And then he’s under. I tell him: Come in, but our twin-
telepathy is long gone. When Mom died, he hung up on me. And now,
because of all that’s happened, we avoid each other—worse, repel each
other.

I see his arms flail once. Is he struggling? The water must be freezing.
He’s not wearing the trunks I sewed protective herbs into either. Okay, he’s
swimming hard now, through the chaos of currents that surround the
cliffs . . . and then, he’s out of danger. I exhale loudly, not realizing until I
do that I’d been holding my breath.

I watch him scramble up the beach, then the bluff, with his head down,
shoulders hunched, thinking about Clark Gable knows what. No traces of
what I just saw in his face, in his very being, remain. His soul has crawled
back into its trench.

This is what I want: I want to grab my brother’s hand and run back
through time, losing years like coats falling from our shoulders.

Things don’t really turn out like you think.

To reverse destiny, stand in a field with a knife 
pointed in the direction of the wind



THE INVISIBLE MUSEUM

Noah
131/2 years old

The Neighborhood Terror Threat Level drops as I pan with Dad’s
binoculars from the forest and street on the front side of our house to the
bluff and ocean in the back. I’m on the roof, the best surveillance spot, and
Fry and Zephyr are paddling through the break on their surfboards. I can
tell it’s them because of the sign flashing over their heads that reads: Itchy
Blistering Brain-Boiled Sociopathic Onion-Eyed Asshats. Good. I have to
be down the hill at CSA in an hour and now I can take the streets, for once,
instead of tearing through the woods, trying to give Fry the slip. Zephyr, for
some reason (Into Jude? The concrete dork?), leaves me alone now, but
everywhere I go, there’s Fry, like some mad dog on meat. Throwing me
over Devil’s Drop is his obsession this summer.

I mentally send a school of famished great white sharks their way, then
find Jude on the beach and zoom in. She’s surrounded by the same bunch of
girls she’s been hanging around with all spring and so far this summer
instead of me. Pretty hornet-girls in bright bikinis with suntans that glimmer
for miles. I know all about hornets: If one sends out a distress signal, it can
trigger a whole nest attack. This can be deadly to people like me.

Mom says Jude acts the way she does now on account of hormones, but
I know it’s on account of her hating me. She stopped going to museums



with us ages ago, which is probably a good thing, because when she did, her
shadow kept trying to strangle mine. I’d see it happening on the walls or on
the floor. Sometimes lately, I catch her shadow creeping around my bed at
night trying to pull the dreams out of my head. I have a good idea what she
does instead of coming to the museum, though. Three times now, I’ve seen
hickeys on her neck. Bug bites, she said. Sure. I heard while spying that she
and Courtney Barrett have been riding bikes down to the boardwalk on
weekends, where they see who can kiss more boys.

(PORTRAIT: Jude Braiding Boy After Boy into Her Hair)
Truth is: Jude doesn’t have to send her shadow after me. It’s not like she

can’t take Mom down to the beach and show her one of her flying sand
women before the tide wipes it out. It would change everything. Not that I
want that.

Not one bit.
The other day, I was watching her make one from the bluff. She was at

her place, three coves away. This time it was a big round woman, done bas
relief, like always, except she was halfway turned into a bird—so incredible
it made my head vibrate. I snapped a picture with Dad’s camera, but then
something really horrible and maggoty came over me and as soon as Jude
had walked off and was out of sight and earshot, I slid down the whole cliff,
raced through the sand, and, roaring like a howler monkey—its roar is epic
—knocked into the awesome bird-woman with my whole body, toppling
and kicking it to nothing. I couldn’t even wait for the tide to take it out this
time. I got sand everywhere, in my eyes and ears and down my throat. I
kept finding it on me days after, in my bed, in my clothes, under my nails.
But I had to do it. It was too good.

What if Mom had gone for a walk and seen it?
Because what if it’s Jude who has it? Why wouldn’t that be the case?

She surfs waves as big as houses and jumps off anything. She has skin that
fits and friends and Dad and The Sweetwine Gift and gills and fins in
addition to lungs and feet.

She gives off light. I give off dark.
(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Twins: The Flashlight and the Flashdark)
Oh, my body’s tightening into a wrung towel from thinking like this.
And all the color’s spiraling off everything.
(SELF-PORTRAIT: Gray Noah Eating Gray Apples on Gray Grass)



I pan back up the now colorless hill to the now colorless moving van
parked in front of the now colorless house two doors down—

“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?” Prophet the parrot
next door cries.

“Don’t know, buddy. Nobody seems to know,” I say under my breath,
while I focus on the movers, the same two guys as yesterday—not
colorless, oh man, so not colorless—horses, both of them, I already
decided, one chestnut, one palomino. They’re hulking a black piano into the
house. I zoom in until I can see the sweat on their flushed foreheads,
dripping down their necks, leaving wet transparent patches on their white
shirts, which stick to them like skin . . . These binoculars are so awesome.
A tan swath of the chestnut guy’s smooth stomach slides out each time he
raises his arms. He’s more ripped than David even. I sit down, rest my
elbows on my bent knees, and watch and watch, the swimming, thirsty
feeling taking me over. Now they’re lifting a couch up the front stairs—

But then I drop the binoculars because on the roof of the house I’m
casing, there’s a boy pointing a telescope right at me. How long has he been
there? I peek up at him through my hair. He’s wearing a weird hat, one of
those old gangster movie ones, and there’s white surfer hair sticking out
every which way under it. Great, another surftard. Even without the
binoculars, I can see he’s grinning. Is he laughing at me? Already? Does he
know I was watching the movers? Does he think . . . ? He must, he must. I
clench up, dread rising in my throat. But maybe not. Maybe he’s just
grinning in a hello-I’m-new kind of way? Maybe he thinks I was checking
out the piano? And asshats usually don’t have telescopes, do they? And that
hat?

I stand, watching as he takes something out of his pocket, winds his arm
back, and then lobs whatever it is into the air over the house between us.
Whoa. I stick out my palm and as I do, something slaps hard in the center of
it. I think it’s burned a hole in my hand and broken my wrist, but I don’t
flinch.

“Nice catch,” he yells.
Ha! It’s the first time anyone has said those words to me in my life. I

wish Dad heard. I wish a reporter for the Lost Cove Gazette heard. I have an
allergy to catching and throwing and kicking and dribbling of any kind.
Noah is not a team player. Well, duh. Revolutionaries aren’t team players.



I examine the flat black rock in my hand. It’s about the size of a quarter
and has cracks all over it. What am I supposed to do with it? I look back at
him. He’s redirecting the telescope upward. I can’t tell what animal he is.
Maybe a white Bengal tiger with that hair? And what’s he looking at? It’s
never occurred to me that the stars are still up there shining even in the
daytime when we can’t see them. He doesn’t turn my way again. I slip the
rock into my pocket.

“Where the hell is Ralph?” I hear as I quickly climb down the ladder at
the side of the house. Maybe he’s Ralph, I think. Finally. That would be it.

I whip across the street to take the woods down the hill to CSA after all,
because I’m too embarrassed to pass the new kid. Plus, now that color has
refastened itself to everything, it’s supernaturally amazing to be in the trees.

People think people are in charge, but they’re wrong; it’s the trees.
I start to run, start to turn into air, the blue careening off the sky,

careening after me, as I sink into green, shades and shades of it, blending
and spinning into yellow, freaking yellow, then head-on colliding into the
punk-hair purple of lupine: everywhere. I vacuum it in, all of it, in, in—
(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Detonates Grenade of Awesome)—getting happy now,
the gulpy, out-of-breath kind that makes you feel you have a thousand lives
crammed inside your measly one, and then before I know it, I’m at CSA.

When school got out two weeks ago, I started doing recon down here,
peering in the studio windows when no one was around. I had to see the
student artwork, had to find out if it was better than mine, had to know if I
really had a shot. For the last six months, I’ve stayed after school almost
every day oil painting with Mr. Grady. I think he wants me to get into CSA
as much as Mom and I do.

The artwork must be stowed away, though, because in all my spying I
didn’t see one painting. I did, however, stumble onto a life drawing class
being taught in one of the studio buildings off the main campus—a building
with one whole side of it tucked into thick old-growth trees. A freaking
miracle. Because what could stop me from taking this class? Covertly, you
know, from outside the open window?

So here I am. Both classes so far, there’s been a real live naked girl with
missile boobs sitting on a platform. We do speed drawings of her every
three minutes. Totally cool, even if I have to stand on tiptoe to see in and
then bend down to draw, but so what. The most important part is that I can



hear the teacher and I already learned this totally new way to hold the
charcoal so it’s like drawing with a motor.

Today I’m the first to arrive, so I wait for class to start, my back against
the warm building, the sun smothering me through a hole in the trees. I take
the black stone out of my pocket. Why did the kid on the roof give me this?
Why was he smiling at me like that? It didn’t seem mean, it really didn’t, it
seemed—a sound breaks into my thoughts, a very human sound, branches
cracking: footsteps.

I’m about to bolt back into the woods, when, in my periphery, I catch
some kind of movement on the other side of the building, then hear the
same crunching noises as the footsteps retreat. Where there was nothing, a
brown bag’s lying on the ground. Weird. I wait a bit, then sneak to the other
side of the building and peek around the corner: no one. I go back to the bag
wishing I had X-ray eyes, then crouch down and with one hand, shake it
open. There’s a bottle inside. I take it out: Sapphire gin, half full.
Someone’s stash. I quickly stuff it back in the bag, place it on the ground,
and return to my side of the building. Hello? I’m not getting busted with it
and blacklisted from going to CSA.

Peering through the window, I see that everyone’s there now. The
teacher, who has a white beard and holds his balloon belly when he talks, is
by the door with a student. The rest of the class is setting up their pads on
their stands. I was right too. They don’t even need to turn on the overhead
lights at the school. All the students have glowing blood. All
revolutionaries. A room of Bubbles. There’s not an asshat or surftard or
hornet among them.

The curtain around the model’s dressing area opens and a tall guy in a
blue robe walks out. A guy. He undoes the robe, hangs it on a hook, walks
naked to the platform, jumps the step, almost falls, then makes some joke
that causes everyone to laugh. I don’t hear it because of the heat storm
roaring through my body. He’s so naked, way more naked than the girl
model was. And unlike the girl, who sat and covered parts of herself with
her bony arms, this guy’s standing on the platform, in a hand-on-hip pose,
like a dare. God. I can’t breathe. Then someone says something I don’t
catch, but it makes the model smile and when he does, it’s like all his
features shift and scramble into the most disordered face I’ve ever seen. A
face in a broken mirror. Whoa.



I wedge my pad against the wall, holding it in place with my right hand
and knee. When my left hand finally stops shaking, I start to draw. I keep
my eyes clamped on him, not looking at what I’m doing. I work on his
body, feeling the lines and curves, muscle and bone, feeling every last bit of
him travel through my eyes to my fingers. The teacher’s voice sounds like
waves on the shore. I hear nothing . . . until the model speaks. I don’t know
if it’s ten minutes or an hour later. “How about a break, then?” he says. I
catch an English accent. He shakes his arm out, then his legs. I do the same,
realizing how cramped I’ve been, how my right arm has gone dead, how
I’ve been balancing on one leg, how my knee is aching and numb from
being jammed into the wall. I watch him cross to the dressing room,
wobbling a little, and that’s when it occurs to me the brown bag is his.

A minute later, he lazes across the classroom in his robe toward the door
—he moves like glue. I wonder if he’s in college around here like the
teacher said the girl model was. He looks younger than she did. I’m certain
he’s coming for the bag even before I smell the cigarette smoke and hear
the footsteps. I think about hightailing it into the woods, but I’m frozen.

He rounds the corner and immediately lowers to the ground, his back
sliding down the building, not noticing me standing just yards away. His
blue robe glitters in the sun like a king’s. He stubs the cigarette out in the
dirt, then drops his head into his hands—wait, what? And then I see it. This
is the real pose, head in hands with sadness leaping off of him all the way to
me.

(PORTRAIT: Boy Blows into Dust)
He reaches for the bag, takes the bottle out and uncaps it, then starts

chugging with his eyes closed. There’s no way you’re supposed to drink
alcohol like this, like it’s orange juice. I know I shouldn’t be watching,
know this is a no-trespassing zone. I don’t move a muscle, afraid he’ll sense
me and realize he has a witness. Several seconds pass with him holding the
bottle to his face like a compress, his eyes still closed, the sun streaming
down on him like he’s being chosen. He takes another sip, then opens his
eyes and turns his head my way.

My arms fly up to block his gaze as he scoots back, startled. “Jesus!” he
says. “Where the hell did you come from?”

I can’t find any words anywhere.



He composes himself quickly. “You scared the life out of me, mate,” he
says. Then he laughs and hiccups at the same time. He looks from me to my
pad resting against the wall, the sketch of him facing out. He recaps the
bottle.

“Cat got your tongue? Or wait—do you Americans even say that?”
I nod.
“Right, then. Good to know. Only been here a few months.” He gets up,

using the wall as support. “So let’s have a look,” he says, walking
unsteadily over to me. He fumbles a cigarette out of a pack that was in his
robe pocket. The sadness seems to have evaporated right off him. I notice
something remarkable.

“Your eyes are two different colors,” I blurt out. Like a Siberian husky’s!
“Brilliant. He speaks!” he says, smiling so that a riot breaks out in his

face again. He lights the cigarette, inhales deeply, then makes the smoke
come out his nose like a dragon. He points to his eyes, says,
“Heterochromia iridium, would’ve had me burned at the stake with the
witches, I’m afraid.” I want to say how supremely cool it is, but of course I
don’t. All I can think about now is that I’ve seen him naked, I’ve seen him.
I pray my cheeks aren’t as red as they are hot. He nods toward my pad.
“Can I?”

I hesitate, worried to have him look at it. “Go on, then,” he says,
motioning for me to get it. It’s like singing the way he talks. I pick up the
pad and hand it to him, wanting to explain the octopus-like position I had to
be in on account of not having a stand, how I didn’t hardly look down as I
was drawing, how I suck. How my blood doesn’t glow at all. I swallow it
all, say nothing. “Well done,” he says with enthusiasm. “Very well done,
you.” He seems like he means it. “Couldn’t afford the summer class, then?”
he asks.

“I’m not a student here.”
“You should be,” he says, which makes my hot cheeks even hotter. He

puts his cigarette out on the building, causing a shower of red sparks. He’s
definitely not from here. This is fire season. Everything’s waiting to go up.

“I’ll see if I can smuggle you out a stand on my next break.” He stashes
the bag by a rock. Then he holds up his hand, points his index finger at me.
“You don’t tell, I won’t tell,” he says, like we’re allies now. I nod, smiling.
English people are so not asshats! I’m going to move there. William Blake



was English. Frances freaking-the-most-awesome-painter Bacon too. I
watch him walking away, which takes forever on account of his sloth pace,
and want to say something more to him, but I don’t know what. Before he
turns the corner, I think of something. “Are you an artist?”

“I’m a mess is what I am,” he says, holding on to the building for
support. “A bloody mess. You’re the artist, mate.” Then he’s gone.

I pick up the pad and look at the drawing I did of him, his broad
shoulders, his narrow waist, long legs, the trail of hair on his navel going
down, down, down. “I’m a bloody mess,” I say out loud with his bubbling
accent, feeling giddy. “I’m a bloody artist, mate. A bloody mess.” I say it a
few more times, louder and with more and more gusto, then realize I’m
talking with an English accent to a bunch of trees and go back to my spot.

A couple times in the following session, he looks right at me and winks
because we’re conspirators now! And on the next break, he brings me a
stand and a footstool so I can really see in. I set it up—it’s perfect—then
lean against the wall next to him while he sips from the bottle and smokes. I
feel way cool, like I’m wearing sunglasses even though I’m not. We’re
buds, we’re mates, except he doesn’t say anything to me this time, nothing
at all, and his eyes have turned cloudy and dim. And it’s like he’s melting
into a puddle of himself.

“Are you okay?” I ask.
“No,” he answers. “Not okay at all.” Then he throws the burning

cigarette into a dry patch of grass before he gets up and stumbles away, not
even turning around or saying good-bye. I stomp out the fire he’s started
until it’s dead, feeling as gloomy as I felt giddy before.

With the new footstool, I can see all the way to everyone’s feet even, so I
witness what happens next in perfect detail. The teacher meets the model at
the door and motions for him to go out into the hall. When the English guy
comes back in, his head’s down. He crosses the classroom to the dressing
area, and when he emerges in clothes, he seems even more lost and out of it
than he did on the last break. He never once looks up at the students or at
me on his way out.

The teacher explains that he’d been under the influence and won’t be
modeling at CSA anymore, that CSA has zero tolerance, blah blah blah. He
tells us to finish our drawings from memory. I wait a bit to see if the
English guy’s going to come back, at least for the bottle. When he doesn’t, I



hide the stand and stool in some bushes for next week and head back into
the woods toward home.

• • •

A few steps into the walk, I see the kid from the roof, leaning against a tree,
the same grin, the same dark green hat spinning now on his hand. His hair’s
a bonfire of white light.

I blink because sometimes I see things.
Blinking still. Then to further confirm his existence, he speaks.
“How was class?” he says like it’s not the strangest thing in the world

that he’s here, not the strangest thing that I take drawing outside rather than
inside a classroom, not the strangest thing that we don’t know each other,
and yet, he’s smiling at me like we do, and mostly, not the strangest thing
that he followed me, because there’s no other explanation for him standing
here in front of me. As if he heard me thinking, he says, “Yeah, dude, I
followed you, wanted to check out the woods, but I’ve been busy with my
own stuff.” He points to an open suitcase full of rocks. He collects rocks?
And carries them around in a suitcase? “My meteorite bag’s still packed,”
he says, and I nod like this explains something. Aren’t meteors in the sky,
not on the ground? I look at him more closely. He’s a bit older than me,
taller and bigger anyway. I realize I have no idea what color I’d use for his
eyes. None at all. Today is definitely the day of the supremely excellent-
eyed people. His are such a light brown, practically yellow, or copper
maybe, and all splintered with green. But you can only see flashes of the
color because he squints, which is cool on a face. Maybe not a Bengal tiger
after all . . .

“Stare much?” he says.
I drop my gaze, embarrassed, a total whale dick dork, my neck prickling

and hot. I start shuffling some pine needles into a pyramid with the toe of
my shoe.

He says, “Well, you’re probably just used to it from staring at that drunk
guy for so long today.” I look up. Was he spying on me the whole time?
He’s eyeing my pad curiously. “He was naked?” He breathes in as he says it
and it makes my stomach drop to the ground floor. I try to keep my face
calm. I think about him watching me watch the movers, about him



following me down here. He glances at my pad again. Does he want me to
show him the naked drawings of the English guy? I think he does. And I
want to. Bad. A heat storm, way more intense than the one before, is
whipping through me. I’m pretty sure I’ve been hijacked and am no longer
at the brain controls. It’s his weird squinting copper-colored eyes. They’re
hypnotizing me. Then he smiles but only with half his mouth, and I notice
he has a space between his front teeth, also supremely cool on a face. He
says with a laugh in his voice, “Look, dude, I have no idea how to get
home. I tried and ended up back here. I’ve been waiting for you to lead the
way.” He puts on his hat.

I point in the direction we need to go and make my hijacked body start
walking. He latches the suitcase full of rocks (hello?), picks it up by the
handle, and follows. I try not to look at him as we walk. I want to be rid of
him. I think. I keep my eyes on the trees. Trees are safe.

And quiet.
And don’t want me to show them the naked pictures in my pad!
It’s a long way, mostly uphill, and more daylight’s seeping out of the

woods every minute. Next to me, even with the suitcase of rocks, which
must be heavy, because he keeps switching it from arm to arm, the guy
bounces along under his hat, like his legs have springs in them.

After a while, the trees settle me back into my skin.
Or maybe he has.
Because it’s actually not awful or anything walking with him.
He might even have some kind of Realm of Calm thing going on around

him—maybe he emits it from a finger—because yeah, I feel relaxed now, I
mean supernaturally relaxed, like I’m left-out butter. This is highly weird.

He keeps stopping to pick up rocks, examining them, and then either
tossing them back or stuffing them in his sweatshirt pocket, which is
starting to sag with the weight. I stand by when he does this, wanting to ask
what he’s searching for. Wanting to ask why he followed me. Wanting to
ask about the telescope and if he can see the stars during the daytime.
Wanting to ask where he’s from and what his name is and if he surfs and
how old he is and what school he’s going to next fall. A few times I try to
form a question so it sounds casual and normal, but each time the words get
caught somewhere in my throat and never make it out. Finally, I give up
and take out my invisible brushes and just start painting in my head. That’s



when it occurs to me that maybe the rocks are weighing him down so he
doesn’t rise into the air . . .

We walk and walk through the gray ashy dusk and the forest starts to fall
asleep: The trees lie down side by side by side, the creek halts, the plants
sink back into the earth, the animals switch places with their shadows, and
then, so do we.

When we break out of the woods onto our road, he spins around. “Holy
hella shit! That’s the longest I’ve gone without talking. Like in my life! It
was like holding my breath! I was having a contest with myself. Are you
always like this?”

“Like what?” I say, my voice hoarse.
“Dude!” he cries. “Do you know those are the first words you’ve said?”

I didn’t. “Man. You’re like the Buddha or something. My mom’s a
Buddhist. She goes to these silent retreats. She should just hang out with
you instead. Oh, oh, not counting, of course, ‘I’m a bloody artist, a bloody
mess, mate.’” He says this last part with a heavy English accent, then cracks
up.

He heard me! Talking to the trees! So much blood’s rushing and gushing
to my head it might blow straight off my neck. All the silence of our walk is
gurgling madly out of him now and I can tell he’s someone who laughs a
lot, the way it’s taking him over so easily and lighting him all up, and even
though he’s laughing at me, it’s making me feel okay, accepted, and making
me feel a little bubble-headed as laughter starts to fizz up in me too. I mean,
it was supremely funny, me yammering away in an English accent all alone
like that, and then he says it again, his accent super-thick, “I’m a bloody
artist,” and then I say, “A bloody mess, mate,” and something gives way
and I’m laughing outright, and he says it again, and I do, and then we’re
both really laughing, then the doubled-over kind, and it’s ages before we
calm down, because each time one of us does, the other says, “I’m a bloody
mess, mate,” and the whole thing starts all over again.

When we finally get it back together, I realize I have no idea what just
happened to me. Nothing like that has ever happened before. I feel like I
just flew or something.

He points to my pad. “So I guess you just talk in there, is that it?”
“Pretty much,” I say. We’re under a streetlamp and I’m trying not to

stare but it’s hard. I wish the world would stick like a clock so I could look



at him for as long as I want. There’s something going on in his face right
now, something very bright trying to get out—a dam keeping back a wall of
light. His soul might be a sun. I’ve never met anyone who had the sun for a
soul.

I want to say more so he doesn’t leave. I feel so good, the freaking green
leafy kind of good. “I paint in my head,” I tell him. “I was the whole time.”
I’ve never told anyone I do this, not even Jude, and I have no idea why I’m
telling him. I’ve never let anyone into the invisible museum before.

“What were you painting?”
“You.”
The surprise opens his eyes wide. I shouldn’t have said it. I didn’t mean

to, it just popped out. The air feels all crackly now and his smile’s vanished.
Just yards away, my house is a lighthouse. Before I even realize, I’m
darting across the street, a queasy feeling in my stomach like I ruined
everything—that last brushstroke that always destroys the painting. He’ll
probably try to throw me off Devil’s Drop tomorrow with Fry. He’ll
probably take those rocks and—

As I reach the front step, I hear, “How’d I come out?” Curiosity in his
voice, not a smidge of asshat.

I turn around. He’s moved out of the light. I can only see a shadowy
shape in the road. This is how he came out: He floated into the air high
above the sleeping forest, his green hat spinning a few feet above his head.
In his hand was the open suitcase and out of it spilled a whole sky of stars.

I can’t tell him, though—how could I?—so I turn back around, jump the
steps, open the door, and go inside without looking back.

• • •

The next morning, Jude calls my name from the hallway, meaning she’s a
moment away from barging into my room. I flip the page of my sketchpad,
not wanting her to see what I’ve been working on: the third version of the
copper-eyed, rock-collecting, star-gazing, out-of-control-laughing new kid
floating in the sky with his green hat and suitcase full of stars. I finally got
the color so perfect, the squint just right, that looking at his eyes in the
picture gives me the same hijacked feeling the real ones did. I got so excited



when I nailed it I had to walk around my chair about fifty times before I
could calm down.

I pick up a pastel and pretend to work on a portrait of the naked English
guy that I finished last night. I did it cubist so his face looks even more like
it’s in a smashed mirror. Jude teeters in wearing high heels and a tiny blue
dress. Mom and she can’t stop fighting about what she wants to wear now,
which is not much. Her hair’s snaky and swinging. When it’s wet like this,
it usually takes the fluff and fairy tale off her, making her seem more
ordinary, more like the rest of us, but not today. She has makeup all over her
face. They fight about this too. And about her breaking curfew, talking
back, slamming doors, texting boys not from school, surfing with the older
surftards, jumping off Dead Man’s Dive—the highest, scariest jump on the
hill—wanting to sleep at one of the hornet’s houses practically every night,
spending her allowance on some lipstick called Boiling Point, sneaking out
her bedroom window. Basically, everything. No one asks me, but I think
she’s become BeelzeJude and wants every guy in Lost Cove to kiss her now
because Mom forgot to look at her sketchbook that first day at the museum.

And because we left her. It was the Jackson Pollock exhibit. Mom and I
had spent forever in front of the painting One: Number 31—because holy
shit!—and when we walked out of the museum, Pollock’s bright spidery
paint was still all over us, all over the people on the sidewalk, all over the
buildings, all over our endless conversation in the car about his technique,
and we didn’t realize Jude wasn’t with us until we were halfway over the
bridge.

Mom said, “Ohmygod, ohmygod, ohmygod,” the whole speeding way
back. All my organs were out of my body. When we screeched up to the
museum, Jude was sitting on the sidewalk, her head tucked into her knees.
She looked like a crumpled-up piece of paper.

Truth is: I think Mom and I had gotten used to not noticing her when the
three of us were together.

She’s carrying a box, which she puts on the bed, then comes up behind
me, where I’m sitting at my desk and peers over my shoulder. A damp rope
of hair lands on my neck. I flick it off.

The naked English guy’s face stares up at us from the pad. I wanted to
catch the unglued schizo way he looked before he got run over by misery,



so I went way more abstract than usual. He probably wouldn’t recognize
himself, but it came out all right.

“Who’s that?” she asks.
“No one.”
“Really, who is he?” she insists.
“Just someone I made up,” I say, pushing another wet squirrel tail of her

hair off my neck.
“Nah-uh. He’s real. I can tell you’re lying.”
“I’m not, Jude. Swear.” I don’t want to tell her. I don’t want her to get

any ideas. What if she starts sneaking down to stealth-take classes at CSA
too?

She comes around to my side and leans in to better study the drawing.
“I wish he were real,” she says. “He’s so cool-looking. He’s so . . . I

don’t know . . . There’s something . . .” This is weird. She never responds
like this when she sees my stuff anymore. She usually looks like she has a
turd in her mouth. She folds her arms across her chest, which is so full of
boobs now, it’s like the clash of the titans. “Can I have it?”

This shocks me. She’s never asked for a drawing before. I’m horrible at
giving them away. “For the sun, stars, oceans, and all the trees, I’ll consider
it,” I say, knowing she’ll never agree. She knows how badly I want the sun
and trees. We’ve been dividing up the world since we were five. I’m
kicking butt at the moment—universe domination is within my grasp for the
first time.

“Are you kidding?” she says, standing up straight. It annoys me how tall
she’s getting. It’s like she’s being stretched at night. “That leaves me just
the flowers, Noah.”

Fine, I think. She’ll never do it. It’s settled, but it isn’t. She reaches over
and props up the pad, gazing at the portrait like she’s expecting the English
guy to speak to her.

“Okay,” she says. “Trees, stars, oceans. Fine.”
“And the sun, Jude.”
“Oh, all right,” she says, totally surprising me. “I’ll give you the sun.”
“I practically have everything now!” I say. “You’re crazy!”
“But I have him.” She carefully rips the naked English guy out of my

sketchbook, thankfully not noticing the drawing beneath it, and carries him
with her over to the bed and sits down.



She says, “Have you seen the new kid? He’s such a freak.” I look down
at my sketchpad, where the freak is exploding into the room in a burst of
color. “He wears this green hat with a feather in it. So lame.” She laughs in
her new awful buzzy way. “Yeah. He’s weirder than you even.” She pauses.
I wait, hoping she’ll turn back into my sister, the way she used to be, not
this new hornet version. “Well, probably not weirder than you.” I turn
around. The antennae are waving back and forth on her forehead. She’s here
to sting me to death. “No one’s weirder than you.”

I saw this show about these Malaysian ants that internally combust under
threat. They wait until their enemies (like hornets) are close enough, then
detonate themselves into a poison bomb.

“I don’t know, Noah. Buzz. Buzz. Buzz.”
She’s on a roll. I begin countdown to detonation. Ten, nine, eight, seven

—
“Do you have to be so, buzz, buzz, buzz, so you, all the time. It’s . . .”

She doesn’t finish.
“It’s what?” I ask, breaking my pastel in two, snapping it, like a neck.
She throws her hands up. “It’s embarrassing, okay?”
“At least I’m still me.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?” Then more defensively, she says,

“There’s nothing wrong with me. There’s nothing wrong with having other
friends. Friends who aren’t you.”

“I have other friends too,” I say, glancing down at the sketchpad.
“Oh yeah, who? Who’s your friend? Imaginary ones don’t count. Neither

do the ones you draw.”
Six, five, four—what I don’t know is if the Malaysian ants kill

themselves in the process of annihilating their enemies.
“Well, the new kid for one,” I tell her. I reach into my pocket and wrap

my fingers around the rock he gave me. “And he’s not weird.” Though he
is! He has a suitcase of rocks!

“He’s your friend? Sure he is,” she says. “What’s his name, if you’re
such good friends?”

Well, this is a problem.
“That’s what I thought,” she snips. I can’t stand her. I’m allergic to her. I

look at the Chagall print on the wall in front of me and try to dive into the
swirly dream of it. Real life blows. I’m allergic to it too. Laughing with the



new kid didn’t feel like real life. Not one bit. Being with Jude didn’t used to
feel like real life either. Now it feels like the very worst strangling, toilet-
licking kind. When Jude speaks again a moment later, her voice is sharp and
tight. “And what’d you expect? I had to make other friends. All you do is
hole up making your lame drawings and obsessing about that stupid school
with Mom.”

Lame drawings?
Here I go. Three, two, one: I detonate with the only thing I have.

“You’re just jealous, Jude,” I say. “All the time now, you’re so jealous.”
I flip the pad to a blank page, pick up a pencil to start on (PORTRAIT: My

Hornet Sister), no: (PORTRAIT: My Spider Sister), that’s better, full of poison
and skittering around in the dark on her eight hairy legs.

When the silence between us has just about broken my ears, I turn
around to look at her. Her big blue eyes are shining on me. All the hornet’s
buzzed out of her. And there’s no spider to her at all.

I put the pencil down.
So quietly I can barely make out the words, she says, “She’s my mom

too. Why can’t you share?”
The kick of guilt goes straight to my gut. I turn back to the Chagall,

begging it to suck me in, please, just as Dad fills up the doorway. He has a
towel around his neck, his suntanned chest is bare. His hair’s wet too—he
and Jude must’ve swum together. They do everything together now.

He tilts his head in a questioning way, like he can see the body parts and
bug guts all around the room. “Everything okay in here, guys?”

We both nod. Dad puts one hand on either side of the frame, filling the
entire doorway, filling the Continental United States. How can I hate him
and wish I were more like him at the same time?

I didn’t always want a building to land on him, though. When we were
little, Jude and I used to sit on the beach like two ducklings, his ducklings,
waiting and waiting for him to finish his swim, to rise out of the white spray
like Poseidon. He’d stand in front of us, so colossal he eclipsed the sun,
shaking his head so droplets would shower down on us like salty rain. He’d
reach for me first, sit me up on one shoulder, then heave-ho Jude onto the
other. He’d walk us up the bluff like that, making every other kid on the
beach with their flimsy fathers out of their minds with jealousy.



But that was before he realized I was me. This happened the day he did a
U-ey on the beach and instead of heading up the bluff, he took the two of
us, perched there on his shoulders, back into the ocean. The water was
rough and white-capped and waves were hitting us from all sides as we
walked deeper and deeper in. I held on to his arm, which was belted
securely around me, feeling safe because Dad was in charge and it was his
hand that pulled the sun up each morning and down at night.

He told us to jump.
I thought I heard wrong until with an excited yelp, Jude flew off the

shelf of his shoulder into the air, smiling crazily all the way down until the
ocean swallowed her, still smiling like that when she broke through the
surface of the water, where she bobbed like a happy apple, treading her
legs, remembering everything we’d learned in our swimming class, while I,
feeling Dad’s arm unfastening around me, grabbed at his head, his hair, his
ear, the slippery slope of his back, but was unable to get a grip anywhere on
him.

“It’s a sink-or-swim world, Noah,” he said very seriously, and then the
secure belt of his arm became a sling that flung me into the water.

I sank.
All.
The.
Way.
Down.
(SELF-PORTRAIT: Noah and the Sea Cucumbers)
The first Broken Umbrella Talk happened that night. You need to be

brave even when you’re afraid, that’s what it means to be a man. More talks
followed: You need to act tough, sit up, stand straight, fight hard, play ball,
look me in the eye, think before you speak. If it weren’t for Jude being your
twin, I’d think you came about by partheno-whatever. If it weren’t for Jude,
you’d be mincemeat on that soccer field. If it weren’t for Jude. If it weren’t
for Jude. Doesn’t it bother you to have a girl fight your battles for you?
Doesn’t it bother you to be picked last for every team? Doesn’t it bother
you to be alone all the time? Doesn’t it bother you, Noah? Doesn’t it?
Doesn’t it?

Okay already. Shut up! It does.
Do you have to be so you all the time, Noah?



They’re the team now, not Jude and me. So too bad. Why should I share
Mom?

“This afternoon, for sure,” Jude’s saying to Dad. He smiles at her like
she’s a rainbow, then fee-fi-fo-fums across the room, tapping me
affectionately on the head and giving me a concussion.

Outside, Prophet squawks, “Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is
Ralph?”

Dad mimes strangling Prophet with his bare hands, then says to me,
“How about that haircut? Looking pretty pre-Raphaelite there with all those
long, dark locks.” Because of Mom’s contagiousness, even Dad, for all his
asshatness, knows a lot about art, enough to insult me with anyway.

“I love pre-Raphaelite paintings,” I mumble.
“Loving them and looking like a model for one are two different things,

huh, chief?” Another swipe to my head, another concussion.
After he’s gone, Jude says, “I like your hair long.” And it somehow

vacuums up all the ick and yuck between us, all my mean cockroachy
thoughts too. In a tentatively cheerful voice, she says, “Want to play?”

I turn around, remembering again that we got made together, cell for
cell. We were keeping each other company when we didn’t have any eyes
or hands. Before our soul even got delivered.

She’s taking some kind of board out of the box she brought in.
“What is it?” I ask.
“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?” Prophet demands

again, still in a tizzy. Jude leans out the window by the bed, hollers, “Sorry,
Prophet, nobody knows!” I didn’t know she talks to Prophet too. I smile.

“A Ouija Board,” she says. “Found it in Grandma’s room. She and I did
it once. We can ask it stuff and it gets the answers.”

“From who?” I ask, though I think I’ve seen one before in some movie.
“You know. The spirits.” She smiles and raises her eyebrows up and

down and up and down in an exaggerated way. I feel my lips curving into a
grin. I so want to be on a team with Jude again! I want things to be like they
used to be with us.

“Okay,” I say, “sure.”
Her face lights up. “Come on.” And it’s like the whole horrible sticky

stupid conversation didn’t even happen, like we weren’t just both in bits.
How can everything change so quickly?



She teaches me how to do it, how to hold the pointer just barely so the
hands of the spirits can push it through my hands to the letters or to the
“yes” and “no” written on the board.

“I’m going to ask a question now,” she says, closing her eyes and putting
her arms out like she’s being crucified.

I start to laugh. “And I’m the weirdo? Really?”
She opens one eye. “This is how you have to do it, I swear. Grandma

taught me.” She closes the eye. “Okay, spirits. This is my question for you:
Does M. love me?”

“Who’s M.?” I say.
“Just someone.”
“Michael Stein?”
“Uck, no way!”
“Not Max Fracker!”
“God no!”
“Then who?”
“Noah, the spirits aren’t going to come if you keep interrupting. I’m not

going to say who.”
“Fine,” I say.
She spreads her arms and asks the spirits again, then puts her hands on

the pointer.
I put mine on too. It beelines to No. I’m pretty sure I pushed it there.
“You’re cheating!” she cries.
The next time I don’t cheat and it still goes to No.
Jude’s supremely perturbed. “Let’s try again.”
This time I can tell she’s moving it to Yes. “Now you’re cheating,” I say.
“Okay, once more.”
It goes to No.
“Last try,” she says.
It goes to No.
She sighs. “Okay, you ask a question.”
I close my eyes and ask silently: Will I get into CSA next year?
“Out loud,” she says, exasperated.
“Why?”
“Because the spirits can’t hear inside your head.”
“How do you know?”



“I just do. Now spill. And don’t forget the arms.”
“Fine.” I put my arms out like I’m on the cross and ask, “Will I get into

CSA next year?”
“That’s a wasted question. Of course you’re getting in.”
“I need to know for sure.”
I make her do it over ten times. Each time it goes to No. Finally, she flips

the board. “It’s just a stupid thing,” she says, but I know she doesn’t believe
it. M. doesn’t love her and I’m not going to CSA.

“Let’s ask if you’re going,” I say.
“That’s dumb. No way I’m getting in. Who knows if I’m even going to

apply? I want to go to Roosevelt like everyone else. They have a swim
team.”

“C’mon,” I say.
It goes to Yes.
Again.
And again.
And again.

• • •

I can’t lie awake in bed for another minute, so I put on some clothes and
climb onto the roof to see if the new kid’s on his. He’s not, which isn’t
totally surprising since it’s not even six in the morning and barely light yet,
but I kept thinking while I was tossing around in bed like a caught fish, that
he was awake too, that he was up on his roof shooting electric bolts out of
his fingers through the ceiling and into me and that’s why I couldn’t sleep.
But I was wrong. It’s just me up here with the fading fathead moon and
every screaming seagull from far and wide visiting Lost Cove for a dawn
concert. I’ve never been outside this early, didn’t realize it was so loud. And
so dreary, I think, taking in all the gray huddled-up old men disguised as
trees.

I sit down, open my pad to a blank page and try to draw, but I can’t
concentrate, can’t even make a decent line. It’s the Ouija Board. What if it’s
right and Jude gets into CSA and I don’t? What if I have to go to Roosevelt
with 3,000 toilet-licking Franklyn Fry clones? If I suck at painting? If Mom
and Mr. Grady just feel sorry for me? Because I’m so embarrassing, as Jude



says. And Dad thinks. I drop my head in my hands, feel the heat of my
cheeks on my palms, reliving what happened in the woods with Fry and
Zephyr last winter.

(SELF-PORTRAIT, SERIES: Broken Umbrella No. 88)
I lift my head, look over at the new kid’s roof again. What if he realizes

I’m me? A cold wind blows through me like I’m an empty room and I
suddenly know everything’s going to be terrible and I’m doomed; not only
me, but the whole gloomy grubby gray world too.

I lie down on my back, stretch out my arms as wide as I can, and
whisper, “Help.”

Some time later, I wake to the sound of a garage opening. I get up on my
elbows. The sky’s gone blue: azure, the ocean bluer: cerulean, the trees are
swirls of every hella freaking green on earth and bright thick eggy yellow is
spilling over everything. Awesome. Doomsday’s most definitely been
cancelled.

(LANDSCAPE: When God Paints Outside the Lines)
I sit up, noticing then which garage it was that opened—his.
Several seconds that feel like several years later, he cruises down the

driveway. Across his chest is a duffel-like black sack. The meteorite bag?
He has a bag for meteorites. He carries pieces of the galaxy around in a bag.
Oh man. I try to prick the balloon that’s lifting me into the air by telling
myself I shouldn’t be this excited to see a guy I only met a day ago. Even if
that guy carries the galaxy around in a bag!

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Last Sighting of Boy and Balloon Blowing West Over
Pacific)

He crosses the street to the trailhead, then stops where we had our
laughing fit, hesitating for a moment there before he turns around and looks
right at me, like he’s known I’ve been here all along, like he knows I’ve
been waiting for him since dawn. Our eyes lock and electricity rides up my
spine. I’m pretty sure he’s telepathically telling me to follow him. After a
minute of the kind of mind-meld I’ve only ever had with Jude, he turns and
heads into the grove.

I’d like to follow him. A lot, very much, so much, except I can’t,
because my feet are cemented to the roof. But why? What’s the big deal?
He followed me all the way to CSA yesterday! People make friends.
Everyone does it. I can too. I mean, we already are—we laughed together



like hyenas. Okay. I’m going. I slide my sketchpad into my backpack, climb
down the ladder, and take off for the trailhead.

He’s nowhere on the trail. I listen for footsteps, hear nothing but my
pulse hammering in my ears. I continue down the path, clearing the first
bend to find him on his knees, hunched over the ground. He’s examining
something in his hand with a magnifying glass. What a toilet-licking idea
this is. I won’t know what to say to him. I won’t know what to do with my
hands. I need to get home. Immediately. I’m edging backward when he
turns his head and looks up at me.

“Oh, hey,” he says casually, standing and dropping whatever was in his
hand to the ground. Most of the time people look less like you remember
when you see them again. Not him. He’s shimmering in the air exactly like
he’s been in my mind. He’s a light show. He starts walking toward me. “I
don’t know the woods. Was hoping . . .” He doesn’t finish, half smiles. This
guy is just not an asshat. “What’s your name, anyway?” He’s close enough
to touch, close enough to count his freckles. I’m having a hand problem.
How come everyone else seems to know what to do with them? Pockets, I
remember with relief, pockets, I love pockets! I slip the hands to safety,
avoiding his eyes. There’s that thing about them. I’ll look at his mouth if I
have to look somewhere.

His eyes are lingering on me. I can tell this even with my undivided
attention on his mouth. Did he ask me something? I think he did. The IQ’s
plummeting.

“Suppose I could guess,” he says. “I’ll go for Van, no got it, Miles, yeah,
you totally look like a Miles.”

“Noah,” I blurt, sounding like the knowledge just flew into my head.
“I’m Noah. Noah Sweetwine.” God. Lord. Dorkhead.

“Sure?”
“Yup, definitely,” I say, sounding chirpy and weird. My hands are totally

and completely trapped now. Pockets are hand jails. I free them, only to
clap them together like they’re cymbals. Jesus. “Oh, what’s yours?” I ask
his mouth, remembering, despite the fact that my IQ is approaching the
vegetal range, that he too must have a name.

“Brian,” he says, and that’s all he says because he functions.
Looking at his mouth is a bad idea too, especially when he speaks.

Again and again his tongue returns to that space between his front teeth. I’ll



look at this tree instead.
“How old are you?” I ask the tree.
“Fourteen. You?”
“Same,” I say. Uh-oh.
He nods, believing me, of course, because why would I lie? I have no

idea!
“I go to boarding school back east,” he says. “I’ll be a sophomore next

year.” He must see the confused look I’m giving the tree, because he adds,
“Skipped kindergarten.”

“I go to California School of the Arts.” The words blasting out of my
mouth without my consent.

I sneak a look at him. His brow’s creasing up and then I remember: It
says California School of the Arts on practically every freaking wall of that
freaking place. He saw me outside the building, not in it. He probably heard
me tell the naked English guy I don’t go there.

I have two choices: Run home and then don’t come out of the house for
the next two months until he leaves for boarding school, or—

“I don’t really go there,” I spill to the tree, really afraid to look at him
now. “Not yet, anyway. I just want to. Like badly. It’s all I think about, and
I’m thirteen still. Almost fourteen. Well, in five months. November twenty-
first. It’s the painter Magritte’s birthday too, that day. He did that one with
the green apple smack in front of that guy’s face. You’ve probably seen it.
And the one where another guy has a birdcage instead of a body. Supremely
cool and twisted. Oh, and there’s this one of a bird flying but the clouds are
inside the bird, not outside of it. Really awesome—” I stop myself because,
whoa—and I could go on too. There isn’t a painting I suddenly don’t want
to tell this oak tree about in great detail.

I slowly turn to Brian, who’s staring at me with his squinting eyes, not
saying anything. Why isn’t he saying anything? Maybe I used up all the
words? Maybe he’s too freaked out that I lied, then unlied, then started a
psychotic art history lesson? Why didn’t I stay on the roof? I need to sit
down. Making friends is supremely stressful. I swallow a few hundred
times.

Finally, he just shrugs. “Cool.” His lips curve into a half smile. “You are
a bloody mess, dude,” he says, throwing in the English accent.

“Tell me about it.”



Then our eyes meet and we both crack up like we’re made of the same
air.

After that, the forest, which had stayed out of it, joins in. I take a deep
breath of pine and eucalyptus, hear mockingbirds and seagulls and the
rumbling surf in the distance. I spot three deer munching on leaves just
yards from where Brian is now rummaging through the meteorite bag with
both hands.

“There are mountain lions around here,” I say. “They sleep in trees.”
“Awesome,” he says, still searching. “Seen one?”
“No, a bobcat, though. Twice.”
“I’ve seen a bear,” he mumbles into the bag. What’s he looking for?
“A bear! Wow. I love bears! Brown or black?”
“Black,” he answers. “A mother with two cubs. At Yosemite.”
I want to know everything about this and I’m about to launch into a

series of questions, wondering if he likes animal shows too, when it appears
he’s found what he’s been looking for. He holds up an ordinary rock. The
expression on his face is like he’s showing me a frill-necked lizard or a
leafy seadragon, not a plain old hunk of nothing. “Here,” he says, putting it
in my hand. It’s so heavy it bends my wrist back. I reinforce with my other
hand so I don’t drop it. “This one’s for sure. Magnetized nickel—an
exploded star.” He points to my backpack with the sketchpad sticking out.
“You can draw it.” I look at the black lump in my hand—this is a star?—
and think there’s nothing I can imagine less interesting to draw on earth, but
say, “Okay. Sure.”

“Excellent,” he says, and turns around. I stand there with the star in my
hand not sure what to do until he turns back around and says, “You coming
or what? I brought an extra magnifying glass for you.”

This makes the ground tilt. He knew I was going to come even before he
left his house. He knew. And I knew. We both knew.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: I’m Standing on My Own Head!)
He takes the extra magnifying glass out of his back pocket and holds it

out to me.
“Cool,” I say, catching up with him and taking the glass by the handle.
“You can classify too in the pad,” he says. “Or draw what we find.

Actually, that’d be totally stellar.”
“What are we looking for?” I ask.



“Space garbage,” he answers like it’s obvious. “The sky’s always falling.
Always. You’ll see. People have no idea.”

No, people don’t, because they’re not revolutionaries like us.
Hours later, however, we haven’t found one meteorite, not one piece of

sky litter, but I so don’t care. Instead of classifying, whatever that means,
I’ve spent most of the morning in a belly flop, using the magnifying glass to
look at slugs and beetles, all the time getting my head stuffed with
intergalactic gobbledygook by Brian, who traipsed around me scouring the
forest floor with his magnet rake—yes, a magnet rake, which he made. He’s
the coolest person ever.

He’s a blow-in too, no question. Not from another realm like Mom, but
probably from some exoplanet (I just learned this word) with six suns. It
explains everything: the telescope, this mad search for pieces of his
homeland, the Einstein talk about Red Giants and White and Yellow Dwarfs
(!!!!), which I immediately started drawing, not to mention the hypnotizing
eyes and the way he keeps cracking me up like I’m some skin-fitting
someone who has tons of friends and knows the perfect place in every
sentence to say dude or bro. Also: The Realm of Calm is real.
Hummingbirds laze around him. Fruit falls out of trees right into his open
palms. Not to mention the drooping redwoods, I think, looking up. And me.
I’ve never felt this relaxed in my life. I keep forgetting my body and then
have to go back and get it.

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: The Boy Who Watched the Boy Hypnotize the
World)

I share this blow-in theory with him while we’re sitting on a slate slide
at the edge of the creek, water lulling slowly by us like we’re on a rock
boat.

“They’ve done a really good job in preparing you to pass as an
earthling,” I say.

He half smiles. I notice a dimple I hadn’t before, at the top of his cheek.
“No doubt,” he says. “They’ve prepared me well. I even play baseball.” He
throws a pebble into the water. I watch it drown. He raises an eyebrow at
me. “You, on the other hand . . .”

I pick up a stone and toss it in the same spot where his disappeared.
“Yeah, no preparation whatsoever. They just threw me in. That’s why I’m
so clueless.” I mean it as a joke, but it comes out serious. It comes out true.



Because it is. I so totally missed class the day all the required information
was passed out. Brian licks his bottom lip and doesn’t respond.

The mood’s changed and I don’t know why.
From underneath my hair, I study him. I know from doing portraits that

you have to look at someone a really long time to see what they’re covering
up, to see their inside face, and when you do see it and get it down, that’s
the thing that makes people freak out about how much a drawing looks like
them.

Brian’s inside face is worried.
“So, that picture . . .” he says hesitantly. He pauses, then licks his bottom

lip again. Is he nervous? He seems to be, suddenly, though until this
moment I didn’t think it possible. It makes me nervous thinking he’s
nervous. He does it again, the tongue sweep across the bottom lip. Is that
what he does when he’s nervous? I swallow. Now I’m waiting for him to do
it again, willing it. Is he staring at my mouth too? I can’t help it. I sweep my
tongue across my bottom lip.

He turns away, throws a few pebbles rapid-fire with some kind of bionic
wrist movement that causes the stones to skip effortlessly across the surface
of the water. I watch the vein in his neck pulse. I watch him convert oxygen
to carbon dioxide. I watch him existing and existing and existing. Is he
going to finish his sentence? Ever? Several more centuries of silence pass
where the air gets more and more jumpy and alive, like all the molecules he
previously put to sleep are waking up. And then it occurs to me he means
the naked pictures from yesterday. Is that what he means? The thought’s a
bolt.

“Of the English guy?” I squeak. Argh, I sound like a mite. I wish my
voice would stop cracking and change already.

He swallows and turns toward me. “No, I was wondering if you ever
actually make the drawings you do in your head?”

“Sometimes,” I answer.
“Well, did you make it?” His eyes catch me off guard, capturing me

completely in some kind of net. I want to say his name.
“Make what?” I ask, stalling. My heart’s kicking around in my chest. I

know what picture he means now.
“The one”—he licks his bottom lip—“of me?”



I feel possessed as I lunge for the pad and flip the pages until I find him,
that final version. I place it in his hands, watch his eyes dart up and down,
down and up. I’m spiking a fever trying to tell if he likes it or not. I can’t
tell. Then I try to see the picture through his eyes and an uh-oh-kill-me-now
feeling overtakes me. The Brian I made is him colliding at top speed into a
wall of magic. It’s nothing like the drawings of people I do at school. I
realize with horror it’s not a drawing of a friend. I’m getting dizzy. Every
line and angle and color screams just how much I like him. I feel like I’m
wrapped and trapped in plastic. And he’s still not saying a thing. Not one
thing!

I wish I were a horse.
“You don’t have to like it or anything,” I say finally, trying to get the pad

back. My mind’s bursting. “It’s not a big deal. I draw everyone.” I can’t
stop talking. “I draw everything. Even dung beetles and potatoes and
driftwood and mounds of dirt and redwood stumps and—”

“Are you kidding?” he interrupts, not letting me take the pad away. It’s
his turn to go red. “I totally like it.” He pauses. I watch him breathe. He’s
breathing fast. “I look like the freaking aurora borealis.” I don’t know what
this is, but I can tell from his voice it’s a very cool thing.

A circuit flips in my chest. One I didn’t know I had.
“I’m so happy I’m not a horse!” I realize I’ve said it aloud only when

Brian says, “What?”
“Nothing,” I say. “Nothing.” I try to calm down, try to stop smiling. Was

the sky always this shade of magenta?
He’s laughing for real like yesterday. “Dude, you are the strangest

person ever. Did you actually just say you’re so happy you’re not a horse?”
“No,” I say, trying not to laugh and failing. “I said—”
But before I can get another word out, a voice crashes into all this

perfect. “Oh how romantic!” I freeze, knowing immediately whose hippo-
head the sneering asshat words are coming out of. I swear the guy’s
installed a tracking device on me—it’s the only explanation.

With him is a great ape: Big Foot. At least no Zephyr.
“Time for a dip, Bubble?” Fry says.
This is my cue to hightail it to the other side of the world.
WE NEED TO RUN, I tell Brian telepathically.



Except when I glance at him, I see that his face has bricked up and I can
tell running away is not part of his modus operandi. Which really sucks. I
swallow.

Then holler, “Fuck off, you toilet-licking sociopaths!” only it comes out
as complete silence. So I heave a mountain range at them. They don’t
budge.

My whole being focuses into one wish: Please don’t let me be
humiliated in front of Brian.

Fry’s attention has shifted from me to Brian. He’s smirking. “Nice hat.”
“Thanks,” Brian replies coolly, like he owns the air in the Northern

Hemisphere. He’s no broken umbrella, this is clear. He doesn’t seem one bit
afraid of these garbage-headed scum-suckers.

Fry raises an eyebrow, which turns his gigantic greasy forehead into a
relief map. Brian’s piqued his psychopathic interest. Great. I appraise Big
Foot. He’s a slab of concrete in a Giants baseball cap. His hands are pushed
deep into his sweatshirt pockets. They look like grenades through the fabric.
I note the width of his right wrist, note that his fist is probably as large as
my whole face. I’ve never actually been punched before, only shoved
around. I imagine it, imagine all the paintings bursting out of my skull at
impact.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Pow)
“So did you homos pack a picnic?” Fry says to Brian. My muscles

tighten.
Brian slowly stands. “I’ll give you a chance to apologize,” he says to

Fry, his voice icy and calm, his eyes the opposite. The rock-boat has given
him a few extra feet, so he’s looking down on all of us. His meteorite bag
hangs heavy on his side. I need to stand but have no legs.

“Apologize for what?” Fry says. “For calling you homos homos?”
Big Foot laughs. It shakes the ground. In Taipei.
I can see Fry’s exhilarated—no one challenges him around here,

especially not any of us younger losers he’s been calling homos and pussies
and whatevers since we got ears.

“You think that’s funny?” Brian says. “’Cuz I don’t.” He moves a step
backward so he’s even higher on the rock now. He’s becoming someone
else. Darth Vader, I think. The Realm of Calm’s been sucked back into his



index finger and now he looks like he eats human livers. Sautéed with
eyeballs and toe-tips.

Hatred’s rising off him in waves.
I want to run away with the circus but take a deep breath and stand,

crossing my arms, which have grown skinnier in the past few moments,
against my newly sunken chest. I do this as threateningly as I can, thinking
of crocodiles, sharks, black piranhas for courage. Not working. Then I
remember the honey badger—pound for pound the most powerful creature
on earth! An unlikely furry little killer. I narrow my eyes, clamp my mouth
shut.

Then the worst thing happens. Fry and Big Foot start to laugh at me.
“Ooooo, so scary, Bubble,” Fry coos. Big Foot crosses his arms in an

imitation of me, which Fry finds so hilarious, he does it too.
I hold my breath so I don’t collapse into a heap.
“I really think it’s time you two apologized and were on your way,” I

hear from behind me. “If not, I can’t be responsible for what happens next.”
I spin around. Is he freaking crazy? Does he not realize he’s half Fry’s

size and a third of Big Foot’s? And I’m me? Is he packing an Uzi?
But above us, poised on the rock, he seems unconcerned. He’s tossing a

stone from hand to hand, a stone like the one that’s still in my pocket. We
all watch as it pops between his palms, his hands hardly moving, as if he’s
making it jump with his mind. “I guess you’re not leaving?” he says to his
hands, then looks up at Fry and Big Foot, somehow without breaking the
rhythm of the skipping stone. It’s incredible. “I just want to know one thing
then.” Brian smiles a slow careful smile, but the vein in his neck’s pulsing
furiously and it seems likely that whatever’s about to come out of his mouth
next is going to get us killed.

Fry glances at Big Foot and the two of them seem to come to a quick,
silent understanding about what to do with our earthly remains.

I’m holding my breath again. All of us are waiting for Brian to speak,
watching the dancing stone, mesmerized by it, as the air sizzles with
coming violence. It’s the real kind too. The lying in a hospital bed with only
a straw sticking out of your bandaged head kind. The sick pounding kind of
violence that I have to mute the TV to get through, unless Dad’s around and
then I have to endure it. I hope Mr. Grady gives the paintings I left in the art



room to Mom. They can show my stuff at the memorial—my first and last
art exhibit.

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Brian and Noah Buried Side by Side)
I make a fist but can’t remember if you’re supposed to keep your thumb

inside or outside of it when you punch. Why did Dad teach me to wrestle?
Who on earth wrestles? He should’ve taught me how to make a freaking
fist. And what about my fingers? Will I still be able to draw after this is
over? Picasso must’ve gotten in fights. Van Gogh and Gauguin fought each
other. It’ll be okay. Sure it will. And black eyes are cool, colorful.

Then all of a sudden Brian snatches the dancing stone into one of his
fists, stopping time.

“What I want to know,” he says, drawling out each word. “Is who the
hell let you out of your cages?”

“Do you believe this guy?” Fry says to Big Foot, who grunts out an
incomprehensible something in Big Footese. They lunge—

I’m telling Grandma Sweetwine I will be joining her shortly when I
catch the whipping movement of Brian’s arm a second before Fry cries out,
his fingers flying to his ear, “What the hell?” Then Big Foot yelps and
covers his head. I whirl around, see Brian’s hand in the bag. Now Fry’s
ducking, and so is Big Foot, because meteorites are wailing at them, raining
on them, hailing down on them, zooming past their skulls at the speed of
sound, faster, at the speed of light, each time whooshing close enough to
shave hairs, a millimeter away from ending their brain activity permanently.
“Stop it!” Big Foot screams. Both of them are twisting and hopping and
trying to shield their heads with their arms as more bits and pieces of fallen
sky race through the air at warp speed. Brian’s a machine, a machine gun,
two at a time, three, four, underhand, overhand, both hands. His arm’s a
blur, he’s a blur—each rock—each star—just barely missing, barely sparing
Fry and Big Foot until they’re both balled up on the ground, hands over
their heads, saying, “Please, dude, stop.”

“I’m sorry, I didn’t hear that apology,” Brian says, whipping one so close
to Fry’s head it makes me wince. Then another few for good measure. “Two
apologies, actually. One to Noah. And one to me. Like you mean it.”

“Sorry,” Fry says, completely stunned. Maybe one did bean him in the
head. “Now stop.”

“Not good enough.”



An additional series of meteorites rocket at their skulls at a billion miles
per hour.

Fry cries out, “Sorry, Noah. Sorry, I don’t know your name.”
“Brian.”
“Sorry, Brian!”
“Do you accept their apology, Noah?”
I nod. God and his son have been demoted.
“Now, get the hell out of here,” Brian says to them. “Next time I won’t

miss your thick skulls on purpose.”
And then they’re fleeing in a second rain of meteorites, their arms

helmetting their heads, as they run away from us.
“The pitcher?” I ask him as I grab my pad.
He nods. I catch the half smile breaking through the wall of his face. He

hops off the rock-slide and starts picking up the meteorites and loading
them back into his bag. I grab the magnet rake, lying there like a sword.
This guy’s so totally more magic-headed than anyone, even Picasso or
Pollock or Mom. We jump the creek and then we’re tearing through the
trees together in the opposite direction of home. He’s as fast as I am, fast
like we could run down jumbo jets, comets.

“You know we’re dead, right?” I shout, thinking of the coming payback.
“Don’t count on it,” Brian shouts back.
Yeah, I think, we’re invincible.
We’re sprinting at the speed of light when the ground gives way and we

rise into the air as if racing up stairs.

• • •

I give up on the sketch, close my eyes, lean back in my desk chair. In my
mind, I can draw Brian with lightning.

“What?” I hear. “You meditating now? Swami Sweetwine has a certain
ring.”

I keep my eyes shut. “Go away, Jude.”
“Where’ve you been all week?”
“Nowhere.”
“What have you been doing?”
“Nothing.”



Each morning since he hurled those meteorites at Fry and Big Foot, five
mornings so far to be exact, I’ve waited on the roof, totally deranged, my
head a few feet above my neck, for his garage to open so we can plunge
into the woods again and become imaginary—that’s the only way I can
describe it.

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Two Boys Jump and Stay Up)
“So is Brian nice?” I open my eyes. She knows his name now. He’s no

longer such a freak? She’s leaning against the doorframe in lime-green
pajama bottoms and a fuchsia tank top, looking like one of those color-
swirled lollipops you get on the boardwalk. If you squint your eyes, lots of
girls look like those lollipops.

Jude holds out her hand in front of her, examines five shiny purple nails.
“Everyone’s talking about him like he’s this baseball god, like he’s headed
for the major leagues. Fry’s cousin—he’s here for the summer—his little
brother goes to the same school back east. They call him The Ax or
something.”

I burst out laughing. The Ax. Brian is called The Ax! I flip the page and
start drawing it.

Is this why there’s been no retaliation? Why Fry passed me the other day
while I was having a discussion with Rascal the horse and before I could
even think of peeling away to Oregon, he pointed at me and said, “Dude.”
And that was it.

“So is he?” she repeats. Her hair’s particularly bloodthirsty tonight,
snaking all around the room, swarming the furniture, vining up the legs of
chairs, stretching over the walls. I’m next.

“Is he what?”
“Nice, Bubble, is Brian, your new best friend, nice?”
“He’s fine,” I say, ignoring the Bubble, whatever. “Like anyone.”
“But you don’t like anyone.” I hear the jealousy now. “What animal is

he, then?” She’s twirling a string of hair around her index finger so tightly
the tip’s ballooning red and bulbous like it might burst.

“A hamster,” I say.
She laughs. “Yeah, right. The Ax is a hamster.”
I have to get her off Brian. Forget shutters, if I could put the Great Wall

of China around him and me, I would. “So who’s M.?” I ask, remembering
the asshat Ouija board.



“He’s no one.”
Fine. I turn back around to The Ax drawing—
I hear, “How would you rather die? Drinking gasoline and then lighting

a match in your mouth or getting buried alive?”
“The explosion,” I say, trying to hide my smile because after all these

months of ignoring me, she’s sucking up. “Duh. Obviously.”
“Yeah, yeah. Just warming you up. It’s been a while. How about—”
There’s a tapping at the window.
“Is that him? At the window?” I hate the excitement in her voice.
Is it, though? At night? I did casually mention to him which room was

mine—right on the street with easy access—a few dozen times because,
well, I have my reasons. I get up from my desk and walk over to the
window and flip the shade. It is him. Real and everything. Sometimes I
wonder if I’m making the whole thing up and if someone were looking
down from above they’d see me alone all day, talking and laughing by
myself in the middle of a forest.

He’s framed in the light from the room, looking like he stuck his toe in a
socket. He’s not wearing his hat, and his hair’s amped out all over his head.
His eyes are all sparked up too. I open the window.

“I totally want to meet him,” I hear Jude say from behind me.
I do not want that. Do not. I want her to fall in a hole.
I bend down and stick my head and shoulders out, spreading myself as

much as I can across the windowsill so Jude can’t see out or Brian in. The
air is cool, feathery on my face.

“Hey,” I say, like he always knocks at my window at night and I’m not
gunning inside at top speed.

“You gotta come up,” he says. “Got to. It’s clear finally. And no moon.
It’s an intergalactic gorge fest up there.”

Really, if someone told me I could hang out in da Vinci’s studio while he
painted the Mona Lisa or go up on Brian’s roof with him at night—I’m on
the roof. The other day he mentioned us going to some movie about an alien
invasion and I almost blacked out thinking of it. I’d rather sit next to Brian
for two hours in a dark theater than have a wall-painting party with Jackson
Pollock. The only problem with spending time with him in the woods all
day is that there’s so much space in there. The trunk of a car would be
better, or a thimble.



Despite my efforts at hogging the window, I feel myself getting shoved
aside as Jude squeezes her head and then her shoulders out beside mine
until we’re a two-headed hydra. I watch Brian’s face light up at the sight of
her and get seasick.

(PORTRAIT: Jude: Drawn and Quartered)
“Hi, Brian Connelly,” she says in a flirty bouncy way that makes my

body temperature drop several degrees. When did she learn to talk like that?
“Wow, you guys look nothing alike,” Brian exclaims. “I thought you’d

look like Noah except—”
“With boobs?” Jude interjects. She said boobs to him!
And why was he thinking about what she’d look like anyway?
Brian cracks the half smile. I need to throw a bag over his head before

Jude comes under the spell of his strange, squinting eyes. Do they have
those burka things for guys? At least he hasn’t licked his lips, I think. “Well,
yeah. Exactly,” he says to her, and licks his lips. “Though I’m pretty sure I
would’ve phrased it differently.”

It’s over. His eyes are squinting. My sister’s a lollipop—everyone loves
lollipops. And my head’s been replaced by a cabbage.

“You should come up too,” he says to her. “I was going to show your
brother Gemini—the Twins, you know, so it’s perfect.” Your brother? I’m
her brother now?

(PORTRAIT: Jude in Her New Home in Timbuktu)
She’s about to speak, to say, “Cool!” or “Awesome!” or “I love you!” so

I ram her with my elbow. It’s the only practical solution. She returns the
ram with a ream to my ribs. We’re used to concealing battles under tables at
restaurants or at home, so keeping Brian out of this particular scuffle is a
piece of cake until I blurt out, “She can’t come. She has to go to
ubudowasow for sodojiokoa—” I’m just making sounds, throwing syllables
together, hoping they’ll collide and find a meaning in Brian’s head, as I, in
one spectacularly spastic motion, hoist myself up and then frog-leap out the
window, only narrowly landing on my feet and not tumbling headfirst into
Brian. I right myself, brush the hair out of my eyes, noting the dampness of
my forehead, then turn around and place my hand on the bottom of the
window and start pulling down, only at the last minute deciding not to
decapitate my sister, even though it really seems like a good idea. Instead, I
push on her shoulder to get her and her yellow strangling sweep of hair and



purple nails and shimmery blue eyes and bouncing bobbling boobs back
inside—

“Jesus, Noah. Got the hint. Nice to meet you,” she manages before I
slam down the window.

“You too,” he says, rapping on the glass with his knuckles. She raps
back two confident knowing raps that match the confident knowing smile
on her face. It’s like they’ve been rapping back and forth like this their
whole lives and have their own special Bengal Tiger to Lollipop Morse
code.

Brian and I walk down the road in silence. I’ve broken into a full body
sweat. I feel exactly the way I do when I wake up from the dream where
I’m naked in the school cafeteria and only have those flimsy pathetic
napkin squares to cover myself up.

Brian speaks to what just happened succinctly. “Dude,” he says.
“Mental.”

I sigh, mumble, “Thanks, Einstein.”
And then to my surprise and relief, he starts to laugh. Fountainous,

mountainous laughter. “So mental.” He karate-chops the air. “I mean, I
thought you were going to slice her in half with the window!” This sends
him on a rollicking ride of hysterics that I soon find myself on too. Further
fueled when Prophet starts in, “Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is
Ralph?”

“Oh my God. That freaking bird.” Brian holds his head with both his
hands. “We have to find Ralph, man. We have to. It’s a national
emergency.”

He doesn’t seem to care a bit that Jude didn’t come with us. Maybe I
imagined it all? Maybe his face didn’t light up at the sight of her? Maybe he
didn’t blush at her words? Maybe he doesn’t even like lollipops?

“The Ax?” I say, feeling loads better.
“Oh man.” He groans. “That was fast.” There’s both embarrassment and

pride in his voice. He holds up his right arm. “No one messes with The
Ax.” The Ax comes down on my shoulder and jostles me. We’re under a
streetlamp and I pray my face isn’t revealing what’s happened inside me at
this contact. It’s the first time he’s touched me.

I follow him up the ladder to the roof, my shoulder still tingling, wishing
the ladder went for miles and miles. (PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: The Two



Boys Breaking Out of the Two Boys) As we climb, I can hear plants growing
in the dark, can feel the blood speeding around inside me.

And then the scent of jasmine engulfs us.
Grandma Sweetwine used to tell us to hold our breath around the scent

of night-blooming jasmine if we didn’t want to give away all our secrets.
She’d say the police would do much better handing out vines of the white
trumpet flowers to the accused than hooking them up to a lie detector. I
really hope this one bit of hogwash is true. I want to know Brian’s secrets.

Once up, he takes a flashlight from his sweatshirt pocket and shines our
way to the telescope. The light from it is red, not white, he explains, so we
don’t lose our night vision. Our night vision!

While he’s crouched over a bag at the foot of the telescope, I listen to the
crashing sea, imagining all the fish swimming through the endless freezing
darkness.

“I could never be a fish,” I say.
“Me neither,” he replies, his words obstructed by the end of the

flashlight, which he’s holding in his mouth so he can use both hands to rifle
through the bag.

“Maybe an eel, though,” I say, still amazed how I say aloud so many
things I’d normally just say to myself. “It’d be cool to have electric body
parts, you know? Like your hair.”

I hear his muffled laugh through the flashlight and it shoots me dead
with happiness. I’m thinking the reason I’ve been so quiet all these years is
only because Brian wasn’t around yet for me to tell everything to. He takes
a book out of the bag, then standing, flips through it until he finds what he’s
looking for. He passes the open book to me, then steps real close so he can
shine the flashlight—back in his hand now—on the page. “Here,” he says.
“The Twins.”

I feel his hair on my cheek, on my neck.
I have the same feeling I get right before I start crying.
“That star,” he says, pointing, “is Castor, that one Pollux. They’re the

heads of the Twins.” He takes a pen out of his pocket and starts drawing—
it’s a glow-in-the-dark pen. Cool. He makes light-lines between stars until
two stick figures appear.

I can smell his shampoo, his sweat. I breathe in deeply, silently.
“They’re both dudes,” he says. “Castor was mortal. Pollux, immortal.”



Do guys normally stand so close to other guys? I wish I’d paid more
attention to these kinds of things before. I notice my fingers are trembling
and I can’t be one hundred percent sure they won’t reach across the air and
touch his bare wrist or neck, so I slip them in the hand jails to be safe. I
close my fingers around the rock he gave me.

“When Castor died,” he says, “Pollux missed him too much, so he made
a deal to share his immortality with him and that’s how they both ended up
in the sky.”

“I’d do that,” I say. “Totally.”
“Yeah? Must be a twin thing,” he says, misunderstanding. “Though

you’d never know it from that Death by Window Maneuver.” I feel my face
flush because I’d meant him, duh, I’d share my immortality with him. I
meant you, I want to holler.

Brian’s bent over the telescope adjusting something. “The Twins are
thought to be responsible for shipwrecks, said to appear to sailors as St.
Elmo’s Fire. Know what that is?” He doesn’t wait for an answer, just plows
on in his Einstein mode. “It’s an electrical weather phenomenon where a
luminous plasma’s created because charged particles separate and create
electric fields that in turn create this corona discharge—”

“Whoa,” I say.
He laughs, but continues on just as incomprehensibly. I get the gist: The

Twins cause things to burst into flames. He turns around, shines the
flashlight in my face. “It’s crazy that it happens,” he says. “But it does, all
the time too.”

He’s like a bag of selves. This Einstein one. The fearless meteor-hurling
god. The crazy laughing guy. The Ax! There’s more too, I know it. Hidden
ones. Truer ones. Because why is his inside face so worried?

I grab the flashlight out of his hand and shine it on him. The wind’s
billowing his shirt against his chest. I want to flatten the ripples with my
hand, want to so bad my mouth goes dry.

It’s not just me that’s staring this time.
“The smell of jasmine makes people tell their secrets,” I say to him, my

voice low.
“Is that jasmine?” he asks, swirling the air with his hand.
I nod. The flashlight’s bright on his face. It’s an inquisition.
“Why do you think I have secrets?” He crosses his arms.



“Who doesn’t?”
“Tell me one of yours, then?”
I pull out a fairly harmless one, though juicy enough to get him to reveal

something good. “I spy on people.”
“Who?”
“Well, basically, everyone. Usually I’m drawing, but sometimes not. I

hide in trees, bushes, on my roof with the binoculars, wherever.”
“Ever get caught?”
“Yeah, twice. Both times by you.”
He laughs a little. “So . . . ever spy on me?” The question makes my

breath catch in my throat. The truth is, after an in-depth investigation, I’ve
determined his room spy-proof.

“No. Your go.”
“Okay.” He motions toward the ocean. “I can’t swim.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. Hate the water. Don’t even like hearing it. Baths freak me out.

Sharks freak me out. Living here freaks me out. You go.”
“I hate sports.”
“But you’re fast.”
I shrug. “Go.”
“Okay.” He licks his lip, then exhales slowly. “I’m claustrophobic.” He

frowns. “I can’t be an astronaut now. It blows.”
“You weren’t always?”
“No.” He looks away and for a split second I see his inside face again.

“Your turn.”
I flick off the flashlight.
My turn. My turn. My turn. I want to put my hands on your chest. I want

to be in a thimble with you.
“I keyed my father’s car once,” I say.
“I stole a telescope from school.”
It’s easier with the flashlight off. The words falling in the dark, like

apples from trees.
“Rascal, the horse across the street, talks to me.”
I can tell he’s smiling, then not. “My dad left.”
I pause. “I wish my dad would.”



“No, you don’t,” he says, his voice serious. “It sucks. My mom spends
all her time on this website LostConnections writing him notes he’s never
even going to see. Totally pathetic.” There’s a silence. “Oh, still my go? I
do math problems in my head, like all the time. Even on the pitcher’s
mound.”

“Right now?”
“Right now.”
“Like I mind-paint.”
“Yeah, probably.”
“I’m scared I suck,” I say.
He laughs. “Me too.”
“I mean suck bad.”
“Me too,” he insists.
We’re quiet for a second. The ocean rumbles beneath us.
I close my eyes, take a breath. “I’ve never kissed anyone.”
“No one?” he says. “No one meaning no one?” Does this mean

something?
“No one.”
The moment stretches and stretches and stretches—
Then snaps. He says, “A friend of my mom’s came on to me.”
Whoa. I turn the flashlight back on his face. He’s blinking, looking

uneasy, embarrassed. I watch his Adam’s apple as he swallows once, then
again.

“How old? How much on?” I ask, instead of what I want to ask, wishing
he’d used a pronoun. Was it a boyfriend?

“Not that old. On enough. Just one time. No big deal.” He takes the
flashlight out of my hand and goes back to the telescope, ending the
conversation. Clearly it was a big deal. I have a googleplex of questions
about on enough, which I keep to myself.

I wait in the cold air where his body was.
“Okay,” he says a little while later. “All set up.”
I go behind the telescope, peer into the eyepiece, and all the stars crash

down on my head. It’s like taking a shower in the cosmos. I gasp.
“Knew you’d freak,” he says.
“Oh man. Poor van Gogh,” I say. “Starry Night could’ve been so much

cooler.”



“I totally knew it!” he exclaims. “If I were an artist, I’d go crazy.” I need
something to hold on to, besides him. I grab one of the legs of the telescope
with my hand. No one has ever been this excited to show me something, not
even Mom. And he kind of just called me an artist.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Throwing Armfuls of Air into the Air)
He comes up behind me. “Okay, now check this out. You’re going to

lose your mind.” He leans over my shoulder and pulls down some lever and
the stars rush even closer and he’s right, I am losing my mind, but not
because of the stars this time. “Can you see the Twins?” he asks. “They’re
in the upper right quadrant.” I can’t see a thing because my eyes are closed.
All I care about the cosmos is happening here on this roof. I think how to
respond so his hand stays on that lever, so he remains this close to me, so
close I can feel his breathing on the back of my neck. If I say yes, he’ll
probably step backward. If I say no, maybe he’ll adjust the telescope again
and we can stay like this a minute longer. “I don’t think I see them,” I say,
my voice rough, unsteady. This was the right answer, because he says,
“Okay, here,” and he does something that brings not only the stars but him a
breath closer.

My heart stops beating.
My back is to his front and if I move an inch backward I’d fall into him

and then if it were a movie, not one I’ve ever seen, mind you, he’d put his
hands all over me, I know he would, and then I’d twist around and we’d
melt together like hot wax. I can see it happening in my head. I don’t move.

“Well?” He breathes the word more than says it, and that’s when I know
he feels it too. I think about those two guys in the sky causing shipwrecks,
causing things to burst into flames, just like that with no warning. “It’s
crazy that it happens,” he’d said about them. “But it just does.”

It just does.
It’s happening to us.
“I have to go,” I say, helpless.
What makes you say the opposite of what every cell in your body wants

you to say?
“Yeah,” he replies. “Okay.”

• • •



The Hornet Girls: Courtney Barrett, Clementine Cohen, Lulu Mendes, and
Heather somebody are propped on the big rock beside the trailhead when
Brian and I come out of the woods the next afternoon. At the sight of us,
Courtney leaps from her perch, lands with hands on hips, creating a pink-
bikini-clad human roadblock in our path, thereby cutting short my diatribe
about the genius of the blobfish, the world’s most underrated waste-of-
space animal, forever in the shadow of the three-toed sloth. This followed
Brian’s breaking news about a boy in Croatia he read about on the web
who’s magnetic. His family and friends throw coins at him, which stick. As
do frying pans. He says this is indeed possible for a gobbledygook reason I
didn’t follow.

“Hey,” Courtney says. She’s a year older than the other hornets, going to
high school next year, so the same age as Brian. Her smile’s all scarlet lips,
sparkling white teeth, and menace. The antennae on her head are pointing
right at him. “Wow!” she exclaims. “Who knew you were hiding those eyes
under that silly hat?” Her bikini top, two pink strips and a string, covers
very little of her. She plucks the string, revealing a secret line of white skin
that wraps around her neck. She’s plucking it like a guitar string.

I watch Brian watch this. Then I watch Brian being watched by her,
knowing Courtney’s registering the way his T-shirt falls like water over his
broad chest, registering his tanned strong baseball arms, registering the
totally cool space between the teeth, the squint, the freckles, registering that
there’s no word in her hornet head to describe the particular color of his
eyes.

“Think I take offense on behalf of my lucky hat,” Brian replies with a
smoothness and coolness that drive spikes into my eardrums. Another
Brian’s emerging, I can tell. One I’m certain I’m not going to like at all.

It occurs to me that Jude does this too, changes who she is depending on
who she’s with. They’re like toads changing their skin color. How come I’m
always just me?

Courtney fake pouts. “No offense intended.” She lets go of the bikini
string and flicks the rim of his hat with two long fingers. Her nails are the
same purple color as Jude’s. “Why lucky?” she says, tilting her head, tilting
the whole world so everything flows in her direction. Without a doubt, this



is the girl who’s been giving Jude flirting lessons. Hey, where is Jude? How
come she skipped this ambush?

“It’s lucky,” he says, “because good things happen when I wear it.” It’s
possible Brian glances at me for a nanosecond when he says this, but lots of
things are possible and extremely unlikely, like world peace and summer
snowstorms and blue dandelions and what I think happened on the roof last
night. Did I imagine it? Each time I think of it, every ten seconds or so all
day long, I faint inside.

Clementine, posed on the rock not unlike the girl model from CSA—her
body in three triangles—says in the same hornet dialect as Courtney, “Fry’s
cousin from LA says he wishes the rocks you threw at him didn’t miss so he
could’ve charged people to see the scar when you’re in the major leagues.”
She tells all this to the purple-polished nails on one of her hands. Jesus.
How blown away must Fry and Big Foot have been by The Ax and his
bionic arm to admit defeat like this to a bunch of hornets.

“Good to know,” Brian replies. “Next time he acts like a jerkoff I’ll aim
to maim.”

A wave of awe at Brian’s comment ripples from girl to girl. Barf. Barf.
Barf. Something alarming’s occurring to me, more alarming than the fact
that Jude’s joined this purple polish cult. It’s that this Brian is cool. His
alien kin have not only prepared him to pass but to surpass. He’s probably
supernaturally popular at that boarding school. A jock and popular! How
could I not have noticed? I must’ve gotten thrown off by the endless geek
rants about globular clusters orbiting galactic cores, rants that I see are
being kept under wraps in present company. Doesn’t he know popular
people are covered in flame retardant? Doesn’t he know popular people
aren’t revolutionaries?

I want to grab him by the wrist and head back into the woods, tell these
guys, sorry but I found him first. But then I think, no, that’s not true: He
found me. He tracked me like a Bengal tiger. I wish he’d choose that self
and stick to it.

Clementine, still talking to her nails, says, “Should we call you The Ax?
Or maybe just Ax? Ooooo.” She squeals exactly like a warthog. “I like
that.”

“I’d prefer Brian,” he says. “It’s the off-season.”



“Okay, Brian,” Courtney says like she invented his name. “You guys
should totally come hang out at The Spot.” She looks at me. “Jude does.”

I’m shocked to be acknowledged. My cabbagehead nods without my
consent.

She smiles at me in a way that could just as easily be a scowl. “Your
sister says you’re some kind of prodigy.” She plucks on the bikini string.
“Maybe I’ll let you draw me sometime.”

Brian crosses his arms in front of his chest. “Ah, no. You’d be lucky if
he lets you pose for him sometime.”

I grow sixty thousand feet taller.
But then Courtney slaps her own wrist, mewing at Brian. “Bad girl. Got

it.”
Okay, time to torch the neighborhood. And the worst part is, her

lameness breaks out his half smile, which she’s mirroring back at him with
one of her radiant own.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy in Plastic Bag Turning Blue)
A few sandpipers skitter down the road toward Rascal’s stable. I do wish

I were a horse.
Several moments pass and then Lulu slides off the rock and stands

beside Courtney. Clementine follows, slipping in next to Lulu. The hornets
are swarming. Only Heather remains on the rock.

“You surf?” Lulu asks Brian.
“I’m not much into the beach,” he replies.
“Not into the beach?” Lulu and Courtney cry at once, but this

inconceivability is eclipsed by Clementine, who says, “Can I try on your
hat?”

“No, let me,” Courtney says.
“I want to!” says Lulu.
I roll my eyes and then hear someone laugh without a trace of hornet

hum. I look over at Heather, who’s looking back at me sympathetically like
she alone can see the cabbage on my neck. I’ve hardly noticed her over
there. Or ever. Even though she’s the only one of the hornets who goes to
the public middle school like we do. A mess of black curls, similar to mine,
falls around her small face. No antennae. And she looks more like a frog
than a lollipop, a chachi tree frog. She’s the one I’d draw, perched in an oak,
hidden away. I check her nails: They’re light blue.



Brian’s taken his hat off his head. “Hmm.”
“You choose,” Courtney says, confident she’ll be chosen.
“I couldn’t,” Brian says. He starts spinning the hat on his finger.

“Unless . . .” With a quick flick of his wrist, he tosses the hat onto my head.
And I’m soaring. I take back everything. He is a revolutionary.

Until I realize they’re all laughing, including him, like this is the
funniest thing ever.

“Cop-out,” Courtney says. She takes the hat off my head like I’m a hat
rack and hands it back to Brian. “Now, choose.”

Brian smiles fully at Courtney, showcasing the space between his teeth,
then cocks his hat over her brow, like she knew he would. The look on her
face is unmistakably mission accomplished.

He leans back and regards her. “Suits you.”
I want to kick him in the head.
Instead, I let the wind at my back scoop me up and toss me over the cliff

into the sea.
“Gotta bounce,” I say, remembering that’s what I heard someone say to

someone sometime somewhere, at school or maybe it was on TV, or in a
movie, probably not even from this decade, but who cares, all I know is I
have to get away before I evaporate or crumple or cry. I think for a hopeful
moment that Brian might follow me across the street but he just says,
“Later.”

My heart leaves, hitchhikes right out of my body, heads north, catches a
ferry across the Bering Sea and plants itself in Siberia with the polar bears
and ibex and long-horned goats until it turns into a teeny-tiny glacier.

Because I imagined it. Last night, this is what happened: He adjusted a
lever on the telescope, that’s it. I just happened to be standing in the way.
Noah has an overactive imagination, written on every school report I’ve
ever gotten. To which Mom would laugh and say, “A leopard can’t change
its spots, now can it?”

When I get inside the house, I go immediately to the front window that
frames the street to watch them. The sky’s overflowing with orange clouds
and each time one floats down, Brian bats it back up like a balloon. I watch
him hypnotize the girls as he does the fruit in the trees, the clouds in the
sky, as he did me. Only Heather seems immune. She’s lying on the rock,
looking at the orange paradise above instead of in his direction.



I tell myself: He didn’t find me, didn’t track me. He’s not a Bengal tiger.
He’s just some new kid who saw someone around his age and mistakenly
befriended him before the cool kids came along and saved him.

Reality is crushing. The world is a wrong-sized shoe. How can anyone
stand it?

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Keep Out)
I hear Mom’s footsteps only a moment before I feel the warm press of

her hands on my shoulders. “Beautiful sky, huh?” I breathe in her perfume.
She’s changed kinds. This one smells like the forest, like wood and earth,
with her mixed in. I close my eyes. A sob’s rising in me as if it’s being
pulled up by her hands. I keep it down by saying, “Only six months now
until the application’s due.”

She squeezes my shoulders. “So proud of you.” Her voice is calm and
deep and safe. “Do you know how proud I am?” This I know. Nothing else.
I nod and she wraps her arms around me. “You’re my inspiration,” she says,
and we rise together into the air. She’s become my real eyes. It’s like I
haven’t even drawn or painted anything until she sees it, like it’s all
invisible until she gets that look on her face and says, “You’re remaking the
world, Noah. Drawing by drawing.” I want to show her the ones of Brian so
bad. But I can’t. As if he heard me thinking about him, he turns in my
direction, all silhouette in the firelight, a perfect painting, so good it makes
my fingers flit at my side. But I’m not going to draw him anymore. “It’s
okay to be addicted to beauty,” Mom says, all dreamy. “Emerson said
‘Beauty is God’s handwriting.’” There’s something about her voice when
she talks about being an artist that always makes me feel like the whole sky
is in my chest. “I’m addicted to it too,” she whispers. “Most artists are.”

“But you’re not an artist,” I whisper back.
She doesn’t respond and her body has tensed up. I don’t know why.
“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?”
This untenses her and she laughs. “I have a feeling Ralph is on his way,”

she says. “The Second Coming is at hand.” She kisses the back of my head.
“Everything’s going to be okay, sweetheart,” she says because she’s a
people-mechanic and always knows when I’m malfunctioning. At least
that’s why I think she says it, until she adds, “It’s going to be okay for all of
us, I promise.”



Before we even land back on the rug, she’s gone. I stay, staring out the
window until darkness fills the room, until the five of them walk off in the
direction of The Spot, Brian’s lucky hat on Courtney’s lucky head.

Paces behind the rest, Heather glides along, still looking up. I watch her
raise her arms swanlike and then lower them. A bird, I think. Of course. Not
a frog at all. I was wrong.

About everything.

• • •

The next morning, I do not go up on the roof at dawn because I’m not
leaving my bedroom until Brian’s back at boarding school three thousand
miles from here. It’s only seven weeks away. I’ll drink the plant water if I
get thirsty. I’m lying on the bed staring at a print on the ceiling of Munch’s
The Scream, an off-the-hook painting I wish I made of a guy blowing a
gasket.

Like I am.
Jude and Mom are bickering on the other side of the wall. It’s getting

loud. I think she hates Mom even more than she hates me now.
Mom: You’ll have plenty of time to be twenty-five when you’re twenty-

five, Jude.
Jude: It’s just lipstick.
Mom: Lipstick you’re not wearing, and while I’m on your bad side, that

skirt is way too short.
Jude: Do you like it? I made it.
Mom: Well, you should’ve made more of it. Look in the mirror. Do you

really want to be that girl?
Jude: Who else am I going to be? For the record, that girl in the mirror is

me!
Mom: It’s really scaring me how wild you’re getting. I don’t recognize

you.
Jude: Well, I don’t recognize you either, Mother.
Mom has been acting a little strange. I’ve noticed things too. Like how

she sits lobotomized at red lights long after they turn green and doesn’t hit
the gas until everyone starts honking at her. Or how she says she’s working



in her office, but spying reveals that she’s really going through boxes of old
photographs she got down from the attic.

And there are horses galloping inside her now. I can hear them.
Today, she and Jude are going to the city together for a mother-daughter

day to see if it can make them get along. Not a good start. Dad used to try to
get me to go to ball games when they did this, but he doesn’t bother
anymore, not since I spent a whole football game facing the crowd instead
of the field, sketching faces on napkins. Or maybe it was a baseball game?

Baseball. The Ax. The Axhat.
Jude rapid-fire knocks, doesn’t wait for me to say come in, just swings

open the door. I guess Mom won, because she’s lipstick-free and wearing a
colorful sundress that goes to her knees, one of Grandma’s designs. She
looks like a peacock tail. Her hair is calm, a placid yellow lake around her.

“You’re home for once.” She seems genuinely happy to see me. She
leans against the doorframe. “If Brian and I were drowning, who’d you save
first?”

“You,” I tell her, glad she didn’t ask me this yesterday.
“Dad and me?”
“Please. You.”
“Mom and me?”
I pause, then say, “You.”
“You paused.”
“I didn’t pause.”
“You so did, but it’s okay. I deserve it. Ask me.”
“Mom or me?”
“You, Noah. I’d always save you first.” Her eyes are clear blue skies.

“Even though you almost beheaded me the other night.” She grins. “It’s
okay. I admit it. I’ve been awful, huh?”

“Totally rabid.”
She makes an eye-bulging crazy face that cracks me up even in my

mood. “You know,” she says, “those girls are okay but they’re so normal.
It’s boring.” She does a goofy, fake ballerina leap across the room, lands on
the bed, and shoulders up to me. I close my eyes. “Been a while,” she
whispers.

“So long.”



We breathe and breathe and breathe together. She takes my hand and I
think how otters sleep floating on their backs in water, holding hands
exactly like this, so they don’t drift apart in the night.

After a while, she picks up her fist. I do the same.
“One two three,” we say at the same time.
Rock/Rock
Scissors/Scissors
Rock/Rock
Paper/Paper
Scissors/Scissors
“Yes!” she cries. “We still got it, yes we do!” She jumps to her feet. “We

can watch the Animal Channel tonight. Or a movie? You can pick.”
“Okay.”
“I want to—”
“Me too,” I reply, knowing what she was going to say. I want to be us

again too.
(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Brother and Sister on a Seesaw, Blindfolded)
She smiles, touches my arm. “Don’t be sad.” She says it so warmly, it

makes the air change color. “It came right through the wall last night.” This
was worse when we were younger. If one cried, the other cried even if we
were on different sides of Lost Cove. I didn’t think it happened anymore.

“I’m fine,” I say.
She nods. “See you tonight then if Mom and I don’t kill each other.” She

gives a salute and is off.
I don’t know how this can be but it can: A painting is both exactly the

same and entirely different every single time you look at it. That’s the way
it is between Jude and me now.

• • •

A little while later, I remember that it’s Thursday, which means life drawing
at CSA, which means I’m ending my house arrest. Anyway, why should I
stay locked up just because Brian’s a popular axhat jock covered in flame
retardant who likes toilet-licking hornet girls like Courtney Barrett?

My stand and footstool are where I left them last week. I set them up,
telling myself that nothing matters but getting into CSA and I can hang out



with Jude for the rest of the summer. And Rascal. And go to the museum
with Mom. I don’t need Brian.

The teacher begins class—a different girl model today—lecturing about
positive and negative space, about drawing the space around a form to
reveal a form. I’ve never done this before and get lost in the exercise,
concentrating on finding the model by drawing what is not her.

But during the second part of class, I sit down with my back against the
wall and begin drawing Brian in this outside-in way, even though I said I’d
never draw him again. I can’t help it. He’s in me and needs to get out. I do
sketch after sketch.

I’m concentrating so hard that I don’t sense anyone approaching until
my light gets blocked. I spring back in surprise and an embarrassing garbled
sound flies out of my mouth as my brain catches up to the fact that it’s him,
that Brian’s standing in front of me. He has no meteorite bag, no magnet
rake, which means he came all the way down here to find me. Again. I
attempt to keep the joy behind my face, not on it.

“Waited this morning,” he says, and then licks his bottom lip so
nervously, so perfectly, it causes pain deep in my chest. He glances at my
pad. I flip it over before he can see himself, then get up, motioning for him
to go back into the woods so no one inside hears us. I stow the stool and
stand, hoping my knees don’t give out, or alternatively, that I don’t start
dancing a jig.

He’s waiting by the same tree as last time.
“So the English guy,” he says as we start walking. “He there today?”
If there’s one thing I know how to read in a voice, thanks to Jude, it’s

jealousy. I take a supremely happy breath. “He got booted last week.”
“The drinking?”
“Yeah.”
The woods are quiet except for our crunching footsteps and a crooning

mockingbird somewhere in the trees.
“Noah?”
I suck in air. How can someone just saying your name make you feel

like this? “Yeah?” There’s a lot of emotion running around his face, but I
don’t know what kind it is. I focus on my sneakers instead.

Minute after silent minute ticks by.



“It’s like this,” he says eventually. He’s stopped walking and is picking
bark off an oak tree’s trunk. “There are all these planets that get ejected
from the planetary systems that they first belonged in and they just wander
on their own through deep space, going their lonely way across the universe
without a sun, you know, forever . . .”

His eyes are begging me to understand something. I think about what he
just said. He’s talked about this before, these lonely, drifting, sunless
planets. So, what? Is he saying he doesn’t want to be an outsider like me?
Well, fine. I turn to go.

“No.” He grabs my sleeve. He grabbed my sleeve.
The Earth pauses on its axis.
“Oh, fuck it.” He licks his lip, looks at me desperately. “Just . . .” he

says. “Just . . .”
He’s stammering?
“Just what?” I ask.
“Just don’t worry, okay?” The words fly out of his mouth and loop

around my heart and fling it right out of my chest. I know what he’s saying.
“Worry about what?” I say to mess with him.
He half smiles. “About getting hit in the head by an asteroid. It’s

extremely unlikely.”
“Cool,” I say. “I won’t.
And so, I stop worrying.
I don’t worry when a few seconds later he says with a full-on grin, “I

totally saw what you were drawing back there, dude.”
I don’t worry that I blow off Jude that night and every single night that

follows. I don’t worry when she comes home and finds Brian and the
hornets on the deck, all of the hornets posing for me like some photo they
saw in a magazine. I don’t worry that night when she says, “So Mom wasn’t
enough? You have to steal all my friends too?”

I don’t worry that those are the last words she says to me all summer.
I don’t worry that I seem to become cool by association, me!, that I hang

out at The Spot with Brian and countless surftards and asshats and hornets
encased in his Realm of Calm, hardly ever feeling like a hostage, mostly
knowing what to do with my hands, and no one tries to chuck me off a cliff,
or calls me anything but Picasso, a nickname started by Franklyn Fry of all
asshats.



I don’t worry that it’s not as hard as I thought to pretend to be like
everyone else, to change your skin color like a toad. To wear a little flame
retardant.

I don’t worry that when Brian and I are alone in the woods or up on his
roof or in his living room watching baseball (whatever), he puts up an
electrical fence between us, and never once do I risk death by brushing
against it, but when we’re in public, like at The Spot, the fence vanishes,
and we become clumsy magnets, bumping and knocking into each other,
grazing hands, arms, legs, shoulders, tapping the other on the back, even
occasionally the leg, for no good reason except that it’s like swallowing
lightning.

I don’t worry that all through the movie about the alien invasion, our
legs microscopically drift: his, right, right, right, mine, left, left, left, until
halfway through, they find each other and press so hard against each other
for one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight delirious seconds, that I have
to get up and run to the bathroom because I’m exploding. I don’t worry that
when I get back to my seat, it all starts again, but this time our legs find
each other immediately and he grabs my hand beneath the armrest and
squeezes it and we electrocute and die.

I don’t worry that when all that happened, Heather was on my other side
and Courtney on his.

I don’t worry that Courtney still hasn’t given Brian his hat back or that
Heather doesn’t take her ancient gray eyes off me.

I don’t worry that Brian and I never kiss, not once, no matter how much
mind control I exert on him, no matter how much I beg God, the trees,
every molecule I come across.

And most important, I don’t worry when I come home one day and find
a note on the kitchen table written by Jude asking Mom to come down to
the beach to see a sculpture she’s building out of sand. I don’t worry that I
take the note and bury it at the bottom of the garbage can. I don’t worry, not
really, even though it makes my stomach hurt to do it, no not my stomach, it
makes my soul hurt that I could do it, that I actually did it.

I should’ve been worrying.
I should’ve been worrying a lot.

• • •



Brian’s leaving tomorrow morning to go back to boarding school for the
fall, and tonight I’m in the underworld looking for him. I’ve never been to a
party before, didn’t know it was like being miles and miles underground,
where demons walk around with their hair on fire. I’m pretty certain no one
here can see me. It must be because I’m too young or skinny or something.
Courtney’s parents are out of town and she decided we’d use her older
sister’s party as a going away bash for Brian. I don’t want to be at a going
away party for Brian. I want to be going away with Brian, like on a plane to
the Serengeti to watch the blue wildebeests migrate.

I head down a smoky crowded hall, where everyone’s pressed to the
walls in clumps like people-sculptures. No one’s face is arranged right. In
the next room, it’s their bodies. People are dancing, and after I make sure
Brian’s not here yet, I lean against the wall and take in the whole mob of
sweating gleaming people with their piercings and plumage and
windmilling arms as they jump and sway and spin and lift off into the air.
I’m staring and staring, getting eaten by the music, getting new eyes—when
I feel a hand, or maybe it’s a bird talon clawing into my shoulder. I turn to
see an older girl with tons of springy red hair. She’s wearing a short
shimmery brown dress and is way taller than me. Winding around her entire
arm is an off-the-hook tattoo of a red-and-orange fire-breathing dragon.
“Lost?” she asks loudly over the music, like she’s talking to a five-year-old.

I guess I’m not invisible after all. Her whole face is sparkling, especially
the emerald-green wings around her icy blue eyes. Her pupils are huge
black caves where bats live. “You’re so cute,” she shouts into my ear. She
has a strange accent, kind of like Dracula’s, and looks like one of the ladies
Klimt paints. “Your hair.” She pulls one of my curls until it’s perfectly
straight. I can’t look away from her because that’s what happens with
demons. “Such big, dark, soulful eyes,” she says slowly in her thick accent,
like she’s making a meal of each word. The music has quieted down and
thankfully so has her voice. “Bet all the little girls are after you.” I shake
my head. “They will be, trust me.” She smiles and there’s a gash of red
lipstick on one of her fangs. “Ever kiss a girl?” I shake my head again. I
can’t seem to lie to her or break the demon spell in any way. And then with
no warning, her crackly lips are pushing against mine, in between mine, and
I can taste her, all smoky and the gross kind of too sweet like an orange



that’s been in the sun all day. My eyes are open, so I can see the black
spidery eyelashes sleeping on her cheeks. She’s really kissing me! Why?
She pulls back, opens her eyes, and laughs when she sees the expression on
my face. Putting one of her talons on my shoulder again, she leans in and
whispers in my ear, “See you in a few years.” Then she turns and walks
away on long bare legs, her devil tail swishing back and forth. I watch the
fire-breathing dragon tattoo on her arm slither all the way up her shoulder
and wrap around her neck.

Did that really just happen to me? Did I imagine it? Um, don’t think so,
because I certainly wouldn’t have picked her if my imagination were in
charge. I bring my hand to my mouth and wipe my lips. Red comes off on
my fingers, her lipstick. It did happen. Do all people taste like sun-rancid
oranges on the inside? Do I? Does Brian?

Brian.
I start toward the front door. I’ll wait for him outside and convince him

to go up to the roof instead for his last night, like I wanted to anyway, so all
the stars can fall on our heads one final time, so maybe what hasn’t
happened all summer might finally happen, but as I enter the front hallway,
I spot him following Courtney up a staircase, watch him as he razors
through the crowd, nodding his head to guys, returning the smiles of girls,
like he belongs. How is it he belongs everywhere?

(PORTRAIT: The Boy with All the Keys in the World with All the Locks)
When he reaches the top of the stairs, he turns around. His hands are on

the banister and he’s leaning forward, surveying the room—is he looking
for me? Yes, I know he is and it shape-shifts me into a waterfall. Can you
die of this feeling? I’m thinking yes. I can’t even draw or paint it out of me
anymore. When it comes on, and it comes on all the time now, I just have to
lie down on my back and let it wash me away.

Courtney tugs on his arm and he slips off behind her without having
found me and so I turn back into a person.

I squeeze up the steps after them with my head down. I don’t want to
make eye contact, don’t want anyone talking to me, kissing me! Do people
at parties just kiss other people for no reason? I know nothing. When I’ve
almost reached the top of the stairs, I feel a hand on my arm. Not again. A
small girl who looks like a gothed-out chipmunk hands me a red plastic cup
full of beer. “Here,” she says, smiling. “You seem like you need one.” I say



thanks and continue up. Maybe I do need one. I hear her say, “Isn’t he a
little hottie?” to someone who replies, “Cradle robber.” God. So much for
my secret garage workouts with Dad’s weights. Everyone here thinks I’m in
kindergarten. But am I hot? It’s not possible, is it? I always assume girls
look at me because they think I’m strange, not because they think I’m cute.
Mom tells me I’m so handsomeadorablegorgeous, but that’s her job. How
do you know if you’re hot? The redheaded kissing demon did say that my
eyes were soulful.

Does Brian think I’m hot?
The idea goes straight to my groin and jerks me awake. He grabbed my

hand under the armrest at the movie. More than awake. I stop, breathe, try
to get under control, take a sip of the beer, well more like a giant gulp. It’s
not horrible. I continue up the stairs.

The second floor is the opposite of the first, as it’s in heaven. I’m
standing in a long, white-carpeted, white-walled cloud of a hallway with a
bunch of closed doors on either side.

Which room did Brian and Courtney go into? What if they’re alone?
What if they’re kissing? Or worse? Maybe she already has her shirt off. I
take another drink of beer. What if he’s licking her boobs? Guys are really
into that. He told me not to worry. He told me not to worry. He told me not
to worry. Which was code, wasn’t it? Code for: I will not lick Courtney
Barrett’s boobs, right? I take a huge gulp of the beer, worrying a real real
lot.

In movies, terrible haywire things always happen on people’s last night
places.

I go left down the hall, where it looks like some of the doors might be
open a crack. In an alcove, I spot two people in a frenzy of red-hot making
out. I slip back to watch. The guy has an incredible back that narrows just
so into his jeans and the girl’s sandwiched between his body and the wall.
His head’s moving like he can’t kiss her hard enough or fast enough. I tell
myself to move on already, but then something catches my eye. The girl’s
hands reaching around the guy’s back aren’t girls’ hands at all—no, there’s
no way in hell those hands are anything but another guy’s. My chest starts
to vibrate. I lean to the left and then I see flashes of both faces, strong-
boned male faces, eyes closed like moons, smashed noses, mouths crushing
together, their bodies climbing up each other and falling down each other at



the same time. My legs start to shake, every part of me starts to shake.
(SELF-PORTRAIT: Earthquake) I’ve never seen two guys kiss like this, like the
world’s ending, except in my own head and it wasn’t half this good. Not
even close. They’re so hungry.

I step back and steady myself against the wall out of sight.
I’m not sad, far far from it, so I don’t know why tears are busting out of

my eyes.
Then I hear the squeak of a door opening on the other side of the hall. I

wipe my face with the back of my hand and turn in the direction of the
sound. Heather’s stepping out of a room—everything in me stills. It’s
horrible to see her, like walking out of the best movie ever into some same
old afternoon.

“Oh!” she cries, her face beaming. “I was coming to look for you.” I
give my head a shake so hair curtains my face as much as possible. She’s
walking toward me, getting closer and closer to the three of us. I kick into
gear, rushing to intercept her. Her smile grows bigger and more welcoming
and I realize she’s misinterpreted my leap across the hall as excitement to
see her when all I want is to protect the kissing guys from her, from the
whole world.

(PORTRAIT: Adam and Adam in the Garden)
When I reach her, I try to turn my mouth into a smile. It’s hard. I hear a

hushed gruff laugh behind me, muffled words. Heather peers over my
shoulder.

“Where is everyone?” I ask to get her attention back. I realize I’m still
shaking. I bury my free hand deep in my pocket.

“You okay?” she asks, tilting her head. “You seem strange.” Her steady
gray eyes are studying me. “More so than usual, I should say.” She smiles
warmly and I relax a little. Heather and I have a secret but I have no idea
what it is.

I wish I could tell her what just happened to me because even though I
wasn’t technically part of that kiss, I feel like it happened to me, unlike the
demon kiss downstairs, which technically happened to me but feels like it
didn’t. But what would I tell her anyway? When I draw it, I’m going to
make my skin see-through and what you’ll see is that all the animals in the
zoo of me have broken out of their cages.

“Maybe it’s the beer,” I say.



She giggles, lifts a red plastic cup and taps mine. “Me too.”
Her giggling takes me aback. There’s nothing giggly about Heather

usually. She’s the opposite; hanging out with her is like sitting in an empty
church. That’s why I like her. She’s quiet and serious and a thousand years
old and seems like she can talk to the wind. I always draw her with arms up
like she’s about to take flight or with her hands together like she’s praying.
She’s not a giggler.

“C’mon,” she says. “Everyone’s in here already.” She points toward the
door. “We’ve been waiting for you. Well, I have.” She giggles again, then
blushes like a geyser went off inside her. I have a supremely bad feeling.

We walk into some kind of den. I see Brian right away across the room
talking to Courtney. All I want is to blink us into the bodies of the guys in
the alcove. I try to, just in case. Then I think how many fingers I’d give up
for one minute like that with him and decide seven. Or eight even. I could
totally still draw with two fingers if one was a thumb.

I look around. It’s the same crew of hornets and surftards that hang out
at The Spot, minus the older guys like Fry and Zephyr and Big Foot, who’re
probably downstairs. I’m used to these people by now, and them me.
There’s also a bunch of kids I don’t recognize that must go to Courtney’s
private school. Everyone’s standing around in awkward shuffling bunches
like they’re waiting for something. The air is full of breathing. The air’s full
of Jude too. She’s leaning on a windowsill talking to like five hundred guys
at once, wearing the tight red ruffly dress she made that Mom forbade her
from ever wearing out of the house. I’m totally surprised to see her. She’s
been giving me a wide angry berth all summer and knew I’d be here. I
wonder what she told Mom. I just said I was going to say good-bye to
Brian. We’re definitely not allowed to be at a party like this.

I catch her eye as Heather and I cross the room. She throws me a look
that says: Nothing, not even a world where it rains light, where snow is
purple, where frogs talk, where sunsets last a full year—could make up for
the fact that you’re the worst mother-stealing, friend-pillaging twin brother
on earth, and resumes her conversation with her harem.

My bad feeling is compounding.
I return my attention to Brian, who’s leaning against a bookcase, still

talking to Courtney. About what? I try to hear as we approach them, then
realize Heather’s speaking to me.



“It’s totally stupid. We haven’t played this kind of game since fifth
grade, but whatever. We’re playing with a sense of irony, right?” Has she
been talking this whole time?

“What game?” I ask.
Courtney turns around at the sound of our voices. “Oh, good.” She

nudges Heather, who giggles again. Courtney turns to me. “It’s your lucky
night, Picasso. You like games?”

“Not really,” I say. “Not at all, actually.”
“You’ll like this one. Promise. It’s a blast from the past. Heather and

Jude and I were talking the other day about the parties we used to go to.
Simple premise. Put two people of the opposite sex in a closet for seven
minutes. See what happens.” Brian won’t meet my eyes. “Don’t worry,
Picasso,” she says. “It’s fixed, of course.” Heather’s ears go red at this.
They lock arms and then burst out laughing. My stomach goes watery.
“Face it, dude,” Courtney says to me. “You could use a little help.”

I sure could.
I sure could because suddenly coils and coils of Jude’s hair are slithering

in my direction like an army of serpents. Jude was there, Courtney said.
Was this Jude’s idea, then? Because she knows I threw out that note she left
for Mom? Because she knows how I feel about Brian?

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Twins: Jude with Rattlesnake Hair, Noah with
Rattlesnake Arms)

I’m getting a metal taste in my mouth. Brian’s reading the titles on the
spines of books on the shelves like he’s going to be tested on it.

“I love you,” I say to him, only it comes out, “Hey.”
“So damn much,” he says back, only it comes out, “Dude.”
He still won’t meet my eyes.
Courtney picks up Brian’s hat, which has been resting on a small table.

It’s full of folded-up pieces of paper. “All the guys’ names are already in,
including yours,” she says to me. “Girls pick.”

She and Heather walk away. As soon as they’re out of earshot, I say to
Brian, “Let’s go.” He doesn’t respond, so I say it again. “Let’s get out of
here. Let’s climb out this window.” I’m checking the one beside us and
there’s a landing that leads to a supremely climbable tree. We could totally
make it. “C’mon,” I say. “Brian.”



“I don’t want to go, okay?” There’s irritation in his voice. “It’s just a
stupid game. Whatever. No big deal.”

I study him. Does he want to play? He does. He must.
He wants to be with Courtney because if it’s fixed and Courtney’s doing

the fixing, that’s what’s going to happen. That’s why he won’t meet my
eyes. The realization drains the blood out of me. But why did he tell me not
to worry? Why did he grab my hand? Why everything?

All the empty cages begin to rattle inside me.
I stumble over to an ugly beige chair in the middle of this ugly beige

room. I fall onto it, only to discover it’s hard as stone and it breaks my spine
in two. I sit there, broken in half, chugging the rest of my beer like it’s
orange juice, remembering the English guy downing the gin that day. Then
I grab another cup of beer that someone left and drink what’s in that one
too. Purgatory, I think. If hell is downstairs and heaven is the hallway, then
this must be purgatory—what happens in purgatory again? I’ve seen
paintings of it but can’t remember. I feel supremely woozy. Am I drunk?

The lights start flashing on and off. Courtney’s at the switch, Heather by
her side. “Ladies and gentlemen, the moment you’ve all been waiting for.”

Clementine reaches in first and chooses a guy named Dexter. Some tall
kid I’ve never seen before with a cool haircut and clothes ten times too big
for him. Everyone jeers and cheers and generally acts lame as they get up
and walk into the closet with we-are-so-beyond-this looks on their faces.
Courtney makes a display of setting the egg-timer. All I can think about is
how much I hate her, how much I want her to get stampeded by a herd of
pissed-off snapping turtles before she can get in that closet with Brian.

I stand with the help of the armrest, then bushwhack through an
impossible thicket of Jude’s blond hair to a bathroom, where I splash cold
water on my face. Beer sucks. I lift my head. It’s still me in the mirror. It’s
still me in me, right? I’m not sure. And I’m certainly not hot, I can see that.
I look like a skinny pathetic coward too afraid to jump off his dad’s
shoulder into the water. It’s a sink-or-swim world, Noah.

The second I walk back into the room, I’m assaulted by, “You’ve been
chosen, dude,” and “Heather picked you,” and “Your turn, Picasso.”

I swallow. Brian’s still studying those spines of books, his back to me as
Heather takes my hand and leads me toward the closet, her arm pulled tight
as if forcing an unwilling dog on a leash.



What I notice right away about the walk-in closet is that there are tons of
dark suits hanging everywhere, looking like rows of men at a funeral.

Heather switches off the light, then says softly, shyly, “Help me find
you, okay?” I think about escaping into the hanging suits, joining the men
in mourning until the egg-timer goes off, but then Heather bumps into me
and laughs. Her hands quickly find my arms. Her touch is so light, like two
leaves have fallen on me.

“We don’t have to,” she whispers. Then, “Do you want to?”
I can feel her breath on my face. Her hair smells like sad flowers.
“Okay,” I say, but don’t move a muscle.
Time passes. It feels like lots and lots of it, so much that when we walk

out of this closet, it’ll be time for us to go to college or die even. Except,
because I’m counting in my head, I know that not even seven seconds of the
seven minutes have passed. I’m calculating how many seconds are in seven
minutes when I feel her small cool hands leave my arms and land on my
cheeks, then feel her lips brush across mine, once, then again, the second
time staying there. It’s like being kissed by a feather, no, smoother, a petal.
So soft. Too soft. We’re petal people. I think about the earthquake kiss in
the alcove and want to cry again. This time because I am sad. And scared.
And because my skin has never fit this badly before.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy in a Blender)
I realize my arms are lying limp at my sides. I should do something with

them, shouldn’t I? I rest a hand on her waist, which totally feels like the
wrong place for it, so I move it to her back, which also feels entirely wrong,
but before I can reposition it, her lips open, so I open my mine too—it’s not
disgusting. She doesn’t taste like a rancid orange but like mint, like she had
a mint right before. I’m wondering what I taste like as her tongue slips into
my mouth. It shocks me how wet it is. And warm. And tongue-y. My
tongue’s going nowhere. I’m telling it to move and enter her mouth, but it
won’t listen to me. I figure it out: There’s 420 seconds in seven minutes.
Maybe twenty seconds have passed, which means we still have 400 seconds
left of this. Oh fucking fuck.

And then it happens. Brian rises out of the darkness of my mind and
takes my hand like he did in the movie theater and pulls me to him. I can
smell his sweat, can hear his voice. Noah, he says in that bone-melting way
and my hands are in Heather’s hair, and I’m pressing my body against hers



hard, drawing her closer to me, pushing my tongue deep inside her
mouth . . .

We must not hear the ding of the timer, because all of a sudden the light
switches on and the mourning men are all around us again, not to mention
Courtney in the doorway tapping an invisible watch on her wrist. “C’mon,
lovebirds. Time’s up.” I blink a few hundred times at the invasion of light.
At the invasion of the truth. Heather looks dizzy, dreamy. Heather looks one
hundred percent like Heather. I’ve done a bad thing. To her, to me. To
Brian, even if he doesn’t care, it still feels that way. Maybe the girl
downstairs turned me into a demon like her with that kiss.

“Wow,” Heather whispers. “I’ve never . . . No one’s ever . . . Wow. That
was incredible.”

She can barely walk. I look down to make sure I don’t have a tent in my
pants as she takes my hand and we emerge from the closet like two
unsteady cubs from a hibernation den. Everyone starts whistling and saying
lame things like, “Bedroom’s down the hall.”

I scan the room for Brian, expecting him to be examining the spines of
books still, but he’s not. His face is like I’ve seen it only once before, all
bricked up with fury, like he wants to hurl a meteorite at my head and he’s
not going to miss.

But?
Heather runs off to join the hornets. The whole room’s been engulfed by

Jude’s hair. The whole universe has. I fall into a recliner. Nothing makes
sense. It’s just a stupid game, he said. No big deal. But then, he said it was
No big deal when his mother’s friend (boyfriend?) came on to him too and
that seemed like it was a big deal to him. Maybe No big deal is code for:
This is Supernaturally Screwed Up. I’m sorry, I tell him in my mind. It was
you, I tell him. I kissed you.

I drop my head in my hands, start involuntarily eavesdropping on a
group of guys behind me, who must be having a contest to see how many
times they can say how gay this or that is in one conversation, when
someone touches my shoulder. It’s Heather.

I nod at her, then try to hide in my hair and mind-control her to go away,
like to the Amazon . . . I feel her stiffening beside me, probably not
understanding why I’ve sent her six thousand miles away to the jungle after
a kiss like that. I hate being like this to her, but I don’t know what else to



do. When I peek up through my hair moments later, she’s gone. I hadn’t
realized I’d been holding my breath. I’m mid-exhale when I see Brian being
escorted into the closet, not by Courtney, but by my sister.

My sister.

• • •

How is this happening? This can’t be happening. I blink and blink, but it’s
still happening. I look over at Courtney, who has her hand in Brian’s hat.
She’s opening the folded pieces of paper wondering what went wrong. Jude
is what went wrong. I can’t believe she’d go this far.

I have to do something.
“No!” I shout, jumping up from the chair. “No!”
Only I don’t do that.
I run to the egg-timer, grab it off the table, and ring it and ring it and ring

it.
Only I don’t do that either.
I don’t do anything.
I can’t do anything.
I’ve been eviscerated.
(SELF-PORTRAIT: Gutted Fish)
Brian and Jude are going to kiss each other.
They’re probably kissing each other right this second.
Somehow I manage to get up from the chair, out of that room, down the

stairs, and out the door of the house. I stagger across the porch, feeling like
I’m falling off my feet with every step. Blurs of people are blurring around
the yard. I stumble through them, through the black back-stabbing air
toward the road. In my daze, I realize I’m scanning the crowd for the crazy-
in-love, making-out guys from the alcove, but they’re nowhere. I bet I
imagined them.

I bet they don’t exist.
I look toward the woods, watch all the trees crash down.
(GROUP PORTRAIT: All the Glass Boys Shatter)
From behind me, I hear someone with a slurring English accent say, “If

it isn’t the clandestine artist.” I turn to see the naked English guy, except
he’s dressed in a leather jacket and jeans and boots. He has the same mental



smile on his same mental face. The same eyes that don’t match. I remember
how Jude gave up the sun and stars and oceans for my drawing of him. I’m
going to steal it back from her. I’m going to take everything from her.

If she were drowning, I’d hold her head under.
“I know you, mate,” he says, teetering on his feet, pointing at me with a

bottle of some kind of alcohol.
“No you don’t,” I say. “No one does.”
His eyes clear for a second. “You’re right about that.”
We stare at each other for a moment without saying anything. I

remember how he looked naked and don’t even care because I’m dead. I’m
going to move underground with the moles and breathe dirt.

“What are you called anyway?” he asks.
What am I called? What a strange question. Bubble, I think. I’m called

freaking Bubble.
“Picasso,” I say.
His eyebrows arch. “You taking the piss?”
What does that mean?
He slurs on, throwing words into the air all around us. “Well, that must

keep the bar nice and low, no problem filling those shoes, like naming your
kid Shakespeare. What were they thinking, your parents?” He takes a swig.

I pray to the forest of fallen trees that Brian looks out the window and
sees me here with the naked English guy. Jude too.

“You’re like from a movie,” I think and say at the same time.
He laughs and his face kaleidoscopes. “A crap movie, then. Been

sleeping in the park for weeks now. Except for the night I slept behind bars,
of course.”

Jail? He’s an outlaw? He looks like one. “Why?” I ask.
“Drunk and disorderly. Disturbing the peace. Whoever heard of getting

arrested for being disorderly?” I struggle to decipher his sloshed words.
“Are you orderly, Picasso? Is anyone?” I shake my head and he nods.
“That’s what I said. There’s no peace to disturb. I kept telling the cop: No.
Peace. To. Disturb. Man.” Putting two cigarettes in his mouth, he lights one,
the other, then sucks on them both. I’ve never seen someone smoke two at
once. Gray plumes of smoke come out his nose and mouth at the same time.
He hands me one of the cigarettes, which I take because what else am I
going to do? “Got myself chucked from that posh art school you don’t go



to.” He puts a hand on my shoulder to steady himself. “Doesn’t matter,
would’ve gotten chucked anyway when they found out I wasn’t really
eighteen.” I feel how wobbly he is and plant my feet into the ground. Then I
remember the cigarette in my hand and bring it to my lips, only to suck in
and immediately cough it out. He doesn’t notice. He might be as drunk as
one of those guys who talks to lampposts and I’m the lamppost. I want to
take the bottle from him and pour it out.

“I gotta go,” I say, because I’ve started imagining Brian and Jude
touching each other in the dark. All over. Can’t stop imagining it.

“Right,” he says, not looking at me. “Right.”
“Maybe you should go home,” I say, then remember about the park,

about jail.
He nods, despair stuck to every part of his face.
I start walking off, ditching the cigarette first thing. After a few steps, I

hear, “Picasso,” and turn.
He points the bottle at me. “I modeled a couple times for this barking

maniac of a sculptor called Guillermo Garcia. He has loads of students. I’m
sure he wouldn’t even notice if you showed some afternoon. You could
actually be in a room with a model, like that other Picasso bloke.”

“Where?” I ask, and when he tells me, I repeat the address a few times in
my head so I’ll remember. Not that I’ll go, because I’ll be in prison myself
for the murder of my twin sister.

Jude planned this. I’m sure of it. I know it was her idea. She’s been
pissed at me for so long about Mom. About the hornets. And she must’ve
found the note she wrote to Mom buried in the garbage. This is her revenge.
She probably had a piece of paper with Brian’s name on it right in her hand.

Without any of the hornets realizing it, she triggered a nest attack on me.
I walk down the hill toward home, getting carpet-bombed with images

of Brian and Jude, him all tangled up in her hair, in her light, in her normal.
That’s what he wants. That’s why he erected the fence between us. Then
electrified it for double protection against me, stupid weirdo me. I think
how full-on I kissed Heather. Oh God. Is Brian kissing Jude like that? Is she
him? A horrible flailing monster of a noise comes out of me and then the
whole disgusting night wants to come out of me too. I run to the side of the
road and throw up each grain of beer and that disgusting drag of a cigarette,
every last lying, revolting kiss, until I’m just a bag of clattering bones.



When I get home, I see that there are lights on in the living room, so I
climb through my window, always open a crack, in case Brian decided to
break and enter one night, like I’d imagine before falling asleep, all summer
long. I cringe at myself. At what I wanted.

(LANDSCAPE: The Collapsed World)
I turn on the lamp in my bedroom and beeline for Dad’s camera, but it’s

not where I always leave it under my bed. I tear the room apart with my
eyes, exhaling only when I spot it on my desk, sitting there like a live
grenade. Who moved it? Who freaking moved it? Did I leave it there?
Maybe I did. I don’t know. I lunge for it and call up the photos. The first
one that comes up is from last year when Grandma died. A big round
laughing sand lady with her arms open to the sky like she’s about to lift off.
It’s freaking amazing. I put my finger on the delete button and press hard,
press murderously. I call the rest up, each one more awesome and strange
and cool than the next, and wipe them out, one by one, until every trace of
my sister’s talent is gone from the world and only mine is left.

Then, after I sneak by the living room—Mom and Dad have fallen
asleep in front of some war movie—I go into Jude’s room, take the portrait
of the naked English guy off the wall, rip it to shreds and spread it like
confetti all over the floor. Next, I return to my room and start on the
drawings of Brian—it takes forever to tear them all to pieces, there are so
many. When I’m done, I stuff his remains into three large black plastic bags
and stow them under the bed. Tomorrow I’m going to throw him, every last
bit of him, over Devil’s Drop.

Because he can’t swim.
Even after all that, Jude’s still not home! It’s an hour past our summer

curfew now. I can only imagine. I have to stop imagining.
I have to stop holding this rock and praying he’s going to come to the

window.
He doesn’t.



THE HISTORY OF LUCK

Jude
Age 16

I’m going to wish with my hands, like Sandy said.
I’m going to use The Oracle.
I’m going to sit here at my desk and use it—in the traditional way—to

find out everything I can about Guillermo Garcia aka Drunken Igor aka The
Rock Star of the Sculpture World. I have to make this sculpture and it has to
be in stone and he’s the only one who can help me do that. This is the way
to get through to Mom. I feel it.

However, before I do all this, I’m going to suck the living hell out of this
lemon—the mortal enemy of the aphrodisiacal orange:

Nothing curdles love in the heart like lemon 
on the tongue

Because I have to nip this in the bud.
Grandma pipes in. “Ah yes, Him with a capital H and I don’t mean Mr.

Gable. A certain big . . . bad . . . British . . . wolf?” She milks the last bit for
all its worth.

“I don’t know what it was about him,” I tell her in my head. “Oh man.
Besides everything,” I tell her outside my head.

And then I can’t help it. Giving it my best English accent, I say, “Such a
chatterbox, a guy can’t get a word in.” The smile I denied him in church



overtakes my face until I’m beaming at the wall.
Oh Clark Gable, stop.
I shove the half-lemon in, shove Grandma out, tell myself the English

bloke has glandular fever, cold sores, and tooth decay, the trifecta of
unkissability, like every other hot male in Lost Cove.

Cooties. Major cooties. English cooties.
With sour making my whole head pucker, with the boy boycott back in

full swing, I boot up my laptop and type into The Oracle: Guillermo Garcia
and Art Tomorrow, hoping to find Mom’s interview. But no luck. The
magazine doesn’t archive online. I input his name again and do an image
search.

And it’s Invasion of the Granite Giants.
Massive rock-beings. Walking mountains. Expression explosions. I love

them instantly. Igor told me he wasn’t okay. Well, neither is his art. I start
bookmarking reviews and pieces, choose a work that makes my heart sink
and swell at the same time as a new screensaver, then grab my sculpture
textbook off the shelf, certain he’s in it. His work is too amazing for him not
to be.

He is, and I’m on the second read of his bona fide bonkers biography,
one that belongs in Grandma’s bible, not a textbook, so I’ve ripped it out
and clipped it into the over-stuffed leather-bound book, when I hear the
front door open, followed by a flurry of voices and a stampede of footsteps
coming down the hall.

Noah.
I wish I’d shut my door. Dive under the bed? Before I can make the

move, they’re barreling by, peering in at me like I’m The Bearded Lady.
And somewhere in that happy humming hive of athletic, preternaturally
normal teenagers is my brother.

Best sit down for it:
Noah’s joined a sports team at Roosevelt High.
Granted, it’s cross-country, not football, and Heather’s on the team, but

still. He’s a member of a gang.
To my surprise, a moment later, he doubles back and enters my room,

and it’s as if Mom’s standing before me. It’s always been the case, me fair
like Dad, him dark like Mom, but his resemblance to her has become
uncanny, therefore: heart-snatching. Whereas there’s not a hint of Mom on



me, never was. When people used to see us alone, I’m sure they assumed I
was adopted.

It’s unusual, Noah in my room, and my stomach’s clenching up. I hate
how nervous it makes me to be near him now. Also—what Sandy said
today. How, unbeknownst to me, someone took pictures of my flying sand
women and sent them in to CSA. It had to have been Noah, which means:
He got me in only to end up having to go to Roosevelt himself.

I taste guilt right through the citrus.
“So, hey,” he says, shuffling back and forth on a pair of running mud-

cakes, driving dirt deeper and deeper into my plush white carpet. I say
nothing about it. He could chop off my ear and I’d say nothing about it. His
face is the opposite of how it looked in the sky earlier today. It’s padlocked.
“You know how Dad’s going away for the week? We—” He nods at his
room, where music and laughter and uniformity resounds. “We thought it’d
be cool to have a party here. You okay with that?”

I stare at him, beseeching the aliens or Clark Gable or whoever’s in
charge of soul abductions to bring back my brother. Because in addition to
joining dangerous gangs and having parties, this Noah also goes out with
girls, keeps his hair buzzed and tidy, hangs at The Spot, watches sports with
Dad. For all other sixteen-year-old boys: fine. For Noah, it signifies one
thing: death of the spirit. A book with the wrong story in it. My brother, the
revolutionary weirdo, has covered himself in flame retardant, to use his
terminology. Dad’s thrilled, of course, thinks Noah and Heather are a
couple—they’re not. I’m the only one who seems to know how dire the
situation is.

“Um, Jude, do you know there’s a lemon wrapped around your teeth?”
“Of course I know,” I say, though it sounds like garble for obvious

reasons. Ah, lightbulb! Taking advantage of the sudden language barrier, I
look right at him and add, “What have you done with my brother? If you
see him, tell him I miss him. Tell him I’m—”

“Hello? Can’t understand you with the voodoo lemon in your mouth.”
He shakes his head in a dismissive Dad kind of way and I can tell he’s
about to get on my case. My interests disturb him, which I guess makes us
even. “You know, I borrowed your laptop the other day to do a paper when
Heather was using mine. I saw your search history.” Uh-oh. “Jesus, Jude.
How many diseases can you think you have in one night? And all those



freaking obituaries you read—like from every county in California.” Now
seems like a good time to imagine the meadow. He points to the bible
outspread on my lap. “And maybe you could give that totally lame book a
rest for a while, and, I don’t know, get out. Talk to someone besides our
dead grandmother. Think about things besides dying. It’s so—”

I take out the lemon. “What? Embarrassing?” I remember saying this to
him once—how embarrassing he was—and cringe at the former me. Is it
possible our personalities have swapped bodies? In third grade, Mrs.
Michaels, the art teacher, told us we were to do self-portraits. We were
across the room from each other and without so much as sharing a glance, I
drew him, and he me. Sometimes, now, it feels like that.

“I wasn’t going to say embarrassing,” he says, brushing a hand through
his bushel of hair, only to find that it’s no longer there. He touches the back
of his neck instead.

“Yes you were.”
“Okay I was, because, it is totally embarrassing. I go to pay for my lunch

today and pull out these.” He reaches in his pocket and shows me the
assortment of extremely protective beans and seeds I stowed there.

“I’m just looking out for you, Noah, even if you’re a card-carrying
artichoke.”

“Totally freaking mental, Jude.”
“You know what I think is mental? Having a party on the second

anniversary of your mother’s death.”
His face cracks for a second, then just as quickly seals up. “I know

you’re in there!” I want to scream. It’s true; I do know it. This is how:
1) His weird obsession with jumping Devil’s Drop and the sublime way

he looked in the sky today.
2) There are times when he’s slumped in a chair, lying on his bed, curled

up on the couch, and I wave my hand across his face and he doesn’t even
blink. It’s as if he’s gone blind. Where is he during those times? What’s he
doing in there? Because I suspect he’s painting. I suspect that inside the
impenetrable fortress of conventionality he’s become, there’s one crazy-ass
museum.

And most significantly: 3) I’ve discovered (search-history snooping is a
two-way street) that Noah, who hardly ever goes online, who’s probably the
only teenager in America indifferent to virtual reality and all social media,



posts a message on a site called LostConnections.com, always the same one
and pretty much every week.

I check—he’s never gotten a response. I’m certain the message is for
Brian, who I haven’t seen since Mom’s funeral, and who, as far as I know,
hasn’t been back to Lost Cove since his mother moved away.

For the record, I knew what was going on between Brian and Noah even
if no one else did. All that summer when Noah came home at night from
hanging out with him, he’d draw pictures of NoahandBrian until his fingers
were so raw and swollen he’d have to take trips from his room to the
freezer, where he’d bury his hand in the ice tray. He didn’t know I was
watching him from the hallway, how he’d collapse against the refrigerator,
his forehead pressed against the cold door, his eyes closed, his dreams
outside of his body.

He didn’t know the moment he left in the morning, I’d go through the
secret sketchpads he hid under his bed. It was like he’d discovered a whole
new color spectrum. It was like he’d found another galaxy of imagery. It
was like he’d replaced me.

To be clear: More than anything, I wish I hadn’t gone into that closet
with Brian. But their story wasn’t over that night.

I wish I hadn’t done a lot of things I did back then.
I wish going into that closet with Brian was the worst of it.

The right-handed twin tells the truth, the left-handed twin tells lies
(Noah and I are both left-handed.)

He’s looking down at his feet. Intently. I don’t know what he’s thinking
and it makes my bones feel hollow. He lifts his head. “We’re not going to
have the party on the anniversary. It’ll be the day before,” he says quietly,
his dark eyes soft, just like Mom’s.

Even though the last thing I want is a bunch of Hideaway Hill surfers
like Zephyr Ravens anywhere near me, I say, “Have it.” I say this instead of
what I’d say to him if I still had the voodoo lemon in: I’m sorry. For
everything.

“Come for once?” He gestures toward the wall. “Wear one of those?”
Unlike me, my room is one big blast of girl, with all the dresses I make—
floating and not—hanging all over the walls. It’s like having friends.



I shrug. “Don’t do social events. Don’t wear the dresses.”
“You used to.”
I don’t say, “And you used to make art and like boys and talk to horses

and pull the moon through the window for my birthday present.”
If Mom came back, she wouldn’t be able to pick either of us out of a

police lineup.
Or Dad, for that matter, who’s just materialized in the doorway.

Benjamin Sweetwine: The Sequel has skin the color and texture of gray
earthenware clay. His pants are always too big and belted awkwardly so he
looks like a scarecrow, like if someone pulled the belt he’d turn into a pile
of straw. This might be my fault. Grandma and I have largely taken over the
kitchen, using the bible as cookbook:

To bring joy back to a grieving family, sprinkle three 
tablespoons of crushed eggshells over every meal

Dad seems to always appear like this now too, without the
foreshadowing of say, footsteps? My eyes migrate to his shoes, which are
indeed on his feet, which are indeed on the ground and pointing in the right
direction—good. Well, you start to wonder who’s the specter in the family.
You start to wonder why your dead parent is more present and accounted
for than the living one. Most of the time, I only know Dad’s home because I
hear a toilet flush or the TV turn on. He never listens to jazz or swims
anymore. He mostly just stares off with a faraway perplexed look on his
face, like he’s trying to work through an impenetrable mathematical
equation.

And he goes for walks.
The walking started a day after the funeral when all Mom’s friends and

colleagues still filled the house. “Going for a walk,” he’d said to me,
bowing out the back door, leaving me (Noah was nowhere to be found), and
not returning home until after everyone had left. The next day was the
same: “Going for a walk,” and so were the days and weeks and months and
years that followed, with everyone always telling me they saw my dad up
on Old Mine Road, which is fifteen miles from here, or at Bandit Beach,
which is even farther. I imagine him getting hit by cars, washed away by
rogue waves, attacked by mountain lions. I imagine him not coming back. I



used to ambush him on his way out, asking if I could walk with him, to
which he’d reply, “Just need some time to think, honey.”

While he’s thinking, I wait for the phone to ring with the news that
there’s been an accident.

That’s what they tell you: There’s been an accident.
Mom was on her way to see Dad when it happened. They’d been

separated for about a month and he was staying at a hotel. She told Noah
before she left that afternoon that she was going to ask Dad to come home
so we could be a family again.

But she died instead.
To lighten the mood in my head, I ask, “Dad, isn’t there a disease where

the flesh calcifies until the poor afflicted person is trapped within their own
body like it’s a stone prison? I’m pretty sure I read about it in one of your
journals.”

He and Noah share one of their “glances” at my expense. Oh Clark
Gable, groan.

Dad says, “It’s called FOP and it’s extremely rare, Jude. Extremely,
extremely rare.”

“Oh, I don’t think I have it or anything.” Not literally, anyway. I don’t
share that I think the three of us all might have it metaphorically. Our real
selves buried so deep in these imposter ones. Dad’s medical journals can be
just as illuminating as Grandma’s bible.

“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?” And a moment of
family bonding ensues! We all roll the eyes in unison with dramatic
Grandma Sweetwine flair. But then Dad’s forehead creases. “Honey, is
there a reason why there’s a very large onion in your pocket?”

I look down at my illness deflector yawning open my sweatshirt pocket.
I’d forgotten about it. Did the English guy see it too? Oh dear.

Dad says, “Jude, you really—” But what I’m certain is to be another
artichoke lecture about my bible-thumping tendencies or my long-distance
relationship with Grandma (he doesn’t know about Mom) is cut short
because he’s been shot with a stun gun.

“Dad?” His face has gone pale—well, paler. “Dad?” I repeat, following
his distraught gaze to the computer screen. Is it Family of Mourners? It was
my favorite of the Guillermo Garcia works I saw, very upsetting, though.
Three massive grief-stricken rock-giants who reminded me of us, the way



Dad, Noah, and I must’ve looked standing over Mom’s grave as if we might
topple in after her. It must remind Dad too.

I look at Noah and find him in the same condition, also staring intently
at the screen. The padlock is gone. A red glow of emotion has taken over
his face and neck, even his hands. This is promising. He’s actually reacting
to art.

“I know,” I say to both of them. “Incredible work, right?”
Neither of them responds. I’m not sure if either of them even heard me.
Then Dad says brusquely, “Going for a walk,” and Noah says equally

brusquely, “My friends,” and they’re gone.
And I’m the only bat in this belfry?
The thing is: I know I’ve slipped. I see my buttons popping off and

flying in all directions on a daily basis. What worries me about Dad and
Noah is that they seem to think they’re okay.

I go to the window, open it, and in come the eerie moans and caws of the
loons, the thunder of the winter waves, stellar waves, I see. For a moment
I’m back on my board, busting through the break zone, cold briny air in my
lungs—except then, I’m dragging Noah in to shore and it’s again that day
two years ago when he almost drowned and the weight of him is pulling us
both under with each stroke—no.

No.
I close the window, yank down the shade.

If one twin is cut, the other will bleed
Later that night when I get on the computer to learn more about

Guillermo Garcia, I find that the bookmarks I saved have been deleted.
The Family of Mourners screensaver has been changed to a single purple

tulip.
When I question Noah about it, he says he doesn’t know what I’m

talking about, but I don’t believe him.

• • •

Noah’s party’s raging all around me. Dad’s off at his parasite conference for
the week. Christmas was a bust. And I just made an early New Year’s
resolution, no, it’s a New Year’s revolution, and this is it: to return to



Guillermo Garcia’s studio tonight and ask him to mentor me. So far since
winter break began, I’ve chickened out. Because what if he says no? What
if he says yes? What if he bludgeons me with a chisel? What if the English
guy is there? What if he isn’t? What if he bludgeons me with a chisel? What
if my mother breaks stone as easily as clay? What if this rash on my arm is
leprosy?

Etc.
I put all such questions into The Oracle a moment ago and the results

were conclusive. No time like the present, it was decided, egged on by the
fact that people from Noah’s party—Zephyr included—kept knocking on
my door, which was locked with a dresser in front of it. So out the window I
went, sweeping the twelve sand-dollar birds I keep on the sill into my
sweatshirt pocket. They’re not as lucky as four-leaf clovers or even red sea
glass, but they’ll have to do.

I follow the yellow reflectors in the middle of the road down the hill,
listening for cars and serial killers. It’s another white-out. It’s way spooky.
And this is a really bad idea. But I’m committed to it now, so I start to run
through the cold wet nothingness and pray to Clark Gable that Guillermo
Garcia is just a regular sort of maniac and not a girl-murdering one and try
not to wonder if the English guy will be there. Try not to think about his
different-colored eyes and the intensity that crackled off him and how
familiar he looked and how he called me a fallen angel and said, “You’re
her,” and before too long all that not-thinking has gotten me to the studio
door and light is pouring out from beneath it.

Drunken Igor must be inside. An image of him with his greasy hair and
wiry black beard and blue calloused fingers fills my head. A very itchy
image. He probably has lice. I mean, if I were a louse I’d choose him to
colonize. All that hair. No offense, but ick.

I take a few steps back, see a bank of windows on the side of the
building, all lit up—the studio space must be back there. An idea begins to
take shape. A great idea. Because maybe there’s a way to spy inside his
studio undetected . . . yes, like from that fire escape in back, I think,
spotting it. I want to see the giants. I want to see Drunken Igor too, and
from behind glass seems perfect. Brilliant, really. Before I know it, I’m over
the fence, and hustling down a pitch-dark alley, one in which girls get
bludgeoned with chisels.



It is very unlucky to fall on your face
(This is an honest-to-goodness entry. The wisdom of 

Grandma’s bible knows no bounds.)

I reach the fire escape—alive—and start climbing, mouse-quiet, toward
the light blaring from the landing.

What am I doing?
Well, I’m doing it. At the top of the stairs, I squat down and scoot like a

crab under the windows. Once I’ve cleared them, I stand back up, hugging
the wall as I peer into a huge brightly lit space—

And there they are. Giants. Giant giants. But different from the ones in
the photographs. These are all couples. Across the room, enormous rock-
beings are embracing as if on a dance floor, as if they’ve all frozen mid-
move. No, not embracing, actually. Not yet. It’s like each “man” and
“woman” were hurling themselves at each other passionately, desperately,
and then time stopped before they could make it into each other’s arms.

Adrenaline courses through me. No wonder Interview had him taking a
baseball bat to Rodin’s The Kiss. It’s so polite and, well, boring, in
comparison—

My train of thought’s interrupted because bounding into the large space
as if his skin can’t contain the uproar of blood within is Drunken Igor, but
utterly transformed. He’s shaved, washed his hair, and put on a smock,
which is spattered with clay, as is the water bottle he’s holding to his lips.
There was no mention in his bio that he worked in clay. He guzzles from
the bottle like he’s been wandering the desert with Moses, drains it, then
tosses it into a trash can.

Someone’s plugged him in.
To a nuclear reactor.
Ladies and gentlemen: The Rock Star of the Sculpture World.
He moves toward a clay work-in-progress in the center of the room and

when he’s within a few feet of it, he begins circling it slowly, like predator
on prey, speaking in a deep rumble of a voice I can hear through the
window. I look at the door, assuming someone’s about to follow him in,
someone immersed in this conversation with him, like the English guy, I
think with a flutter, but no one joins him. I can’t make out a word of what
he’s saying. It sounds like Spanish.



Maybe he has ghosts too. Good. Something in common then.
All at once, he seizes on the sculpture and the suddenness of the action

makes my breath catch. He’s a downed power line, the way he moves.
Except now the power’s been cut and he’s pressing his forehead into the
belly of the sculpture. No offense (again), but what a freak. He has his large
open hands on each side of the work, and he’s just staying like that,
unmoving, as if he’s praying or listening for a pulse or totally out of his
gourd. Then I see his hands begin to move slowly up and down and across
the surface of the piece, dragging clay off, bit by bit, throwing fistfuls onto
the floor, but as he does this, he never once lifts his head to look at what
he’s doing. He’s sculpting blind. Oh wow.

I wish Noah could see this. And Mom.
Eventually, he steps back in a stumbling kind of way as if pulling

himself out of a trance, takes a cigarette pack out of a pocket in his smock,
lights up, and, leaning against a nearby table, he smokes and stares at the
sculpture, tilting his head from left to right. I’m recalling his bonkers
biography. How he came from a long line of gravestone cutters in Colombia
and began carving at the age of five. How no one had ever seen angels as
magnificent as his, and people who lived near the cemeteries where his
statues watched over the dead swore they heard them singing at night,
swore that their heavenly voices carried into their homes, their sleep, their
dreams. How it was rumored that the boy carver was enchanted or possibly
possessed.

I’m going with the latter.
He’s the kind of man who walks into a room and all the walls fall down.

Agreed, Mom, which puts me back at square one. How am I going to ask
him to mentor me? This him is far more frightening than Igor.

He flicks his cigarette on the floor, takes a long sip of water from a glass
on the table, then spits it from his mouth onto the clay—ah, gross!—then he
works the moistened section furiously with his fingers, his eyes now glued
to what he’s doing. He’s lost in it, drinking and spitting and molding,
drinking and spitting and molding, sculpting like he’s trying to pull
something he needs out of the clay, needs badly. As time passes and passes,
I begin to see a man and a woman take shape—two bodies tangled up like
branches.

This is wishing with your hands.



I don’t know how much time goes by as I and a handful of enormous
stone couples watch him work, watch him rake his hands, dripping with wet
clay, through his hair, over and over again, until it’s not clear if he’s making
the sculpture or if the sculpture is making him.

• • •

It’s dawn and I’m sneaking back up Guillermo Garcia’s fire escape.
Once on the landing, I again crawl along under the sill until I’m at the

same vantage point as last night, then rise just enough to see into the
studio . . . He’s still there. I somehow knew he would be. He’s sitting on the
platform, his back to me, head hung down, his whole body limp. He hasn’t
changed his clothes. Has he slept at all? The clay sculpture beside him
appears to be finished now—he must’ve worked all night—but it’s nothing
like it was when I left. No longer are the lovers entwined in each other’s
arms. The male figure’s on his back now and it looks like the female
figure’s wrenching herself out of him, climbing right out of his chest.

It’s awful.
I notice then that Guillermo Garcia’s shoulders are rising and falling.

Because he’s crying? As if by osmosis, a dark swell of emotion rises in me.
I swallow hard, accordion my shoulders tight. Not that I ever cry.

Tears of mourning should be collected and then 
ingested to heal the soul

(I’ve never cried about Mom. I had to fake it at the funeral. I kept sneaking into the bathroom to
pinch my cheeks and rub my eyes so I’d look right. I knew if I cried, even one tear: Judemageddon.

Not Noah. For months, it was like living with a monsoon.)

I can hear the sculptor through the window—a deep dark moaning that’s
sucking the air out of the air. I have to get out of here. Tucking down to
leave, I remember the lucky sand-dollar birds still in my pocket from last
night. He needs them. I’m lining them up on the windowsill, when out of
the corner of my eye, I catch a quick flash of motion. His arm’s whipped
back and is starting to reel forward—

“No!” I shout, not thinking and slamming my own hand into the window
to stop his from making contact and sending the anguished lovers tumbling
to their death.



Before I fly down the fire escape, I see him staring up at me, the
expression on his face turning from shock to rage.

• • •

I’m halfway over the fence when I hear the door horror-movie-squeak open
like it did the other day and see in my periphery his immense frame emerge
from it. I have two choices. I retreat back into the alley and get ambushed or
I jump onto the sidewalk and make a run for it. Not much of a choice really,
I think, as I land feet first—whew—but then stumble forward into what
would’ve been an extremely unlucky face-flop had a very large hand not
reached out and iron-gripped my arm, restoring my balance.

“Thank you,” I hear myself say. Thank you? “That would’ve been a bad
fall,” I explain to his feet, quickly adding, “You can’t imagine how many
brain injuries happen from falling and if it’s frontal lobe, well, forget it, you
can just kiss your personality good-bye, which really makes you wonder
what a person is if they can just become someone else if they bonk their
heads, you know?” Whew—on a roll, off to the races, put on this earth
solely to soliloquize to his ginormous clay-covered shoes. “If it were up to
me,” I go on, kicked into some heretofore unknown gear, “which of course
nothing is, and if it didn’t present such a total fashion conundrum, I’d have
us all in titanium helmets from womb to grave. I mean, anything can fall on
your head at any time. Have you ever thought about that? An air
conditioner for instance, one could just drop out of a second-story window
and crush you while you’re minding your own business shopping for bagels
on Main Street.” I take a breath. “Or a brick. Of course there’s the flying
brick to worry about.”

“The flying brick?” The timbre of his voice has a lot in common with
thunder.

“Yes, the flying brick.”
“A flying brick?”
What, is he dense? “Sure. Or a coconut, I suppose, if you live in the

tropics.”
“You are off the rocker.”
“Your rocker,” I say quietly. I still haven’t raised my head, think that’s

best.



A lot of Spanish is coming out of his mouth now. I recognize the word
loca quite a few times. On the exasperation scale, I’d say he’s at a ten. His
smell’s very strong, no offense, but we’re talking total sweaty ape. Not a
whiff of alcohol on him, though. Igor’s not here, this maniac’s all Rock
Star.

I remain committed to my eyes-on-the-shoes strategy, so I’m not sure
but believe he’s released his grip on my arm so he can accompany the
ranting in Spanish with flailing hand gestures. That or birds are swooping
around above my head. When the movement stills and the irate Spanish
peters out, I gather my nerve and raise my head to take a gander at what I’m
up against here. Not good. He’s a skyscraper, impossibly imposing with his
arms crossed now against his chest in a battle stance, studying me like I’m a
new life form. Which really is pot meet kettle, because, wow, up close he
looks like he just emerged from a pit of quicksand—a total swamp thing.
He’s completely covered in clay except for the streaks on his cheeks from
crying and the hellfire green eyes that are drilling into me.

“Well?” he says with impatience, like he’s already asked me a question I
didn’t answer.

I swallow. “I’m sorry,” I say. “I didn’t mean to . . .” Um, what comes
next? I didn’t mean to jump a fence, climb a fire escape, and watch you
have a nervous breakdown.

I try again. “I came last night—”
“You’ve been up there watching me all night?” he roars. “I tell you go

away the other day and you come back and watch me all night?”
Not only puppies, this man eats adorable bouncing babies.
“No. Not all night . . .” I say, and then before I know it, I’m at it again.

“I wanted to ask you to mentor me, you know, I’d work as an intern, do
whatever, clean up, anything, because I have to make this sculpture.” I meet
his eyes. “Just have to make it and it has to be in stone for many reasons,
ones you wouldn’t even believe, and my teacher Sandy said you’re the only
one who carves anymore, like practically in the world”—did he just smile
ever so faintly?—“but when I came you seemed so . . . I don’t know what,
and of course, you told me to go away, which I did, but then I came back
last night thinking I’d try to ask again, but chickened out, because, okay,
you’re a little scary, I mean frankly, whoa—you are like totally scary . . .”
His eyebrows rise at that, cracking the clay on his forehead. “But last night,



the way you sculpted that piece blind, it was . . .” I try to think of what it
was, but can’t come up with anything to do it justice. “I just couldn’t
believe it, could not believe it, and then I’ve been thinking that you might
be, I don’t know, maybe a little magical or something because in my
sculpture textbook it talked all about those angels you used to carve as a
kid, and it said you were believed to be enchanted, or possessed even, no
offense, and this sculpture, the one I have to make, well, I need help, that
kind of help, because I have this idea that I can make things right, like if I
make it, maybe someone will understand something finally and that is very
important to me, very, very important, because she never understood me,
not really, and she’s very mad about something I did . . .” I take a breath,
add, “And I’m sad too.” I sigh. “I’m not okay either. Not at all. I wanted to
tell you that the last time I came. Sandy even made me go to the school
counselor, but she just told me to imagine a meadow . . .” I realize I’m
done, so I close my mouth and stand there waiting for the paramedics, or
whoever comes with the straightjacket.

It’s more than I’ve talked in the last two years combined.
He brings his hand to his mouth and begins examining me less like I’m a

space alien and more like he did that sculpture last night. When he finally
speaks, to my great surprise and relief, he doesn’t say, “I’m calling the
authorities,” but, “We will have a cup of coffee. Yes? I could use a break.”

• • •

I follow Guillermo Garcia down a dark dusty hallway with many closed
doors leading to rooms where all the other sixteen-year-old art students are
kept chained up. It occurs to me that no one knows I’m here. Suddenly the
whole gravestone-cutter thing doesn’t seem like such a plus.

For courage, say your name three times into your closed hand
(How about a can of pepper spray instead, Grandma?)

I say my name three times into my closed hand. Six times. Nine times
and counting . . .

He turns around, smiles, points with his finger into the air. “No one
makes coffee as good as Guillermo Garcia.”



I smile back. So that didn’t seem particularly homicidal, but maybe he’s
trying to relax me, ease me into his lair, like the witch in Hansel and Gretel.

Health Alert: A respirator is in order. Whole civilizations of motes are
caught in the thick stripes of light beaming down from two high windows. I
look at the floor, jeez, it’s so dusty I’m making footprints. I wish I could
hover like Grandma S. so as not to stir it all up. And this dankness—there’s
got to be toxic black mold spores creeping all over these cement walls.

We enter a bigger area.
“The mailroom,” Guillermo says.
He’s not kidding. There are tables, chairs, couches, land-sliding with

months, maybe years of mail, all unopened, falling to the floor in piles.
There’s a kitchen area to my right teeming with botulism, another closed
door, surely where some bound and gagged hostages are, a staircase leading
to a loft area—I can see an unmade bed—and on my left, oh Clark Gable
yes, to my great happiness, there is: a life-size stone angel that looks like it
lived outside long before it moved in here.

It’s one of them. It has to be. Jackpot! In his biography, it said that to this
day, in Colombia, people come from far and wide to whisper their wishes
into the cold stone ears of a Guillermo Garcia angel. This one is spectacular,
as tall as me, with hair that falls down her back in long loose locks that
appear to be made of silk, not stone. Her wide oval face is cast downward
like she’s gazing lovingly over a child, and her wings rise from her back
like freedom. She looks like David did in Sandy’s office, one breath away
from life. I want to hug her or start squealing but instead ask calmly, “Does
she sing to you at night?”

“I am afraid, the angels, they do not sing to me,” he says.
“Yeah, me neither,” I say, which for some reason makes him turn around

and smile at me.
When his back is to me again, I make a hard left and tiptoe across the

room. I can’t help it. I have to get my wish in that angel’s ear immediately.
He waves an arm in the air. “Yes, yes, everyone does that. If only it

work.”
I ignore his skepticism and wish my heart out into the perfect shell-like

ear of the angel—Best to bet on all the horses, dear—noticing, when I’ve
finished, that the wall behind the angel is covered in sketches, mostly of
bodies, lovers, blank-faced men and women embracing or rather exploding



in each other’s arms. Studies, I suppose, for the giants in the other room? I
survey the mailroom again, see that most of the walls are similarly covered.
The only break in the cave art is where a large painting hangs without a
frame. It’s of a woman and a man kissing on a cliff by the sea while the
whole world around them spins into a tornado of color—the palette is bold
and bright like Kandinsky’s or my Mom’s favorite Franz Marc’s.

I didn’t know he painted too.
I walk over to the canvas, or maybe it’s the other way around. Some

paintings stay on a wall; not this one. It’s color-flooding out of two
dimensions, so I’m smack in the middle of it, smack in the middle of a kiss
that could make a girl, one not on a boycott, wonder where a certain
English guy might be . . .

“It saves paper,” Guillermo Garcia says. I didn’t realize I’d started
tracing my hand over one of the wall-sketches by the painting. He’s leaning
against a large industrial sink watching me. “I like the trees very much.”

“Trees are cool,” I say absently, a bit overwhelmed by all the naked
bodies, all the love, the lust everywhere around me. “But they’re my
brother’s, not mine,” I add without thinking. I glance at his hand for a
wedding ring. None. And no feeling that a woman’s been here for ages. But
what about the giant couples? And the woman wrenching out of the male
form in the sculpture he made last night? And this painting of a kiss? And
all these lusty cave drawings? And Drunken Igor? And the sobbing I
witnessed? Sandy said something happened to him—what was it? What is
it? There’s definitely the feeling here that something’s gone terribly wrong.

The clay on Guillermo’s forehead has crinkled up with his confusion. I
realize what I just said about the trees. “Oh, my brother and I divvied up the
world when we were younger,” I tell him. “I had to give him the trees and
the sun and some other stuff for an incredible cubist portrait he made that I
wanted.”

The remains of the portrait are still in a plastic bag under my bed. When
I got home from Brian’s going away party that night, I saw that Noah had
ripped it up and scattered it all over my bedroom. I thought: That’s right, I
don’t deserve a love story. Not anymore. Love stories aren’t written for girls
who could do what I just did to my brother, for girls with black hearts.

Still, I gathered up every last piece of the guy. I’ve tried to put him back
together so many times, but it’s impossible. I can’t even remember what he



looked like now, but I’ll never forget the reaction I had when I first saw him
in Noah’s drawing pad. I had to have him. I would’ve given up the real sun,
so giving him an imaginary one was nothing.

“I see,” Guillermo Garcia says. “So how long did these negotiations
last? To divide the world?”

“They were ongoing.”
He crosses his arms, again in that battle stance. It seems to be his

preferred pose. “You are very powerful, you and your brother. Like gods,”
he says. “But honestly, I do not think you make a good trade.” He shakes
his head. “You say you are so sad, maybe this is why. No sun. No trees.”

“I lost the stars and the oceans too,” I tell him.
“This is terrible,” he says, his eyes widening inside the clay mask of his

face. “You are a terrible negotiator. You need a lawyer next time.” There’s
amusement in his voice.

I smile at him. “I got to keep the flowers.”
“Thank God,” he says.
Something strange is going on, something so strange I can’t quite

believe it. I feel at ease. Of all places, here, with him.
Alas, that’s what I’m thinking when I notice the cat, the black cat.

Guillermo leans down, takes the black bundle of bad luck into his arms. He
nuzzles his head into its neck, cooing to it in Spanish. Most serial killers are
animal lovers, I read that once.

“This is Frida Kahlo.” He turns around. “You know Kahlo?”
“Of course.” Mom’s book on her and Diego Rivera is called Count the

Ways. I’ve read it cover to cover.
“Wonderful artist . . . so tormented.” He holds up the cat so she’s facing

him. “Like you,” he says to the cat, then lowers her to the floor. She slinks
right back to him, rubbing herself against his legs, oblivious to the years of
rotten luck she’s filling our lives with.

“Did you know that toxoplasmosis and campylobacteriosis are
transmitted to humans from the fecal matter of cats?” I ask Guillermo.

He knits his brow, making the clay on his forehead break into fissures.
“No, I did not know. And I do not want to know that.” He’s spinning a pot
in the air with his hands. “I’ve erased it from my mind already. Gone. Poof.
You should too. Flying bricks and now this. I never even hear of those
things.”



“You could go blind or worse. It happens. People have no idea how
dangerous having pets is.”

“This is what you think? That it is dangerous to have a little kitty cat?”
“Most definitely. Especially a black one, but that’s a whole other bunch

of bananas.”
“Okay,” he says. “That is what you think. You know what I think? I

think you are crazy.” He throws his head back and laughs. It warms up the
entire world. “Totally loca.” He turns around and starts talking in Spanish,
saying Clark Gable knows what as he takes off his smock, hangs it on a
hook. Underneath he’s wearing jeans and a black T-shirt like a normal guy.
He pulls a notepad out of the front pocket of the smock and slips it into the
back pocket of his jeans. I wonder if it’s an idea pad. At CSA, we’re
encouraged to keep an idea pad on our person at all times. Mine’s empty.
He turns both faucets on full blast, puts one arm underneath, then the other,
scrubbing both with industrial soap. Brown water runs off him in muddy
streams. Next he puts his whole head under the faucet. This is going to take
a while.

I bend down to make friends with bad-luck Frida, who’s still circling
Guillermo’s feet. Keep your enemies close, as they say. What’s so odd is
that even with Frida and the toxoplasmosis and this man who should terrify
me for so many reasons, I feel more at home than I have anywhere for so
long. I scratch my fingers on the floor, trying to get the cat’s attention.
“Frida,” I say softly.

The title of Mom’s book Count the Ways on Kahlo and Rivera is a line
taken from her favorite poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning. “Do you
know it by heart?” I’d asked her one day when we were walking in the
woods together, just us, a rarity.

“Of course I do.” She did a joyful little skip and pulled me close to her
so that every inch of me felt happy and leaping. “‘How do I love thee?’”
she said, her big dark eyes shining on me, our hair whipping around our
heads, blending and twisting together in the wind. I knew it was a romantic
poem, but that day, it felt about us, our private mother-daughter thing. “‘Let
me count the ways,’” she sang out . . . wait, she is singing out! “‘I love thee
to the depth and breadth and height my soul can reach—’”

It’s her, here, now—her deep gravelly voice is reciting the poem to me!



“‘I love thee with the breath, smiles, tears, of all my life; and, if God
choose, I shall but love thee better after death.’”

“Mom?” I whisper. “I hear you.”
Every single night before I go to bed, I read this poem aloud to her,

wishing for this.
“Okay down there?” I peer up into the unmasked face of Guillermo

Garcia, who now looks like he just got out of the ocean, his black hair
slicked back and dripping, a towel thrown over his shoulder.

“I’m fine,” I say to him, but I’m far from it. My mother’s ghost spoke to
me. She recited the poem back to me. She told me she loves me. Still.

I get to my feet. What must’ve I looked like? Squatting there on the
floor, no cat in sight, totally lost, whispering to my dead mother.

Guillermo’s face now resembles the photos I saw online. Any one of his
features would be dramatic, but all of them together, it’s a turf war, a
rumble for territory, nose against mouth against flashing eyes. I can’t tell if
he’s grotesque or gorgeous.

He’s examining me too.
“Your bones”—he touches his own cheek—“are very delicate. You have

the bird bones.” His eyes drop, sweeping past my breasts, landing with
confusion somewhere in the middle of me. I look down, expecting the
onion to be in plain view or something else I forgot I was carrying for luck
today, but it’s not that. My T-shirt has risen up under my unzipped
sweatshirt and he’s staring at my exposed midriff, my tattoo. He takes a step
toward me, and without asking, lifts my shirt so he can see the whole
image. Oh boy. Ohboyohboy. His hand’s holding up the fabric. I can feel
the heat of his fingertips on my belly. My heart speeds up. This is
inappropriate, right? I mean, he’s old. A dad’s age. Except he sure doesn’t
seem like a dad.

Then I see in his face that my stomach’s about as interesting to him as
stretched canvas. He’s mesmerized by my tattoo, not me. Not sure if I’m
relieved or insulted.

He meets my eyes, nods approval. “Raphael on the belly,” he says. “Very
nice.” I can’t help but smile. He does too. A week before Mom died, I spent
every penny I’d ever saved on it. Zephyr knew this guy who’d tattoo
underage kids. I chose Raphael’s cherubs because they reminded me of
NoahandJude—more one than two. Plus they can fly. Mostly now I think I



did it to piss off Mom, but I never even got to show it to her . . . How can
people die when you’re in a fight with them? When you’re smack in the
middle of hating them? When absolutely nothing between you has been
worked out?

To reconcile with a family member, hold a bowl out in the rain until full,
then drink the rainwater the first moment the sun shines again

(Months before she died, Mom and I went on a mother-daughter day to the city to see if it could
improve our relationship. Over lunch, she told me she felt like she was always, in her mind, looking

for the mother 
who abandoned her. I wanted to tell her: Yeah, me too.)

Guillermo motions for me to follow him, then stops at the entrance to
the grand studio space, which unlike the rest of the place is sunny and fairly
tidy. He holds his hand up to the room of giants. “My rocks, though I
suppose you’ve already met.”

I suppose I have met them, but not like this, towering above us like
titans.

“I feel so puny,” I say.
“Me too,” he says. “Like an ant.”
“But you’re their creator.”
“Perhaps,” he says. “I don’t know. Who knows . . .” He’s muttering

something I can’t hear and conducting a symphony with his hands as he
walks away from me toward a counter that has a hot plate with a kettle on
it.

“Hey maybe you have Alice in Wonderland Syndrome!” I call after him,
the idea taking hold of me. He turns. “That’s this totally cool neurological
condition where the scale of things gets distorted in the mind. Usually
people who have it see everything teeny-tiny—miniature people driving
around in Matchbox cars, that sort of thing—but it can happen like this
too.” I hold my hands out to the room as proof of my diagnosis.

He does not seem to think he has Alice in Wonderland Syndrome. I can
tell because the loca tirade in Spanish has begun again as he bangs around
the cabinets. While he makes coffee and rants, good-naturedly, I believe,
this time—it’s possible I’m amusing him—I circle the pair of lovers closest
to me, brushing my fingers over their gritty granular flesh, then step



between them and reach my hands up, wanting to climb up their giant
lovelorn bodies.

Maybe he’s suffering from a different kind of syndrome after all.
Lovesickness, it would seem, if the repeating motif around this place is any
indication.

I keep my new diagnosis to myself as I join him at the counter. He’s
pouring water from the kettle through two filters poised over mugs and has
begun singing to himself in Spanish. It occurs to me what the unfamiliar
feeling is that’s overtaking me: well-being. At ease has graduated to a full-
on sense of well-being. And maybe he’s experiencing it too, what with the
singing and all.

Perhaps I could move in? I’d bring my sewing machine and that’s it. I’d
just have to dodge the English guy . . . who maybe is Guillermo’s son . . . a
love child he didn’t know about until recently, who grew up in England.
Yes!

And . . . looking around for a lemon.
“As promised, nectar of the gods,” he says, placing the two steaming

mugs on a table. I sit down on the red sofa beside it. “Now, we talk, yes?”
He joins me on the couch, as does his ape-man smell. But I don’t even care.
I don’t even care that the sun’s going to burn out in a matter of years,
ending all life on Earth, well, five billion years, but still, guess what? I don’t
care. Well-being is a wonderful thing.

He picks up a box of sugar on the table and proceeds to pour a ton into
his mug, spilling as much.

“That’s lucky,” I say.
“What is?”
“Spilling sugar. Spilling salt is bad luck, but sugar . . .”
“I’ve heard that one before.” He smiles, then whacks the box with the

back of his hand so that it falls over and its contents spill onto the floor.
“There.”

I feel a surge of delight. “I don’t know if it counts if you do it on
purpose.”

“Of course it counts,” he says, tapping a cigarette out of a crumpled pack
left on the table, next to another one of those notepads. He leans back, lights
up, inhales deeply. The smoke curls in the air between us. He’s examining
me again. “I want you to know I hear what you say outside. About this.” He



places his hand on his chest. “You were honest with me, so I be honest with
you.” He’s looking into my eyes. It’s dizzying. “When you came the other
day, I was not in good shape. I am not in good shape sometimes . . . I know
I told you go away. I don’t know what else I say to you. I don’t remember
much . . . that whole week.” He waves the cigarette in the air. “But I tell
you, I am not teaching anymore for a reason. I don’t have it, the thing you
need. I just don’t have.” He takes a drag, exhales a long gray stream of
smoke, then gestures at the giants. “I am like them. Every day I think to
myself, it happen, finally I become the rock I carve.”

“Me too,” I blurt out. “I’m made of stone too. I thought that exact thing
the other day. I think my whole family is. There’s this disease called FOP
—”

“No, no, no, you are not made of the stone,” he interrupts. “You do not
have this disease called FOP. Or any disease called anything.” He touches
my cheek tenderly with his calloused fingers, leaves them there. “Trust
me,” he says. “If anyone knows this, it is me.”

His eyes have become gentle. I’m swimming in them.
It’s suddenly so quiet inside me.
I nod and he smiles and takes his hand away. I place mine where his

was, not understanding what’s going on. Why all I want is his hand back on
my face. All I want is for him to touch my cheek like that and tell me I’m
fine again and again until I am.

He stamps out the cigarette. “I, however, am a different story. I have not
taught in years. I will not. Probably not ever again. So . . .”

Oh. I wrap my arms around myself. I’ve been terribly mistaken. I
thought when he invited me in for coffee he was saying yes. I thought he
was going to help me. My lungs feel like they’re closing up.

“I only want to work now.” A shadow has darkened his face. “It is all I
have. It is all I can do to . . .” He doesn’t finish, just stares off at the giants.
“They are the only ones I want to think about or care about, understand?
That’s it.” His voice has grown solemn, leaden.

I stare down at my hands, disappointment pooling inside me, black and
thick and hopeless.

“So,” he continues. “I think about this, assume you are at CSA because
you mention Sandy, yes?” I nod. “There is someone there, no? Ivan
something, he is in that department, he can surely help you with this piece?”



“He’s in Italy,” I say, my voice cracking. Oh no. How can this be? Now?
Oh not now, please. But it is now. For the first time in two years, tears are
streaming down my cheeks. I wipe them away quickly, again and again. “I
understand,” I say, getting up. “Really. It’s fine. It was a dumb idea. Thank
you for the coffee.” I have to get out of here. I have to stop crying. There’s a
sob building inside me so immense and powerful it’s going to break all my
bird bones. It’s Judemageddon. I keep my arms tightly fastened around my
ribs as I make my trembling legs move across the bright sunny studio,
through the mailroom, and down the dark musty hallway, completely
blinded from the contrast, when his baritone voice stops me.

“This sculpture needs to be made so much you cry like this?”
I turn around. He’s leaning against the wall by the painting of the kiss,

his arms crossed.
“Yes,” I gasp out, then say more calmly, “Yes.” Is he changing his mind?

The sob begins to retreat.
He’s stroking his chin. His expression softens. “You need to make this

sculpture so badly, you will risk your young life by sharing space with a
disease-carrying cat?”

“Yes. Totally, yes. Please.”
“You are sure you want to forsake the warm, moist breath of clay for the

cold, unforgiving eternity of stone.”
“I am sure.” Whatever that means.
“Come back tomorrow afternoon. Bring your portfolio and a sketchpad.

And tell your brother to give you back the sun, trees, stars, all of it already.
I think you need.”

“You’re saying yes?”
“I am. I do not know why but I am.”
I’m about to leap across the room and hug him.
“Oh no.” He wags a finger at me. “Do not look so happy. I tell you

ahead of time. All my students despise me.”

• • •

I click Guillermo’s front door shut, lean against it, not sure what happened
to me in there. I feel disoriented like I’ve been watching a movie or like
I’ve just woken up from a dream. I thank and rethank the beautiful stone



angel inside who granted my wish. There is the problem of my portfolio
being full of broken bowls and blobs. There is also the problem that he said
to bring a sketchpad and I can’t sketch. I got a C in life drawing last year.
Drawing is Noah’s thing.

Doesn’t matter. He said yes.
I look around, taking in Day Street, wide and tree-lined, with a

combination of dilapidated Victorians where college students live,
warehouses, the occasional business, and the church. I’m letting the first
sun we’ve seen this winter soak into my bones, when I hear the screech of a
motorcycle. I watch the adrenaline-happy driver, who thinks he’s at the Indy
500, boomerang a turn at such an extreme angle the side of the bike scrapes
the street. Jeez, no offense, but what a stupid reckless idiot.

Evel Knievel screeches once again, but to a halt this time, not fifteen feet
from me, and takes off his helmet.

Oh.
Of course.
And in sunglasses. Someone call medevac.
“Well, hello there,” he says. “The fallen angel has returned.”
He doesn’t talk, he lilts, his words taking to the air like birds. And why

do English people sound smarter than the rest of us? Like they should be
awarded the Nobel Prize for a simple greeting?

I zip up my sweatshirt to my neck.
But can’t seem to get the boy blinders on.
Still a reckless idiot, yes, but damn, he looks fine, sitting on that bike on

this sunny winter day. Guys like him really shouldn’t be allowed on
motorcycles. They should have to bounce around on pogo sticks, or better:
Hippity Hops. And no hot guy should be allowed to have an English accent
and drive a motorcycle.

Not to mention wear the leather jacket or sport the cool shades. Hot guys
should be forced into footie pajamas.

Yes, yes, the boycott, the boycott.
Still, I’d like to say something this time so he doesn’t think I’m a mute.
“Well, hello there,” I offer, mimicking him exactly, English accent and

all! Oh no. I feel my face flushing. Losing the accent, I quickly add, “Nice
turn back there.”



“Ah yes,” he says, dismounting. “I have a problem with impulse control.
Or so I’m quite frequently told.”

Great. Six feet of bad luck and impulse-control issues. I cross my arms
like Guillermo. “You probably have an underdeveloped frontal lobe. That’s
where self-control comes from.”

This cracks him up. It makes his face go everywhere at once. “Well,
thank you for the medical opinion. Much appreciated.”

I like that I made him laugh. A nice laugh, easy and friendly, lovely
really, not that I notice. Frankly, I also believe I have impulse-control
issues, well, used to. Now I’m very much in control of things. “So what
kind of impulses can’t you control?”

“Not a one, I’m afraid,” he says. “That’s the problem.”
That is the problem. He’s tailor-made to torture. I’m betting he’s at least

eighteen, betting he stands alone at parties leaning against walls, knocking
back shots while long-legged girls in fire-engine red mini-dresses slink up
to him. Granted, I haven’t been to a lot of parties lately, but I have seen a lot
of movies and he’s that guy: the lawless, solitary, hurricane-hearted one
who wreaks havoc, blowing through towns, through girls, through his own
tragic misunderstood life. A real bad boy, not like the fake ones at my art
school, with their ink and piercings and trust funds and cigarettes from
France.

I bet he just got out of jail.
I decide to pursue his “condition” as it falls under medical research, not

because I’m fascinated by him or flirting with him or anything like that. I
say, “Meaning if you were in the room with The Button, you know, the end
of the world nuclear bomb button, just you and it, man and button, you’d
press it? Just like that.”

He laughs that wonderful easy laugh again. “Kapow,” he says,
illustrating the explosion with his hands.

Kapow is right.
I watch as he locks his helmet on the back of his bike, then detaches a

camera bag from the handlebars. The camera. I have an instant Pavlovian
response to it, remembering how I’d felt sitting in church with him looking
at me through it. I drop my gaze to the ground, wishing my pale skin didn’t
blush so easily.



“So what’s your business with The Rock Star?” he asks. “Let me guess.
You want him to mentor you like every other female art student from The
Institute.”

Okay, that was snide. And does he think I go to The Institute in the city?
That I’m in college?

“He’s agreed to mentor me,” I reply triumphantly, not appreciating the
innuendo. No other art student, female or not, needs his help like I do, to
make things right with their dead mother. This is a very unique situation.

“Is that right?” He’s out of his head pleased. “Well done.” I’m back in
the spotlight of his gaze and having the same sense of vertigo I did in
church. “I just can’t believe it. Well done, you. It’s been a very, very long
time since he’s taken on a student.” This makes me nervous. As does he.
Kapow, kaboom, kaput. Time to go. Which involves moving the legs. Move
the legs, Jude.

“Got lucky,” I say, trying not to trip over my own feet as I pass him, my
hands deep in my sweatshirt pockets, one wrapped around the onion, the
other around a bag of herbs that promise protection. I say, “You should
really trade in that thing for a Hippity Hop. Much safer.” For the female
gender, I don’t add.

“What’s a Hippity Hop?” he says to my retreating back. I don’t notice
how incredibly cute the words Hippity Hop sound coming out of his mouth
with that accent.

Without turning around, I reply, “A large, round rubber animal you
bounce around on. You hold on to the ears.”

“Oh, of course, a Space Hopper, then.” He laughs. “We call them Space
Hoppers in England. I had a green one,” he yells after me. “A dinosaur I
named Godzilla. I was a very original thinker.” Mine was a purple horse I
named Pony. I was also an original thinker. “Well, nice seeing you again,
whoever you are. The photos of you are brilliant. I stopped by the church a
few times looking for you. Thought you might want to see them.”

He was looking for me?
I don’t turn around; my cheeks are burning up. A few times? Be cool.

Keep cool. I take a breath and with my back still to him, I raise my hand
and wave bye exactly like he did that day in church. He laughs again. Oh
Clark Gable. Then I hear, “Hey, wait a minute.”



I consider ignoring this, but can’t resist the impulse (you see?) and turn
around.

“Just realized I have an extra,” he says, pulling an orange out of the
pocket of his leather jacket. He tosses it to me.

He’s got to be kidding. Is this really happening? The orange! As in, the
anti-lemon:

If a boy gives a girl an orange, her love for him will multiply
I catch it in my open palm.
“Oh no you don’t,” I say, tossing it right back to him.
“Odd response,” he says, catching it. “Definitely an odd response. Think

I’ll try again. Would you like an orange? I have an extra.”
“I’d like to give you the orange, actually.”
One of his eyebrows arches. “Well, yes, that’s fine and good, but it’s not

yours to bloody give.” He holds it up, smiling. “This is my orange.”
Is it possible I’ve found the only two people in Lost Cove I amuse rather

than disturb?
“How about this,” I say. “You give it to me and I’ll give it back to you.

Sound acceptable?”
And yes, I’m flirting, but this is necessary. And wow, it’s like riding a

bicycle.
“All right then.” He walks up to me, close, so close I could reach up and

trace his scars with my finger if I wanted to. They’re like two hastily sewn
seams. And I see that his brown eye has a splash of green in it and the green
one a splash of brown. Like Cezanne painted them. Impressionist eyes. And
his lashes are black as soot, exquisite. He’s so close I could run my fingers
through his shiny, tangly brown hair, run them across the faint spidery
wrinkles that fan out at his temples, across the dark worrying shadows
beneath. Across his red satiny lips. I don’t think other guys’ lips are this
red. And I know their faces aren’t this colorful, this vivid, this lived-in, this
superbly off-kilter, this brimming with dark, unpredictable music.

NOT THAT I EFFING NOTICE.
Nor that he’s regarding my face with the same intensity I am his. We’re

two paintings staring at each other across a room. A painting I’ve seen
before, I’m sure of it. But where and when? If I’d met this guy, I’d



remember. Maybe he looks like an actor I’ve seen in a movie? Or some
musician? He definitely has that sexy musician hair. Bass player hair.

For the record, breathing is overrated. The brain can go six whole
minutes without oxygen. I’m at three airless minutes when he says, “Well,
then. The matter at hand.” He holds up the orange. “Would you like an
orange, whoever you are?”

“Yes, thank you,” I reply, taking it, then say, “And now I’d like to give
you an orange, whoever you are.”

“No thank you,” he says, slipping his hands in his pockets. “I have
another.” All holy hell breaks loose on his face as it erupts into a smile and
then in a flash he’s up the path, the steps, and in the studio.

Not so fast, buddy.
I walk over to his motorcycle, slip the orange into the helmet.
Then I use all my self-control not to burst into song—he went to the

church looking for me! A few times! Probably to tell me what he meant that
day when he said, “You’re her.” I head home, kicking myself because I got
so flustered I didn’t even think to ask what his relationship to The Rock Star
is. Or his name. Or how old he is. Or who his favorite photographer is. Or
—

Snap.
Out.
Of.
It.
I stop walking. Remembering. The boycott is no lark. It’s a necessity. I

can’t forget that. I can’t. Especially not today on the anniversary of the
accident.

Not any day.

If bad luck knows who you are, become someone else
What I need to do is make this sculpture and try to make things right

with my mother.
What I need to do is wish with my hands.
What I must do is eat every last lemon in Lost Cove by morning.

• • •



It’s the next afternoon and I’m hurrying down the grimy fungal hallway in
Guillermo Garcia’s studio because no one came to the door when I
knocked. I’m sweating and nervous and reconsidering the last sixteen years.
Under my arm is my CSA portfolio of broken blobs and bowls. The only
reason I even have a portfolio is because we’re required to take a
progression of pictures of every piece we make. My progressions are
insane, certainly not an advertisement of ability—more like an accounting
of a ceramic shop after an earthquake.

Right before I enter the mailroom, I hear the English-accented voice and
a whole percussion section bursts to life in my chest. I back against the
wall, try to silence the pounding. I was hoping he wouldn’t be here. And
hoping he would be. And hoping I’d stop hoping he would be. However,
I’ve come prepared.

Carrying a burnt candle stub will extinguish feelings of love 
should they arise

(Front left pocket.)

Soak a mirror in vinegar to deflect unwanted attention
(Back pocket.)

To change the leanings of the heart, wear a wasp nest on the head
(Not this desperate. Yet.)

Alas, perhaps I’m not prepared for this: sex noises. Unmistakable sex
noises. Moaning and groaning and obscene murmurings. Is this why
nobody answered the door? In an English accent, I hear: “Holy Christ, so
good. God, soooooo damn good. Better than any drug, I mean any. Better
than anything.” Followed by a long drawl of a moan.

Then a deeper groan, which must be Guillermo’s. Because they’re
lovers! Of course. How stupid could I be? The English guy is Guillermo’s
boyfriend, not his long-lost son. But he sure seemed straight when he was
taking pictures of me in church and when he was talking to me outside the
studio yesterday too. So attentive. Did I misread him? Or maybe he’s bi?
And what about all Guillermo’s hyper-heterosexual artwork?



And not to judge, but cradle-rob much? There’s probably a quarter
century between them.

Should I leave? They seem to have settled down and are now just
bantering back and forth. I listen closely. The English guy is trying to
convince Guillermo to go to some type of sauna with him later this
afternoon. Definitely gay. Good. This is great news, actually. The boycott
will be a snap to maintain, oranges or no oranges.

I make a bunch of noise, stamping on the floor, clearing my throat
several times, a few more stomps, then step around the corner.

In front of me is a fully clothed Guillermo and a fully clothed English
guy on opposite sides of a chessboard. There’s no indication they were just
in the throes of passion. Each has a half-eaten donut in his hand.

“Very clever, aren’t we?” the English guy says to me at once. “Never
would’ve suspected you of such subterfuge, whoever you are.” With his
free hand, he reaches into the messenger bag resting beside him and pulls
out the orange. In a flash it’s airborne, then in my hand, and his face has
broken into five million pieces of happiness. “Nice catch,” he says.

Victorious, he takes a bite of donut, then moans theatrically.
Okay. Not gay. Not lovers, they both just appear to like donuts more than

your average bear. And what am I going to do now? Because my invisibility
uniform doesn’t seem to work with this guy. And ditto the vinegar-soaked
mirror and extinguished candle stub.

I stuff the orange in with the onion and pull my cap down.
Guillermo gives me a curious look. “So you’ve already met the resident

guru? Oscar is trying to enlighten me as usual.” Oscar. He has a name and
it’s Oscar, not that I care, though I do like the way Guillermo says it:
Oscore! Guillermo continues. “Every day, something else. Today it is
Bikram yoga.” Ah, the sauna. “You know this yoga?” he asks me.

“I know that’s a real lot of bacteria in one hot sweaty room,” I tell
Guillermo.

He drops his head back and laughs heartily. “She is so crazy with the
germs, Oscore! She think Frida Kahlo is going to kill me.” This relaxes me.
He relaxes me. Who would’ve thought Guillermo Garcia, The Rock Star of
the Sculpture World, would have this soothing effect on me? Maybe he’s the
meadow!



A surprised look has crossed Oscar’s face as he studies Guillermo, then
me. “So how did the two of you meet?” he asks.

I rest my portfolio and bag against an easy chair that’s smothered in
unopened mail. “He caught me on the fire escape spying on him.”

Oscar’s eyes widen but his attention’s back on the chessboard. He moves
a piece. “And you’re still sentient? Impressive.” He pops the remaining
piece of donut in his mouth and closes his eyes as he slowly chews. I can
see the rapture taking him over. Jesus. That must be some donut. I tear my
eyes off him, hard to do.

“She win me over,” Guillermo says while studying Oscar’s move. “Like
you win me over, Oscore. Long time ago.” His face darkens. “Ay, cabrón.”
He starts muttering in Spanish as he nudges a piece forward.

“G. saved my life,” Oscar says with affection. “And checkmate, mate.”
He leans back on his chair, balancing on the rear legs, says, “I hear they’re
giving lessons down at the senior center.”

Guillermo groans, for the first time not donut-related, and flips the board
so pieces go flying in every direction. “I kill you in your sleep,” he says,
which makes Oscar laugh, then Guillermo picks up a white bakery bag and
holds it out to me.

I decline, way too nervous to eat.
“‘The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom,’” Oscar says to me,

still balancing on the back legs of his chair. “William Blake.”
Guillermo says to him, “Yes, very good, one of your twelve steps,

Oscore?” I look at Oscore. Is he in AA? I didn’t know you could be an
alcoholic if you weren’t old. Or maybe he’s in NA? Didn’t he just say
something about no drug being as good as that donut. Is he a drug addict?
He did say he has impulse-control issues.

“Indeed,” Oscar says with a smile. “The step known only to the in
crowd.”

“How did you save his life?” I ask Guillermo, dying to know.
But it’s Oscar who answers. “He found me half dead from pills and

booze in the park and somehow recognized me. According to him: ‘I hoist
Oscore over my shoulders like a deer’”—he’s slipped into a perfect
Guillermo Garcia impersonation that includes hand gestures—“‘and I carry
him across town like Superman and deposit him in the loft.’” He turns back
into himself. “All I know is I woke up with G.’s monstrous face in mine”—



he laughs his god-awful laugh—“and had no idea how it had gotten there. It
was mad. He started barking orders at me right away. Told me I could stay
here if I got clean. Ordered me to go to ‘two meetings a day, understand,
Oscore? The NA in the morning, the AA in the evening.’ Then, maybe
because I’m English, I don’t know, he quoted Winston Churchill: ‘If you’re
going through hell, keep going.’ Understand, Oscore? Morning, noon, and
night he said this to me: ‘If you’re going through hell, keep going,’ so I did.
I kept going and going and now I’m at university and not dead in a ditch
somewhere and that is how he saved my life. Highly abridged and sanitized.
It was hell.”

And that is why there are several lifetimes in Oscar’s face.
And he is in college.
I glance down at my sneakers, thinking about that Churchill quote. What

if there was a time when I was going through hell too, but I didn’t have the
courage to keep going? So I just stopped. Pressed pause. What if I’m still
on pause?

Guillermo says, “And to thank me for saving his life, he beat me at chess
every single day since.”

I look at the two of them mirroring each other across the table and
realize: They are father and son, just not by blood. I didn’t know that family
members could just find each other, choose each other like they have. I love
the idea. And I’d like to trade in Dad and Noah for these two.

Guillermo shakes the bag at me. “Your first lesson: My studio is not a
democracy. Have a donut.”

I walk over and peek into the bag. The smell almost makes my knees
give out—they weren’t exaggerating. “Wow,” I hear myself say. They both
smile. I choose one. It’s not covered in chocolate but drowned in it. And it’s
still warm.

“Ten dollars says you can’t eat that donut without moaning,” Oscar says.
“Or closing your eyes.” He looks at me in a way that causes a minor
cerebral hemorrhage. “Actually, let’s say twenty. I remember how you got
in front of the camera.” He knew how I’d felt that day in church?

He holds out his hand to seal the bet.
I shake it—and quite sure I experience close to a lethal dose of

electricity. I’m in trouble.



No time to dwell, though. Guillermo and Oscar are giving the show
before them—me—their undivided attention. How did I get into this?
Tentatively, I lift the donut to my mouth. I take a small bite and despite the
fact that all I want to do is close my eyes and moan a porn soundtrack, I
resist.

Oh . . . It’s harder than I thought! The second bite is bigger and brings
joy to each cell in my body. This is the kind of thing you should only do in
private, not with a Guillermo and an Oscore staring you down, both of them
with arms crossed and very superior expressions on their faces.

I’m going to have to up the ante. I mean, I have a bevy of horrific
diseases to choose from, don’t I? Diseases to imagine in vivid moan-
repressing detail. Skin conditions are the worst.

“So there’s this disease,” I tell them, taking a bite, “called tungiasis
where fleas burrow and lay eggs beneath your skin and you can see them
hatching and moving around under there, all over your body.”

I take in their appalled expressions. Ha! Three bites down.
“Remarkable, even with the fleas,” Guillermo says to Oscar.
“She doesn’t have a prayer,” he replies.
I bring out the heavy artillery.
“There was this Indonesian fisherman,” I tell them. “He’s called The

Tree Man because he had such a severe case of human papiloma virus of
the skin that thirteen pounds of horn-like warts had to be removed from his
body.” I make eye contact with one, then the other, repeat, “Thirteen pounds
of warts.”

I relate the way the poor Tree Man’s extremities hung from him like
gnarled trunks, and with that disturbing image firmly planted in my head,
I’m pumped, confident, and take a bigger bite. But it’s the wrong move. The
rich warm chocolate overtakes my mouth, erases my mind, spinning me
into a state of transcendence. Tree Man or not, I’m defenseless and the next
thing I know, my eyes are closed and out of my mouth explodes, “Oh my
fucking God! What’s in this?” I take another bite and then unleash a moan
so obscene I can’t believe it came out of me.

Oscar laughs. Guillermo, equally pleased, says, “There it is. The
government should use Dwyer’s donuts to control our minds.”

I dredge a crumpled twenty-dollar bill from my jeans pocket, but Oscar
holds up a hand. “First loss on the house.”



Guillermo pulls up a chair for me—it feels like being admitted into a
club—then holds the bag out. We each take another donut, and then the
three of us proceed to visit with Clark Gable.

After, Guillermo slaps his thighs with his hands and says, “Okay, CJ,
now we get to it. I leave a message for Sandy this morning on his
voicemail. I tell him I agree to do a studio credit for your winter term.” He
stands.

“Thank you. This is so amazing.” I stand too, feeling jittery, wishing we
could just sit around and eat donuts all afternoon. “But how . . .” I realized
last night I hadn’t yet told him my name.

He registers my surprise. “Oh. Sandy leave a message on the machine, a
garbled message—I kick that old machine one too many times—said a CJ
wanted to work in stone. That is all I understand. Days ago, he call. I did
not check until today.”

“CJ,” Oscar says like it’s a revelation.
I’m about to tell them my real name, then decide not to. Maybe for once

I don’t have to be Dianna Sweetwine’s poor motherless daughter.
Frida Kahlo slinks into the room and pads over to Oscar, curling around

his leg. He picks her up and she nuzzles her nose into his neck, purring like
a turbine. “I have a way with the ladies,” he says to me, stroking Frida
under her chin with his index finger.

“I wouldn’t notice,” I say. “I’m on a boycott.”
He lifts his green and brown Cezanne eyes. His eyelashes are so black

they look wet. “A boycott?” he asks.
“A boy boycott.”
“Really?” he says with a grin. “I’ll take that as a challenge.”
Help.
“Behave, Oscore,” Guillermo berates. “Okay,” he says to me. “Now we

find out what you are made of. Ready?” My legs go weak. I’m made of
fraud. And Guillermo’s about to realize.

He puts a hand on Oscar’s shoulder.
“I have to meet Sophia in two hours,” Oscar says. “That work?”
Sophia? Who’s Sophia?
Not that I care. In the slightest.
But who is she?
And work for what?



Oscar starts taking off his clothes.
I repeat: Oscar is taking off his clothes!
My mind’s racing and my hands are swampy and Oscar’s cool violet

bowling shirt is now strewn across the back of a chair and his chest is
sinewy and beautiful, his muscles long and taut and defined, his skin
smooth and tanned, not that I notice! There’s a tattoo of Sagittarius on his
left bicep and what looks like a Franz Marc blue horse on his right shoulder
that twists all the way up his neck.

Now he’s unfastening the button of his jeans.
“What are you doing?” I ask, panicking. Imagining the meadow.

Imagining the relaxing effing meadow!
“Getting ready,” he says matter-of-factly.
“Getting ready for what?” I ask his bare butt as he struts in that slow

summer way of his across the room and grabs a blue robe from a hook on
the wall next to the smocks. He swings it over his shoulder and heads down
the hall to the studio.

Oh, duh. Got it.
Guillermo tries to hold back a smile, fails. He shrugs. “All models, they

are the exhibitionists,” he says lightly. I nod, flushing. “We have to put up
with them. Oscore is very good. Very graceful. Much expression.” He
frames his own face with his hand. “We are going to draw together, but first
I see the portfolio.”

When Guillermo said to bring my sketchpad, I thought he’d have me
work on the studies of the sculpture I want to make, not sketch with him.
And in front of Oscar. Sketching Oscore!

“Drawing is critical,” Guillermo says. “Many sculptors do not know
this.”

Terrific. I follow him down the hall, portfolio in hand, stomach in
turmoil.

I spot Oscar’s leather jacket hanging on a hook—yes. I slip the orange
into the pocket without Guillermo noticing.

Guillermo opens one of the doors that line the hallway, flicks on the
light. It’s a jail cell of a room with a table and a couple chairs. In one corner
are bags of clay stacked on shelves. In the other, hunks of stone, all
different colors and sizes. There’s a shelf full of tools, only some familiar to
me. He takes the portfolio case from me, unzips it, and opens it on the table.



The thought of his eyes on my work is making my toes curl.
He flips through quickly at first. Photos of bowls in every size in various

stages of development, then the final photo of the piece broken and glued
together. His forehead creases in confusion more and more with each
passing page. Then he comes to the blobs. It’s the same. Each blob whole
and then all broken and glued together in the final photo.

“Why?” he asks.
I go with the truth.
“It’s my mother. She breaks everything I make.”
He’s horrified. “Your mother breaks your artwork?”
“Oh no,” I say, understanding what he’s thinking. “She’s not mean or

crazy or anything. She’s dead.”
I see the earthquake in his expression, the concern for my safety turn

into concern for my sanity. Well, whatever. There’s no other explanation.
“Okay,” he says, adjusting. “Why would your dead mother want to do

this?”
“She’s mad at me.”
“She’s mad at you,” he repeats. “This is what you think?”
“This is what I know,” I say.
“Everyone in your family is very powerful. Your brother and you divide

the world between you. Your mother come back to life to break your
bowls.”

I shrug.
“This sculpture you have to make, it is for your mother then?” he asks.

“She is the one you mention yesterday? You think if you make this
sculpture she will not be mad at you anymore and she will stop breaking
your bowls? This is why you cry when you think I do not help you?”

“Yes,” I say.
He strokes an imaginary beard, studying me for a very long time, then

returns his attention to Broken Me-Blob No. 6. “Okay. But that is not the
problem here. Your mother is not the problem. The best part, the most
interesting part of this work is the breaks.” He touches the final photo with
his index finger. “The problem here is that you are not here. Some other girl
make it all maybe, I don’t know.” He looks at several more blobs. “Well?”
he says. I glance up at him. I didn’t realize he was waiting for a response.

I don’t know what to say.



I resist the impulse to step back so I don’t get swatted by his hands. “I do
not see the girl who climbed up my fire escape, who thinks spilled sugar
will change her life, who believe she is in mortal danger because of a cat,
who cries because I will not help her. I do not see the girl who told me she
was as sad as me, who says her angry dead mother break her bowls. Where
is that girl?” That girl? His eyes are blazing into mine. Does he expect an
answer? “She is not making this work. She is not in this work, so why do
you waste your time and everyone else’s?” He sure doesn’t mince words.

I take a deep breath. “I don’t know.”
“That is obvious.” He closes the portfolio. “You will put that girl in the

sculpture you make with me, understand?”
“I understand,” I say, except I have no clue how to do that. Have I ever

done it? Certainly I haven’t at CSA. I think about my sand sculptures. How
hard I used to work to get them to look like they did in my head. Never
getting it. But maybe then. Maybe that’s why I was so afraid Mom wouldn’t
like them.

He smiles at me. “Good. We will have fun then. I am Colombian. I
cannot resist a good ghost story.”

He taps his hand on the case. “I am not sure you are ready for stone.
Clay is kind—it can do anything, though you do not know this yet. Stone
can be stingy, ungenerous, like the unrequited lover.”

“It will be more difficult for my mother to break it if it’s in stone.”
Understanding crosses his face. “She will not break this sculpture no

matter what it is made of. You will have to trust me on that. You will learn
to carve first on a practice rock. Then together we will figure out the best
material for this sculpture after I see the studies. Will it be of your mother?”

“Yes. I don’t usually do realistic, but . . .” Then, before I know I’m going
to, I’m telling him. “Sandy asked me if there was something I needed in the
world that only my two hands could create.” I swallow, meet his eyes. “My
mom, she was really beautiful. My dad used to say she could make trees
bloom just by looking at them.” Guillermo smiles. I go on.“Every morning
she used to stand on the deck staring out at the water. The wind would
stream through her hair, her robe would billow behind her. It was like she
was at the helm of a ship, you know? It was like she was steering us across
the sky. Every day it was like that. Every day I thought that. The image is
always somewhere in my mind. Always.” Guillermo’s listening so intently



and I’m thinking maybe he’s the kind of man who makes all the walls in
people fall down too, not just rooms, because like yesterday, I want to tell
him more. “I’ve tried everything to get through to her, Guillermo.
Absolutely everything. I have this weird book and I scour it for ideas
nonstop. I’ve done it all. I’ve slept with her jewelry under my pillow. I’ve
stood on the beach at midnight, holding up a picture of the two of us to a
blue moon. I’ve written letters to her and put them in her coat pockets, in
red mailboxes. I’ve thrown messages into storms. I recite her favorite poem
to her every night before I go bed. And all she does is break what I make.
That’s how angry she is.” I’ve started to sweat. “It would kill me if she
broke this.” My lips are trembling. Covering my mouth, I add, “It’s the one
thing I have.”

He puts a hand on my shoulder. I can’t believe how much I want him to
hug me. “She will not break,” he says gently. “I promise you. You will
make it. You will have this. I will help you. And CJ, this is the girl you need
to let into your artwork.”

I nod.
Then he walks over to the shelf, grabs some charcoal. “Now we draw.”
Unbelievably, I’d forgotten about Oscar naked in the next room.

• • •

We walk over to a corner of the studio where there’s a platform with one
chair pulled up to it. I’m feeling unsteady—I didn’t even tell the counselor
at CSA the things I just told Guillermo. And so much for not being a poor
motherless girl in his eyes.

Oscar, wearing the blue robe, is sitting reading, his feet propped up on
the platform. It looks like a textbook, but he closes it too fast for me to
catch what sort.

Guillermo pulls another chair over, then gestures for me to sit.
“Oscore is my favorite model,” he says. “He has a very strange face. I

don’t know if you notice. God was very drunk when he made him. A little
bit of this. A little bit of that. Brown eye. Green eye. Crooked nose, crooked
mouth. Lunatic smile. Chipped tooth. Scar here, scar there. It is a puzzle.”

Oscar shakes his head at the ribbing. “I thought you didn’t believe in
God,” he says.



For the record, I’m in the midst of a penis panic attack.
At CSA, I’m fairly penis-neutral in life class, but not at the moment, no

siree.
“You misunderstand,” Guillermo says. “I believe in everything.”
Oscar slips off the robe.
“Me too. You wouldn’t believe the things I believe in,” I interject,

sounding frantic, wanting to join in their repartee so I don’t stare at it. Too
late. Oh my effing Clark Gable—what was that again about a dinosaur he
named Godzilla?

“Do tell,” Oscar says to me. Ha! Not telling what I’m thinking! “Tell us
one thing you believe in, CJ, that we wouldn’t believe.”

“Okay,” I say, trying to regain some semblance of composure and
maturity. “I believe that if a guy gives a girl an orange, her love for him will
multiply.” I couldn’t resist.

He cracks up, falling out of the pose Guillermo just positioned him in.
“Oh, I absolutely believe you believe that. I have evidence to support you
believe it quite fervently.”

Guillermo taps his foot impatiently. Oscar winks at me, sending my
stomach on an elevator ride. “To be continued,” he says.

To be continued . . .
Wait. Who’s Sophia? His little sister? His great-aunt? The plumber?
“Quick sketches, CJ,” Guillermo says to me, and a brand-new set of

nerves kicks in. Then to Oscar, “Change position every three minutes.” He
sits down in the chair next to me and starts to draw. I’m aware of his hand
flying across the page. It’s stirring the air. I take a breath and begin, telling
myself it’s going to be okay. Five minutes or so pass. Oscar’s new pose is
stunning. His spine’s arched and his head’s hanging backward.

“You go too slow,” Guillermo says quietly.
I try to sketch more quickly.
Guillermo gets up and stands behind me, looking over my shoulder at

my work, which, I see through his eyes, is dreadful.
I hear:
“Faster.”
Then:
“Pay attention to where the light source is.”
Then, touching a spot on my drawing:



“That is not a shadow, that is a cave.”
Then:
“You hold the charcoal too tight.”
Then:
“Do not take the charcoal off the paper so much.
Then:
“Eyes off the page, on the model.”
Then:
“Oscore is in your eyes, in your hands, your eyes, your hands, he travels

through you, do you understand that?”
Then:
“No, all wrong, everything. What are they teaching you at that school?

Nothing, I think!”
He squats by my side and his smell overwhelms me, a sign at least that I

haven’t died of mortification. “Listen, it is not the charcoal that draws the
picture. It is you. It is your hand, which is attached to your body, and in that
body is a beating heart, okay. You are not ready for this.” He takes the stick
of charcoal out of my hand and throws it onto the floor. “Draw him without
it. Use only your hand. See it, feel it, draw it. All one thing, not three things.
Don’t take your eyes off of him. See, feel, draw. One verb, go now. Do not
think. Above all else: Do not think so much. Picasso, he say, ‘If only we
could pull out our brain and use only our eyes.’ Pull out your brain, CJ, use
only your eyes!”

I’m embarrassed. I want an eject button. At least, mercifully, Oscar’s
eyes are fixed to the opposite corner of the room. He hasn’t looked over at
us once.

Guillermo is back in his chair. “Do not worry about Oscore. Do not be
self-conscious because of him,” he says. Is he telepathic? “Now draw like
you mean it. Like it means something. Because it does, you understand this,
CJ? It has to mean something. You hop a fence and climb up on my fire
escape in the middle of the night. It means something to you!”

He begins to sketch again next to me. I watch how ferociously he’s
attacking the paper, the lines so bold and certain, how quickly he flips the
page, like every ten seconds. We do thirty-second drawings at school. But
he’s lightning.

“Go,” he says. “Go!”



And then I’m paddling through the break, watching a big wave swelling,
coming toward me, knowing that in a moment it will sweep me up into
something enormous and powerful. I would count down like I’m doing now
for some reason:

Three, two, one:
I go. With no charcoal in my hand, I go.
“Faster,” he says. “Faster.”
I am flipping the pages like him every ten seconds, drawing absolutely

nothing and not caring, feeling Oscar come alive in my hand.
“Better,” he says.
Then again:
“Better.”
See feel draw: one verb.
“Good. That is it. You will see with your hands, I promise you. Now I

contradict myself. Picasso he do too. He say pull out your brain, yes, he
also say, ‘Painting is a blind man’s profession’ and ‘To draw you must close
your eyes and sing.’ And Michelangelo, he say he sculpts with his brains,
not his eyes. Yes. Everything is true at once. Life is contradiction. We take
in every lesson. We find what works. Okay, now pick up the charcoal and
draw.”

After a few minutes, he takes the scarf from around his neck, wraps it
around my eyes, and blinds me.

“Understand?”
I do.

• • •

Later, I’m in the jail cell room, fetching my portfolio, waiting for
Guillermo, who needed to run an errand, when Oscar, once again buttoned
and zipped, with camera at the ready, sticks his head in.

He leans against the doorframe. Some guys are born to lean. He’s
definitely one of them. James Dean was another. “Bravo,” he says.

“Be serious,” I say, but in truth, I feel electrified, jangly, awake. I’ve
never felt this way at CSA.

“I’m quite serious.” He’s fiddling with the camera and his dark hair’s
fallen into his face. I want to push it back.



I zip up my portfolio to busy my hands. “Have we met before, Oscar?” I
ask at long last. “I’m pretty sure we have. You look so familiar.”

He lifts his eyes. “She says after she’s seen me naked.”
“Oh God . . . No, I didn’t mean . . . You know what I mean . . .” Heat’s

radiating off of every inch of me.
“Whatever you say.” He’s amused. “But not a chance. Never forget a

face, especially not one like yours—” I hear the click before I realize I’ve
even been shot. It’s weird how he maneuvers the camera without even
looking through the viewfinder. “Did you ever go back to the church after
we met?”

I shake my head. “No, why?”
“I left something for you. A photo.” Did a flash of shyness cross his

face? “With a note on the back.” Not breathing. “It’s gone. I went back to
check. Someone else must’ve taken it. Probably for the best. Too Much
Information, as you lot say.”

“What kind of Information?” It’s amazing one can speak and be stone-
cold passed out at the same time.

He doesn’t answer, lifts the camera instead. “Can you tilt your head like
you just did. Yes, that’s it.” He moves away from the wall, bends his knees,
angles the camera. “Yes, perfect, God, so damn perfect.” What happened to
me in church is happening again. When glaciers break up due to rising
world temperatures, it’s called calving. I’m calving. “Your eyes are so
ethereal, your whole face is. I stared at pictures of you for hours last night.
You give me chills.”

And you give me global warming!
But there’s something else, something beyond chills and calving and

global warming, something I felt from that first moment in church. This guy
makes me feel like I’m actually here, unhidden, seen. And this is not just
because of his camera. I do not know what this is because of.

Plus, he’s different than the boys I know. He’s exciting. If I made a
sculpture of him, I’d want it to look like an explosion. Like kapow.

I take a long deep breath, remembering what happened the last time I
liked a guy.

That done, WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION WAS IN THE NOTE
AND WHAT PHOTO?

“So can I take pictures of you sometime?” he asks.



“You are taking pictures of me, Oscore!” I say it like Guillermo, packed
with exasperation.

He laughs. “Not here. Not like this. At this abandoned building I just
discovered by the beach. At sunset. I have an idea.” He peeks around the
side of the camera. “And not with your clothes on. Only fair.” His eyes are
bright as the devil’s. “Say yes.”

“No!” I cry. “Are you kidding? So creepy. Ax-murderer Avoidance Rule
Number One: Don’t go to the abandoned building with the total stranger
and take off your clothes under any circumstance. Jeez. Does that line
usually work for you?”

“Yes,” he says. “It always works.”
I laugh, can’t help it. “You’re such bad news.”
“You have no idea.”
“I think I do. I think they should arrest you and lock you up as a

community service.”
“Yes, they tried that once.” I feel my mouth drop. He really has been in

jail. He reads my shock, says, “It’s true. You’ve definitely fallen in with the
wrong crowd.”

Except I feel the opposite. I feel like Goldilocks. Everything is just right
here as it is wrong at home.

“What did they arrest you for?” I ask.
“I’ll tell you if you say yes to my invitation.”
“To be ax-murdered?”
“To live a little dangerously.”
I practically choke on his words. “Ha! Wrong girl,” I say.
“Beg to differ.”
“You have no idea.” Our rapport is so easy. Why is it so easy?
Grandma answers, sing-songing in my head, “Because love is in the air,

my blind little bat. Now get a strand of your hair into his pocket.
Immediately.”

As long as a man has a lock of your hair on his person, 
you will be in his heart

(Thanks, but no thanks. I did this with Zephyr.)

I pretend she’s a normal dead person: silent.



There’s a tap-tapping of heels on the cement floor. Oscar glances out the
door. “Sophia! In here.” Definitely not the plumber, unless the plumber
wears stilettos. He turns to me. I can tell he wants to say something before
we’re interrupted. “Look, bad news I may be, but I’m not a stranger. You
said so yourself. ‘I’m so familiar to you,’” he mimics me with perfect beach
girl inflection, then snaps the cover on his lens. “I’m certain I’ve never met
you until that day in the church, but I’m also certain I was meant to meet
you. Don’t think me a nutter, but it’s been prophesized.”

“Prophesized?” I say. Is this the Information? It must be. “By whom?”
“My mum. On her deathbed. Her very last words were about you.”

What someone says to you right before they die will come true?

• • •

Sophia—definitely not his little sister nor his great-aunt—and her comet of
red hair streaks into the room. She has on a fuchsia fifties swing dress with
a neckline that plunges to the equator. Green-and-gold sparkling sweeps
wing her pale blue eyes.

She glitters like she walked out of a Klimt painting.
“Hello my darling,” she says to Oscar in a thick accent, I swear, identical

to Count Dracula’s.
She kisses his left cheek, right cheek, then presses her lips to his in a

long, lingering finale. Very long and lingering. My chest caves in.
Still lingering . . .
Friends do not greet each other like this. Under any circumstances.
“Hello there,” Oscar says warmly. Her magenta lipstick is smudged all

over his lips. I have to put my hand in my sweatshirt pocket so I don’t reach
over and wipe it off.

I take back all that Goldilocks garbage.
“Sophia, this is CJ, Garcia’s new disciple from The Institute.” So he

does think I go there. He thinks I’m their age. And a good enough artist to
get into The Institute.

I don’t clear up any of it.
Sophia reaches out a hand to me. “I’ve come to suck your blood,” she

says in her Transylvanian accent, but perhaps I misheard, perhaps she said,



“You must be a very good sculptor.”
I mumble some gibberish in reply, feeling like a sixteen-year-old

darkness-eating troll with leprosy.
And she, with her flaming hair and bright pink dress, is an exotic orchid.

Of course he loves her. They’re two exotic orchids together. It’s perfect.
They’re perfect. Her sweater’s fallen off her shoulder and a magnificent
tattoo is twisting out of her dress and around her entire arm, a red-and-
orange fire-breathing dragon. Oscar notices the sweater and adjusts it like
he’s done it a hundred times. A dark surge of jealousy rises in my chest.

What about the prophecy, whatever it is?
“We should go,” she says, taking his hand, and a moment later, they’re

gone.
When I’m certain they’ve left the building, I run at a full sprint—

thankfully Guillermo’s still not back—down the hallway to the front
window.

They’re already on the motorcycle. I watch her wrap her arms around his
waist and I know just how it feels, how he feels, from sketching him today.
I imagine it: gliding my hands up his long oblique muscles, lingering over
the grooves of his abdomen, feeling the heat of his skin in my hands.

I press my hand against the cold glass. I actually do this.
He kick-starts the bike, revs the throttle, and then they’re ripping down

the street, her red hair crackling like a wildfire behind them. When he
kamikazis the corner at 500 mph, at an absolutely fatal angle, she raises
both hands in the air and whoops in delight.

Because she’s fearless. She lives dangerously. Which is the worst part of
all.

• • •

Walking back through the mailroom feeling dismal, I notice that a door I
could’ve sworn was closed when I ran past a moment ago is now ajar. Did
the wind open it? A ghost? Peering in, I find it hard to imagine one of mine
would want to lure me in here, but who knows? Opening doors is not
Grandma’s thing.

“Mom?” I whisper. I say a few lines of the poem, hoping she might
recite them back to me again. Not this time.



I open the door wider, then step into a room that was once an office.
Before a cyclone hit it. I quickly close the door behind me. There are
overturned bookcases and books toppled everywhere. There are drifts of
paper and sketchbooks and notepads that have been swept off the desk and
other surfaces. There are ashtrays full of cigarette butts, an empty bottle of
tequila on its side, another one smashed in a corner. There are punch marks
in the walls, a shattered window. And in the center of the floor, there’s a
large stone angel facedown on the ground, her back broken.

The room has been taken apart in a rage. I’m thinking maybe the one
that was going on the first time I came here, the one that sounded like a
furniture-throwing contest. I look around at the physical manifestation of
Guillermo’s trouble, whatever it is, and a mixture of excitement and fear
weaves through me. I know I shouldn’t snoop, but curiosity quickly
overrides my conscience as it often does—snoop-control issues—and I’m
bending down and randomly perusing some of the papers on the floor:
mostly old letters. There’s one from an art student in Detroit wanting to
work with him. Another handwritten from a woman in New York promising
him anything (underlined three times) if only he’d mentor her—jeez. There
are consignment forms from galleries, a proposal from a museum about a
commission. Press releases from past shows. I pick up a notepad like the
one he keeps in his pocket and leaf through it, wondering if there might be
some clue in it, in this room, as to what happened to him. The small pad is
full of sketches, some lists and notes too, all in Spanish. Maybe material
lists? Notes on sculptures? Ideas? Feeling guilty, I toss it back onto the
heap, but then I can’t help myself and pick up another one, flip through it,
find more of the same, until I come to a page where there are some words in
English:

Dearest,
I have gone mad. I do not want to eat or drink, or I will lose the

taste of you in my mouth, do not want to open my eyes if not to see you,
do not want to breathe any air that you have not breathe, that has not
been inside your body, deep inside your beautiful body. I must
I turn to the next page, but it doesn’t continue. I must—what? I whip

through the rest of the pad, but the remaining pages are blank. I search
through a few more notepads scattered around, but find no more words in
English, no more words for Dearest. The skin on my arms is prickling.



Dearest is her. It has to be. The woman in the painting. The clay woman
climbing out of the clay man’s chest. The female giant. All the female
giants.

I read the note again. It’s so steamy, so desperate, so romantic.

If a man doesn’t give his beloved the letter he writes, his love is true
That’s what happened to him then: love. Tragic, impossible love. And

Guillermo’s so perfectly cast. No woman can resist a man who has tidal
waves and earthquakes beneath the skin.

Oscar seems like he has natural disasters under the skin too. But give me
a break. Male leads in love stories need to be devoted, need to chase trains,
cross continents, give up fortunes and thrones, defy convention, face
persecution, take apart rooms and break the backs of angels, sketch the
beloved all over the cement walls of their studios, build sculptures of giants
as homages.

They don’t flirt shamelessly with the likes of me when they have
Transylvanian girlfriends. What an effing jerk.

I separate the page with the love note from the rest of the notepad, and
as I’m pressing it into the safety of my jeans pocket, I hear the front door to
the studio do its horror-creak. Oh no. My pulse speeds as I tiptoe over to the
door and tuck behind it so I’ll be hidden should Guillermo decide to come
in. I’m definitely not supposed to be in here. This is a most private kind of
chaos, like the contents of his mind all spilled out. I hear a chair scrape
across the floor, then smell smoke. Great. He’s having a cigarette right
outside the door.

I wait. And stare down at all the art books piled everywhere, recognizing
a lot of them from school, recognizing my mother. Half of her face is
staring back at me from one of the stacks. It’s the author photo on the back
of her Michelangelo biography, Angel in the Marble. It gives me a start. But
of course it’s here. He has every art book in here. I squat down and reach
for it, careful not to make a sound as I pull it out of the stack. I open to the
title page, wondering if she signed it when they met. She did.

To Guillermo Garcia,

“I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free.”



Thank you for the interview—a tremendous honor.

Yours with admiration,
Dianna Sweetwine

Mom. I close the book quickly, quickly, keeping it shut with my hands
so it doesn’t fly open, so I don’t. My knuckles are white with the effort. She
always signed with that Michelangelo quote. It was her favorite. I hug the
book to my chest tight, so tight, wanting to jump inside it.

Then I secure it inside the waistband of my jeans and cover it with my
sweatshirt.

“CJ,” Guillermo calls. I hear his retreating footsteps. When I’m certain
he’s gone, I slip soundlessly out of the room, shutting the door behind me. I
cross the mailroom swiftly, quietly, and enter the jail cell room, where I
hide Mom’s book in my portfolio case, aware, oh, yes, I am, that I’m acting
like a super-kook, buttons flying everywhere today. Though it’s not my first
bout of larceny. I’ve stolen quite a few copies of Mom’s books from the
school library too—every time they replace them, in fact. And the town
library. And several bookstores. I do not know why I do it. I do not know
why I stole the love note. I do not know why I do much of anything.

I find Guillermo in the studio, squatting, petting a blissed-out Frida
Kahlo’s belly. His note to Dearest is burning up my pocket. I want to know
more. What happened to them?

He nods at me. “Are you ready?” He rises. “Are you ready for your life
to change?”

“And how,” I say.
The rest of the afternoon consists of my choosing a practice rock—I fall

in love with an amber-colored alabaster one that looks like a fire’s burning
inside it—and listening to Guillermo, who has become Moses, recite
commandments about carving:

Thou shalt be bold and courageous.
Thou shalt take chances.
Thou shalt wear protective gear.
(BECAUSE THERE’S ASBESTOS IN THE DUST!)
Thou shalt have no preconceptions about what is inside the practice rock

but shall wait for the rock to tell thee directly.



After this one, he touches my solar plexus with his outspread hand,
adding, “What slumbers in the heart is what slumbers in the stone,
understand?”

Then he bestows the final commandment onto me:
Thou shalt remake the world.
This is something I would very much like to do, though no clue how

carving a rock will achieve it.
When I get home after hours and hours of practice carving—I’m

spectacularly horrible at it—with my wrist muscles aching, thumbs bruised
from hundreds of hammer mishaps, asbestosis disease already spreading
through my lung tissue despite the face mask, I open my bag and find three
big round oranges looking up at me. I’m stupid-struck with love for Oscar
for a moment, then remember Sophia.

What duplicity! Seriously, what a major asshat, as Noah used to say
when he was Noah.

I bet he told Sophia his mother prophesized about her too.
I bet his mother’s not even dead.
I take the oranges to the kitchen and make juice.

• • •

On returning to my bedroom after The Great Orange Massacre hoping to
sew for a bit, I find Noah squatting over the bag I left on the floor, flipping
through a sketchpad that had been tucked safely inside the bag only
moments before. Instant payback from the universe for going through
Guillermo’s papers?

“Noah? What’re you doing?”
He jumps up, exclaims, “Oh! Hey! Nothing!” Then proceeds to put his

hands on his waist only to move them to his pockets, then back to his waist.
“I was just . . . nothing. Sorry.” He laughs too loud, then claps his hands
together.

“Why are you going through my stuff?”
“Wasn’t  . . .” He laughs again, well, more like whinnies. “I mean, I

guess I was.” He looks at the window like he wants to jump out of it.
“But why?” I ask, giggling a little myself—he hasn’t acted like such a

certifiable weirdo in forever.



He smiles at me as if he heard me thinking. It does something wonderful
inside my chest. “Guess I just wanted to see what you were working on.”

“Really?” I ask, surprised.
“Yup,” he says, shifting back and forth on his feet. “Yeah.”
“Okay.” I hear the eagerness in my voice.
He gestures toward the pad. “I saw the sketches of Mom. Are you doing

some kind of sculpture of her?”
“Yes,” I say, excited by his curiosity, not caring at all about the

sketchpad spying—how often did I used to do the same to him? “But those
studies in there aren’t even close to being finished. I just started them last
night.”

“Clay?” he asks.
A sudden powerful how-dare-I-talk-to-him-about-my-artwork feeling is

overtaking me, but it’s been so long since we’ve connected about anything,
so I go on. “Not clay, stone,” I tell him. “Marble, granite, don’t know yet.
I’m working with this totally cool sculptor now. He’s amazing, Noah.” I
walk over and pick the pad up off the floor. Holding it in front of both of us,
I point to the most completed sketch, a frontal view. “I was thinking of
doing it realistic. Not at all bulbous-y like usual. I want it to be elegant, a
little willowy, but wild somehow too, you know, like her. I want people to
see the wind in her hair, in her clothes—oh, it’ll be a Floating Dress for
sure, but only we’ll get that. I hope, well, you know how she used to stand
on the deck every—” I stop because he’s taken a phone out of his pocket. It
must’ve vibrated. “Hey dude,” he says, and then starts talking about some
trail-run and mileage and other cross-country mumbo jumbo. He makes an
apologetic face at me like it’s going to be a while and leaves the room.

I tiptoe to the door, wanting to hear him talk to his friend. Sometimes I
stand outside his room when he and Heather are hanging out and listen to
them gossip, laugh, be goofy. A few times on weekends, I’ve sat reading by
the front door, thinking they might ask me to go with them on one of their
zoo trips or after-running pancake extravaganzas, but they never do.

Halfway down the hallway, Noah abruptly stops talking mid-sentence
and puts the phone back into his pocket. Wait. So he faked the call and was
pretend-talking to no one just to get away from me? Just to stop me
blathering on like that? My throat constricts.

We’re never going to be okay. We’re never going to be us again.



I walk over to the window, flip the shade so I can see the ocean.
I stare it down.
There are times when surfing where you’ll take on a wave only to realize

the bottom’s dropped out of it and so suddenly without warning you’re free-
falling down the entire face.

It feels like this.

• • •

When I arrive at Guillermo’s studio the next afternoon at the scheduled
time—he doesn’t seem to care it’s winter break and there’s nowhere I’d
rather be, so—I find a piece of paper thumbtacked to the door that says: Be
back soon—GG.

All morning, while sucking on anti-Oscar lemons, I listened from across
town, hoping my practice rock would tell me what was inside it. So far, not
a peep. Not a peep between Noah and me since yesterday either, and this
morning he was gone before I woke up. As was all of the cash Dad left us
for emergencies. Effing whatever.

Back to the clear and present danger: Oscar. I’m ready. In addition to the
lemons, in preparation for a possible encounter, I did some catch-up reading
on a myriad of particularly raunchy venereal diseases. Followed by some
bible study:

People with two different-colored eyes are duplicitous cads
(Yes, I wrote this passage.)

The Oscar case is closed.
I slip quickly down the hallway, thrilled to find Grandma and no one else

in the mailroom. She’s in a splendid outfit. A striped straight skirt. Vintage
floral sweater. Red leather belt. Paisley scarf championed with attitude
around her neck. All topped off with black felt beret and John Lennon
sunglasses. Exactly what I’d wear to the studio if I weren’t bound to the
root vegetable look.

“Perfect,” I tell her. “Very shabby chic.”
“Chic would suffice. Shabby as a label offends my sensibilities. I was

going for Summer of Love with more than a smidgeon of Beatnik. All this



art, the mess and disorder, these mysterious foreign men are making me feel
very free-spirited, very throw caution to the wind, very daring, very—”

I laugh. “I get it.”
“No, I don’t think you do. I was going to say very Jude Sweetwine.

Remember that intrepid girl?” She points to my pocket. I pull out the
extinguished candle. She tsk tsks at me. “Don’t use my bible to forward
your dreary agenda.”

“He has a girlfriend.”
“You don’t know that for sure. He’s European. They have different

mores.”
“Haven’t you read Jane Austen? English people are more uptight than

us, not less.”
“One thing that boy doesn’t seem is uptight.” Her whole face contorts

with the effort of a wink. She’s not a subtle winker, not a subtle anything.
“He has trichomoniasis,” I grumble at her.
“Nobody has that. Nobody but you even knows what it is.”
“He’s too old.”
“Only I’m too old.”
“Well, he’s too hot. Way too hot. And he knows it. Did you see the way

he leans?”
“The way he what?”
“Leans against a wall like James Dean, leans.” I do a quick

demonstration against a pillar. “And he drives that motorcycle. And has that
accent and those different-color eyes—”

“David Bowie has different-color eyes!” She throws up her arms,
exasperated. Grandma has a great passion for David Bowie. “It’s good luck
when a boy’s mother prophesizes about you.” Her face goes soft. “And he
said you give him chills, honey.”

“I have a feeling his girlfriend gives him chills too.”
“How can you judge a fella until you picnic with him?” She opens her

arms as if to embrace the whole world. “Pack a basket, pick a spot, and go.
Simple as that.”

“So corny,” I say, spotting one of Guillermo’s notepads on a stack of
mail. I quickly leaf through it for notes to Dearest. None.

“Who with a beating heart in her chest scoffs at a picnic?” she exclaims.
“You have to see the miracles for there to be miracles, Jude.” She used to



say this a lot. It’s the very first passage she wrote in the bible. I’m not a
miracle-seer. The very last passage she wrote in the bible was: A broken
heart is an open heart. I somehow know she wrote it for me, to help me
after she died, but it didn’t help.

Throw a handful of rice into the air, and the number of kernels 
that land back in your hand are the amount of people 

you will love in your life
(Grandma would put up the closed sign for my sewing lessons. 

At the table in the back of her shop, I’d sit on her lap and breathe in her flowery scent while learning
to cut and drape and stitch. “Everyone gets a one-and-only and you’re mine,” she’d tell me. “Why

me?” I’d always ask, and she’d nudge her elbow into my ribs and say something silly like, “Because
you have such long toes, of course.”)

A knot’s forming in my throat. I walk over to the angel and when I’m
finished wishing my second wish—you always get three wishes, right?—I
join Grandma in front of the painting. Not Grandma. Grandma’s ghost.
There’s a difference. Grandma’s ghost only knows things about her life that
I know. Questions about Grandpa Sweetwine—he left when Grandma was
pregnant with Dad and never came back—go unanswered like they did
when she was alive. Lots of questions go unanswered. Mom used to say
when you look at art, it’s half seeing, half dreaming. Same with ghosts,
maybe.

“Meanwhile, this is one hell of a kiss,” she says.
“Sure is.”
We both sigh into our own thoughts, mine, much to my distress,

becoming R-rated, Oscar-rated. I really don’t want to be thinking about
him, but I am . . .

“What’s it like to be kissed like that?” I ask her. Even though I’ve kissed
a bunch of boys, it never ever felt like this painting looks.

Before she can answer me, I hear, “I’d be more than happy to show you.
If you’d break the boycott, that is. Give it a go, anyway. Even if you are
barking mad.” I pull my hand away from my mouth—when had it crept up
to my lips as a substitute for his?—and inch around to see that Oscar has
jumped out of my mind and is standing in full flesh form on the landing of
the loft. He’s leaning (a sexy lanky front forward one this time) on the



railing with his camera focused on me. “Thought it only fair I pipe in before
things went any further with that hand of yours.”

No.
I flail in place, suddenly finding my skin extremely confining. “I didn’t

know anyone was here!”
“Quite apparent,” he says, trying not to laugh. “Quite, quite apparent.”
Oh no. How crazy must I have looked chattering away with the air? Heat

pours into my face. How much of that conversation did he hear? Well,
conversation, so to speak. Oh oh oh. And how long had I been making out
with the hand? Does he know I was thinking about him? Kissing him? He
continues. “Very fortunate for me. These zoom lenses. They miss nothing.
Hell, oranges—who knew? Could’ve saved a bundle on cologne, candlelit
dinners, et cetera, et cetera.”

He knows.
“You’re assuming I was thinking about you,” I say.
“Indeed.”
I roll my eyes at the absurdity.
He puts both hands on the rail. “Who were you bloody talking to, CJ?”
“Oh that,” I say. How to respond? I don’t know why, but like with

Guillermo yesterday, I go with the truth. “Just Grandma popping in for a
spell.”

He makes a weird choking-coughing sound.
I have no idea what’s happening on his face because I don’t dare look his

way. “Twenty-two percent of the world’s population sees ghosts,” I tell him
via the wall. “It’s not unusual. About one in four. And it’s not like I’m some
ghost-whisperer. I don’t see ghosts per se. Just my grandmother and my
mother, but my mom, she doesn’t talk or appear to me, she just breaks
things. Except for the other day when she recited a poem to me.” I exhale.
My cheeks are on fire. Probably less was more.

“What poem?” I hear. Not the response I expected.
“Just a poem,” I answer. Telling him which poem somehow feels too

personal to share even after the admission that I converse with dead
relatives.

There’s a moment of silence during which I listen intently for beeps
indicating a 911 call. “I’m very sorry they’re both gone, CJ,” he says, his



voice sincere and serious. I peer up at him, expecting to see The Poor
Motherless Girl Look, but that’s not what I see on his face.

I think his mom’s dead after all. I turn away.
The good news is that he seems to have forgotten I was hooking up with

my hand. The bad news is that now I’m running through the conversation
that he might’ve overheard. Writing a love letter to him would’ve been less
revealing. Nothing to do but cover the eyes with the hands. Desperate times
call for ostrich measures. “How much did you hear, Oscar?”

“Hey, no worries about that,” he says. “I couldn’t make out much. I was
sleeping when your voice started trickling into my dream.”

Is he telling the truth? Or just being kind? I do speak quietly. I fan my
fingers. In time for his languid descent down the steps. Why does he move
so slowly? Seriously. It’s impossible not to watch him, to hang on his every
move, to wait for him to arrive . . .

He slinks in behind me, close as a shadow.
Not sure the Oscar case is entirely closed, actually. I didn’t account for

proximity. And didn’t he just say he’d be more than happy to kiss me like in
the painting? I’m remembering specifically how he said he’d: Give it a go,
anyway.

“So what’d you wish for, then?” he asks. “I saw you communing with
the angel as well as your grandmother.” His voice is low and silken and
intimate and I don’t trust myself to answer this question.

He’s looking at me in that way of his that should be illegal or patented,
and it’s affecting my ability to remember things like my name and species
and all the reasons a girl might go on a boy strike. Why don’t I care one iota
about the bad luck that might befall me? All I want is to comb my fingers
through his tousled brown hair, to cup my hand around the blue horse on his
neck, to press my lips against his like Sophia did.

Sophia.
I completely forgot about Sophia. It seems he did too, from the way he’s

still looking at me. What a louse. A lousy louse. Such a scalawag rake
bounder miscreant scamp playboy player guyslut!

“I made orange juice out of the oranges you planted in my bag,” I tell
him, coming to my senses. “Pulverized them to pulp.”

“Ouch.”
“How come you’re doing this?”



“What?”
“I don’t know, this thing, this act. That voice. Looking at me like I’m

this . . . this  . . . donut. Standing so close. I mean, you don’t even know me.
Not to mention your girlfriend, remember her?” I’m talking too loud. I’m
barking. What’s gotten into me?

“But I’m not doing anything.” He holds up his hands like he’s
surrendering. “Not acting. This is my voice—just woke up. I don’t think
you’re in any way, shape, or form a donut, trust me on that. I’m not chatting
you up. I respect the boycott.”

“Good, because I’m not interested.”
“Good, because my intentions are honorable.” He pauses, then says,

“Haven’t you read Jane Austen? We English are more uptight than you lot,
isn’t that so?”

I gasp. “I thought you didn’t hear anything!”
“I was being polite. We English are very polite, you know.” He’s

grinning crazily, kind of like he’s brainless. “Heard every word, I believe.”
“It wasn’t about you—”
“No? About the other bloke who rides a motorcycle and has two

different-colored eyes and leans like James Dean. Thank you, by the way.
No one’s ever commented on the lean.”

I have no idea how else to navigate this moment except to make a run
for it. I turn and head toward the jail cell room.

“What’s more,” he says, laughing his breezy laugh. “You think I’m hot.
Too hot, in fact. Way too hot, I believe were the exact words.” I close the
door, hear through it, “And I don’t have a girlfriend, CJ.”

Is he effing kidding me? “Does Sophia know that?” I’m shouting like a
maniac.

“As a matter of fact, she does!” he replies, equally maniacally. “We
broke up.”

“When?” We’re yelling on either side of the door.
“Oh. Over two years ago.” Two years ago? But that kiss. Was it not as

long and lingering as I thought? Anxiety can alter perception; I know that.
“Met at a party and I believe we lasted five days.”

“Was that a record for you?”
“The record is nine days, actually. And I didn’t realize you were on the

Morality Police Force!”



I lie on the cold cement floor and let all the contaminated dust and
microbes and toxic black mold spores do with me what they will. I’m
racing inside. If I’m not mistaken, Oscar and I just got into a fight. I haven’t
fought with anyone since Mom. It doesn’t feel entirely bad.

Nine days is his record. OMFCG. He’s that guy.
I’m trying to get a grip, wondering when Guillermo’s going to return,

trying to focus on the reason I’m here, the sculpture I need to make, trying
to make myself think about what could possibly be hiding inside my
practice rock and not the revelation that Sophia and Oscar are not a couple!
—when the door opens and in comes Oscar, waving a clay-covered towel.

He raises an eyebrow when he sees I’m lying on the floor like a corpse
but doesn’t comment. “White flag,” he says, holding the mostly unwhite
towel up. “I come in peace.” I hoist myself onto my elbows. “Look, you
were right,” he says. “Well, partially. It is an act. I am an act. Totally full of
it. About ninety-eight percent of the time anyway. My intentions are rarely
honorable. It’s not terrible to be called out for once.” He walks over to the
wall. “Watching? Ladies and gents: The Lean.” He presses one shoulder
into the wall, crosses his arms, cocks his head, squints his eyes, mugging
James Dean better than James Dean. I can’t help but laugh, which was the
point. He smiles. “All right then. Moving on.” He breaks the pose and
begins pacing the small room, trial lawyer style. “I need to talk to you about
those oranges and the red ribbon around your wrist and that unbelievably
large onion you’ve been carrying around for days now . . .” He gives me a
gotcha look, then reaches into his front jeans pocket and pulls out a chipped
conch-shaped shell. “I wanted to let you know I don’t go anywhere without
my mum’s magic seashell because if I do I will die, probably within
minutes.” This makes me laugh again. It’s alarming how charming he can
be. He tosses it to me. “Furthermore, I have conversations in my dreams
with my mother, who passed away three years ago. Sometimes,” he says, “I
go to sleep in the middle of the afternoon, like I did today, just to see if
she’ll talk to me. You’re the only person I’ve ever told this, but I owe you
for eavesdropping before.” He walks over, snatches the seashell out of my
hands, grinning boyishly, adorably. “I knew you’d want to pinch my shell.
Not happening. It’s my most beloved possession.” He slips it back into his
pocket, stands over me, his eyes glinting, his smile headlong, anarchic,
utterly irresistible.



Lord. Have. Mercy. On. My. Boycotting. Soul.
The next thing I know, he’s at eye level and then lying down on the

filthy floor next to me. Yes. A sound comes out of me that could only be
described as a squeal of delight. He’s crossed his arms over his chest and
shut his eyes as mine were when he walked through the door. “Not bad,” he
says. “It’s like we’re at the beach.”

I resume the position beside him. “Or in our coffins.”
“What I like about you is how you always look on the bright side.”
Laughing, again. “I do like that you came down on the floor with me,” I

say, looking on the bright side, feeling on the bright side, knowing there’s
no one in my life who’d lie on the floor with me like this. Or who carries a
shell in their pocket so they don’t die. Or who goes to sleep so they can talk
to their dead mother.

A comfortable quiet falls over us. Really comfortable, like we’ve lain on
filthy floors corpselike together for several lifetimes now.

“The poem was by Elizabeth Barrett Browning,” I tell him.
“‘How do I love thee?’” he croons. “‘Let me count the ways.’”
“That’s the one,” I say, thinking: He’s the one. And some thoughts once

thought are very hard to unthink. “It is kind of like being on the beach,” I
say, growing more and more elated. I roll onto my side, cradle my head in
my hand, and secretly stare at Oscar’s madhouse face. Until he pops open
an eye and catches me admiring him—you are so busted, his smile says. He
closes the eye. “Shame you’re not interested.”

“I’m not!” I cry, falling back down on the sandy beach. “Artistic
curiosity is all. You have an unusual face.”

“And you have a mind-blowingly beautiful one.”
“You’re such a flirt,” I say, effervescing.
“It’s been said.”
“What else has been said?”
“Hmm. Well, unfortunately, it’s been said very recently I stay away from

you or I get castrated.” He sits up and spins his hands in the air like
Guillermo. “Castration, Oscore! Understand? You have seen me use the
circular saw, yes?” He relaxes into being himself again. “Which is actually
why I’ve come in here waving the white flag. I have this way of ruining
things and I don’t want to ruin this. You’re the first person besides me
who’s made G. laugh in years. That he’s teaching again is a miracle. We’re



talking loaves and fishes, CJ. You’ve no idea.” A miracle? “It’s like you’ve
cast this spell on him. Around you . . . I don’t know . . . he’s okay again.
The guy’s been bloody ferocious for a very long time.” Is it possible I’m
Guillermo’s meadow like he’s mine? “Plus we now know you both
converse with invisible mates.” He winks. “So”—he presses his hands
together—“per your request and his, this is how it’s going to be from now
on. When I want to ask you to abandoned buildings or kiss those lips of
yours or stare into your otherworldly eyes or imagine what you look like
under all those baggy drab clothes you’re always hiding in or ravish you on
some grimy floor like I’m desperate to this very minute, I’ll just bugger off
on my Hippity Hop. Deal?” He holds out his hand. “Friends. Just friends.”

Talk about mixed signals; he’s like a roller coaster that talks.
No deal, no way. “Deal,” I say, and take his hand but only because I

want to touch him.
Moments tick by, our hands clasped, electricity jolting wildly through

me. And then he’s pulling me slowly toward him, looking into my eyes
even as he just swore he wouldn’t and heat’s bursting in my belly, radiating
everywhere. I feel my body opening. Is he going to kiss me? Is he?

“Oh man,” he says, letting go of my hand. “I should probably go.”
“No, don’t. Please don’t go.” The words are out of my mouth before I

can stop them.
“How about I sit over here, then, where it’s safer,” he says, scooting a

few feet away from me. “Did I mention I have impulse-control issues?” He
smiles. “I’m having a particularly strong impulse, CJ.”

“Let’s just talk,” I say, my heart rate off the charts. “Remember the
circular saw?” His laugh cartwheels across the room. “You have this great
laugh,” I blurt out. “It’s like wow, it’s—”

“You’re not helping things. Please keep all compliments to yourself.
Oh!” He’s coming toward me again. “I know! An idea.” He pulls my hat
down so it covers my entire face and half my neck. “There,” he says.
“Perfect. Let’s talk.”

Except I’m laughing now inside my hat and he’s laughing outside of it
and we’re getting carried away, far away, and I don’t think I’ve been this
happy maybe ever.

It’s very hot and steamy to laugh out of control inside a wool hat, so
after a time I lift it up and see him there, his face splotchy and eyes



watering from truly losing it, and I’m filled with something I can only
describe as recognition. Not because he looks familiar on the outside this
time, but because he feels familiar on the inside.

Meeting your soul mate is like walking into a house you’ve been in before—
you will recognize the furniture, the pictures on the wall, 

the books on the shelves, the contents of drawers: You could find 
your way around in the dark if you had to

“So if you’re full of it ninety-eight percent of the time,” I say, collecting
myself. “What about the other two percent?”

The question seems to suck all the residual laughter out of his face and
I’m immediately sorry I asked. “Yeah, no one meets that guy,” he says.

“Why?”
He shrugs. “Perhaps you’re not the only one in hiding.”
“How come you think I’m in hiding?”
“Just do.” He pauses, then says, “Maybe it’s because I’ve spent a fair bit

of time with your photos now. They speak volumes.” He looks curiously at
me. “But you could tell me why you’re in hiding.”

I consider it, consider him. “Now that we’re friends, just friends. Are
you the friend I call if I find myself in possession of a dead body and a
bloody knife in my hand?”

He smiles. “Yes. I would not turn you in. No matter what.”
“I trust you,” I say, surprising myself, and from the expression on his

face, him as well. Why I trust someone who’s just told me he’s full of it
ninety-eight percent of the time I don’t know. “I wouldn’t turn you in
either,” I tell him. “No matter what.”

“You might,” he says. “I’ve done some pretty terrible things.”
“Me too,” I say, and suddenly I want more than anything to confide in

him.

Write your sins on apples still hanging on the tree; 
when they fall away so do your burdens

(There are no apple trees in Lost Cove. I’ve tried this with a plum tree, an apricot tree, and an
avocado tree so far. Still burdened.)



“Well,” he says, staring at his hands steepled in front of him. “If it’s any
comfort, I’m pretty sure the things I’ve done are far worse than whatever it
is you’ve done.”

I’m about to speak, to refute this, but the uneasy look in his eyes silences
me. “When my mum was sick,” he says slowly. “We could only afford this
day nurse. My mother wouldn’t go to hospital anymore and NHS wouldn’t
cover it. So at night, I watched after her. Except I started gobbling down her
pain meds by the handful. I was off my face all the time, I mean, all the
time.” His voice has grown strange, tight, lilt-less. “It was just me and her,
always, no other family.” He pauses, takes a deep breath. “One night, she
took a tumble out of bed, probably she needed the bedpan, but then after
she fell, she couldn’t get herself up. She was too weak, too sick.” He
swallows. There’s perspiration on his forehead. “She spent fifteen hours on
the floor, shivering, hungry, in excruciating pain, calling for me, while I was
passed out cold in the next room.” He breathes out slowly. “And that’s just
a starter anecdote. I have enough for a book.”

The starter anecdote has practically strangled him. And me too. We’re
both breathing too fast and I can feel his desperation taking me over like it’s
my own. “I’m so sorry, Oscar.”

That prison of guilt the counselor at school talked about, he’s in one too.
“Jesus.” He’s pressing his palms to his forehead. “I can’t believe I told

you that. I never talk about that. Not with anyone, not even G., not even at
meetings.” His face is in a whole different kind of turmoil than usual. “You
see? Better when I’m full of it, isn’t it?”

“No,” I say. “I want to know all of you. One hundred percent.”
This unsettles him further. He does not want to be known one hundred

percent by me, if his face is any indication. Why did I say that? I look
down, embarrassed, and when I look back up I see that he’s rising to his
feet. He won’t make eye contact.

“I need to do some work upstairs before my shift at La Lune,” he says,
already at the door. He can’t get away from me fast enough.

“You work at that café?” I ask, when what I want to say is: I understand.
Not the circumstances, but the shame. I understand the quicksand of shame.

He nods and then unable to help myself, I ask, “You said I was her, that
first day in church. Who did you mean? And how could your mother have
prophesized about me?”



But he just shakes his head and ducks out of the room.
I remember then I still have Guillermo’s note to Dearest on me. I

scrolled it up and tied it in a lucky red ribbon. No idea why, until now.

To win his heart, slip the most passionate love note ever written 
into his jacket pocket

(Writing scripture on the fly here. Should I do this? Should I?)

“Hey one sec, Oscar.” I catch him outside the door and brush a layer of
dust off the back of his jacket. “That’s one dirty floor,” I say as I slip the hot
burning words into his pocket. As I press play on my life.

Then I pace around the small room waiting for Guillermo to return so I
can start carving, waiting for Oscar to get the love note and run to me or
away from me. A valve has loosened inside me and some kind of something
is escaping, making me feel entirely different from the boycotting girl who
walked into this studio with a burnt candle in her pocket to extinguish
feelings of love. I think of that counselor telling me I was the house in the
woods with no doors or windows. No way to get in or out, she said. But she
was wrong, because: Walls fall down.

And then at once, from across the studio, it’s as if my practice rock has
gotten on a loudspeaker to inform me what’s inside it.

What slumbers in the heart, slumbers in the stone.
There is a sculpture I need to make first, and it’s not of my mother.

• • •

I’m surrounded by giants.
In the center of the outdoor work area is one of Guillermo’s massive

couples but unfinished, and against the far fence is another mammoth work
called Three Brothers. I’m trying not to make eye contact with them as
Guillermo demonstrates different techniques on my practice rock. Let’s just
say, they’re not the jolliest of giants, those three stone brothers. I’m wearing
every piece of protective gear I could find: a plastic suit, goggles, and face
mask, because I did some research on the health risks of carving stone last
night and I’m surprised any stone sculptor lives past thirty. While



Guillermo instructs me on how not to bruise the surface of the rock, how to
use the rasp, how to do something called cross-hatch, how to choose the
right chisel for each task and what angles are best suited for what kind of
carving, I try unsuccessfully not to dwell on Oscar and the stolen love note I
gave him. Probably not my best idea, both the stealing of the note and the
giving of it. Impulse-control issues, clearly.

Trying to be subtle, I manage a few questions about Oscar in between
others on chisel position and model building. I find out the following: He’s
nineteen. He dropped out of high school in England and took the GED here
and now is a freshman at Lost Cove U. studying mostly literature, art
history, and photography. He has a dorm room but still sometimes stays in
the loft.

However, I realize I’m not being as subtle as I think with my questions
when Guillermo puts his hand under my chin, lifts my face so our eyes
meet, and says, “Oscore? He is like my—” He brings his fist to his chest to
finish the sentence. Like his heart? His son? “He fall in my nest when he
was very young, very troubled. He have no one.” His face is full of warmth.
“It is very strange with Oscore. When I get sick of every last person, I am
not sick of him. I do not know why this is. And he is so good at chess.” He
holds his head like he has a headache. “I mean so so good. It make me
crazy.” He looks at me. “But listen carefully. If I have a daughter, I keep her
in another state from him. Understand?” Um? Loud and clear. “When
Oscore breathe in, the girls come rushing to him from everywhere, and
when he exhale—” He makes a gesture with his hand to indicate all the
girls being literally blown away, blown off, in other words: blown to bits.
“He is too young, too dumb, too careless. I was the same once. I have no
idea about women, about love, until much later. Understand?”

“Understood,” I tell him, trying to hide the sinking disappointment in my
gut. “I will bathe in vinegar, down some raw eggs, and start looking for a
wasp nest ASAP to put on my head.”

“I do not understand this,” he says.
“To reverse the leanings of the heart. Ancient family wisdom.”
He laughs. “Ah. Very good. In my family, we just suffer.”
Then he drops a bag of earthenware clay on my table and commands me

to make the model, first thing, now that I know what hides inside the
practice rock.



The sculpture I’m seeing is two round bubble bodies, shoulder to
shoulder, every part of the figures, spherical and full, curved bulging chests
pregnant with the same breath, heads tilting upward, gazes sky-bound. The
whole thing about a foot across and high. As soon as Guillermo leaves, I
start building, and before long, I forget Oscar the Girl-Exhaler and the
heartbreaking story he told me and the way I’d felt in that jail cell room
with him and the note I put in his pocket, until finally, it’s just me and
NoahandJude.

This is the sculpture I need to make first.
When I finish the model, hours later, Guillermo inspects it and then uses

it to pencil different reference points on my practice rock that mark where
I’ll cut in for “shoulders” and “heads.” We decide the boy’s outer shoulder
is the first point of entry and then he leaves me to it.

It happens right away.
The very moment I put hammer to chisel with the intention of finding

NoahandJude, my mind goes to the day Noah almost drowned.
Mom had just died. I was at the sewing machine with Grandma

Sweetwine, one of her very first visits. I was working on the seam of a
dress, when it’s like the room shook me, that’s the only way I can describe
it. Grandma said: Go, only it was more like a tornado blowing the word at
me. I flew out of my chair, out of the window, slid all the way down the
bluff, my feet touching the sand as Noah hit the water. He didn’t come up. I
knew he wasn’t going to. I’ve never been scared like that before, not even
when Mom died. There was boiling liquid in my veins.

I ram the chisel with the hammer, watch a corner of the stone break off,
watching myself rush into the surf that winter day. I swam fast as a shark
despite my clothes, then started diving down where he sank, gripping
armful after armful of water, trying to think about currents and riptides and
maelstroms and everything Dad had ever taught me. I let the rip take me,
dove down again, up and down, until there was Noah floating faceup, alive,
but not conscious. I dragged him to shore, swimming one-armed, sinking
more every stroke with the weight of him, both our lives pounding inside
me, and then on the beach, I beat his sternum with shaking hands, blew
breath after terrified breath into his cold clammy mouth, and when he
revived, the second I knew he was okay, I slapped him as hard as I could
across the face.



Because how could he have done this?
How could he have chosen to leave me here all alone?
He told me he hadn’t been trying to kill himself, but I didn’t believe him.

That first jump was different than all the others that followed. That time he
was trying to fling himself off the earth for good. I know he was. He wanted
out. He’d chosen to leave. To leave me. And he would have had I not
dragged him back.

I think the valve inside me that loosened during the conversation with
Oscar has popped its gasket. I’m whacking the chisel with such force now
my whole body’s vibrating, the whole world is.

Noah had stopped breathing. So there were these moments when I was
in life without him.

For the first time. Not even in the womb were we apart. Terror doesn’t
come close to describing it. Fury doesn’t come close. Heartbreak, no. There
is no way to describe it.

He wasn’t there. He wasn’t with me anymore.
I’m starting to sweat in the plastic jumpsuit as I slam the hammer into

the chisel with all the power in me, forgetting proper angles now, not caring
about anything Guillermo just taught me, remembering only how my anger
toward Noah wouldn’t go away after that. I couldn’t get rid of it and
everything he did seemed to compound it. I went to Grandma’s bible,
desperate, but it didn’t matter how many rosehips I put in my tea, how
much lapis lazuli I hid under my pillow, I couldn’t get rid of the rage.

And I’m feeling it again, as I cut into the rock, as I drag Noah out of the
ocean, as I rip into the stone, wanting us out, out of the treacherous water,
out of this suffocating rock, wanting us free, when I hear, “So that’s why
you did it?” It’s Mom and Grandma in unison. When did they become a
team? A chorus? They say it again, their voices a duet of accusation in my
head. “So is that why? Because it was right after that. We watched you do
it. You didn’t think anyone saw. But we did.” I position the chisel on the
other side of the stone and try to hammer away their voices but I can’t.
“Leave me alone,” I hiss under my breath, peeling off the plastic suit,
ripping off the face mask and goggles. “You’re not real,” I tell them.

I stumble into the studio, feeling rudderless, hoping their voices won’t
follow me, not sure if I make them up or not, not sure of anything.



Inside, Guillermo is absorbed in another clay piece—so far, a man, all
huddled up.

But something’s wrong in here too.
Guillermo’s bent over the bent-over clay man. His hands are working the

face from behind and he’s talking in Spanish, his words growing more and
more hostile. I watch in disbelief as he raises a fist and heaves it into the
back of the clay man, leaving a hollow that I feel on my own spine. The
blows come fast after that. The guy’s bloody ferocious, Oscar had said. I
think of the punched-in walls of the cyclone room, the smashed window,
the broken angel. He steps aside to inspect the damage he just inflicted, and
as he does, he catches a glimpse of me and the violence in his fists is now in
his eyes and directed at me. He puts his hand up and motions me out.

I back into the mailroom, my heart slamming inside my chest.
No, it’s not like this at CSA.
If this is what he meant about putting yourself into your art, if this is

what it takes, I don’t know, I really don’t know if I’m up to it.

• • •

There’s no way I’m going back into the studio where bloody ferocious
Guillermo is beating up on an innocent clay man or out on the patio where
bloody ferocious Grandma and Mom are wanting to beat up on me, so I
head upstairs. I know Oscar’s gone because I heard his motorcycle peel
away over an hour ago.

The loft’s smaller than I’d imagined. Just a guy’s bedroom really. There
are nails and thumbtack holes all over the walls where pictures and posters
have been removed. The bookshelves have been ransacked. Only a few
shirts hang in the closet. There’s a table with a computer and some kind of
printer, maybe for photos. A desk. I walk over to the unmade bed, where he
was hoping to dream about his mother earlier today.

It’s a tangle of brown sheets, one lone swirl of a Mexican blanket, a sad
flat pillow in a faded pillowcase. A lonely-looking boy bed. I can’t help it;
despite warnings and ghosts and shaky boycotts and cataclysmic girl-
destroying exhalations, I lie down, rest my head on Oscar’s pillow, and
breathe in the faint scent of him: peppery, sunny, wonderful.

Oscar does not smell like death.



I cover myself to the shoulders with his blanket and close my eyes,
seeing his face, the desperate way it looked today when he told me what
happened with his mother. He was so alone in that story. I breathe him in,
all cocooned up in the place he dreams, tenderness crushing into me. And I
understand why he shut down like that. Of course I do.

Opening my eyes, I see that on the bedside table, there’s a framed
picture of a woman with long gray hair in a floppy white hat. She’s seated
in a chair in a garden, a drink in her hand. There’s sweat on the glass. Her
face is leathery from the sun and jam-packed with Oscar. She’s laughing
and I somehow know she had the same breezy laugh he does.

“Forgive him,” I say to his mother, sitting up. I touch her face with my
finger. “He needs you to forgive him already.”

She doesn’t answer. Unlike my dead relatives. Speaking of which, what
happened to me outside? Like taking a chisel to my own psyche. That
counselor said ghosts—she used finger quotes around the word—are often
manifestations of a guilty conscience. Check. Or sometimes of a deep inner
longing. Check. She said the heart overcomes the mind. Hope or fear
overcomes reason.

After a loved one dies, you must cover every mirror in the house 
so the spirit of the departed can rise—otherwise they will be stuck 

forever among the living
(I’ve never told anyone this, but when Mom died, not only didn’t 

I cover the mirrors, I went to the drugstore and bought dozens 
of pocket ones. I left them all over the house, wanting her spirit 

to get stuck with us, wanting it so bad.)

I don’t know if I make up the ghosts or not, I only know I don’t want to
think about what they just said to me, so I start perusing the titles of books
stacked by Oscar’s bed. Mostly art history, some religion, novels. There’s
an essay sticking out of one of the books. I remove it. It’s titled “The
Ecstatic Impulse of the Artist,” and in the corner of the page it says:

Oscar Ralph
Professor Hendricks
AH 105
Lost Cove University



I hug the paper to my chest. My mother used to teach AH 105. It’s the
introductory art history course for freshmen. Had she not died, she
would’ve met Oscar, read this paper, graded it, talked to him during her
office hours. She would’ve loved his topic: “The Ecstatic Impulse of the
Artist.” It makes me think of Noah. He sure had an ecstatic impulse. It
didn’t used to feel safe how much he could love a color or a squirrel or
brushing his teeth even. I turn to the last page of the paper, where a big fat
A is circled in red with the line: Entirely compelling argument, Mr. Ralph!
It’s then that Oscar’s last name crashes into my consciousness. Oscar Ralph.
Last name, first name, who cares? Oscar is Ralph! I found Ralph. I start to
laugh. This is a sign. This is destiny. This is a miracle, Grandma! This is
Clark Gable being very funny.

I get up, feeling worlds better—I found Ralph!—and peek over the
railing of the loft to make sure Guillermo isn’t in the mailroom listening to
me giggling up here all alone. Then I walk over to the desk because hanging
on the chair is Oscar’s leather jacket. I reach in the pocket and . . . no note.
Which means he got it. Which makes my stomach whirl.

I put on the jacket; it’s like climbing right into his arms and I’m
luxuriating in its heavy embrace, its scent, when I glance down at the desk
and see me. All over it. Photograph after photograph arranged in a row,
some with yellow sticky notes on them, some not. The air starts to vibrate.

Above the whole thing on a yellow sticky note, it says: The Prophecy.
The first photo is of an empty pew in the church where we met. A sticky

note on it says: She said I’d meet you in church. Granted, she probably said
this so I’d go to church. I kept coming back to this one to photograph the
empty pews.

The second photo is of me sitting in the same pew as the previous shot.
The note says: Then one day they weren’t empty. Except I hardly recognize
myself. I look, I don’t know, hopeful. And I don’t remember smiling at him
like that at all. I don’t remember smiling at anyone like that in my whole
life.

The next photo is also from that day. The sticky says: She said I’d know
you right away because you’d glow like an angel. Yes, she was high as hell
on pain meds, as was I—like I told you—but you glow. Look at you. I look
at the me he saw through his camera and again I hardly recognize her. I see



a girl looking very swoony. I don’t understand. I’d only met him moments
before.

The third photo is of me, taken the same day but before I said he could
take photos of me. He must’ve been stealth shooting. It’s the moment when
I put my finger to my lips to shush him and my grin’s as law-breaking as
his. The sticky says: She said you’d be a bit odd. He made a smiley face.
Forgive me, don’t mean to offend, but you are bizarre.

Ha! He no offense, but–ed me, English-style.
It’s like his camera has found this other girl, one I wish I could be.
The next photo is of me taken today in the mailroom talking to Grandma

Sweetwine, talking to no one. There’s no denying how completely empty
the room is, how alone I am, how marooned. I swallow.

But the sticky note says: She said you would feel like family.
So he came up here to print photos and write these messages after he left

me downstairs? He must’ve wanted to tell me these things even as he fled
like his feet were on fire.

If you dream you’re taking a bath, you will fall in love

If you stumble going upstairs, you will fall in love

If you walk into someone’s room and find countless pictures of yourself with
lovely notes attached to them, you will fall in love

I sit down, not quite believing any of this, that he might really like me
too.

I pick up the last photo in the series. It’s of us kissing. Yes, kissing. He
blurred out the background and added wild swirling color to everything
around us so that we’re . . . exactly like the couple in the painting! How’d
he do it? He must’ve used a photo he took of me kissing my hand and then
manipulated one of himself into the image.

The sticky on this one reads: You asked what it would be like. This is
what it would will be like. I don’t want to be just friends.

I don’t either.
Meeting your soul mate is like walking into a familiar house. I do

recognize everything. I could find my way around in the dark. The bible



rules.
I pick up the photograph of the kiss. I’m going to take it to La Lune and

tell him I don’t want to be just friends either—
Then footsteps clomping up the steps, loud and hurried, mixed with

laughter. I hear Oscar say, “Love when they overstaff. The extra helmet is
right up here. And you can wear my jacket. It’s going to be cold on the
bike.”

“So glad we finally get to hang out.” It’s a girl’s voice. Not Sophia’s
from Transylvania either. Oh no, please. Something in my chest is
collapsing. And I have about one second to make a decision. I choose the
bad movie option, diving for the closet and shutting myself in before
Oscar’s boots are stomping across the room. I do not like the way this girl
said hang out. Not one bit. It was definitely code for hook up. Definitely
code for kissing his lips, his closed eyelids, his scars, the tattoo of the
beautiful blue horse.

Oscar: I could’ve sworn I left my jacket here.
Girl: Who’s she? She’s pretty.
Shuffling, shuffling. Is he sweeping the photos of me from sight?
Girl (voice tight): Is she your girlfriend?
Oscar: No, no. She’s nobody. It’s just a project for school.
Knife stab, center chest.
Girl: You sure? That’s a lot of pictures of one girl.
Oscar: Really, she’s nobody at all. Hey, come here. Sit on my lap.
Come here, sit on my lap?
Did I say knife? It’s an ice pick.
This time I’m certain no donuts are involved in the intimate sounds I’m

hearing. This time I’m also certain I’m not misconstruing friendship for
romance like I did with Sophia. I don’t understand. I don’t. How can the
same guy who took those photos of me and wrote those notes to me be
making out with another girl on the other side of this door? I hear him say
the name Brooke in between heavy breaths. This is hell. This has to be
karmic retribution for the last time I was in a closet I shouldn’t have been
in.

I can’t stay in here.
Nobody-at-all pushes open the closet door. The girl springs out of

Oscar’s lap like a crazed cat. She has long tumbling brown hair and



almond-shaped eyes that are popping out of her head at the sight of me.
She’s buttoning her shirt with frenzied fingers.

“CJ?” Oscar exclaims. There’s lipstick all over the bottom of his face.
Again. “What’re you doing up here? In there?” Definitely a valid question.
Unfortunately, I’ve lost the capacity for speech. And, I believe, for
movement as well. I feel pinned to this awful moment like a dead insect.
His eyes have landed on my chest. I realize I’m hugging the photograph of
the kiss to me. “You saw,” he says.

“Nobody at all, huh?” the girl named Brooke says, picking up her bag
from the floor and slinging it over her shoulder in preparation, it seems, for
a quick, angry exit.

“Wait,” he says to her, but then his eyes dart back to me. “G.’s note?” he
says, something dawning in his face. “You put it in my jacket?”

It hadn’t occurred to me he’d recognize Guillermo’s handwriting, but of
course.

“What note?” I squeak out. Then I tell the girl, “I’m sorry. Really. I was
just, oh I don’t know what I was doing in there, but there’s nothing between
us. Nothing at all.” I find my legs are working enough to get me down the
stairs.

I’m halfway across the mailroom when I hear Oscar from the stairs.
“Check the other pockets.” I don’t turn around, just push down the hallway,
through the door, then down the path, landing on the sidewalk, panting, sick
to my stomach. I forge up the street on legs so weak and wobbly I can’t
believe they’re carrying me. Then when I’m about a block away, throwing
all dignity to the wind, I start checking the pockets of the jacket, finding
nothing but a film canister, candy wrappers, a pen. Unless . . . I run my
hands over the inside lining and there’s a zipper. I unzip it, reach in and pull
out a piece of paper, carefully folded up. It looks like it’s been there a while.
I open it. It’s a color copy of one of the photos of me in the church. The one
with the law-breaking grin. He keeps me with him?

But wait. How can it matter? It can’t. It can’t matter if he chose to be
with someone else anyway, to be with her right after writing those amazing
notes to me, right after what happened between us on the floor of the jail
cell room—not that I know what happened, but something did, something
real, the laughing as well as the very intense rest of it when I had this sense



there might be a key somewhere somehow that could set us both free. I
really did.

And then: Nobody at all. And: Come here, sit on my lap.
I imagine him inhaling Brooke, inhaling girl after girl, like Guillermo

said, like he’s done to me, so now he can exhale and blow me to
smithereens.

I am so stupid.
They do make love stories for girls with black hearts after all. They go

like this.
I’m not even a block away—the picture balled up in my hand—when I

hear someone behind me. I turn around, certain that it’s Oscar, hating the
fountaining of hope in my chest, only to find Noah: wild-eyed, unhinged,
no padlocks anywhere on him, looking petrified, looking like he has
something to tell me.



THE INVISIBLE MUSEUM

Noah
Ages 131/2–14

The day after Brian leaves for boarding school, I sneak into Jude’s room
while she’s in the shower and see a chat on the computer.

Spaceboy: Thinking about you
Rapunzel: Me too
Spaceboy: Come here right this minute
Rapunzel: Haven’t perfected my teleporting
Spaceboy: I’ll get on it
I blow up the entire country. No one freaking notices.
They’re in love. Like black vultures. And termites. Yes, turtle doves and

swans aren’t the only animals that mate for life. Ugly, toilet-licking termites
and death-eating vultures do too.

How could she do this? How could he?
It’s like having explosives on board 24/7, the way I feel. I can’t believe

when I touch things they don’t blow to bits. I can’t believe I was so way off.
I thought, I don’t know, I thought wrong.
So wrong.
I do what I can. I turn each of Jude’s doodles I find around the house

into a murder scene. I use the most hideous deaths from her stupid How



Would You Rather Die? game. A girl being shoved out a window, knifed,
drowned, buried alive, strangled by her own hands. I spare no detail.

I also put slugs in her socks.
Dip her toothbrush in the toilet bowl. Every morning.
Pour white vinegar into the glass of water by her bed.
But the worst part is that for the few minutes every hour when I’m not

psychopathic, I know that to be with Brian: I would give all ten fingers. I
would give anything.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Rowing Madly Back Through Time)
A week passes. Two. The house gets so big it takes hours for me to walk

from my bedroom to the kitchen and back, so big that even with binoculars,
I can’t make out Jude across a table or room. I don’t think our paths will
ever cross again. When she tries to talk to me over the miles and miles of
betrayal between us, I put in ear buds like I’m listening to music, when
really, the other end is attached to my hand in my pocket.

I never want to speak to her again and make this very clear. Her voice is
static. She is static.

I keep thinking Mom will realize that we’re at war and act like the
United Nations as she’s done in the past, but she doesn’t.

(PORTRAIT: Disappearing Mother)
Then one morning, I hear voices in the hallway: Dad talking to a girl

who isn’t Jude, who I quickly realize is Heather. I’ve barely given a speck
of brain space to her, even after what happened between us in the closet.
That horrible lie of a kiss. I’m sorry, Heather, I say in my head as I pad
silently over to the window, sorry, so sorry, as I lift it as quietly as possible.
I climb out, falling to safety below the sill as I hear the knock on the door
and Dad saying my name. It’s all I can think to do.

Halfway down the hill, a car peels by me and I want to stick out my
thumb. Because I should hitchhike to Mexico or Rio like a real artist. Or to
Connecticut. Yes. Just show up where Brian is in that dorm—in a shower
full of wet naked guys. The thought comes out of nowhere and all the
explosives on board detonate at once. It’s worse than thinking about him
and Jude in the closet. And better. And much worse.

When I emerge out of the nuclear mushroom of this thinking, burnt to a
crisp, I’m at CSA. My feet somehow got here on their own. Summer classes
have been over for more than two weeks and lots of the students who board



are returning. They look like highly functioning graffiti. I watch them lug
suitcases and portfolios and boxes out of car trunks, hug parents who are
peering at each other with eyes that say, Maybe this wasn’t such a good
idea. I vacuum it all in. The girls with blue green red purple hair shrieking
into each other’s arms. A couple of tall weedy guys leaning against a wall
smoking and laughing and radiating cool. A ragtag group with dreads who
look like they just tumbled out of a dryer. A guy walking past me with a
mustache on one side of his face and a beard on the other. So awesome.
They not only make art, they are art.

I remember then the conversation I had with the naked English guy at
the party and decide to take my burnt remains on a recon mission to the
inland flats of Lost Cove, where he said that barking mad sculptor had a
studio.

Before too long, a few seconds later maybe—because trying not to think
about Brian turns me into a superhuman speed-walker—I’m standing in
front of 225 Day Street. It’s a big warehouse and the door’s half-open, but
there’s no way I can walk on in, can I? No. I don’t even have my sketchpad.
I want to, though, want to do something, have to do something. Like kiss
Brian. The idea snags me and then I can’t get out of it. I totally should’ve
tried. But what if he’d punched me? Cracked my head open with a
meteorite? Oh, but what if he hadn’t? What if he’d kissed me back?
Because I’d catch him staring at me sometimes when he didn’t think I was
paying attention to him. I was always paying attention to him.

I blew it. I did. I should’ve kissed him. One kiss, then I could die. Well,
wait, no freaking way, if I’m going to die, I want to do more than kiss. Way
way more. I’m sweating. And hard. I sit on the sidewalk, try to breathe, just
breathe.

I pick up a stone and toss it into the street, trying to mimic his bionic
wrist movement and after three pathetic tries, my whole thinking flips over.
There was an electric fence between us. He put it up. Kept it up. He wanted
Courtney. And he wanted Jude from the first moment he saw her. I just
didn’t want to believe it. He’s a popular douchebag jock who likes girls.
He’s the red giant. I’m the yellow dwarf. The end.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Everyone Lives Happily Ever After Except for the Yellow
Dwarf)



I shake it off, all of it. All that matters is the worlds I can make, not this
toilet-licking one I have to live in. In the worlds I make, anything can
happen. Anything. And if—when—I get into CSA I’ll learn how to make it
all come out half as decent on paper as it is in my head.

I stand, suddenly realizing I could totally climb the fire escape that
scales the side of the warehouse. It leads to a landing where there’s a bank
of windows, which must look down on something. All I’d have to do is hop
the outside fence without anyone seeing me. Well, why not? Jude and I used
to sneak over tons of fences so we could visit various horses or cows or
goats or a certain madrone tree we both married when we were five (Jude
was also the minister).

I glance up and down the quiet street. See in the distance the back of an
old-looking woman in a bright-colored dress . . . who actually may be
floating. I blink—she’s still floating and it looks like she’s barefoot for
some reason. She’s entering a small church. Whatever. Once she’s inside, I
cross to the other side of the street, then easily and quickly monkey up and
over the fence. I bolt down the alley, climb carefully up the stairs of the
escape, trying not to creak the old metal, grateful there’s some kind of
construction going on nearby to cover up any sound I may be making. I
scoot across the landing and peer around the side of the building, realizing
the ear-splitting sound I’m hearing is not coming from a construction site,
but the courtyard below, where I believe the apocalypse has just occurred,
because whoa: It’s the scene after the aliens have launched a chemical
attack on Earth. All over the yard, there are rescue workers in hazmat suits
and face masks and goggles, wielding power drills and circular saws,
emerging from and disappearing into white billowing clouds as they attack
hunks of rock. This is a stone studio? These are stone sculptors? What
would Michelangelo think? I watch and watch and when the dust settles, I
see that three massive pairs of eyes are boring into me.

My breath catches. From across the yard, three enormous stone men-
monsters are staring at me.

And they’re breathing. I swear it.
My ex-sister Jude would freak. Mom too.
I need to get closer to them, I’m thinking, when a tall, dark-haired man

walks out of the building through an entire wall that’s pulled halfway up
like a garage door. He’s talking with some kind of accent into a phone. I



watch him throw his head back in supreme happiness, like he’s hearing that
he gets to choose the colors for all the sunsets from now on or that Brian’s
waiting for him in his bedroom naked. He’s practically dancing around with
the phone now, then he laughs a laugh so happy it blasts about a billion
balloons into the air. This must be the barking mad artist and the scary-ass
granite men-monsters across from me must be his barking mad art.

“Hurry,” he says, his voice as big as he is. “Hurry, my love.” Then he
kisses two of his own fingers and touches the phone, before slipping it in
his pocket. Total whale dork move, right? But not when he did it, trust me.
Now he has his back to the courtyard and is facing a pillar, his forehead
touching it. He’s smiling at the concrete like a total whack job, but I’m the
only one who knows, due to my stellar vantage point. He looks like he
would give all ten fingers too. After a few minutes, he pivots out of his
delirium and I get the first clear shot of his face. His nose is like a capsized
ship, his mouth the size of three, his jaw and cheekbones hefty as armor,
and his eyes are iridescent. His face is a room overstuffed with massive
furniture. I want to draw it immediately. I watch as he surveys the
apocalyptic scene before him, then raises his arms like a conductor and in
an instant every power tool goes silent.

As do the birds, the passing cars. In fact, I can’t hear a rustle of wind, the
buzz of a fly, a word of conversation. I can’t hear anything. It’s like
someone pressed mute on the whole world because this man is about to
speak.

Is he God?
“I talk very much about bravery,” he says. “I say to you carving is not

for cowards. Cowards stick to clay, yes?”
All the rescue workers laugh.
He pauses, swipes a matchstick on a column. It bursts into flame. “I tell

you, you must take risks in my studio.” He finds a cigarette behind his ear
and lights it. “I tell you not to be timid. I tell you to make the choices, make
the mistakes, big, terrible, reckless mistakes, really screw it all up. I tell you
it is the only way.”

An affirmative murmur.
“I say this, yes, but I still see so many of you afraid to cut in.” He begins

to pace, slowly like a wolf, which is definitely his mirror animal. “I see
what you are doing. When you leave yesterday, I go from work to work.



You feel like Rambo maybe with the drills, the saws. You make lots of
noise, lots of dust, but very few of you have found even this much”—he
pinches two fingers together—“of your sculptures. Today this changes.”

He walks over to a short blond-haired girl. “May I, Melinda?”
“Please,” she says. I can see how much she’s blushing even from up

here. She’s totally in love with him. I look at the faces of the others who
have gathered around them and realize they all are, male and female both.

(PORTRAIT, LANDSCAPE: A Man on a Geographic Scale)
He takes a long drag on the cigarette, then tosses it barely smoked onto

the ground and steps on it. He smiles at Melinda. “We find your woman,
yes?”

He studies the clay model beside the large rock, then closes his eyes and
combs the surface with his fingers. He does the same with the hunk of stone
next to it, examining it with his hands while his eyes are closed. “Okay,” he
says, taking a power drill off the table. I can feel the excitement of the
students, as he, without any hesitation, plows straight into the rock. Before
long, a dust cloud forms and I can’t see any more. I need to get closer. I
mean really close. I think I need to live on this man’s shoulder like a parrot.

When the noise stops and the dust clears, all the students start clapping.
There in the rock is the curved back of a woman identical to the one on the
clay model. It’s unbelievable.

“Please,” he says. “Back to your own work.” He hands Melinda the drill.
“You will find the rest of her now.”

He goes from student to student, sometimes not saying a thing,
sometimes exploding into praise. “Yes!” he cries to one of them. “You did
it. Look at that breast. The most beautiful breast I ever see!” The kid cracks
up and the artist cuffs him on the head like a proud father might. It makes
something pull in my chest.

To another student, he says, “Very good. Now it’s time to forget
everything I just say. Now you go slow. So, so slow. You caress the stone.
You make love to it but gently, gently, gently, understand? Use the chisels,
nothing else. One wrong move and you ruin everything. No pressure.”
Same head cuff for him.

When he seems to determine that no one needs him, he goes back inside.
I follow him, walking to the other side of the landing where the windows
are, standing to the side so I can see in without being seen. Inside, there are



more rock giants. And on the far side of the studio, three naked women,
with thin red scarves veiling their bodies, are modeling on a platform
surrounded by a group of students sketching.

No naked English guy.
I watch the artist as he goes from student to student, standing behind

each one and peering down at their work with a cold hard stare. I tense up
as if he’s looking at my sketches. He’s not pleased. All at once, he claps his
hands and everyone stops drawing. Through the window I hear muffled
words as he becomes increasingly animated and his hands begin to glide
around like Malaysian flying frogs. I want to know what he’s telling them. I
need to know.

Finally, they resume drawing. He grabs a pencil and pad off a table and
joins them, saying the following so loudly and with so much rocket fuel in
his voice I hear it through the window, “Sketch like it matters, people. No
time to waste, nothing to lose. We are remaking the world, nothing less,
understand?”

Just like Mom says. And yes, I do understand. My heart is speeding. I
totally understand.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Remakes World Before World Remakes Boy)
He sits down and begins sketching with the group. I’ve never seen

anything like the way his hand races back and forth across the pad, the way
his eyes seem to suck in every morsel of the models posing before him. My
stomach’s in my throat as I try to figure out what he’s doing, as I study the
way he holds the pencil, the way he is the pencil. I don’t even need to see
his sketchpad to know the genius that’s on it.

Until this moment, I didn’t realize how badly I sucked. How far I have to
go. I really might not get in to CSA. The Ouija Board was right.

I stumble down the fire escape, lightheaded, unsteady. In one split
second I saw everything I could be, everything I want to be. And all that
I’m not.

The sidewalk has risen up and I’m sliding down it. I’m not even
fourteen, I tell myself. I have years and years to get good. But I bet Picasso
was already hella good at my age. What have I been thinking? I totally
freaking blow. I’m never going to get in to CSA. I’m so stuck in this toilet-
licking conversation in my head, I almost fly past the red car parked out
front that looks just like Mom’s car. But it couldn’t be. What in the world



would she be doing all the way over here? I glance at the plates—it is
Mom’s car. I swivel around. Not only is it Mom’s car, but Mom’s in it, bent
over the passenger seat. What’s she doing?

I knock on the window.
She springs up, but doesn’t seem as surprised to see me as I am to see

her. She doesn’t seem surprised at all, in fact.
She rolls down the window, says, “You scared me, honey.”
“What were you doing bent over like that?” I ask instead of the more

obvious question: What are you doing here?
“I dropped something.” She looks strange. Her eyes are too bright.

There’s sweat on her lip. And she’s dressed like a fortune-teller, with a
glittery purple scarf around her neck and a yellow river of a dress with a red
sash. On her wrists are color bangles. Except the times when she wears one
of Grandma’s Floating Dresses, she usually dresses like a black-and-white
movie, not a circus.

“What?” I ask.
“What what?” she asks back, confused.
“What did you drop?”
“Oh, my earring.”
Both her ears have earrings in them. She sees me see this. “Another

earring, I wanted to change pairs.”
I nod, pretty sure she’s lying to me, pretty sure she saw me and was

hiding from me and that’s why she didn’t seem surprised to see me. But
why would she hide from me?

“Why?” I ask.
“Why what?”
“Why did you want to change pairs?”
We need a translator. I’ve never needed a translator with Mom before.
She sighs. “I don’t know, I just did. Get in, honey.” She says this like we

had a plan all along for her to pick me up here. This is so weird.
On the way home, the car is a box of tension and I don’t know why. It

takes me two blocks to ask her what she was doing in that part of town. She
tells me there’s a very good dry cleaner on Day Street. And there are about
five closer to our house, I don’t say. But she hears anyway because she
explains further, “It was one of the dresses Grandma made for me. My
favorite. I wanted to make sure it was in very good hands, the best hands,



and this cleaner is the best.” I look for the pink receipt, which she usually
clips to the dash. Not there. But maybe it’s in her purse? I guess this could
be true.

It takes another two blocks for her to say what she should’ve said
immediately. “You’re a long way from home.”

I tell her I went for a walk and ended up there, not wanting to tell her I
hopped a fence, climbed a fire escape, and stalked some genius, who made
it very clear she’s wrong about me and my talent.

She’s about to question me further, I can tell, but then her phone vibrates
on her lap. She looks at the number and presses the button to ignore it.
“Work,” she says, glancing my way. I’ve never known her to perspire like
this. There are darkened circles in the yellow fabric under her arms like
she’s a construction worker.

She squeezes my knee with her hand when we pass the CSA studio
buildings, now so familiar to me. “Soon,” she says.

Then it all becomes clear. She followed me. She’s worried about me
because I’ve been such a hermit crab. There’s no other explanation that
makes sense. And she hid and lied to me about the dry cleaner because she
didn’t want me to freak out about her spying on me and invading my
privacy. I relax into this explanation.

Until she takes the second instead of the third left up the hill, and near
the top, pulls into a driveway. I stare in disbelief as she gets out, saying,
“Well, aren’t you coming in?” She’s almost to the door, keys in hand, when
she realizes she’s on her way into some other house, where some other
family lives.

(PORTRAIT: Mom Sleepwalking into Another Life)
“Where’s my head?” she says, when she gets back in the car. This could

be funny, it should be, but it’s not. Something’s not right. I can feel it in
every bone, but I don’t know what it is. She doesn’t start up the engine
either. We stay in this other family’s driveway in silence, staring out at the
ocean, where the sun has made its gleaming road to the horizon. It looks
like there are stars on the water and I want to take a walk on it. It totally
sucks that only Jesus gets to walk on water. I’m about to say this to Mom
when I realize the car has filled up with the thickest, heaviest kind of
sadness and it’s not mine. I had no idea she was so sad. Maybe that’s why
she hasn’t noticed Jude and I have gotten a divorce.



“Mom?” I say, my throat suddenly so dry it comes out like a croak.
“Everything’s going to work out,” she says quickly, quietly, and starts

the engine. “Don’t worry, honey.”
I think about all the horrible things that happened the last time someone

told me not to worry, but nod, just the same.

• • •

The end of the world begins with rain.
September washes away, then October. By November, even Dad can’t

stay on top of it, which means it’s pretty much raining inside as well as
outside the house. There are pans and pots and buckets everywhere. “Who
knew we needed a new roof?” Dad mumbles to himself again and again like
a mantra.

(PORTRAIT: Dad Balancing the House on His Head)
This, after a lifetime of replacing batteries before flashlights conk out,

lightbulbs before they go dark: Can’t be too prepared, son.
However, after much observation, I’ve concluded that it’s not raining on

Mom. I find her on the deck smoking (she’s not a smoker) as if under an
invisible umbrella, always with the phone to her ear, not saying anything,
just swaying and smiling like someone’s playing her music on the other
end. I find her humming (she’s not a hummer) and jingling (she’s not a
jingler) through the house, down the street, up the bluff in her new circus
clothes and bangles, her own private sunbeam enclosing her while the rest
of us grip the walls and furniture so we don’t wash away.

I find her at her computer where’s she’s supposed to be writing a book
but instead is staring up at the ceiling like it’s full of stars.

I find her and find her and find her but I can’t find her.
I have to say her name three times before she hears it. I have to bang on

the wall with my fist when I walk into her office or kick a chair across the
kitchen before she even notices someone’s joined her in the room.

It occurs to me with rising concern that a blow-in can also blow away.
The only way I can snap her out of it is to talk about my CSA portfolio,

but because she and I have already chosen the five drawings I’m painting in
oils with Mr. Grady, there’s not much to discuss until the great unveiling
and I’m not ready. I don’t want her to see them until they’re done. They’re



close. I’ve worked on them every single day at lunch and after school all
fall long. There’s no interview or anything, getting in is based pretty much
only on your artwork. But after seeing that sculptor sketch, my eyes got
swapped again. Sometimes now, I swear I can see sound, the dark green
howling wind, the crimson crush of rain—all these sound-colors swirling
around my room while I lie on my bed thinking about Brian. His name,
when I say it aloud: azul.

In other news, I’ve grown over three inches since the summer. If anyone
still messed with me, I could kick them off the planet. No problem. And my
voice has dropped so low most humans can’t register it. I hardly use it,
except occasionally with Heather. She and me, we’re sort of getting along
again now that she likes some other boy. A couple times, I even went
running with her and her runner friends. It was okay. No one cares if you
don’t talk much when you’re running.

I’ve turned into a very quiet King Kong.
Today, a very worried, very quiet King Kong. I’m trudging up the hill

from school in torrential rain with one thing on my mind: What am I going
to do when Brian comes back for Christmas break and he’s with Jude?

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Drinking the Dark out of My Own Cupped Hands)
When I get home, I see no one’s here, as usual. Jude’s hardly ever home

for very long these days—she’s taken to surfing in the rain after school with
the diehard surftards—and when she is home she’s on the computer chatting
with Brian aka Spaceboy. I saw a couple more of their exchanges. In one he
talked about the movie—the one we were watching when he grabbed my
hand under the armrest! I almost threw up on the spot.

Sometimes at night, I sit on the other side of the wall wanting to pull off
my ears so I don’t hear the ding of yet another message from him over the
hum of her stupid sewing machine.

(PORTRAIT: Sister in the Guillotine)
I drip through the house, a raincloud, dutifully kicking over a bucket by

Jude’s bedroom so the dirty water soaks into her fluffy white carpet and
hopefully mildews it, then enter my room, where I’m surprised to find Dad
sitting on my bed.

I don’t cringe or anything. For some reason, he doesn’t bug me so much
lately. It’s like he drank a potion, or maybe I did. Or maybe it’s because I’m



taller. Or maybe it’s because we’re both all messed up. I don’t think he can
find Mom either.

“Storm catch you?” he asks. “I’ve never seen anything like this rain.
Time for you to build that ark, eh?”

This is a popular joke at school too. I don’t mind. I love Bible Noah. He
was nearly 950 years old when he died. He got to leave with the animals.
He started the whole world over: blank canvas and endless tubes of paint.
Freaking the coolest.

“Totally got me,” I say, grabbing a towel off my desk chair. I start drying
my head, waiting for the inevitable comment about the length of my hair,
but it doesn’t come.

What comes is this: “You’re going to be bigger than me.”
“You think?” The idea’s an instant mood-lifter. I’m going to take up

more space in a room than my father.
(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Hops from Continent to Continent with

Dad on Shoulders)
He nods, raises both eyebrows. “At the rate you’re going lately, sure

seems like it.” He surveys the room as if taking inventory, museum print to
print—they pretty much cover every inch of wall and ceiling—then he
looks back at me and slaps his hands on his thighs. “So, I thought we could
get some dinner. Have some father-son time.”

He must register the horror on my face. “No”—he makes fingers quotes
—“talks. Promise. Just some grub. I need some mano a mano.”

“With me?” I ask.
“Who else?” He smiles and there’s absolutely no asshat anywhere in his

face. “You’re my son.”
He gets up and walks to the door. I’m reeling from the way he said:

You’re my son. It makes me feel like his son.
“I’m going to wear a jacket,” he says, meaning a suit jacket, I guess.

“Want to?”
“If you want me to,” I say, bewildered.
Who knew the first date of my life would be with my father?
Only I realize as I put on my one jacket—I last wore it at Grandma

Sweetwine’s funeral—that the sleeves come closer to my elbows than my
wrists. Holy Jesus, I really am King Kong! I walk to Mom and Dad’s
bedroom with the evidence of my gigantism still on my back.



“Ah,” Dad says, grinning. He opens his closet and pulls out a dark blue
blazer. “This should do it, just a little snug on me.” He taps his non-existent
belly.

I take off my jacket and slip his on. It fits perfectly. I can’t stop smiling.
“Told you,” he says. “Wouldn’t even think of wrestling you now, tough

guy.”
Tough guy.
On my way out the door, I ask, “Where’s Mom?”
“Got me.”
Dad and I go to a restaurant on the water and sit by the window. The rain

makes rivulets, distorting the view. My fingers twitch to draw it. We eat
steaks. He orders a scotch, then another, and lets me have sips. We both get
dessert. He doesn’t talk about sports or bad movies or loading the
dishwasher properly or weird jazz. He talks about me. The whole time. He
tells me that Mom showed him some of my sketchpads, he hoped that was
all right, and he was blown away. He tells me he’s so excited I’m applying
to CSA and that they’d be idiots not to take me. He said he can’t believe his
one and only son is so talented and that he can’t wait to see my final
portfolio. He said he’s so proud of me.

I’m not lying about any of this.
“Your mother thinks you’re both shoo-ins.”
I nod, wondering if I heard wrong. Last I knew, Jude wasn’t applying. I

must’ve heard wrong. What would she even submit?
“You’re really lucky,” he says. “Your mom has so much passion for art.

It’s contagious, isn’t it?” He smiles, but I can see his inside face and it isn’t
smiling at all. “Ready to switch?”

I reluctantly lift my chocolate decadence to trade for his tiramisu.
“Nah, forget it,” he says. “Let’s get two more. How often do we do

this?”
Over our second dessert, I gear up to say that the parasites and bacteria

and viruses he studies are as cool as the art Mom studies, but then decide
it’ll sound lame and phony, so I motor through the cake instead. I start to
imagine people around us thinking to themselves, “Look at that father and
son having dinner together, isn’t that nice?” It blows me up with pride. Dad
and me. Buddies now. Chums. Bros. Oh, I’m feeling supernaturally good
for once—it’s been so long—so good I start blabbing like I haven’t since



Brian left. I tell Dad about these basilisk lizards I just found out about that
can move so fast across the surface of water, they can go sixty-five feet
without sinking. So Jesus isn’t the only one after all.

He tells me how the peregrine falcon hits speeds of 200 miles per hour
in a dive. I raise my eyebrows in a wow to be polite, but hello, who doesn’t
know that?

I tell him how giraffes eat up to seventy-five pounds of food a day, sleep
for only thirty minutes a day, are not only the tallest animal on earth, but
have the longest tail of any land mammal and tongues that are twenty
inches long.

He tells me about these tiny microscopic water bears they’re thinking
about sending into space because they can survive temperatures ranging
from minus-328 Fahrenheit to 303 Fahrenheit, can cope with 1,000 times
the radiation it would take to kill a human, and can be revived after being
dried out for ten years.

For a moment, I want to kick the table over because I can’t tell Brian
about the water bears in space, but then I climb right out of it by making
Dad guess what the most deadly animal is to humans and totally stumping
him after he goes for all the usual suspects: hippos, lions, crocs, etc. It’s the
malaria-carrying mosquito.

We go back and forth exchanging facts about animals until the bill
comes. It’s the most fun we’ve ever had together.

When he’s paying the check, I blurt out, “I didn’t know you like animal
shows!”

“What do you mean? Why do you think you like them? That’s all you
and I did together when you were little. Don’t you remember?”

I. Don’t. Remember.
I remember, It’s a sink-or-swim world, Noah. I remember, Act tough and

you are tough. I remember every heart-stomping look of disappointment, of
embarrassment, of bewilderment from him. I remember: If your twin sister
wasn’t my spitting image I’d swear you came about from parthenogenesis. I
remember the 49ers, the Miami Heat, the Giants, the World Cup. I do not
remember Animal Planet.

When he pulls into the garage, I see Mom’s car’s still not there. He
sighs. I sigh too. Like I’m catching him now.



“I had this dream last night,” he says, turning off the engine. He makes
no move to get out of the car. I settle into my seat. We are so totally buddies
now! “Your mother was walking through the house, and as she did,
everything fell off the shelves and from the walls: books, pictures,
knickknacks, everything. All I could do was follow her around the house
trying to put everything back in its place.”

“Did you?” I ask. He looks at me, confused. I clarify, “Did you get
everything back where it belonged.”

“Don’t know,” he says, shrugging. “Woke up.” He glides a finger around
the steering wheel. “Sometimes you think you know things, know things
very deeply, only to realize you don’t know a damn thing.”

“I totally get what you mean, Dad,” I say, thinking about what happened
with Brian.

“You do? Already?”
I nod.
“Guess we have lots of catching up to do.”
I feel a springing in my chest. Could Dad and I be close? Like a real

father and son? Like it could’ve been all along if I’d flown off his shoulder
that day like Jude did? If I’d swum instead of sunk?

“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?” we hear and both
laugh a little. Then he surprises me by saying, “You think we’ll ever find
out where the hell Ralph is, kid?”

“I hope so,” I say.
“Me too.” A comfortable silence follows and I’m marveling at how

supernaturally cool Dad’s being when he says, “So, you still seeing that
Heather?” He nudges me. “Cute girl.” He gives my shoulder a squeeze of
approval.

This sucks.
“Kind of,” I say, then add with more conviction because I have no

choice, “Yeah, she’s my girlfriend.”
He gives me that dumb you-sly-dog expression. “We’re going to have to

have a little talk, me and you, aren’t we, son? Fourteen years old.” He cuffs
me on the head just like that sculptor did his students. And that gesture, plus
the word son again, the way he keeps saying it: Yeah, I had no choice about
Heather.



Once inside, I go to my room, noting that Jude knocked over a water
bucket on my floor in retaliation. Whatever. I throw a towel down on the
puddle and as I do, glance at the clock on my desk, which has the date as
well as the time.

Oh.
Later, I find Dad sunk into the couch in front of a college football game.

I went through all my sketchpads and couldn’t find one drawing of him
with his head still on, so I took out my best pastels and did a new one of the
two of us on the back of a blue wildebeest. On the bottom, I wrote, Happy
Birthday.

He looks right in my eyes. “Thanks.” The word comes out all scrunched
up like it was hard to get out. No one remembered. Not even Mom. What’s
her problem? How could she not remember Dad’s birthday? Maybe she’s
not a blow-in after all.

“She forgot the turkey on Thanksgiving too,” I say, trying to make him
feel better, only realizing after I say it how lame it is to compare him to a
turkey.

He laughs though, which is something. “Is that a blue wildebeest?” he
asks, pointing to the drawing.

When we’re done with the world’s longest conversation on the blue
wildebeest, he pats the couch and I sit down next to him. He puts his hand
on my shoulder, leaves it there like it fits, and we watch the rest of the game
together. It’s pretty boring, but the athletes, well, you know.

The lie I told him about Heather is a stone in my belly.
I ignore it.

• • •

A week after Dad’s forgotten birthday, with the rain beating the crap out of
the house, Mom and Dad seat Jude and me in the frozen part of the living
room no one ever sits in to inform us that Dad’s temporarily moving down
to the Lost Cove Hotel. They, well actually, Mom tells us he’ll be renting a
studio apartment by the week until they can work out some issues they’re
having.

Even though we haven’t spoken in forever, I can feel Jude’s heart
clenching and unclenching inside my chest with mine.



“What issues?” she asks, but after that the rain gets so loud I can’t hear
what anyone’s saying anymore. I’m convinced the storm’s going to bust
down the walls. Then it does and I’m remembering Dad’s dream because
it’s happening. I watch as the wind sweeps everything off the shelves:
knickknacks, books, a vase of purple flowers. No one else notices. I grip the
armrests of the chair tight.

(FAMILY PORTRAIT: Assume the Crash Position)
I can hear Mom’s voice again. It’s calm, too calm, yellow fluttering birds

that don’t belong in this life-bucking tempest. “We still love each other very
much,” she says. “We just both need some space right now.” She looks at
Dad. “Benjamin?”

At the mention of Dad’s name, all the paintings, mirrors, family
photographs come crashing down from the walls. Again, only I notice. I
glance at Jude. Tears suspend in her eyelashes. Dad seems like he’s going to
say something, but when he opens his mouth, no words come out. He drops
his head into his hands, his teeny-tiny hands, like raccoon paws—when did
that happen? They’re too little to cover up what’s happening on his face,
how his features have all squeezed shut. My stomach churns and churns. I
hear pots and pans in the kitchen plummeting out of the cupboards now. I
close my eyes for a second, see the roof whip off the house, reel across the
sky.

Jude explodes, “I’m going with Dad.”
“Me too,” I say, shocking myself.
Dad lifts his head. Pain’s leaking out of every part of his face. “You’ll

stay here with your mother, kids. It’s temporary.” His voice is so flimsy and
I notice for the first time how thin his hair’s getting as he stands and leaves
the room.

Jude gets up and walks over to Mom, looking down on her like she’s a
beady little beetle. “How could you?” she says out of clenched teeth and
makes her own exit, her hair twisting and winding angrily across the floor
behind her. I hear her calling for Dad.

“Are you leaving us?” I say/think, rising to my feet. Because even
though Dad’s leaving now, Mom’s already left. She’s been AWOL for
months. I know this and I can’t look at her.

“Never,” she says, grabbing my shoulders. I’m surprised by the strength
of her grip. “You hear me, Noah? I will never leave you and your sister.



This is between your father and me. It has nothing to do with you kids.”
I melt into her arms like the traitor that I am.
She strokes my hair. It feels so good. “My boy. My tender boy. My

dream boy. Everything’s going to be okay.” She repeats how okay
everything’s going to be again and again like a chant, but I can tell she
doesn’t believe it. Neither do I.

Later that evening, Jude and I are shoulder to shoulder at the window.
Dad’s walking to his car carrying a suitcase. The rain’s wailing down on
him, stooping him more and more with every step.

“I don’t think there’s anything in it,” I say, watching him toss the piece
of luggage into the trunk like it’s filled with feathers.

“There is,” she says. “I checked. One thing. A drawing of you and him
on some weird animal. Nothing else. Not even a toothbrush.”

These are the first words we’ve exchanged in months.
I can’t believe the only thing Dad took with him is me.
That night, I’m in bed unable to sleep, wondering if I’m staring at the

darkness or it’s staring at me, when Jude opens the door, crosses the room,
and gets in bed next to me. I flip the pillow so it won’t be wet. We’re lying
on our backs.

“I wished for it,” I whisper, telling her what’s been tearing me up for
hours. “Three times. Three different birthdays. I wished he would leave.”

She turns on her side, touches my arm, whispers back, “I once wished
for Mom to die.”

“Take it back,” I say, turning onto my side. I can feel her breathing on
my face. “I didn’t take it back in time.”

“How?”
“I don’t know.”
“Grandma would know how,” she says.
“That’s a load of help,” I say, and then out of nowhere and at the exact

same moment, we both burst out laughing and can’t stop and it’s the
gasping snorting kind and we have to put the pillow over our faces so Mom
doesn’t hear and decide we think Dad being kicked out of the family is the
funniest thing that’s ever happened to us.

When we settle back into our selves, everything feels different, like if I
turned on the light we’d be bears.



The next thing I know, there’s a shuffling of motion and Jude’s sitting on
me. I’m so surprised I do nothing. She takes a deep breath. “Okay, now that
I have your undivided attention. Are you ready?” She bounces a few times.

“Get off me,” I say, but she’s talking over me.
“Nothing happened. You hear me? I’ve tried to tell you so many times

but you wouldn’t listen.” She spells it out. “N-O-T-H-I-N-G. Brian is your
friend, I get it. In the closet, he told me about something called a globular
cluster, I think. He talked about how amazing your drawings are, for Pete’s
sake! It’s true I was so mad at you because of Mom and because you totally
stole all my friends too and because you threw away that note—I know you
did that and it really sucked, Noah, because that was like the only sand
sculpture I ever made that I thought was maybe good enough for Mom to
see. So I might’ve had Brian’s name on a piece of paper in my hand at that
party but NOTHING HAPPENED, okay? I did not steal your—” She
pauses. “Your best friend, okay?”

“Okay,” I say. “Now get off me.” It comes out gruffer than I intend on
account of my spanking new voice. She doesn’t move. I can’t let on what
this information is doing to me. My mind is speeding around, rearranging
that night, the last few months, rearranging everything. All the times she
tried to talk to me, how I walked away, slammed the door, blasted the TV,
unable to look at her, forget listen to her, how I even ripped up a card she
gave me without reading it, until she gave up trying. Nothing happened.
They’re not in love. Brian isn’t going to come back in a few weeks and
escape with her into her bedroom like I kept imagining. They’re not going
to be watching movies on the couch when I come home or looking for
meteorites in the woods. Nothing happened. Nothing happened!

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Hitches Ride on Passing Comet)
But wait. “Who’s Spaceboy then?” I was so sure it was Brian. I mean:

outer space, hello?
“Huh?”
“Spaceboy, on the computer.”
“Spy much? Jeez.” She sighs. “That’s Michael, you know, Zephyr.

‘Spaceboy’ is the name of some song he’s into.”
Oh.
OH!



And I guess other people—probably millions of them—besides Brian
and me have seen that alien movie. Or might joke with her about
teleporting. Or might use the name Spaceboy!

Now I’m remembering the Ouija Board. “Zephyr’s M.? You like
Zephyr?”

“Maybe,” she says coyly. “I don’t know yet.”
This is news but Nothing Happened steamrolls right over it. I forget

she’s in the room, not to mention sitting on me, until she says, “So are you
and Brian like in love with each other or something?”

“What? No!” The words fly out of my mouth. “God, Jude. Can’t I have a
friend? I totally hooked up with Heather, if you didn’t notice.” I don’t know
why I say all this. I push her off me. I feel the stone in my stomach get
bigger.

“Okay, fine. It’s just—”
“What?” Did Zephyr tell her what happened that day in the woods?
“Nothing.”
She gets back in bed and we shoulder up again into the smush. She says

quietly, “So you can stop hating me now.”
“I never hated you,” I say, which is a total lie. “I’m really—”
“Me too. So sorry.” She holds my hand.
We start to breathe together in the dark.
“Jude, I’ve—”
“So much,” she finishes.
I laugh. I’d forgotten this.
“I know, me too,” she says, giggling.
My next sentence, however, she will not be able to mind-read. I tell her,

“I’ve probably seen all of your sand sculptures.” I feel a stab of guilt. I wish
I didn’t destroy the photographs now. I could’ve shown them to her. She
could’ve gotten into CSA with them. She could’ve had them forever. She
could’ve shown Mom. This will have to do. “They’re freaking amazing.”

“Noah?” I’ve caught her completely off guard. “Really?”
I know she’s smiling because my face is too. I want to tell her how

scared I am that she’s better than me. Instead, I say, “I can’t stand the ocean
washing them away.”

“But that’s the best part.”



I listen to the waves pounding away at the shore outside, and think about
all those incredible sand women being swept off before anyone can see
them and I’m wondering how in the world that could possibly be the best
part, tumbling that around and around in my head, when she says very
quietly, “Thank you.”

And everything in me goes quiet and peaceful and right.
We breathe and drift. I’m imagining us swimming through the night sky

to the bright moon and hoping I remember the image in the morning so I
can make it and give it to her. Before I’m all the way gone, I hear her say, “I
still love you the most,” and I say, “Me too,” but in the morning I’m not
sure if we said it or if I just thought it or dreamt it.

Not that it matters.

• • •

It’s the beginning of winter break, otherwise known as The Return of Brian,
and the off-the-hook smell wafting out of the kitchen has brain-commanded
me out of my chair and down the hallway.

“Is that you?” Jude yells from her room. “C’mere, please.”
I walk into her room, where she’s reading Grandma’s bible in bed. She’s

been trying to find some hogwash in it that will bring Dad back.
She hands me a scarf. “Here,” she says. “Tie me to the bedpost.”
“What?”
“It’s the only solution. I need a little reminder not to be weak and go in

the kitchen. I’m not giving Mom the satisfaction of eating one bite. How
come she decides to become Julia Child now? You shouldn’t eat anything
she makes either. I know you got into that chicken pot pie after we came
home from Dad’s last night. I saw.” She gives me a hard look. “Promise not
one morsel?” I nod, but there’s not a chance in hell I’m not having whatever
it is that’s filling the house with this supernaturally awesome smell. “I mean
it, Noah.”

“Okay,” I say.
“Only one wrist so I can turn the pages.” As I tie her wrist to the

bedpost, she goes on. “It smells like pie, apple or pear, or maybe turnovers,
or a crumble. God, I love crumbles. Of all unfairness. Who knew she even



knew how to bake?” She turns the page of Grandma’s bible. “Be strong,”
she says after me as I head for the door.

I salute her. “Aye, Captain.”
I’ve become a double agent. This is how it’s been since Dad left: After

eating takeout with Jude and Dad in his dead-body blue hotel studio, I, on
arriving home, wait for the moment Jude locks herself in her room to chat
with Spaceboy, who is Zephyr! Not Brian! and then head for the kitchen to
feast with Mom. But whether I’m sitting with Dad watching Animal Planet,
breathing gray air, pretending not to notice he’s all folded up like a chair, or
with Mr. Grady in the art room making the final touches on my CSA
portfolio paintings, or learning salsa dancing in the kitchen with Mom while
soufflés rise, or playing How Would You Rather Die? with Jude while she
sews, I’m really only doing one thing. I’m a human hourglass: Waiting,
waiting, waiting for Brian Connelly to come home.

Any day, hour, minute, second now.
Jude’s right. On the kitchen counter this morning is indeed an apple pie

with a golden roof over it and a plate of turnovers.
Mom’s at the counter kneading dough, her face spotted in flour.
“Oh good,” she says. “Scratch my nose, will you? I’ve been going

crazy.”
I walk over to her and scratch her nose. “Harder,” she says. “That’s it.

Thanks.”
“It’s weird to scratch someone else’s nose,” I tell her.
“Just wait until you’re a parent.”
“It’s much squishier than it looks,” I say. She smiles at me and it sends a

warm summer breeze around the room.
“You’re happy,” I say, but only meant to think it. My new trombone of a

voice makes it sound like an accusation, which I guess it is. Not only is she
happier since Dad’s been gone, she’s actually in a room when she’s in a
room. She’s returned from the Milky Way. She even got drenched along
with Jude and me in a downpour the other day.

She stops kneading.
“How come you didn’t cook like this when Dad lived here?” I ask,

instead of what I want to ask: How come you don’t miss him? How come
he had to leave for you to become normal again?



She sighs. “I don’t know.” She traces her finger through a mound of
flour, starts spelling her name. Her face is closing up.

“It smells incredible,” I say, wanting her happiness back, needing it and
hating it at the same time.

She smiles faintly. “Have a piece of pie and a turnover. I won’t tell your
sister.”

I nod, grab a knife and cut an enormous slice, a quarter of the pan
practically, and put it on a dinner plate. Then I take a turnover. Since I’ve
become King Kong, I can’t get enough food in me ever. I’m heading over to
the table with my full plate, the smell making me want to walk on my
hands, when Jude’s bad mood ambles in.

The eye-roll is a 10.5 on the Richter. The Big One. California has
slipped into the ocean. She puts her hands on her hips, exasperated. “What’s
your problem, Noah?”

“How’d you get free anyway,” I say, my mouth full of turnover.
“Free?” Mom asks.
“I tied her up so she wouldn’t be tempted to come in here and eat.”
Mom laughs. “Jude, I know you’re furious with me. It doesn’t mean you

can’t have a turnover for breakfast.”
“Never!” She walks across the room and takes a box of Cheerios from a

cabinet and pours some into a sad old bowl.
“I think I used up all the milk,” Mom says.
“Of course you did!” Jude cries, sounding a lot like a braying donkey.

She sits down next to me, crunching and martyring her way through the
bowl of dry cereal, eyeing my plate the whole time. When Mom’s back is
turned, I slide it over to her with the fork and she shovels pastry in until her
mouth is stuffed, then slides it back over.

It’s this moment that Brian Connelly comes through the door.
“I knocked,” he says nervously. He’s older, taller, hatless, and he’s cut

his hair—the white bonfire is gone.
I involuntarily jump up, then sit down, then jump up again, because this

is what normal people do when someone walks into a room, right? Jude
kicks me under the table, gives me a look that says: Stop being a freak, then
tries to smile at Brian, but her mouth is too stuffed with pie, so she makes a
weird disfigured chipmunk face at him. I certainly can’t talk because I’m
too busy jumping up and down.



Fortunately, there’s Mom.
“Well, hello.” She wipes her hands on her apron, walks over, and shakes

his hand. “Welcome back.”
“Thank you,” he replies. “Good to be back.” He takes a deep breath.

“We can smell what you’re baking all the way down at our house. We were
salivating over our cornflakes.”

“Please,” Mom says. “Help yourself. I’m going through a little cooking
phase. And certainly bring something back for your mother.”

Brian looks at the counter with longing. “Maybe later.” His eyes travel
to me. He licks his bottom lip and the gesture, so familiar, makes my heart
lurch.

Somewhere in between up and down, I’ve frozen: humpbacked, arms
swinging monkey-like. I register how crazy I look in the puzzled expression
on his face. I choose up. Whew. Up was the right move! I’m standing. I’m a
person on legs, which are designed for this purpose. And he’s five feet
away, now four, three, two—

He’s in front of me.
Brian Connelly is standing in front of me.
What’s left of his hair is a deep buttery yellow. His eyes, his eyes, his

amazing squinting eyes! are going to make me lose consciousness. There’s
nothing hiding them anymore. I’m surprised all the passengers didn’t follow
him off the plane and aren’t waiting outside the door. I want to draw him.
Now. I want to do everything. Now.

(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Two Boys Racing into Brightness)
I try to calm myself by counting his freckles to see if there are any that

are new.
“Stare much?” he says quietly so only I hear. Practically the first words

he ever said to me, all those months ago. His lips curl into the half smile. I
catch his tongue poised on the precipice between his front teeth.

“You look different,” I say, wishing it didn’t come out so dreamily.
“Me? Dude, you’re huge. I think you’re bigger than me. How’d that

happen?”
I glance down. “Yeah, super far from the toes now.” This is something

I’ve been thinking a lot about. My toes are pretty much in another time
zone.



He cracks up and then I do, and the sound of our laughter getting all
mixed up together is like a time machine and we’re instantly back to last
summer, the days in the woods, the nights on his roof. We haven’t talked in
five months and we both look like different people, but it’s the same, same,
same. I notice Mom watching us curiously, intently, not totally
comprehending what she’s seeing, like we’re some foreign movie with no
subtitles.

Brian turns to Jude, who’s finally managed to get her food down. “Hey,”
he says.

She waves, then goes back to her dry Cheerios. It’s true. There’s nothing
between them. It was probably like being in an elevator with a stranger in
that closet. I get a pang of guilt over what I did in that closet.

“Where the hell is Ralph? Where the hell is Ralph?”
“Oh my God,” Brian exclaims. “I forgot! I can’t believe I’ve gone

months without thinking about the whereabouts of Ralph!”
“Quite an existential dilemma that parrot has put us all in,” Mom says,

smiling at him.
He returns her smile, then meets my eyes. “Ready?” he says, like we

have some plan.
I notice he doesn’t have his meteorite bag and see out the window it’s

probably going to pour any minute, but we need to get out of here.
Immediately. “We’re going to search for meteorites,” I say, like that’s what
most people do on winter mornings. I never really told either of them too
much about last summer, which is reflected in both of their flummoxed
faces. But who freaking cares?

Not us.
In a flash, we’re through the door, across the street and into the woods,

running for no reason and laughing for no reason and totally out of breath
and out of our minds when Brian catches me by my shirt, whips me around,
and with one strong hand flat against my chest, he pushes me against a tree
and kisses me so hard I go blind.

• • •

The blindness lasts just a second, then the colors start flooding into me: not
through my eyes but right through my skin, replacing blood and bone,



muscle and sinew, until I am
redorangebluegreenpurpleyellowredorangebluegreenpurpleyellow.

Brian pulls away and looks at me. “Fuck,” he says. “I’ve wanted to do
that for so long.” His breath’s on my face. “So long. You’re just . . .” He
doesn’t finish, instead he brushes my cheek with the back of his hand. The
gesture is startling, atom-splitting, because it’s so unexpected, so tender. As
is the look in his eyes. It makes my chest ache with joy, horses-plunging-
into-rivers joy.

“God,” I whisper. “It’s happening.”
“Yeah, it is.”
I think the heart of every living thing on earth is beating in my body.
I run my hands through his hair, finally, finally, then bring his head to

mine and kiss him so hard our teeth collide, planets collide, kissing him
now for each and every time we didn’t all summer long. I know absolutely
everything about how to kiss him too, how to make his whole body tremble
just from biting his lip, how to make him moan right inside my mouth by
whispering his name, how to make his head fall back, his spine arch, how to
make him groan through his teeth. It’s like I’ve taken every class there is on
the subject. And even as I’m kissing him and kissing him and kissing him, I
wish I were kissing him, wanting more, more, more, more, like I can’t get
enough, never will be able to get enough.

“We’re them,” I think/say, stopping for a moment to catch my breath, my
life, our mouths inches apart, our foreheads pressed together now.

“Who?” His voice is a rasp. It creates an immediate riot in my blood, so
I can’t tell him about the guys in the alcove at the party. Instead, I place my
hands under his shirt, because I can now, I can do everything I’ve thought
and thought and thought about. I touch the river of his stomach, his chest
and shoulders. He whispers the word yeah under his breath, which makes
me shudder, which makes him shudder, and then his hands travel under my
shirt and the demanding hungry feel of them on my skin burns me to the
ground.

Love, I think and think and think and think and don’t say. Don’t say it.
Don’t say it. Don’t tell him you love him.
But I do. I love him more than anything.
I close my eyes and drown in color, open them and drown in light

because billions and billions of buckets of light are being emptied on our



heads from above.
This is it. This is freaking everything. This is the painting painting itself.
And that’s what I’m thinking when the asteroid comes crashing into us.
“No one can know,” he says. “Ever.”
I step back, look at him. In an instant, he’s turned into a siren. The whole

forest goes mum. It doesn’t want anything to do with what he just said
either.

He says more calmly, “It’d be the end. Of everything. My athletic
scholarship at Forrester. I’m the assistant captain of the varsity team as a
sophomore and—”

I want him to be quiet. I want him back with me. I want his face to look
the way it did a minute ago when I touched his stomach, his chest, when he
brushed my cheek with his hand. I lift up his shirt, slip it over his talking
head, then take off my own, and step into him so we’re all lined up, legs to
legs, groin to groin, bare chest to bare chest. His breath hitches. We fit
perfectly. I kiss him slowly and deeply until the only word he can manage is
my name.

He says it again.
And again.
Until we’re two lit candles melting into one.
“No one’s gonna find out. Don’t worry,” I whisper, not caring if

everyone in the whole world knows, not caring about anything except more
now him and me under the open sky as thunder cracks and the rain comes
down.

• • •

I’m propped on my bed drawing Brian, who’s a few feet away at my desk
watching a meteor shower on some astronomy site he’s addicted to. In the
drawing, the stars and planets are storming out of the computer screen and
into the room. This is the first time we’ve seen each other since the woods
except for the kabillion times I’ve seen him in my mind over the last few
days, which included Christmas. What happened between us has colonized
every last brain cell. I can barely tie my shoelaces. I forgot how to chew this
morning.



I thought maybe he’d hide from me for the rest of our lives, but a few
minutes after I heard his mom’s car pull into the garage today, signaling
their return from some Buddhist center up north, he was at my window. I’ve
listened to an endless state of the intergalactic union and now we’re fighting
about whose Christmas was worse. He’s acting like what happened between
us didn’t happen, so I am too. Well, trying to. My heart’s bigger than a blue
whale’s, which needs its own parking spot. Not to mention my eight feet of
concrete, which has kept me perpetually in the shower. I am so clean. If
there’s a drought, blame me.

In fact, I just happen to be thinking about the shower, him and me in it,
thinking about hot water sliding down our naked bodies, thinking about
pressing him against the wall, about gliding my hands all over him, thinking
about the sounds he’d make, how he’d throw his head back and say yeah
like he did in the woods, thinking all this, as I tell him in an even, controlled
voice how Jude and I spent Christmas in Dad’s hotel room eating takeout
Chinese food and breathing gray air. It’s amazing how many things you can
do at once. It’s amazing how what goes on in the head stays in the head.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Do Not Disturb)
“Give it up,” he says. “No way you can beat this. I had to go to an all-

day sit with my mom and then sleep on the floor on a mat and eat gross
gruel for Christmas dinner. I got a prayer from the monks as my only
present. A prayer for peace! I repeat: an all-day sit, me! I couldn’t say
anything. Or do anything. For eight hours. And then gruel and a prayer!”
He starts laughing and I catch it immediately. “And I had to wear a robe. A
fricken dress.” He turns around, lit up like a lantern. “And what’s worse is
the whole time, I couldn’t stop thinking about . . .”

I see him tremble. Oh God.
“It was so painful, dude. Luckily we had these weird pillow things on

our laps so no one knew. Sucked.” He’s staring at my mouth. “And didn’t
suck too.” He turns back to the stars.

I see him shudder again.
My hand goes limp and I drop my pencil. He can’t stop thinking about it

either.
He swivels around. “So, who were the ‘them’ you mentioned, anyway?”
It takes me a second but then I understand. “I saw these guys making out

at that party.”



His brow furrows. “The party where you hooked up with Heather?”
For months, I’ve been so pissed at him and Jude about something that

didn’t happen, it never occurred to me that he could be mad at me about
what actually did. Is he still? Is that why he never called or emailed? I want
to tell him what really happened. I want to say sorry. Because I am. Instead,
I just say, “Yeah, that party. They were . . .”

“What?”
“I don’t know, amazing or something . . .”
“Why?” His talking is turning into breathing. There’s no answer. Really,

they were amazing only because they were guys kissing.
I tell him, “I decided I’d give up all my fingers, if . . .”
“If what?” he presses.
I realize I can’t possibly say it aloud but don’t have to because he does.

“If it could’ve been us, right? I saw them too.”
It’s a thousand degrees in me.
“It’d be hard to draw with no fingers,” he says.
“I’d manage.”
I close my eyes, unable to contain the feeling inside me and when I open

them a second later, it’s like he’s gotten hitched on a hook and I’m the hook.
I follow his gaze to my bare stomach—my shirt’s ridden up—then lower to
where there’s no hiding how I’m feeling. I think he’s Tasering me or
something, because I can’t move.

He swallows, swivels back around to face the computer, and puts a hand
on the mouse but doesn’t click the screensaver away. I watch his other hand
travel down.

Still looking at the screen, he asks, “Want to?” and I’m a flood in a paper
cup.

“Totally,” I say, knowing without a doubt what he means, and then our
hands are on our belts, unbuckling. From across the room, I watch his back,
unable to see much, but then his neck arches, and I can see his face, his eyes
all swimming and wild, locking with mine, and it’s like we’re kissing again,
but from across the room this time, kissing even more intensely than in the
woods, where our pants stayed on. I didn’t know you could kiss with your
eyes. I didn’t know anything. And then the colors are forcing down the
walls of the room, the walls of me—

Then, the impossible.



My mother as in my mother bursts in, waving a magazine. I thought I’d
locked the door. I could’ve sworn I locked it!

“This is the best essay I’ve ever read on Picasso, you’re going—” Her
confused gaze darts from me to Brian. His hands, my hands, fumbling,
shoving, zipping.

“Oh,” she says. “Oh. Oh.”
Then the door’s closed and she’s gone, like she was never there, like she

hadn’t seen a thing.

• • •

She doesn’t pretend it didn’t happen.
An hour after Brian’s frantic dive-bomb out the window, there’s a knock

at my bedroom door. I say nothing, just flip on my desk light so she doesn’t
find me sitting in the dark, where I’ve been since he left. I grab a pencil,
start to draw, but my hand won’t stop shaking, so I can’t make a decent line.

“Noah, I’m coming in.”
All the blood in my body mad-dashes to my face as the door slowly

opens. I want to die.
“I’d like to talk to you, honey,” she says in the same voice she uses when

talking to Crazy Charlie, the town loon.
Whatever. Whatever. Whatever, I chant in my head, drilling the pencil

into the pad. I’m hunched over the paper now, hugging it practically, so I
don’t have to see her. Whole forests are burning out of control inside me.
How come she doesn’t know to leave me alone for the next fifty years after
what just happened?

Her hand touches my shoulder as she passes. I cringe.
From the bed where she’s sat down, she says, “Love’s so complicated,

Noah, isn’t it?”
I go rigid. Why did she say that? Why is she using the word love?
I throw the pencil down.
“It’s okay what you’re feeling. It’s natural.”
A giant No slams through me. How does she know what I’m feeling?

How does she know anything about anything? She doesn’t. She can’t. She
can’t just barge into my most secret world and then try to show me around
it. Get out, I want to holler at her. Get out of my room. Get out of my life.



Get out of my paintings. Get out of everything! Blow back to your realm
already and leave me alone. How can you take this experience away from
me before I’ve even gotten to experience it? I want to say all these things
but can’t make any words. I can hardly breathe.

Brian couldn’t either. He was hyperventilating after she left the room.
His hands covering his face, his body all contorted, repeating, “Oh God! Oh
God! Oh God!” I was wishing he’d say something besides “Oh God!” but
when he started talking, I changed my mind.

I’d never seen anyone act like that. He was sweating and pacing and his
hands were in his hair like he was going to rip it all out. I thought he was
going to take apart the walls, or me. I really thought he might kill me.

“So at my old school,” he said. “There was this kid on the baseball team.
People thought, I don’t know. They saw that he went to some website or
something.” His inside face had become his outside face and it was all
knotted up. “They made it impossible for him to play. Every day, they found
another way to mess with him. Then one Friday after school, they locked
him in the storage closet.” He winced, as if remembering and I knew. I
knew then. “All night long and the whole next day. A tiny, dark, disgusting
airless space. His parents thought he was at the away game and someone
told the coaches he was sick, so no one even looked for him. No one knew
he was trapped in there.” His chest was heaving and I was remembering
how he told me he didn’t used to have claustrophobia and now he did. “He
was really good too, probably the best player on the team or could have
been. And he didn’t even do anything. The guy just went to these sites and
someone saw. Do you get it? Do you get what it would mean for me? The
assistant captain? I want to be captain next year so maybe I can graduate
early. No scholarship. No nothing. These guys aren’t”—he made finger
quotes—“evolved. They’re not from Northern California. They don’t do all-
day sits or draw pictures.” The dagger went straight in. “It’s brutal in a
locker room.”

“No one will find out,” I said.
“You don’t know that. You remember that idiot cousin of Fry’s I nearly

decapitated last summer, the one who looks like an ape? His little brother
goes to my school. I thought I was hallucinating. He looks exactly like
him.” He licked his bottom lip. “Anyone could’ve seen us the other day,
Noah. Anyone. Fry could’ve and then . . . I didn’t even think about it I was



so . . .” He shook his head. “I can’t get forced off this team. Can’t lose my
athletic scholarship. We have no money. And this high school—the physics
teacher’s an astrophysicist . . . I just can’t. I need to get a baseball
scholarship for college. Have to.”

He came over to where I was standing. His face was crazy red and his
eyes were too intense and he seemed about twelve feet tall and I didn’t
know if he was going to kiss me or punch me. He took me by the T-shirt
again except this time he balled a piece of it up in his fist and said, “It’s
done with us. It has to be. Okay?”

I nodded and something really big and bright in me crushed to nothing in
an instant. I’m pretty sure it was my soul.

“And it’s all your fault!” I spit out at my mother.
“What is, honey?” she says, alarmed.
“Everything! Don’t you see? You’ve crushed Dad. You banished him

like a leper. He loves you! How do you think he feels all alone in that dying
room breathing gray air and eating cold stale pizza and watching shows
about aardvarks while you cook feasts and wear circus clothes and hum all
the time and have the sun follow you around in the pouring rain? How do
you think that makes him feel?” I can see I’ve hurt her and don’t care. She
deserves it. “Who knows if he even has a soul left thanks to you?”

“What do you mean by that? I don’t understand.”
“Maybe you stomped it to nothing and now he’s hollow and empty, a

shell with no turtle inside.”
Mom pauses. “Why would you say that? Do you feel that way

sometimes?”
“I’m not talking about me. And you know what else? You’re not special.

You’re just like everyone else. You don’t float or walk through walls and
you never will!”

“Noah?”
“I always thought that you blew in from somewhere so cool, but you’re

just regular. And you don’t make anyone happy anymore like you used to.
You make everyone miserable.”

“Noah, are you done?”
“Mom.” I say it like bugs live in the word. “I am.”
“Listen to me.” The sudden sternness of her voice jars me. “I didn’t

come in here to talk about me or about me and Dad. We can have those



conversations, I promise, but not now.”
If I don’t look at her, she’ll drop it, she’ll disappear, and what she saw

Brian and me doing will disappear with her. “You didn’t see anything,” I
yell, completely out of control now. “Guys do that. They do. Whole
baseball teams do it. Circle jerks, that’s what it’s called, you know?” I drop
my head in my hands, filling them with tears.

She gets up, walks over to me, puts her hand under my chin, and lifts my
face so I’m forced into the earnest hold of her eyes. “Listen to me. It takes a
lot of courage to be true to yourself, true to your heart. You always have
been very brave that way and I pray you always will be. It’s your
responsibility, Noah. Remember that.”

• • •

The next morning, I wake at dawn in a stark raving panic. Because she
can’t tell Dad. She has to promise me that. After fourteen years, I have a
father, I like it. No, I love it. He finally thinks I’m a fully functioning
umbrella.

I prowl through the dark house like a thief. The kitchen’s empty. I tiptoe
to Mom’s bedroom door and sit down with my ear to it and wait for her to
stir. It’s possible she already told Dad, though it was late when she left my
room last night. Could she ruin my life anymore? First she destroyed
everything with Brian. Now she’s going to do the same with Dad.

I’m falling back asleep, Brian’s lips on mine, his hands on my chest, all
over me, when the sound of Mom’s voice jolts me. I shake off the phantom
embrace. She must be on the phone. I cup both hands around my ear and
place it against the door—does this actually work? It actually does. I can
hear better. Her voice sounds strained like it gets when she talks to Dad
now. “I need to see you,” she says. “It can’t wait. I’ve been up all night
thinking. Something happened with Noah yesterday.” She is going to tell
him! I knew it. Dad must be talking now, because it’s silent until she says,
“Okay, not the studio, at The Wooden Bird. Yes, one hour’s perfect.” I don’t
think she’s ever even been to his studio. She just leaves him at that hotel to
rot.

I knock and then swing open the door after I hear her say come in. She’s
in her peach robe, cradling the phone to her chest. Mascara’s smudged all



around her eyes like she’s been crying all night. Because of me? My
stomach rolls over. Because she doesn’t want a gay son? Because no one
does, not even someone as open-minded as her. Her face looks old, like
she’s aged hundreds of years overnight. Look what I’ve done to her. Her
disappointed skin is hanging all over her disappointed bones. So she just
said what she did last night to make me feel better?

“Morning, sweetheart,” she says, sounding fake. She tosses the phone on
the bed and walks over to the window, opening the curtains. The sky has
barely woken up yet. It’s a gray, homely morning. I think about breaking
my own fingers, I don’t know why. One by one. In front of her.

“Where’re you going?” I manage out.
“I have a doctor’s appointment.” What a liar! And she lies so easily too.

Has she been lying to me my whole life? “How’d you know I was going
out?”

Think of something, Noah. “I just assumed because you weren’t up early
baking.”

This works. She smiles, walks over to her dressing table, and sits down
in front of the mirror. The Kandinsky biography she’s reading is facedown
beside her silver brush. She starts rubbing cream around her eyes, then
takes cotton and wipes off darkness.

(PORTRAIT: Mom Replacing Her Face with Another)
When she’s finished doing her makeup, she starts sweeping her hair up

into a clip, then changes her mind, shakes it back out, picks up the brush.
“I’m going to make a red velvet cake later . . .” I zone out. I just have to say
it. I’m the expert blurter too. Why can’t I get the words out?

“You look so upset, Noah.” She’s staring at me through the mirror.
(PORTRAIT, SELF-PORTRAIT: Trapped in a Mirror with Mom)
I’ll tell the Mom in the mirror. It’ll be easier. “I don’t want you to

mention to Dad what you saw. Not that you saw anything. Because there
was nothing to see. Not that it means anything anyway . . .” Mayday,
mayday.

She puts her brush down. “Okay.”
“Okay?”
“Absolutely okay. It’s your private business. If you want to tell your

father what I didn’t see, you will. If what I didn’t see ever actually does



mean something, then I encourage you to. He’s not really the way he seems
sometimes. You underestimate him. You always have.”

“I underestimate him? Are you serious? He underestimates me.”
“No he doesn’t.” She holds my eyes in the mirror. “He’s just a little

afraid of you, always has been.”
“Afraid of me? Sure. Dad’s afraid of me.” What’s she saying?
“He thinks you don’t like him.”
“He doesn’t like me!” Well, he didn’t. Now he does for some reason and

I want to keep it this way.
She shakes her head. “You two will figure it out. I know you will.”

Maybe we will, maybe we are, but not if she tells him. “You’re very much
alike. You both feel things very deeply, too deeply sometimes.” What?
“Jude and I have quite a bit of armor on us,” she continues. “It takes a lot to
break through it. Not you and Dad.” This is news. I never thought I was
anything like Dad. But what she’s really saying is that we’re both wusses.
That’s what Brian thinks too. I’m just someone who “draws pictures.” And
it burns in my chest that she thinks Jude’s like her and I’m not. How come
everything I think about our family keeps changing? How come the teams
keep switching? Is this how all families are? And most importantly, how do
I know she’s not lying to me about not telling Dad? She just lied about the
doctor’s appointment. Why is she meeting him then? And hello? She said:
Something happened with Noah last night.

She absolutely is going to tell him. That’s why they’re going to The
Wooden Bird. I can’t trust her anymore.

She walks over to her closet. “We can talk more about this later, but I
really do have to get ready. My doctor’s appointment’s in less than an
hour.” Pinocchio! Pants on Fire!

As I turn to leave, she says, “Everything’s going to be okay, Noah. Don’t
worry.”

“You know what?” I say, bunching my fingers into fists. “I really wish
you’d stop saying that, Mom.”

Of course I’m going to follow her. When I hear the car back out of the
driveway, I make a run for it. On the trails, I can get to The Wooden Bird
almost as fast as she can by car.

• • •



No one knows who made The Wooden Bird. The artist carved it out of a
humongous redwood stump, wooden feather by wooden feather. It must’ve
taken years, ten or twenty even. It’s huge and each feather is unique. Now
there’s a trail to it from the road and a bench by it that overlooks the ocean,
but when the artist carved it, there was none of that. He was like Jude,
doing it because he liked to, not really caring if anyone ever saw it. Or
maybe he did care and liked the idea of strangers stumbling on it and
wondering.

I’m hidden in the brush, yards away from Mom, who’s sitting on the
bench staring out at the sea. The sun’s broken a hole in the fog and light’s
reeling around in the trees. It’s going to be hot, one of those weird warm
winter days. Dad’s not here yet. I close my eyes, find Brian; he’s
everywhere inside me now, always swimming up my body. How can he
shut this off? Will he change his mind? I’m reaching into my pocket for the
rock when I hear footsteps.

I open my eyes expecting to see Dad; instead there’s a strange man
strolling down the trail. He stops at the tree line and stares at my mother,
who doesn’t seem to sense his presence at all. I pick up a stick. Is he a
psycho? Then he turns his head slightly and I recognize him—that face, its
geographic scale. It’s the artist from Day Street. Here! I drop my sword,
relieved. He’s probably making a sculpture of her in his head, like I do with
paintings. Is he out walking, I’m wondering, when all of a sudden, the sky
comes crashing down in shards because my mother has flown to her feet,
dashed over to him, and fallen into his open arms. I feel myself ignite.

I shake my head. Oh, it’s not Mom, of course, that’s it. The barking
maniac sculptor has a wife who looks like my mother.

But it is her in his arms. I know my own mother.
What. Is. Going. On?
What. The. Hell. Is. Going. On?
Things start coming together. Fast. Why she was in front of his studio

that day, her kicking Dad out, her phone conversations (his phone
conversation! Hurry, my darling), her happiness, her unhappiness, her
spaciness, her cooking and baking and stopping at green lights, her salsa
dancing, her bangles and circus clothes! Everything clicking madly into
place. Them, there, so clearly together.



The howling in my head is so loud I can’t believe they can’t hear it.
She’s having an affair. She’s cheating on Dad. She’s a two-timer. A

toilet-licking asshat liar. Mom! How could this not have occurred to me?
But it didn’t occur to me exactly because she’s Mom. My mother would
never do anything like this. She brings donuts—the best donuts I ever tasted
—for the toll collectors. She doesn’t have affairs.

Does Dad even know?
Affair. I whisper it aloud to the trees, but they’ve all run away. I know

it’s my father she’s betraying, but it feels like it’s me too. And Jude. And
every single day of our lives.

(FAMILY PORTRAIT: And Then We All Blew Away)
They’re kissing now and I’m watching and can’t stop watching. I’ve

never seen her and Dad kiss like this. Parents aren’t allowed to kiss like
this! Now Mom’s taken his hand and is leading him to the edge of the cliff.
She looks so happy and it cuts into me. I have no idea who this lady is
spinning around in this stranger’s arms, spinning and spinning, like they’re
in some lame movie until they lose their footing and fall to the ground.

(PORTRAIT: Mother in Blinding Color)
What did she say this morning? It takes a lot to break through her armor.

This man has broken through her armor.
I pick up the stick. I need to defend my father. I need to fight this asshat

artist. I should throw a meteorite at his head. I should shove him off the
cliff. Because my poor artichoke of a father doesn’t have a chance. And he
knows it. I understand now that what is shrinking him, what is turning the
air around him that awful gray, is defeat.

He’s a broken umbrella. Has he always been one? We both are. Like
father, like son.

Because I know it too. I don’t have a chance either. “It’s done with us. It
has to be. Okay?”

No, it is not okay. Nothing is okay! They’re kissing again. I think my
eyes are going to fly from their sockets, my hands from my arms, my feet
from my legs. I don’t know what do. I don’t know what to do. I need to do
something.

So I run.
I run and run and run and run and run and when I reach one of the last

bends before the trailhead onto our street, I see Brian walking with



Courtney.
His meteorite bag is wrapped around his shoulder and their arms are

crisscrossed behind them, his hand in the back pocket of her jeans and hers
in the back pocket of his. Like they’re together. There’s a smudge of bright
color on his lips, which confuses me for a second until I realize it’s her
lipstick. Because he kissed her.

He kissed her.
It starts as a tremor deep inside, growing quickly into a quaking, and

then it’s all erupting together, what happened at The Wooden Bird, what
happened in my bedroom last night, what’s happening right now, all the
rage and confusion, the hurt and helplessness, the betrayal, it’s a blowing
volcano inside me and out of my mouth flies, “He’s gay, Courtney! Brian
Connelly is gay!”

The words ricochet around in the air. I instantly want them back.
Brian’s face slides off and there’s loathing underneath it. Courtney’s

mouth drops open. She believes me, I can see it. She steps away from him.
“Are you, Brian? I thought—” She doesn’t finish her sentence because she
sees his expression.

This is what his face must’ve looked like when he was inside that
storage closet all alone hour after hour. This is what a face looks like when
all the dreams get sucked out of it.

And I did it to him this time. Me.

• • •

I can’t stop seeing Brian’s face hating me as I bolt across the street. I’d do
anything to take my words back, to put them again in the safe silent vault
inside me where they belong. Anything. My stomach’s like I’ve eaten nails.
How could I have done that after what he told me?

I’d do anything to not have seen what I saw at The Wooden Bird too.
Once in the house, I go straight to my room, open a sketchpad, and start

drawing. First things first. I need to get Mom to stop this and I only know
one way to do that. It takes a long time to get the picture right, but
eventually I do.

When I finish, I leave the drawing on her bed, and then go look for Jude.
I need Jude.



Fry tells me she went off with Zephyr, but I can’t find them anywhere.
I can’t find Brian either.
There’s only Prophet, who as usual won’t shut up about Ralph.
At the top of my lungs, I yell, “There is no Ralph, you stupid bird. Ralph

does not exist!”

• • •

When I get back home, Mom’s waiting for me in my room, the picture I
made on her lap. It’s of her and the sculptor kissing by The Wooden Bird in
the foreground and Dad, Jude, and me as one blur making up the
background.

Her mascara’s making black tears. “You followed me,” she says. “I
really wish you hadn’t, Noah. I’m so sorry. You shouldn’t have seen that.”

“You shouldn’t have been doing that!”
She looks down. “I know, which is why—”
“I thought you were going to tell Dad about me,” I blurt. “That’s why I

followed you.”
“I told you I wasn’t going to.”
“I heard you say on the phone ‘something happened with Noah last

night.’ I thought you were talking to Dad, not your boyfriend.”
Her face stiffens at the word. “I said that because when I heard myself

telling you last night that it was your responsibility to be true to your heart,
I realized I was being a hypocrite and I needed to take my own advice. I
needed to be brave like my son.” Wait, did she just use me to justify her
traitorous actions? She stands, hands me the drawing. “Noah, I’m asking
Dad for a divorce. I’m going to tell him today. And I want to tell your sister
myself.”

A divorce. Today. Now. “No!” This is my fault. If I hadn’t followed her.
If I hadn’t seen. If I hadn’t drawn the picture. “Don’t you love us?” I meant
to say don’t you love Dad, but that’s what came out.

“I love nothing more than you and your sister. Nothing. And your dad is
a wonderful, wonderful man . . .”

But now I can’t focus on what she’s saying because a thought’s taken
over my entire brain. “Is he going to live here?” I ask her, interrupting
whatever she was saying. “That man? With us? Is he going to sleep on



Dad’s side of the bed? Drink out of his coffee cup? Shave in his mirror? Is
he? Are you going to marry him? Is that why you want a divorce?”

“Sweetheart . . .” She touches my shoulder, trying to comfort me. I pull
away from her, hating her for the first time in my life, real live squawking
hatred.

“You are,” I say in disbelief. “You’re going to marry him, aren’t you?
That’s what you want.”

She doesn’t say no. Her eyes are saying yes. I can’t believe this.
“So you’re just going to forget about Dad? You’re going to pretend

everything you had with him is nothing.” Like Brian’s doing to me. “He
won’t survive it, Mom. You don’t see him at that hotel. He’s not like he
used to be. He broke.” And me too. And what if I, in turn, broke Brian?
How can love be such a wrecking ball?

“We tried, Dad and I,” she says. “We’ve been trying very hard for a very
long time. All I ever wanted for you kids was the stability I didn’t have
growing up. I never wanted this to happen.” She sits back down. “But I’m
in love with another man.” Her face slides off her face—no one can keep
their faces on today—and the one underneath is desperate. “I just am. I wish
things were different but they’re not. It’s not right to live a lie. It never is,
Noah.” There’s begging in her voice. “You can’t help who you love, can
you?”

This silences the racket in me for a moment. I can’t help it, that’s for
sure, and I suddenly want to tell her everything. I want to tell her that I’m in
love too and I can’t help it either and that I just did the worst thing I
could’ve possibly done to him and I don’t know how I could’ve done it and
can’t believe how much I wish I could take it back.

But instead I walk out of the room.



THE HISTORY OF LUCK

Jude
Age 16

I’m lying in bed unable to sleep, thinking about Oscar kissing brown-
haired Brooke while I karmically fermented in the closet. Thinking about
Grandma’s and Mom’s ghosts uniting against me. Thinking mostly about
Noah. What was he doing down by Guillermo’s studio today? And why did
he look so frightened, so worried? He said he’d gone running and was
totally fine and it was a coincidence we ran into each other on Day Street.
But I didn’t believe him, like I didn’t believe him when he said he didn’t
know how all the files I bookmarked about Guillermo got deleted. He
must’ve followed me down there. But why? I had the strongest sense there
was something he wanted to tell me. But like maybe he was too afraid.

Is he keeping something from me?
And why was he going through my stuff the other day? Maybe it wasn’t

just curiosity. Also, the emergency money—what did he use it for? I looked
all over his room when he went out tonight, found absolutely nothing new.

I sit up, hearing a suspicious noise. Ax-murderers. They always try to
break in at night when Dad’s away at his conferences. I push off the
blankets, get out of bed, grab the baseball bat I keep underneath it for such
occasions, and do a quick walk-through of the house to make sure Noah and
I will live another day. I end my patrol in the doorway of Mom and Dad’s



bedroom thinking what I always do: The room’s still waiting for her to
come back.

The dressing table’s still decorated with her antique atomizers, French
perfume bottles, bowls shaped like shells filled with eye shadows, lipsticks,
pencils. Black hair’s still webbed in the silver hairbrush. The biography of
Wissily Kandinsky still rests facedown on it as if she’s going to pick it up
and resume reading from where she left off.

But it’s the photograph that draws me in tonight. Dad keeps it on his
night table, I imagine, so it’s the first thing he sees when he wakes up.
Neither Noah nor I had ever seen this picture until after Mom died. Now I
can’t seem to get enough of it, of Mom and Dad in this moment. She’s
wearing an orange tie-dye hippie dress and her blustery black hair’s
blowing into her face. Her eyes are painted dramatically with kohl like
Cleopatra’s. She’s laughing, it seems, at Dad, who’s next to her on top of a
unicycle, his arms out to the sides for balance. His grin is gleeful. On his
head is a Mad Hatter–style black top hat and the sun-bleached blond hair
beneath it goes halfway down his back. (The silent exchange between Dad
and Noah when Noah saw the hair: Oh my Clark Gable.) There’s a satchel
around Dad’s torso filled with a stack of vinyl. Matching wedding rings
glint on their tan hands. Mom looks exactly like Mom but Dad looks like
another person entirely, someone who might actually have been raised by
Grandma Sweetwine. Apparently, this unicycle-riding super-kook asked
Mom to marry him after knowing her for only three days. They were both
in graduate school, he, eleven years older. He said he couldn’t risk her
getting away. No other woman had ever made him feel so damn happy to be
alive.

She said no other man had ever made her feel so safe. This super-kook
made her feel safe!

I put down the photograph, wondering what would’ve happened had
Mom lived and Dad moved back in with us like she’d decided. The mother
I knew didn’t seem so interested in safety. The mother I knew had a glove
compartment full of speeding tickets. She mesmerized lecture halls of
students with her drama and passion, with ideas critics called daring and
groundbreaking. She wore capes! Went skydiving on her fortieth birthday!
And this: She’d secretly, regularly make plane reservations for one
passenger to cities all over the world (I’d overhear her doing it), only to let



them expire a day later—why? And for as long as I can remember, when
she thought no one was looking, she played chicken with the stove, seeing
how long she could keep her hand over the flame.

Noah once told me he could hear horses galloping inside her. I got it.
But I know so little about her life before all of us. Only that she was, in

her words: a hellion, who was shuttled from one unhappy foster situation to
another. She told us art books in the town libraries saved her life and taught
her to dream and made her want to go to college. That’s it really. She
always promised she was going to tell me everything when I was a little bit
older.

I’m a little bit older and I want her to tell me everything.
I sit down at the makeup table in front of the long oval wood-framed

mirror. Dad and I boxed up all the clothes, but neither of us could bear
touching the dressing table. It felt sacrilegious. This was her altar.

When you talk to someone through a mirror, 
your souls switch bodies

I dab her perfume on my neck and wrists, and then I’m remembering
being thirteen years old, sitting right here before school, methodically
putting on all the makeup of hers I wasn’t allowed to wear to school: the
darkest red lipstick she had called Secret Embrace, black kohl eyeliner,
bright blue and green shadows, glittery powders. Mom and I were enemy
combatants then. I’d just stopped going to museums with her and Noah. She
came up behind me but instead of getting mad, she picked up the silver-
plaited hairbrush and started brushing my hair like she used to do when I
was little. We were framed in the glass together. I noticed our hair was
twining together in the hairbrush, light and dark, dark and light. Through
the mirror, I looked at her and she at me. “It’d be easier with us and I’d
worry less,” she said gently, “if you didn’t remind me so much of myself,
Jude.”

I pick up the same brush she used that day, three years ago, and comb it
through my hair until every gnarl and knot is freed, until there’s as much of
my hair webbed in the brush as hers.



If your hair tangles with someone’s in a hairbrush, 
your lives will forever tangle outside of it

No one tells you how gone gone really is, or how long it lasts.

• • •

Back in my bedroom, I have to stop myself from taking the baseball bat to
everything, the missing’s so bad. If only there was something in the bible to
really help us. If only there was something to unflip the car (five times,
according to the eyewitness), unshatter the windshield, uncrinkle the
guardrail, unspin the wheels, unslick the road. Something to unbreak the
twenty-two bones in her body including the seven in her neck, uncollapse
her lungs, unstop her heart, and unhemorrhage her brilliant brain.

But there isn’t.
There isn’t.
I want to heave the stupid useless bible at stupid useless Clark Gable.
Instead, I put my ear to the wall between our rooms to see if I can hear

Noah. For months after Mom died when he used to cry in his sleep, I would
get up at the first sound of it and go into his room and sit on his bed until he
stopped. He never once woke up and found me there sitting in the dark with
him.

I put both hands on the wall between us, wanting to push it down—
That’s when I get the idea. An idea so obvious I can’t believe it’s taken

so long for it to occur to me. A moment later, I’m at my desk booting up the
laptop.

I go straight to LostConnections.com.
There’s Noah’s post to Brian, his plea, like always:
I’d give ten fingers, both arms. I’d give anything. I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.

Meet me 5 p.m. Thursday. You know where. I’ll be there every week at that
time for the rest of my life.

No responses.
But what if there were a response? My pulse quickens. How could I not

have thought of this before? I ask The Oracle: What if I contact Brian
Connelly?

To my amazement, the divination is bountiful. Link after link about
Brian has appeared:



Scouts Descend on Forrester Academy Eyeing Gay Pitcher “The Ax” for
Third-Round Draft Pick

Connelly Dodges Draft and Opts for Free Ride to Stanford to Pitch for
the Cardinal

And the one I click on: The Bravest Man in Baseball Is Seventeen Years
Old

The other links were fairly recent ones from his school’s paper, The
Forrester Daily, or the local town paper, the Westwood Weekly, but the one I
click is linked everywhere.

I read the article three times. It describes how Brian came out to his
entire school at a pep rally the spring of his sophomore year. The baseball
team was in the middle of a winning streak where he’d pitched two no
hitters and his fastball was coming in consistently at eighty-nine mph. On
the field everything was going great, but off it there’d been rumors about
Brian’s sexual orientation and the locker room had become a war zone. It
says Brian realized he had two choices: Quit the team as he’d done in a
similar situation when he was younger or think of something else quick. At
the pep rally, in front of the Forrester student body, he got up and said his
piece about all those past and present who’ve been forced off the field
because of prejudice. He got a standing ovation. Key teammates rallied
around him, and in time, the harassment abated. The Tigers won the league
championship that spring. He became team captain as a junior and at the
end of that year he was offered a minor-league contract, which he didn’t
accept because he got a baseball scholarship to Stanford. The article
concludes by saying the fact that MLB is now trying to recruit openly gay
players is a sign that history is in the making.

Clark effing Gable! But none of it surprises me, just confirms what I
already knew: Brian is a way cool person and he and my brother were in
love.

The most eye-popping piece of information in this article, however, next
to the fact that Brian might be changing history and all, is that he’s at
Stanford. Now. Not even two hours away! It would mean he skipped his last
year of high school, but that’s entirely possible considering how he spoke in
incomprehensible scientific paragraphs when he got going. I find the
Stanford University newspaper online and search for his name but nothing
comes up. Then I do another search for “The Ax.” Nothing still. I return to



the article. Maybe I misread and he didn’t skip a grade and is coming next
fall? But no, I didn’t misread. Then I remember that baseball is a spring
sport! The season hasn’t begun. That’s why he’s not in the newspaper. I go
to the Stanford website, find a directory of undergraduates and lickety-split,
I find his email. Should I do this? Should I? Is it wrong to meddle?

No. I have to do it for Noah.
Before I change my mind, I copy the URL for Noah’s post on

LostConnections and email it to Brian Connelly from an anonymous email
account I make up.

It’ll be up to him. If he wants to respond to Noah he can. At least he’ll
see it—who knows if he has? I know things didn’t end well between them.
Nothing to do with me. Brian could barely look Noah in the eye at Mom’s
funeral. He didn’t even come to the house after. Not once. And yet, it’s
Noah who’s been apologizing for years on that website. The article says
Brian came out at that pep rally the spring of his sophomore year, which
followed his last winter break here. After that, his mother moved farther
north and he never returned. But the timing is suspicious. Were the rumors
about him and Noah then? Is that what ended their relationship? Did Noah
start the rumors? Could that be what he’s apologizing for? Oh, who knows?

I get back in bed, thinking how happy Noah will be if he finally gets a
response to his post. For the first time, in a very long time, my heart feels
light. I fall asleep immediately.

And dream of birds.

If you dream of birds, a great change in your life 
is about to take place

• • •

When I wake the next morning, I check to see if Brian’s responded to
Noah’s post (nope), check to see if Noah’s already gone like yesterday
(yup), and then, despite bone-deep disappointment about Oscar the Girl-
Exhaler and uneasiness about both bloody ferocious Guillermo and the
vigilante ghost squad, I’m out the door.

I need to get NoahandJude out of that rock.



I’m a few steps down the hallway at Guillermo’s, when I hear raised
voices coming from the mailroom. Guillermo and Oscar are arguing
intently about something. I hear Oscar say, “You couldn’t possibly
understand! How could you?” Then Guillermo, with an unfamiliar hardness
in his voice: “I understand very well. You take risks on that motorcycle, but
that is it. You are a coward in a tough leather jacket, Oscore. You let no one
in. Not since your mother die. You hurt before you can be hurt. You are
afraid of the shadow.” I about-face and am almost to the door and out of
there, when Oscar says, “I let you in, G. You’re . . . like a father . . . the only
one I’ve had.”

Something in his voice stops me, sears me.
I rest my forehead against the cold wall, their voices quieter now,

unintelligible, not understanding how it can be that even after everything
that happened yesterday with Brooke, all I want to do is run to the
motherless boy in the next room who is afraid of the shadow.

I do not.

• • •

Instead, I go to church. And when I return to the studio an hour or so later,
all’s quiet. I spent my time with Mr. Gable trying not to be a compassionate
person. Trying not to think about a scared grieving boy in a tough leather
jacket. Wasn’t too hard. I sat in the pew, the same one I was in when Oscar
and I met, and repeated the mantra: Come here, sit on my lap, ad infinitum.

Guillermo greets me in the mailroom with safety goggles on his head.
There’s nothing in his expression to indicate he’s recently taken a circular
saw to Oscar. He does look different, though. His black hair’s powdered
with dust like Ben Franklin. And a large paisley scarf, also dusted with
white powder, is wrapped a few times around his neck. Has he been
carving? I glance up at the loft—no sign of Oscar. He must’ve left. Not
surprising. Guillermo sure wasn’t holding back on the tough love. I can’t
even remember the last time Dad went at Noah or me like that. I can’t
remember the last time Dad was really a dad.

“I was afraid we scare you away,” Guillermo says, examining me a little
too closely. The examining and the “we” make me wonder what Oscar
might’ve told him. And that makes me wonder if what I overheard before



might’ve had something to do with me. “Oscore say you leave very upset
yesterday.”

I shrug, feeling heat in my face. “It’s not like I wasn’t warned.”
He nods. “If only the heart listen to reason, right?” He puts an arm

around me. “C’mon, what is bad for the heart is good for art. The terrible
irony of our lives as artists.” Our lives as artists. I smile at him and he
squeezes my shoulder the way I’ve seen him squeeze Oscar’s, and instantly,
my mood brightens. How did I ever find this guy? How did I get so lucky?

When I pass the stone angel, I reach out my hand and touch hers.
“The rocks call me back,” he says, brushing dust off his smock. “I am

outside with you today.” I notice how dingy and graying his smock is, like
all the others that hang on hooks around the studio. I should make him a
better one, a colorful one that suits him. A Floating Smock.

When we pass by, I see that the clay man survived yesterday’s battery,
more than survived. He’s no longer huddled and defeated but unfurling like
a frond. He’s finished, drying, and beautiful.

“So I look at your practice rock and model last night,” Guillermo says.
“I think you are ready for some electricity. You have a lot of stone to
remove before you can even begin to find the brother and sister,
understand? This afternoon I teach you to use the power tools. With these
you must be so, so careful. The chisel, like life, allows for second chances.
With the saws and drills, often there is no second chance.”

I stop walking. “You believe that? About second chances? In life, I
mean.” I know I sound like an Oprah episode, but I want to know. Because
to me, life feels more like realizing you’re on the wrong train barreling off
in the wrong direction and there’s nothing you can do about it.

“Of course, why not? Even God, he have to make the world twice.” His
hands take to the air. “He make the first world, decide it is a very terrible
world he made, so he destroy with the flood. Then he try again, start it all
over with—”

“With Noah,” I say, finishing his sentence.
“Yes, so if God can have two tries, why not us? Or three or three

hundred tries.” He laughs under his breath. “You will see, only with the
diamond blade circular saw do you have one chance.” He strokes his chin.
“But even then sometimes you make a catastrophic mistake, you think I am
going to kill myself because the sculpture is ruined, but in the end it come



out more incredible than had you not made the mistake. This is why I love
the rocks. When I sculpt with clay, it feel like cheating. It is too easy. It has
no will of its own. The rocks are formidable. They stand up to you. It is a
fair fight. Sometimes you win. Sometimes they win. Sometimes when they
win, you win.”

Outside, sunlight has gathered from all corners of the earth. It’s a
gorgeous day.

I watch Guillermo climb the ladder up to the female giant’s head. He
pauses for a moment, pressing his forehead to her massive stone one, before
rising above her. Then he lowers the safety goggles, lifts his scarf to cover
his mouth—oh, I see, he’s too cool for a face mask—picks up the diamond
blade circular saw that’s resting on top of the ladder, and wraps the cord
around his shoulder. A loud jack-hammer-like noise fills the air, quickly
followed by the shriek of granite, as Guillermo, without any hesitation,
takes his one chance and slices into Dearest’s head, and then is lost in a
cloud of dust.

It’s crowded in the yard today. In addition to Guillermo and the
unfinished couple, The Three (extremely frightening) Brothers, and me,
there’s Oscar’s motorcycle, for some reason. Also, Grandma and Mom are
at the ready, I sense it. And I keep thinking someone’s watching me from
the fire escape, but each time I look up, there’s only Frida Kahlo basking in
the sun.

I forget everything else and work on freeing NoahandJude.
Slowly I chip, chip, chip away at the stone, and as I do, like yesterday,

time begins to rewind, and I start to think and can’t stop thinking about
things I don’t normally let myself think about, like how I wasn’t home
when Mom left that afternoon to reconcile with Dad. I wasn’t there to hear
her say that we were going to be a family again.

I wasn’t there because I’d run off with Zephyr.
I think about how she died believing I hated her because that’s all I’d

been telling her since she kicked Dad out. Since before that.
I drive the chisel into a groove and hit it hard with the hammer, taking

off a big chunk of rock, then another. Had I been at home that afternoon and
not with Zephyr raining down bad luck, I know everything would’ve been
different.



I take off another hunk, a whole corner, and the force of the hit sprays
granules onto my goggles, into my exposed cheeks. I do it again on the
other side, hit after hit, the misses bloodying my fingers, hitting and
missing, hacking away at the stone, at my fingers, and then I’m
remembering the moment Dad told me about the accident and how I threw
my hands over Noah’s ears to protect him from what I was hearing. My first
reaction. Not over my own ears but over Noah’s. I’d forgotten I’d done that.
How could I have forgotten that?

What happened to that instinct to protect him? Where’d it go?
I take the hammer and crush it into the chisel.
I have to get him out of here.
I have to get both of us out of this fucking rock.
I slam into the stone again and again, remembering how Noah’s grief

filled the whole house, every corner, every crevice. How there was no room
left for mine or Dad’s. Maybe that’s why Dad started walking, to find some
place where Noah’s heartbreak didn’t reach. I’d see Noah all curled up in
his room and when I’d try to comfort him, he’d tell me how I didn’t
understand. How I didn’t know Mom like he did. How I couldn’t possibly
comprehend what he was feeling. Like I hadn’t just lost my mother too!
How could he have said those things to me? I’m beating on the stone now,
taking off more and more rock. Because I couldn’t believe he was hogging
her in death, just like he had in life. Making me believe I had no right to
grieve, to miss her, to love her, like he did. And the thing is I believed him.
Maybe that’s why I never cried. I didn’t feel entitled to.

Then he threw himself off Devil’s Drop and almost drowned that day,
almost died, and my anger toward him got wild and thrashing, monstrous
and dangerous.

So maybe you’re right, I yell at Mom and Grandma in my mind. Maybe
that’s why I did it.

I’m pounding on the stone now, cracking into it, opening it all up.
Opening it all up.
Noah’s application to CSA had been sitting on the kitchen counter

radiating genius since the week before Mom died. He and Mom had sealed
the envelope together for luck. They didn’t know I was watching from the
door.



Three weeks after Mom’s accident, a week after Noah jumped off the
cliff, the night before the CSA application was due, I wrote the application
essays, stapled them to a couple dress patterns, added two sample dresses.
What else did I have to submit? My sand women had all washed away.

Dad drove us to the post office to mail off the applications. We couldn’t
find a parking spot so Dad and Noah waited in the car while I went in.
That’s when I did it. I just did it.

I only mailed mine.
I took from my brother the thing he wanted most in the world. What

kind of person does that?
Not that it matters, but I went back to the post office the next day, ran all

the way there, but the garbage had been emptied. All his dreams got taken
out with the trash. Mine went straight to CSA.

I kept telling myself I would tell Noah and Dad. I would tell them at
breakfast, after school, at dinner, tomorrow, on Wednesday. I would tell
Noah in time so he could reapply, but I didn’t. I was so ashamed—the kind
that feels like suffocating—and the longer I waited, the more the shame
grew and the more impossible it got to admit what I’d done. Guilt grew too,
like a disease, like every disease. There weren’t enough diseases in Dad’s
library. Days kept passing, then weeks, and then, it was too late. I was too
scared if I confessed, I’d lose Dad and Noah forever, too cowardly to face
it, to fix it, to make it right.

This is why my mother destroys everything I make. This is why she
can’t forgive me.

When CSA announced the freshmen class on their website, his name
wasn’t on the list. Mine was. When my acceptance letter came, I waited for
him to ask about his rejection letter, but he didn’t. He’d already destroyed
all his artwork by then. And sometime before this, he must’ve sent in
pictures of my sand sculptures and gotten me in.

The world has gone dark. Guillermo’s standing in front of me blocking
the sun. He takes the hammer and chisel out of my hands, which have long
ago stopped carving. He takes off his scarf, shakes it out, and wipes the
stripe of brow between my hat and goggles. “I don’t think you are okay,” he
says. “Sometimes you work the stone, sometimes the stone works you. I
think today the rock win.”



I slip down my face mask, and say, “So this is what you meant when you
said what slumbers in here”—I touch my chest—“slumbers in here.” I
touch the rock.

“This is what I meant,” he says. “I think we have a coffee?”
“No,” I say quickly. “I mean, thank you, but I need to keep working.”
And that’s what I do. I work for hours, obsessively, frenetically, unable

to stop cutting into the stone, Grandma and Mom chanting at me with every
hit: You crushed his dreams. You crushed his dreams. You crushed his
dreams. Until for the first time since she died, Mom materializes and is
standing before me, her hair a blaze of black fire, her eyes damning me.

“And you crushed mine!” I yell at her in my head before she vanishes
again into thin air.

Because isn’t that also true. Isn’t it? Over and over again, day after day,
all I wanted was for her to see me, to really see me. Not to forget me at the
museum, like I didn’t exist, and go home without me. Not to call off a
contest, certain of my failure, before she even looked at my drawings. Not
to keep reaching inside me to turn down the light while at the same time
reaching into Noah to turn his to full brightness. Always as if I were
nothing but some stupid slutty girl named that girl. Invisible to her in every
other way!

But what if I don’t need her permission, her approval, her praise to be
who I want to be and do what I love? What if I’m in charge of my own
damn light switch?

I put down the tools, take off the goggles, the mask, the plastic suit. I
peel off my hat and toss it on the table. I’m so sick of being invisible.
Sunshine tosses its giddy greedy fingers through my hair. Off comes my
sweatshirt and I have arms again. The breeze welcomes them, skidding over
the surface of my skin, raising hair after hair, tingling, awakening every
exposed inch of me. What if my reasons for not sending Noah’s application
had more to do with Mom and me than it did him and me?

To awaken your spirit, throw a stone into your 
reflection in still water

(I never believed Noah and I shared a soul, that mine was half a tree with its leaves on fire, like he
said. I never felt like my soul was something that could be seen. It felt like motion, like taking off,



like swimming toward the horizon or diving off a cliff or making flying women out of sand, out of
anything.)

I close my eyes for a moment and then it’s as if I’ve woken from the
deepest slumber, as if someone has extricated me from granite. Because I
realize: It doesn’t matter if Noah hates me, if he never forgives me. It
doesn’t matter if I lose him and Dad forever. It just doesn’t. I have to
uncrush his dream. That’s all that matters.

I go into the studio and climb the stairs to Oscar’s room, where there’s a
computer. I turn it on, log onto my account, and write an email to Sandy at
CSA asking if we can meet before school on Wednesday, the first day back
after break. I tell him it’s urgent and that my brother will be coming to the
meeting too with a painting portfolio that will blow his mind.

I’m going to give up my spot. It’s what I should’ve done every single
day for the last two years.

I press SEND and the feeling is unmistakable: I’m free.
I’m me.
I text Noah: We need to talk. It’s important! Because he better get

painting. He has four days to put a portfolio together. I lean back in the
chair, feeling like I’ve emerged from the darkest cave into bountiful
blinding sunlight. Only then do I look around the loft. At Oscar’s bed, his
books, his shirts. Disappointment takes hold of me—but there’s nothing to
do about it. The coward in the tough leather jacket has made it very clear
how he feels about the coward in the invisibility uniform.

As I get up to leave, I spot Guillermo’s note that I gave Oscar on the
bedside table by the photograph of his mother. I take it with me downstairs,
and once I put it back in the notepad in Guillermo’s cyclone room where it
belongs, I go outside and ask him to teach me how to use the diamond blade
circular saw. He does.

It’s time for second chances. It’s time to remake the world.
Knowing I only have one shot to get it right with this tool, I wrap the

cord around my shoulder, position the circular saw between Noah’s
shoulder and my own, and turn on the power. The tool roars to life. My
whole body vibrates with electricity as I split the rock in two.

So that NoahandJude becomes Noah and Jude.
“You kill them?” Guillermo says in disbelief.



“No, I saved them.”
Finally.

• • •

I walk home in moonlight, feeling absolutely incredible, like I’m standing
in a clearing, in a river, in the most awesome shoes, high-heeled even. I
know I still have to tell Noah and Dad about Noah’s CSA application, but
that’s okay because no matter what happens, Noah will paint again. I know
he will. Noah will be Noah again. And I can be someone I can stand to see
in a mirror, in an art studio, in a Floating Dress, in good health, in a love
story, in the world. It is bizarre, however, that Noah hasn’t responded to my
texts. I tried several times too, each time with more urgency and more
exclamation points. He usually gets back to me right away. I guess if he’s
still out when I get home, I’ll just wait up.

I raise my arms to the bright bursting moon, thinking how I haven’t had
a terminal illness in hours and how all’s quiet on the vigilante ghost front
too, and what a relief both these things are when the text comes in from
Heather:

At The Spot. Noah very drunk. Acting crazy.
Wants to jump Dead Man’s! I have to leave in 5.
Please come now! No idea what’s wrong w/him.
Worried.

• • •

I’m at the edge of the world looking for my brother.
The wind’s pummeling me, the salty spray nicking my hot face, the

ocean below drumming as ferociously in my head as out of it. Steeped in
sweat from the sprint up the hill and with the full moon showering down so
much light it could be daytime, I look up at Devil’s Drop and Dead Man’s
Dive and see that both ledges are deserted. I thank Clark Gable profusely,
catch my breath, and then even though she said she had to leave, I text
Heather, then Noah again, trying to convince myself he’s come to his
senses. I can’t.



I have a bad feeling.
I acted too late.
I turn around and head into the mayhem. In all directions, loud partying

brigades from public and private high schools, from Lost Cove U., are
gathered around kegs, bonfires, picnic tables, drum circles, car hoods.
Every kind of music is blaring out of every kind of car.

Welcome to The Spot on a turbo-moonlit Saturday night.
I recognize no one until I return to the far side of the parking lot and spot

Franklyn Fry, resident douchebag of epic proportions, with some older
Hideaway surfers, all of them at least a year out of high school by now.
Zephyr’s crew. They’re sitting on the flatbed of Franklyn’s truck,
illuminated eerily in the headlights like jack-o’-lanterns.

At least Zephyr’s sun-blaze of long straggly surfer hair is nowhere in
sight.

I want to get my invisibility sweatshirt and skullcap out of my bag and
put them on. But I don’t. I want to believe the red ribbon around my wrist
will keep me safe always. But it won’t. I want to play How Would You
Rather Die? instead of figuring out how to live. But I can’t. I’m over being
a coward. I’m sick of being on pause, of being buried and hidden, of being
petrified, in both senses of the word.

I don’t want to imagine meadows, I want to run through them.
I approach the enemy. Franklyn Fry and I have bad blood.
My strategy is to offer no greeting and ask him calmly and politely if

he’s seen Noah.
His strategy is to sing the opening lyrics of “Hey Jude”—why didn’t my

parents think of this when they named me?—then to eye me slowly, stickily,
up and down, down and up, making sure not to miss an inch before pit-
spotting at my breasts. Make no mistake, there are advantages to an
invisibility uniform. “Slumming it?” he says directly to my chest, then takes
a slug of beer, wiping his mouth sloppily with the back of his hand. Noah
was right; he looks exactly like a hippopotamus. “Come to apologize?
Taken you long enough.”

Apologize? He’s got to be kidding.
“Have you seen my brother?” I repeat, louder this time, articulating

every syllable, like he doesn’t speak the language.



“He took off,” a voice says from behind me, immediately silencing all
music, all chatter, the wind and the sea. The same parched sandpapery voice
that at one time made me melt into my surfboard. Michael Ravens, aka
Zephyr, is standing behind me.

At least Noah decided against jumping, I tell myself, and then I turn
around.

It’s been a very long time. The taillights from Franklyn’s truck are in
Zephyr’s eyes and his hand’s cupped over them like a visor. Good. I don’t
want to see his narrow green hawk eyes, see them enough in my mind.

This is what happened right after I lost my virginity to him two years
ago: I sat up, pulled my knees to my chest, and gasped at the salty air as
quietly as possible. I thought of my mother. Her disappointment blooming
inside me like a black flower. Tears burned my eyes. I forbade them to fall
and they didn’t. I was caked in sand. Zephyr handed me my bikini bottoms.
It occurred to me to shove them down his throat. I saw a used condom
dotted with blood splayed on a rock. That’s me, I thought: disgusting. I
didn’t even know he’d put it on. I hadn’t even thought about condoms!
Everything in my stomach was rising up, but I forbade that too. I put on my
bathing suit, tried to hide the shaking as I did. Zephyr smiled at me like
everything was fine. Like everything that had just happened was FINE! I
smiled back like everything was. Does he know how old I am? I remember
thinking. I remember thinking he must’ve forgot.

Franklyn saw Zephyr and me walking up the beach after. It had started
to rain softly. I wished I was in my wetsuit, a thousand wetsuits. Zephyr’s
arm was a lead weight on my shoulders, pushing me down into the sand.
The night before, at the party he took me to, he kept telling everyone what
an awesome surfer I was and how I’d been known not to jump but dive off
Devil’s Drop. He kept saying I was: such a badass, and I’d felt like one.

That had been less than twenty-four hours earlier.
Somehow Franklyn knew what we’d done. When we reached him, he

took my arm and whispered in my ear so Zephyr couldn’t hear: “Now it’s
my turn,” he said. “Then Buzzy, then Mike, then Ryder, right? That’s how it
works, just so you know. You don’t think Zeph actually likes you, do you?”
That’s exactly what I’d thought. I had to wipe Franklyn’s words off my ear
because they were covered in spit, and after I did that, I spun out of his grip,
hollering, “No!” finally finding the godforsaken word, way too late, and in



front of everyone, I kneed Franklyn Fry in the balls, hard, like Dad taught
me in case of an emergency.

Then the mad dash home, with tears biting my cheeks, my skin crawling,
my stomach in shambles, heading straight for Mom. I’d made the biggest
mistake of my life.

I needed my mother.
I needed my mother.
There’s been an accident, that’s what Dad told me the moment I burst

into the house.
There’d been an accident.
That’s when I threw my hands over Noah’s ears.
Dad took them off and held them in his.
So even as the police officer told us these unimaginable, world-breaking

things, I was still crawling around in the wrongness of what I’d just done. It
was caked along with sand in every pore of my body. The horrible wrong
scent of it was still in my hair, on my skin, inside my nose, so every
inhalation carried it deeper inside me. For weeks afterward, no matter how
many times I showered, no matter how hard I scrubbed, no matter what
kind of soap I used—I tried lavender and grapefruit and honeysuckle and
rose—I couldn’t get it off me, couldn’t get Zephyr off me. Once, I went to a
department store and used every single tester perfume on the counter, but it
was still there. It’s always there. It’s still there. The smell of that afternoon
with Zephyr, the smell of my mother’s death, one and the same.

Zephyr steps out of the glare of Franklyn’s headlights. This is how I
think of him: like his namesake, the raven, a harbinger of death and doom.
He’s a human hex, a tall blond column of darkness. Zephyr Ravens is an
eclipse.

“So Noah went home?” I ask. “How long ago?”
He shakes his head. “No. Not home. He took off up there, Jude.” He

points to the very top of the bluff to a ledge that doesn’t even have a name,
because who would dare it? The hang-gliders use it occasionally, but that’s
it. It’s too high to jump, probably double Dead Man’s, and below it there’s a
shelf that juts out so if you don’t leap far enough and clear it, you slam into
that before you ever hit water. I’ve only heard of one kid who’s ever jumped
it. He didn’t make it.

My internal organs are failing, falling, one by one.



Zephyr says, “Got a text. They’re playing some drinking game. Loser
jumps and apparently your brother’s losing on purpose. I was heading up
there to try and stop it.”

Next thing, I’m diving through the crowd, knocking over drinks, people,
not caring about anything except getting to the cliff path, the quickest way
up the bluff. I hear Grandma’s voice blowing like wind at my back. She’s
right behind me on the trail. Branches are cracking, her heavy footsteps
hitting the path moments after mine, then I remember she doesn’t have
footsteps. I stop and Zephyr barrels into me, grabbing my shoulders so I
don’t careen face forward into the ground.

“Jesus,” I say, jumping quickly out of his grip, away from the smell of
him, again so close.

“Oh man, sorry.”
“Stop following me, Zephyr. Go back, please.” I sound as desperate as I

feel. The last thing I need in this moment is him.
“I’m on this trail every day. I know it so—”
“Like I don’t.”
“You’re going to need help.”
This is true. However, not from him. Anyone but him. Except it’s too

late, he’s already brushed past me and is forging ahead into the moonlit
dark.

After Mom died, he came over a few times, tried to get me back on my
board, but the ocean had dried up as far as I was concerned. He also tried to
be with me again in the guise of comforting me. Two words: as if. And not
just him. So did Fry and Ryder and Buzzy and the rest of them, but not in
the guise of anything except harassment. Incessantly. They’d all become
jerks overnight, especially Franklyn, who was pissed and posted obscene
things about me on the Hideaway message board and graffitied Slutever
Sweetwine in the beach bathroom, rewriting it every time someone—Noah?
—crossed it out.

Do you really want to be that girl? Mom had asked me over and over
that summer and fall as my skirts got shorter, my heels higher, my lipstick
darker, my heart angrier and angrier at her. Do you really want to be that
girl? she asked me the night before she died—the last words she ever said
to me—when she saw what I was wearing to go to the party with Zephyr
(not that she knew I was going to a party with Zephyr).



Then she was dead and I was really and truly that girl.
Zephyr’s setting a fast pace. My breath’s tumbling around in my chest as

we climb and climb and climb in silence.
Until he says, “I still got his back like I promised you.”
Once, long before we did what we did, I asked Zephyr to look out for

Noah. Hideaway Hill can be very Lord of the Flies and in my seventh-grade
mind, Zephyr was like the sheriff, so I asked for his help.

“Got your back too, Jude.”
I ignore this, then can’t. The words come out shrill and accusatory, sharp

as darts. “I was too young!”
I think I hear him suck in air, but it’s hard to know because of the waves,

loud and relentless, crashing into the rocks, eroding the continent.
As am I, kicking up dirt, kicking the shit out of the continent, driving my

feet into the ground with every step. I was in eighth grade, he in eleventh—
a whole year older than I even am now. Not that he should treat any girl at
any age like that, like a dishrag. And then in the lightning bolt to the head
kind of way, it occurs to me that Zephyr Ravens is not a harbinger of
anything at all. He’s not bad luck—he’s a terminal burnout dimwit loser
asshole, offense intended.

And what we did didn’t cause bad luck either—it caused endless inner-
ick and regret and anger and—

I spit on him. Not metaphorically. I hit his jacket, his ass, then bean one
right in the back of his mongrel head. That one he feels, but thinks it’s some
kind of bug he can shoo off with his hand. I nail him again. He turns
around.

“What the—? Are you spitting at me?” he asks, incredulous, his fingers
in his hair.

“Don’t do it again,” I say. “To anyone.”
“Jude, I always thought you—”
“I don’t care what you thought then or what you think now,” I say. “Just

don’t do it again.”
I blow past him and double our speed. Now I feel like a badass, thank

you very much.
Maybe Mom was wrong about that girl after all. Because that girl spits

on guys who treat her badly. Maybe it’s that girl who’s been missing.
Maybe it’s that girl breaking her way out of that rock at Guillermo’s.



Maybe it’s that girl who can see it’s not my fault that a car with my mother
in it lost control no matter what I did with this jerkoff beforehand. I didn’t
bring the bad luck to us, no matter how much it felt that way. It brought
itself. It brings itself.

And maybe it’s that girl who’s now brave enough to admit to Noah what
I did.

If he doesn’t die first.
As we get closer to the ledge, I begin to hear something strange. At first

I think it’s the wind howling spookily in the trees, then realize it’s a human
sound. Singing maybe? Or chanting? A moment later I realize what’s being
chanted is my last name and my heart catapults out of my body. I think
Zephyr realizes it at the same moment because we’ve both broken into a
sprint.

Sweetwine, Sweetwine, Sweetwine.
Please, please, please, I think as we crest the last hill and reach the flat

sandy area, where a bunch of people are in a semicircle like they’re at a
sporting event. Zephyr and I elbow our way through, parting the curtain of
bodies, until we have a front-row seat for the suicidal game that’s being
played. On one side of a raging bonfire is a noodly guy with a bottle of
tequila in his hand, swaying back and forth like a reed. He’s about twenty
feet from the edge of the cliff. On the other side of the fire is Noah, ten feet
from the edge, the crowd favorite to end his life. A half-empty bottle is on
its side at his feet. He has his arms out like wings and is turning around and
around, the wind rippling his clothes, the glow of the fire lighting him up
like a phoenix.

I can feel his desire to jump as if it were in my own body.
A kid on a rock nearby shouts, “Okay, Round Five! Let’s roll!” He’s the

master of ceremonies, and, it appears, as drunk as the contestants.
“You grab Noah,” Zephyr says, his voice all business now. At least he’s

good for something. “I’ll get Jared. They’re so wasted, it’ll be easy.”
“On three,” I say.
We plunge forward, emerging in the center of the circle. From on top of

the rock, the announcer slurs, “Hey, there appears to be some kind of
interruption in The Death Match.”

My rage is meteoric. “Sorry to ruin the show,” I shout up at him. “But I
have a really great idea. Next time why don’t you have your brother jump



dead drunk off this cliff instead of mine?” Oh wow. That girl has many
uses. I think I underutilized her in the past. I will not make that mistake
again.

I grab Noah’s arm, hard, expecting a fight, but he melts into me, saying,
“Hey, don’t cry. I wasn’t gonna jump.” Am I crying?

“I don’t believe you,” I say, looking into the open blooming face of the
old Noah. So much love is filling my chest, it may explode.

“You’re right,” he laughs, then hiccups. “I’m totally gonna jump. Sorry,
Jude.”

In a sudden swift movement that seems impossible considering how
drunk he is, he spins out of my arms, casting me backward in slow,
torturous motion. “No!” I reach for him as he dashes to the edge, raising his
arms again.

It’s the last image I see before my head hits the ground and the crowd
collectively gasps.

• • •

The ledge is now empty. But no one’s racing down the cliff path, the
quickest way to the beach. No one’s even looking over the edge to see if
Noah survived. The crowd’s in a mass exodus toward the street.

And I need to stop hallucinating.
I must’ve suffered some kind of brain trauma, because no matter how

many times I blink or shake my head, they’re still there.
Belly-flopped on my brother not two feet from me is Oscar.
Oscar, who came out of absolutely nowhere to tackle Noah before he

reached the edge.
“Hey, it’s you,” Noah says in wonderment as Oscar rolls off him and

onto his back. Oscar’s panting like he just raced up Everest, and in
motorcycle boots, I note. His arms are outspread, his hair wet with sweat.
Thanks to the moon and the bonfire, my hallucination’s practically in high
def. Noah’s sitting up now, gazing down at him.

“Picasso?” I hear Oscar say, still trying to catch his breath. It’s been ages
since I’ve heard anyone call Noah that. “All grown up I see, and with a
buzz cut.”



Now they’re fist-bumping. Yes, Noah and Oscar. The two I vote least
likely to fist-bump. I have to be imagining this. Oscar’s sitting up now and
has put a hand on Noah’s shoulder. “What the hell, mate?” He’s
reprimanding Noah? “And what’s with the drinking? Following in my
footsteps? This isn’t you, Picasso.”

How does Oscar know who Noah is to know who Noah isn’t?
“It isn’t me,” Noah slurs. “I’m not me anymore.”
“Know the feeling,” Oscar replies. Still seated, he holds out a hand to

me.
I ask, “How are you here—”
But Noah interrupts, garbles at me, “You kept texting me, so I kept

drinking ’cause I thought you knew . . .”
“Knew what?” I ask him. “This is all because of my texts?” I try to

recall what I wrote, just that I had to speak with him and it was urgent.
What did he think I wanted to talk about? What did he think I knew? There
is definitely something he’s been keeping from me. “Knew what?” I ask
him again.

He smiles stupidly at me, swiping the air with his hand. “Knew what,”
he repeats like an imbecile. Okay, he’s drunk out of his gourd. I don’t think
he ever has more than a beer or two. “My sister,” he says to Oscar. “She
used to have hair that followed us around like a river of light, remember?”
At least that’s what I believe he said. He’s speaking Swahili.

“Your sister!” Oscar cries. He falls onto his back again. Noah flops
happily down next to him, a loony smile on his face. “That’s brilliant,”
Oscar says. “Who’s Dad? Archangel Gabriel? And hair like a river of light,
huh?” He lifts his head so he can see me. “You sure you’re okay? You seem
a bit stunned. And you look great without your hat and that giant vegetable-
stuffed sweatshirt. Great, but like you might be cold. You know what? I’d
offer you my leather jacket, but someone stole it.” He’s back in fighting
form, I see, recovered from this morning. Except I sort of feel like I’ve read
his diary.

Still. “Don’t flirt with me,” I say. “I’m immune to your charms. I’ve
been inoculated by one not-girlfriend too many.” For the record, that girl
rocks.

I’m expecting a snappy retort but instead he looks at me in a completely
unguarded way and says, “I’m so sorry about yesterday. I can’t tell you how



sorry.”
I’m taken aback, have no idea how to respond. I’m not sure what he’s

apologizing for either. For me seeing what I saw or for him doing what he
did?

“Thank you for saving my brother’s life,” I say, ignoring the apology for
now, and really, I’m just brimming with gratitude because: What in the
world? “No clue how you appeared like this, like some superhero. Or how
you two know each other . . .”

Oscar gets up on his elbows. “Proud to say, I’ve taken off my clothes for
the both of you.”

This is strange. When would Oscar have modeled for Noah? Noah gets
up on his elbows too because it appears he’s playing Follow the Leader with
Oscar. His face is flushing. “I remember your eyes,” he says to Oscar. “But
not those scars. They’re new.”

“Yeah, well, you should see the other guy, as they say. Or in this case the
pavement along Highway 5.”

They’re chattering to each other, both flat on their backs again, batting
words back and forth, English and Swahili, gazing up at the glowing night
sky. It makes me smile; I can’t help it. It’s like when Oscar and I were on
the floor of the jail cell room. I remember that sticky note: She said you
would feel like family. Why does he? And what about that apology? What
was that? He sounded earnest, real. So not full of it.

I smell weed and turn around. Zephyr and the noodly kid named Jared
and a handful of others are smoking up as they leave, all walking in the
direction of the street, probably on their way back to The Spot. Some help
he was. If Oscar hadn’t dropped out of the sky, Noah would be dead. A loud
bomb of a wave crashes into the shore below as if to confirm this. It’s some
kind of miracle, I think, it has to be. Maybe Grandma’s right: You have to
see the miracles for there to be miracles. Maybe I’ve been looking at the
world, living in the world, in too much of a stingy cowardly way to see
much at all.

“Do you realize Oscar saved your life?” I say to Noah. “Do you have
any idea how high this cliff is?”

“Oscar,” Noah repeats, then wobbles to a sitting position and points at
me, saying, “He didn’t save my life and it doesn’t matter how high it is.”
He’s getting drunker by the minute, talking with two tongues now. “It’s



Mom who keeps me up. It’s like I have a parachute on. Like I can
practically fly.” He makes a slow swoosh with his hand through the air. “I
sail all the way down so incredibly slowly. Every time.”

My mouth falls open. Yes, he does. I’ve seen it.
This is why he keeps jumping then, so Mom will break his fall? Isn’t

that what I always think when I get The Poor Motherless Girl Look? Like
I’ve been shoved out of the airplane without a parachute because mothers
are the parachutes. I’m remembering the last time I watched him jump
Devil’s. How he seemed to stay up forever. He could’ve had his nails done.

Oscar sits up. “That’s completely daft,” he says to Noah, his voice
distressed. “Are you mad? You jump off that cliff in your present condition,
you die. I don’t care who you have in your pocket on the other side.” He
combs a hand through his hair. “You know, Picasso, I bet your mother
would prefer it if you lived your life rather than risked it.” I’m surprised to
hear these words out of Oscar’s mouth, wonder if they might’ve come out
of Guillermo’s this morning.

Noah looks down at the ground, says quietly, “But it’s the only time she
forgives me.”

Forgives him? “For what?” I ask.
He’s grown grave. “It’s all a big lie,” he says.
“What is?” I ask. Is he talking about liking girls? Or not doing art? Or

wearing flame retardant? Or something else? Something that would make
him jump off a cliff at night while drunk because he thought from my texts
I might know what it is?

He looks up stunned like he realized he’s been talking, not thinking. I
wish I could tell him the truth about CSA right now, but I can’t. He needs to
be sober for that conversation. “You’re going to be okay,” I tell him. “I
promise. Everything’s about to get better.”

He shakes his head. “No, it’s about to get worse. You just don’t know it
yet.” A chill runs through me. What does he mean? I’m about to press him
further when he rises to his feet and immediately falls over.

“Let’s get you home,” Oscar says, securing an arm around him. “So
where’s home? I’d offer to ride him, but I’m on foot. G. stole my
motorcycle in case I ended up like this tonight. We got in a big row this
morning.” So that’s why the motorcycle was in the yard. I feel like maybe I
should tell him I heard some of that row, but now’s not the time.



“G.?” Noah asks and then seems to forget he said anything.
“It’s close,” I tell Oscar. “Thank you,” I say. “Really, thank you.”
He smiles. “I’m the one you call, remember? Dead body, bloody knife.”
“She said you would feel like family,” I say to him, only realizing too

late I probably should’ve kept this to myself. How corny.
But again he doesn’t react like I think. He breaks out the most genuine

smile I’ve ever seen on him, one that starts in his eyes and doesn’t seem to
end anywhere on his face. “She did and you do.”

While Oscar and Noah fumble along like they’re in a three-legged race, I
try to calm the electrical storm in my head. She did and you do. And now
I’m remembering how he had that picture of me in his jacket. And Brooke
in his arms, Jude, please. Yeah, well, he just saved Noah’s life. And what
about the way he said: I can’t tell you how sorry. And how he was this
morning with Guillermo. And it’s not like he and I were really together. Oh
boy. Lather. Rinse. Repeat.

When we get to the road, Noah shakes free of Oscar’s hold and pushes
ahead of us. I keep an eye on him as he hobbles along on his own.

Oscar and I walk side by side. A few times, our hands brush. I wonder if
he’s doing it on purpose, if I am.

When we’re about halfway to the house, he says, “So this is how I’m
here. I was at The Spot. I was very upset—G. said some things that really
got to me. He has a way of holding up a mirror and what I saw in it was
pretty horrifying. All I wanted was to get pissed, really smashed. I was
contemplating taking my first drink in 234 days 10 hours—my last slip-up.
I was calculating the minutes actually, had my eyes on my wristwatch,
when this whirling dervish, who had a striking resemblance to you, came
speeding out of nowhere and knocked the pint of gin out of my hand. It was
incredible. A sign, right? My mum? A miracle? I didn’t know. Only, I didn’t
get to contemplate the sublime or even divine nature of the occurrence,
because I became immediately, frantically, and wrongly convinced you
were being chased into the forest by some Nordic giant. So, I ask, who
saved whose life tonight?”

I look up at the shining silvery coin of a moon rolling around in the sky
and think I might be seeing the miracles.

Oscar takes something out of his pocket and holds it up. There’s enough
light for me to make out that he’s mounted his mother’s seashell and strung



it on a red ribbon that looks like the very same one I wrapped around
Guillermo’s note to Dearest. The next thing I know, every part of him is so
close to every part of me because he’s tying it around my neck.

“But you’ll die within minutes without it,” I whisper.
“I want you to have it.”
I’m too moved to say another word.
We continue walking. The next time our hands touch, I catch and hold

his in mine.

• • •

I’m at my desk finishing up the studies for Mom’s sculpture, really working
for a likeness. I’m going to show them to Guillermo tomorrow. Noah’s
sleeping it off. Oscar’s long gone. I’m certain the magic seashell—his most
beloved possession, he’d said!—around my neck radiates joy. I thought
about calling Fish from school, dying to tell someone—someone among the
living, for a change—about the seashell, about the photographs and sticky
notes too, about everything that’s going on, but then I remembered it’s
winter break and the dorms are closed (I’m one of a few people who don’t
board), it’s the middle of the night, and we’re not really friends. But maybe
we should be, I’m thinking. Maybe I need an alive friend badly. Sorry,
Grandma. Someone to discuss how when Oscar and I were outside on the
front step, just now, the two of us breathing and pulsing inches from each
other, I thought for sure he was going to kiss me, but he didn’t, and I don’t
know why. He didn’t even come in, which I guess is good, because he
probably would’ve figured out that I’m still in high school. He was
surprised I lived at home. He said, “Oh, I assumed you lived on campus.
Did you stay to take care of your little brother after your mother died?”

I changed the subject. But I know I have to tell him and I will. About
overhearing some of the fight with Guillermo too. Very shortly, I will be a
girl without any secrets.

Feeling okay about the sketches, I close the pad and sit down at the
sewing table. There’s no way I can sleep, not after everything that happened
today and tonight, with Oscar, with Noah, with Zephyr, with the ghosts, and
anyway, I want to get started on the smock I’m going to make for Guillermo
out of floating dress scraps. I rummage through my bag for the old smock



of his I swiped to use for a pattern. I start blocking it out on the table, and as
I do, I feel something in the front pocket. I reach in and pull out a couple
notepads. I leaf through one. Just notes and lists in Spanish, sketches, the
usual. Nothing in English, nothing for Dearest. I flip through the second,
much of the same, except then, in English and most definitely for Dearest,
three drafts of the same note, each with slight variations, like he was intent
on getting it right. Maybe he was going to send it as an email? Or in a card?
Or with a black velvet box with a ring inside it.

The one with the least cross-outs:
I can no longer do this. I need to know an answer. I cannot live

without you. I am half a man, with half a body, half a heart, half a
mind, half a soul. There is only one answer, you know this. You must
know this by now. How can you not know? Marry me, my love. Say yes.
I fall into my chair. She said no. Or maybe he never asked her. Either

way, poor Guillermo. What did he say today? What is bad for the heart is
good for art. Clearly, this was very bad for his heart and very good for his
art. Well, I’m going to make him the most beautiful smock to make his art
in. I sort through my bag of scraps for reds, oranges, purples, heart colors.

I start sewing the pieces together.
I have no idea how long the knocking’s been going on when it dawns on

me that the noise I’m hearing isn’t coming from my sewing machine acting
up but from someone at the window. Oscar? Did he take a risk on the only
lit-up window in the house? It has to be him. A second later, I’m at the
mirror, shaking my head a little to wake up my hair, then a lot to make it
wild. I reach into the top drawer of my dresser and grab the reddest lipstick
I have. Yes, I want to. I also want to take one of the prize dresses off the
wall and put it on—The Gravity Dress maybe?—and then, that’s exactly
what I’m doing.

“One sec,” I holler at the window.
I hear Oscar say, “Rightio.”
Rightio!
I’m standing before the full-length mirror in The Gravity Dress, my

response to The Floating Dress. It’s a coral-colored, tight-fitting mermaid
shape that flares and ruffles at the bottom. No one has ever seen me in it or
in any of the dresses I’ve made over the last couple years. Including me. I
make them all to fit my form but envision them for another girl, always



thinking if someone opened my closet, they’d be certain there were two of
us living in this room and they’d want to be friends with the other one.

There you are, I think, and it hits me. So she’s the one I’ve been
designing for all along without realizing it. If I ever have a line of dresses
like Grandma, I’m calling it: That Girl.

I cross the room, part the curtains, and slide open the window.
He does a double take. “Oh my God,” he exclaims. “Look at you.

Bloody look at you. You’re stunning. And this is how you dress when
you’re all alone in the middle of the night? And in potato sacks when
you’re out in broad daylight?” He smiles his haywire smile. “I think you
might very well be the most eccentric person I’ve ever met.” He puts his
hands on the windowsill. “But that’s not what I’ve come to say. I was
halfway home and I remembered something very important I needed to tell
you.”

He gestures with his index finger for me to come closer. I bend down
and lean out the window into the night. I feel the soft breeze in my hair.

His face has grown serious.
“What is it?” I ask.
“This.” So quickly I don’t see it coming he reaches both his hands

around my head and kisses me.
I pull back for a moment, wondering if I can trust him, because I’d be

crazy to. But what if I do? What if I just do? And you know, if he exhales
me to kingdom come, so be it—

This is when it happens. Perhaps it’s the moonlight spilling down,
alighting his features from above that does it, or maybe it’s the glow of my
bedroom light on his face just so, or maybe it’s that I’m finally ready to see
it, what’s been eluding me since the moment we first met.

He modeled for Noah.
Oscar’s the guy in the portrait.
He’s him.
And this is exactly like I always imagined it.
I lean back out again into the night. “I gave up practically the whole

world for you,” I tell him, walking through the front door of my own love
story. “The sun, stars, ocean, trees, everything, I gave it all up for you.”

Bafflement crosses his face, quickly followed by delight. Quickly
followed by both of my hands reaching for him, pulling him to me, because



he’s him, and all the years of not noticing and not doing and not living are
breaking through the dam of the moment until I’m kissing him hungrily,
wanting my hands on his body, and I’m reaching for him, and he me, and
his fingers are knotting in my hair and before I know it I’m all the way out
the window and toppling him to the ground.

“Man overboard,” he murmurs, wrapping me up in his arms and we’re
laughing and then the laughing dies out because who knew kissing could be
like this, could so alter the landscape within, tipping over oceans, sending
rivers up mountains, unpouring the rain.

He rolls us over so his body is pressing into mine, the weight of him, the
weight of that other day, and Zephyr begins elbowing his way between us.
My muscles tense. I open my eyes, afraid of the unseeing stranger I’ll find
this time, but I don’t find a stranger. It’s Oscar, present, so present, with
love in his face. That’s how come I trust him. You can see love. It looks like
this face. To me, it has always looked like this crazy mismatched face.

He touches my cheek with his thumb, says, “It’s okay.” Like he
somehow knows what happened.

“You sure?”
Around us the trees rustle softly.
“One hundred percent sure.” He gently tugs at the seashell. “Promise.”
The night’s warm, shy, barely touching our skin. It envelops us, entwines

us. He kisses me slowly, tenderly, so that my heart creaks open, so that all
those moments on the beach from that horrid, horrid day wash away, so
that, just like that, the boycott comes to an end.

• • •

It’s extremely difficult to concentrate on Oscar in my bedroom because:
Oscar is in my bedroom! Oscar, who’s the guy in the portrait!

He’s flipped out that the dresses on the walls and the one on my body
were made by me and has now picked up a framed photograph of me
surfing. He’s excavating me, just without hammer and chisel. “Pornography
for an English bloke,” he says, waving the picture at me.

“Haven’t surfed in years,” I tell him.
“Shame.” He taps the Physician’s Desk Reference. “Now this I

expected.” He picks up another photo. A jump off Devil’s. He studies it.



“So you used to be a daredevil?”
“Guess so. I didn’t think about it. I just loved doing that kind of stuff

then.” He looks up like he’s expecting me to say more. “When my mom
died . . . I don’t know, I got scared. Of pretty much everything.”

He nods like he gets it, says, “It’s like a hand at your throat all the time,
isn’t it? Nothing’s inevitable anymore. Not the next heartbeat, not
anything.” More than gets it. He sits down on my sewing chair, regards the
photo again. “Though I went the other way. Started using all that fear as a
punching bag. Nearly got myself killed on a daily basis.” He frowns, puts
down the picture. “That’s partly what the row with G. was about. He thinks
I take ridiculous risks on the bike or in the past with drugs but won’t—” He
stops when he sees my face. “What is it?”

“Oscar, I overheard some of that fight this morning. As soon as I
realized you guys were arguing, I left, but—” I stifle the confession because
I’m thinking his organs may have caught fire.

Not sure what’s happening, except that he’s on his feet and bounding
toward me at a breakneck un-Oscar-like pace. “Then you know,” he says.
“You must, CJ.”

“Know what?”
He takes me by the arms. “That I’m fucking terrified of you. That I can’t

seem to keep you out like I can everyone else. That I think you could
devastate me.”

Our breathing’s loud, fast, in synch. “I didn’t know,” I whisper, barely
getting the words out before his mouth lands hard and urgent on mine. I feel
the unrestrained emotion in his lips, feel it unburying, unleashing something
in me, something daring and fearless and winged.

Ka-effing-pow.
“I’m so dead,” he says into my hair, “so dead,” into my neck, then pulls

back, his eyes shining. “You’re going to obliterate me, aren’t you? I know
it.” He laughs in an even more tumbling, cascading way than usual and
there’s something new in his face, an openness, a freedom maybe. “You
already have. Look at me. Who is this guy? I assure you no one’s ever met
this tempest before. I haven’t met him before. And none of what I just told
you was really even part of the fight with G., for Christ’s sake! I just had to
tell you. You have to know I’ve never”—he waves his hand in the air
—“flipped the lid before. Not even close. Not a lid flipper.” He’s saying



he’s never been in love? I remember Guillermo telling him how he hurts
before he can be hurt, how he lets no one in. But he can’t keep me out?

“Oscar,” I say.
He puts his palms on my cheeks. “Nothing happened with Brooke after

you left. Nothing. After I told you that stuff about my mother and me, I
totally freaked out and was this total wanker. A coward—you probably
heard that fine praise this morning on G.’s lips. I think I tried to ruin this
before . . .” I follow his gaze to the window, to the black world outside this
room. “I kept thinking now that you had a glimpse of the underbelly, of
who I really was, you’d—”

“No,” I say, understanding. “It was the opposite. It made me feel closer
to you. But I get it, I think the same way, like if people really knew me, they
could never—”

“I could,” he says.
It kicks the breath out of me, kicks bright light into me.
At the same time, we reach for each other and then we’re in each other’s

arms, joined together, pressed together, but this time not kissing, not
moving, just holding each other so tightly. Moments pass, lots and lots of
them, with us holding on, it feels like for dear life, or maybe holding on to
dear life. So dear.

“Now that you have the seashell,” he says, “I’m thinking this is about as
much distance I can safely be away from you at all times.”

“That’s why you gave it to me, then!”
“My entirely sinister plan.”
I didn’t think it possible, but he draws me even closer into him. “We’re

Brancusi’s The Kiss,” I whisper. One of the most romantic sculptures ever
made: a man and a woman pressed together into one.

“Yes!” he says. “Just like it.” He steps back, brushes a strand of hair out
of my face.

“A perfect fit like we’re split-aparts.”
“Split-aparts?”
His face brightens. “So Plato talked about these beings that used to exist

that had four legs and four arms and two heads. They were totally self-
contained and ecstatic and powerful. Too powerful, so Zeus cut them all in
half and scattered all the halves around the world so that humans were



doomed to forever look for their other half, the one who shared their very
soul. Only the luckiest humans find their split-apart, you see.”

I think about the latest note to Dearest. How Guillermo said he was half
a man with half a soul, half a mind . . . “I found another note Guillermo
wrote. It was in one of those notepads he has everywhere, a marriage
proposal—”

“Yeah, I’m going to have to take the Fifth, isn’t that what you Americans
say? He’ll tell you all about it one day, I’m sure. I’ve promised him—”

I nod. “I understand.”
“Those two were split-aparts, though, that’s certain,” he says. His hands

find my waist. “I have a brilliant idea,” he says, his face whirring with
emotion. Not any percent of him seems full of it anymore. “Let’s do it. Let’s
flip our bloody lids together. Here it is, the rest of it: I was a mess at The
Spot because I thought I blew it with you. I don’t care that G. has added a
beheading to the list of barbaric punishments for my coming near you. I
think my mother’s prophecy is real. I look everywhere. I search crowds. I
take so many pictures. But I recognized you, only you. In all these years.”
The most cockamamie grin has taken over his face. “So how about it? We’ll
pop around on Hippity Hops. And talk to ghosts. And think we have the
Ebola virus and not the common cold. And carry onions in our pockets until
they sprout. And miss our mums. And make beautiful things—”

Completely swept up, I say, “And ride around on motorcycles. And go to
abandoned buildings and take off our clothes. And maybe even teach an
English bloke how to surf. Except I don’t know who just said all that.”

“I do,” he says.
“I feel so happy,” I say, overwhelmed. “I have to show you something.”

I unclasp myself from him and reach under the bed for the plastic bag.
“So, Noah drew you. Not sure how—”
“You don’t know? He used to camp outside the window at that arts high

school and draw the models.”
I cover my mouth with my hand.
“What?” Oscar says. “Did I say something wrong?”
I shake my head, try to make this image of Noah peering into a CSA

classroom go away. He would have done anything. But then I take a deep
breath, tell myself, it’s all right, because by next week he’ll be at CSA and
that calms me enough to rummage around for the plastic bag. A moment



later, I sit back down next to Oscar with it on my lap. “Okay. So once upon
a time, I saw this cubist portrait my brother did of you and had to have it.” I
look at him. “Had to have it. It was love at first sight.” He smiles. “He and I
were always playing this game where we’d swap parts of the world for
others in a quest for universe domination. He was winning. We’re . . .
competitive, that’s the nice way of putting it. Anyway, he didn’t want me to
have you. I had to give up almost everything. But it was worth it. I kept you
here.” I show him the spot where the picture hung by my bed. “I would
stare and stare at you and wish you were real and imagine you coming to
that window, just like you did tonight.”

He bursts out laughing. “That’s incredible! We’re absolutely split-
aparts.”

“I don’t know if I want a split-apart,” I say honestly. “I think I need my
own soul.”

“That’s fair. Maybe we can be occasional split-aparts. On occasions like
these, for instance.” He runs a finger slowly down the side of my neck,
crossing over my collarbone, then down, down. What was I thinking with
this plunging neckline? I wouldn’t say no to a fainting couch. I wouldn’t
say no to anything. “But why rip me up and stuff me in a bag?” he asks.

“Oh, my brother did that. He was angry at me. I tried to put you back
together many times.”

“Thank you,” he says, but then something across the room catches his
attention and in a flash he’s up and walking toward my dresser. He picks up
a photograph of my family and studies it. I’m watching him in the mirror.
His face has turned ashen. What? He turns around and stares right through
me. “You’re not his older sister,” he says more to himself than me. “You’re
twins.” I can see the wheels spinning in his head. He must know how old
Noah is and now he knows how old I am.

“I was going to tell you,” I say. “I guess I was afraid to. I was afraid
you’d—”

“Holy hell.” He’s springing for the window. “Guillermo doesn’t know.”
He’s halfway over the ledge. I don’t know what’s going on.

“Wait,” I say. “Wait. Oscar. Of course he does. Why would he care?
Why is it that big of a deal?” I run to the window, yell out, “My father was
eleven years older than my mother! It doesn’t matter.”

But he’s already gone.



I go to the dresser, pick up the photograph. It’s my favorite family
portrait. Noah and I are about eight and dressed in matching sailor outfits
looking totally daffy. But it’s because of my parents that I love it.

My mother and father are gazing at each other like they have the best
secret.



THE INVISIBLE MUSEUM

Noah
Age 14

One by one, I empty each tube of paint into the laundry sink.
I need color, rich, bright, fuck-you, fuck-off, fuck-everything color,

mounds and mounds of it. I need the gleam of new paint. I need to sink my
fingers, my hands, into chartreuse, into magenta, into turquoise, into
cadmium yellow. I wish I could eat it. I wish I could drown my whole body
in it. That’s what I want, I think, mixing and swirling, making green,
making purple, making brown, spiraling one into the next, sinking my
hands, my arms into the cold slippery shining mush until my eyes are
dancing.

About an hour ago, I watched Mom get into her car from the window.
The second she turned on the engine, I ran out after her. It had started to

drizzle.
That’s when I screamed it: I hate you. I hate you so much.
She looked at me, shocked, her eyes huge, tears running down her

cheeks. She mouthed: I love you, then put her hand to her heart and pointed
at me like I was deaf.

A second later, she peeled out of the driveway to go tell Dad she wanted
a divorce so she could marry that other man.

“I don’t care,” I say out loud to no one. I don’t care about her and Dad.
About Brian and Courtney. Not even CSA. I don’t care about anything but



color, color and more brightness. I add a tube of cornflower blue to the
growing mountain—

That’s when the phone rings.
And rings.
And rings. She must’ve forgotten to turn on the machine. Ringing, still. I

find the phone in the living room, wipe my hands on my shirt but still get
paint all over the phone.

A man with a gruff voice says, “Is this the residence of Dianna
Sweetwine?”

“That’s my mom.”
“Is your father home, son?”
“No, he doesn’t live here now.” A current zips through me—something’s

wrong. I can hear it in his voice. “Who is this?” I ask, though I know it’s the
police before he even confirms it. I don’t know how, but I know everything
in that moment.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: The Boy Inside the Boy Stops Breathing)
He doesn’t tell me there’s been an accident. That a car’s spun out of

control on Highway 1. He doesn’t tell me anything. But somehow I know.
“Is my mother okay?” I demand, running to the window. The police

radio crackles in the background. I see several surfers paddling out, none of
them Jude. Where is she? Fry said she took off with Zephyr. Where did they
go? “Did something happen?” I ask the man, watching as the ocean
disappears, then the horizon. “Please tell me.” Mom was so upset when she
left. Because of me. Because I told her I hated her. Because I followed her
to The Wooden Bird. Because I made that picture. All the endless love I
have for her fountains up, up, up, up. “Is she okay?” I ask again. “Please tell
me she’s okay.”

“Can I have your father’s cell phone number, son?” I want him to stop
calling me son. I want him to tell me my mother’s okay. I want my sister
home.

I give him Dad’s cell.
“How old are you?” he asks. “Is anyone with you?”
“It’s only me here,” I say, panic flipping me over. “I’m fourteen. Is my

mom okay? You can tell me what happened.” But as soon as I say it out
loud, I know I don’t want him to tell me. I don’t want to ever know. I see
now paint has dripped all over the floor like multicolored blood. I’ve



tracked it everywhere. There are handprints all over the window, the back of
the couch, the curtains, lampshades.

“I’m going to call your dad now,” he says quietly, then hangs up.
I’m too scared to try Mom’s cell. I call Dad. It goes straight to

voicemail. I’m sure he’s talking to the cop, who’s telling him everything he
didn’t tell me. I get the binoculars and go to the roof. It’s still drizzling. And
way too warm. Everything’s wrong. I don’t see Jude on the beach or the
street or anywhere on the cliffs. Where’d she and Zephyr go? I tell her
telepathically to come home.

I look over at Brian’s house, wishing he were on his roof, wishing he
knew how sorry I was, wishing he’d come over and talk about planetary
orbits and solar flares. I reach in my pocket for the rock and close my hand
around it. Then I hear a car skid into the driveway. I run to the other side of
the roof. It’s Dad, who never skids. Behind him is a police car. My skin falls
off. I fall off.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Boy Careens Off World)
I climb down the ladder at the side of the house, go through the sliding

doors into the living room. I’m a statue in the hallway when Dad’s key turns
in the lock.

He doesn’t have to say a word. We crash together, falling to the ground,
to our knees. He holds my head to his chest with both hands. “Oh Noah.
I’m so sorry. Oh God, Noah. We have to get your sister. This is not
happening. This is not happening. Oh God.”

I don’t plan it. The panic’s coursing out of him and into me, out of me
and into him, and the words just fly out. “She was going to ask you to come
home so we could all be a family again. She was on her way to tell you
that.”

He pulls away, looks into my burning face. “She was?”
I nod. “Before she left she said that you were the love of her life.”

• • •

There’s something I have to do. The house is still full of mourners and
misery and food, so much food spoiling on all the counters and tables. The
funeral was yesterday. I walk through the red-eyed people, past the
hunching walls, the graying paint, the collapsing furniture, the darkening



windows, the moth-eaten air. I see I’m crying when I pass a mirror. I don’t
know how to stop. It’s become like breathing. An always thing. I tell Dad
I’ll be right back. Jude—who cut off all her hair so I hardly recognize her—
tries to come with me, but I say no. She won’t let me out of her sight. She
thinks I’m going to die too now. Last night I found dirt-covered hogwash
roots in my bed. And when I had a coughing fit in the car on the way home
from the cemetery, she went ballistic, yelling at Dad to go to the emergency
room because I could have pertussis, whatever that is. Dad, being an expert
on disease, talked her down.

Somehow I make it to the sculptor’s studio. Then I sit down on the
sidewalk and wait, whipping pebbles at the asphalt. Eventually he’ll have to
come out. At least he had the decency not to come to the funeral. I looked
for him the whole time.

Brian came. He sat in the last row with his mother, Courtney, and
Heather. He didn’t find me after.

What does it matter? All the color’s gone. There’s only darkness in the
sky-buckets now, spilling out over everything and everybody.

Ages later, the sculptor crumbles out of the doorway and up to the
mailbox. He opens the little door, pulls out a bunch of letters. I see the
crying all over his face.

And he sees me.
He’s staring and I’m staring and I can tell how much he loves her in the

way he’s looking at me, a tsunami of feeling rolling out of him to me. I
don’t care.

“You look just like her,” he whispers. “Your hair.”
There’s one thought in my head, the thought that’s been there for days: If

it weren’t for him, she’d be alive.
I stand but have been sitting so long lumped up there, my legs give.

“Hey,” he says, catching me and settling me back onto the sidewalk, right
next to him. Heat’s rising off his skin and an overpowering man smell too. I
hear a wail, the kind that comes out of jackals, and realize it’s coming out of
me. The next thing I know, his arms are around me and I can feel him
shaking, both of us are, like we’re in sub-arctic conditions. He pulls me
closer, then he pulls me onto his lap, cradling me so that his sobs land on
my neck and mine on his arms. I want to crawl down his throat. I want to
live in the pocket of his smock. I want him to rock me like this forever, like



I’m a small boy, the smallest boy who ever was. He knows just how to do it
too. Like Mom’s inside of him telling him how to comfort me. How come
he’s the only one who knows how? How come he’s the only one she’s
inside of?

No.
Birds screech in the trees above us.
This is not right.
I didn’t come here for this. I came for the opposite of this. He can’t hold

me like we’re in this together, like he understands. He’s not my father. He’s
not my friend.

If it weren’t for him, she’d be alive.
And then I’m twisting and wriggling out of his embrace, returning to my

full-grown size and person, my full-grown knowledge and revulsion and
hatred. I stand over him and say what I came to. “It’s your fault she’s dead.”
His face wrecks. I go on. “I blame you.” I’m the wrecking ball now. “She
didn’t love you. She told me she didn’t.” Wrecking and wrecking him and I
don’t care. “She wasn’t going to marry you.” I slow down so every word
sinks in. “She wasn’t going to ask my father for a divorce. She was on her
way to ask him to come home.”

Then I enter the crawlspace deep inside me and shut the hatch. Because
I’m not coming back out. Ever.

(SELF-PORTRAIT: Untitled)



THE HISTORY OF LUCK

Jude
Age 16

When I wake up, Noah’s already gone, like usual these days, so I can’t
tell him what I need to or ask him all that I want to. The irony of this is not
lost on me. Now that I want more than anything to confess about CSA, I
can’t. I check LostConnections.com, where there’s still no response from
Brian, then grab Oscar’s leather jacket, my sketchpad, and head down the
hill.

Soon after I arrive, I’m tapping my foot nervously on the floor as
Guillermo opens my sketchpad on the large white drafting table in the
center of the studio. I want him to like the studies of Mom’s sculpture and I
want him to agree to the piece being done in stone, preferably marble or
granite. He flips through the first studies quickly, back views. I’m watching
him and can’t tell what he’s thinking, but then he stops at the frontal view
and inhales sharply as he raises a hand to his mouth. That bad? Now he’s
trailing a finger over my mother’s face. Oh yes, of course. I’d forgotten that
they met. I guess I nailed the likeness. He turns to me and his expression
causes me to jerk backward.

“Dianna is your mother.” He doesn’t so much speak the words as
becomes them.

“Yes,” I say.



His breathing has gone volcanic. No idea what’s happening here. He
returns his gaze to the sketches, touching them now like he wants to peel
them off the page.

“Well,” he says. The skin under his left eye won’t stop twitching.
“Well?” I ask, confused and getting frightened.
He closes the pad. “I don’t think I can help you after all. I will call

Sandy back, recommend someone else.”
“What?”
In a cold, closed voice I’ve never heard before, he says, “I am sorry. I

am too busy. I was wrong. It is too distracting to have someone here so
much.” He won’t look at me.

“Guillermo?” My heart’s shaking inside my chest.
“No, please go. Now. You must. I have things to do.” I’m too stunned to

argue. I take my pad and start for the door, hear, “Do not come back to my
studio.”

I turn around but he’s facing the opposite direction. I don’t know why I
glance up at the window to the fire escape, maybe the same sense that
someone’s watching me that I had while working outside yesterday. And
I’m right, someone is watching.

Looking down on us with one hand pressed to the glass is Noah.
Guillermo turns to see what I’m looking at and by the time we both look

back at each other, Oscar has walked through the studio door, his face
shining with fear.

A moment later, Noah blasts into the studio like a lit stick of dynamite,
then freezes as he scans the room. Guillermo’s face is unrecognizable—he’s
scared, I think. Guillermo is scared. Everyone’s scared, I realize. We are
four points in a rectangle and three of those points have these wild panicked
eyes on me. No one’s saying a word. It’s clear everyone knows something I
don’t and if their expressions are any indication, I’m not sure I want to
know what it is. My eyes dart from one of them to the next and back again,
not understanding, because, what—or more accurately, whom—it seems,
each one of them is afraid of is: me.

“What?” I ask finally. “What’s going on? Someone tell me, please.
Noah? Is it about Mom?”

It’s mayhem.



• • •

“He killed her.” Noah’s finger is pointed at Guillermo, his voice trembling
with anger. “If it wasn’t for him, we’d still have her.” The studio begins to
pulse, to rock beneath my feet, to tip over.

Oscar turns to Noah. “Killed her? Are you crazy? Look around you. No
man has ever loved a woman more than he loved her.”

Guillermo says softly, “Oscore, be quiet.”
The room’s really swaying now, swinging, so I find the only thing near

me and lean against it, the leg of a giant, but immediately lurch back
because I swear it shuddered—it moved—and then I’m seeing it. The giants
are stomping and roaring to life, hurling their colossal bodies into each
other’s arms, fed up with spending eternity frozen, always a breath away
from their heart’s desire. Split-aparts, all of them, now throwing themselves
together. Each couple spinning across the floor, arm in arm, turning and
turning, causing tremor after tremor inside me, as things start adding up. It
wasn’t my age that freaked Oscar out last night. It surely wasn’t. It was the
family photograph. And what turned Guillermo into Drunken Igor was
nothing but the anniversary of my mother’s death.

Because she is Dearest.
I turn to Noah, try to speak. “But you said . . .” is all I can get out before

my voice gets sucked back in. I try again. “You told us . . .” I still can’t
finish and then all I can say is, “Noah?”

This is what he’s been keeping from me.
“I’m sorry, Jude,” he cries. And then it’s as if Noah really and truly is

busting through stone, as if his spirit’s rising up as his back arches, his arms
suspend behind him and he says, “She was on her way to ask Dad for a
divorce so she could marry . . .” He turns to Guillermo, meets his eyes. “. . .
you.”

Guillermo’s mouth has fallen open. And now my words are coming out
of it. “But Noah, you said . . .” His stare could burn a hole in granite. “You
told me . . .” Oh, Noah—what did you do? I can tell Guillermo’s trying to
tamp down the emotion in his face, hide from us what is swelling from the
very core of him, but it’s starting to seep out of him anyway: joy, no matter
how belated.

Her answer was yes.



I need to get out of here, away from all of them. It’s too much. Too, too
much. Mom is Dearest. She’s the clay woman climbing out of the clay
man’s chest. She’s the stone woman he makes again and again and again.
She’s the color-drenched faceless woman in the painting of the kiss. Her
body turns and twists and bends and arches facelessly over every inch of the
walls in the studio. They were in love. They were split-aparts! She was
never going to ask Dad to come home. We were never going to be a family
again. And Noah’s known this. And Dad doesn’t! Finally my father’s
perpetually perplexed preoccupied expression makes sense. Of course he
doesn’t understand. For years, he’s been trying to compute a mathematical
problem in his head that does not compute. No wonder he walks the soles
off all his shoes!

I’m staggering down the sidewalk, sun blinding my eyes, careening from
car to telephone pole, trying to get away from the truth, from the frenzy of
emotions chasing me down. How could she have done this to Dad? To us?
She’s an adulterer. She’s that girl! And not in the good way, not in the
badass way! And then, something occurs to me. This is why, after she died,
Noah kept telling me I didn’t understand how he was feeling, that I didn’t
know Mom like he did. Now I get it. He was right. I had no idea who Mom
was. He wasn’t being cruel. He wasn’t hogging her. He was protecting her.
And Dad and me. He was protecting our family.

I hear quick frantic footsteps gaining on me. I pivot around, knowing
they’re his. “You were protecting us? That’s why you lied?”

He reaches for me but doesn’t touch me. His hands are manic birds. “I
don’t know why I did it, maybe I wanted to protect you and Dad or maybe I
just didn’t want it to be this way. I didn’t want her to be this way.” His face
is flushed, his dark eyes storming. “I knew she didn’t want me to lie about
her life. She wanted me to tell the truth, but I couldn’t. I couldn’t tell the
truth about anything.” He looks at me so apologetically. “That’s why I
couldn’t be around you, Jude.” How did Noah and I ever get so locked up in
secrets and lies? “It was so much easier just to blend in than to be me, to
face . . .” He’s stopped talking, but there’s definitely more and I can tell he’s
gearing up to say it. I’m seeing him again like I did in the studio, like a
figure busting out of rock. It’s a jailbreak. “I think I lied because I didn’t
want it to be my fault,” he says. “I saw them together that day. I followed
her and I saw them. And that’s why she got in the car. That’s why.” He’s



starting to cry. “It’s not Garcia’s fault. I want it to be his so it doesn’t have
to be mine, but I know it’s mine.” He’s holding his head like he’s trying to
keep it from exploding. “I told her I hated her before she left, Jude, right
before she drove away. She was crying. She shouldn’t have been driving. I
was so angry at her—”

I take him by the shoulders. “Noah.” My voice has returned. “It wasn’t
your fault. It wasn’t.” I repeat the words until I’m sure he’s heard them,
believes them. “It wasn’t anyone’s. It just happened. This terrible thing
happened to her. This terrible thing happened to us.”

And then it’s my turn. I’m being shoved forward, shoved right out of my
skin with just how terrible—Mom ripped out of my life the very moment I
needed her the most, the bottomless unconditional shielding sheltering love
she had for me taken forever. I let myself feel the terrible, surrender to it
finally instead of running from it, instead of telling myself it all belongs to
Noah and not to me, instead of putting an index of fears and superstitions
between me and it, instead of mummifying myself in layers of clothing to
protect myself from it, and I’m falling forward with the force of two years
of buried grief, the sorrow of ten thousand oceans finally breaking inside
me—

I let it. I let my heart break.
And Noah is there, strong and sturdy, to catch me, to hold me through it,

to make sure I’m safe.

• • •

We take a long winding way home through the woods, tears streaming
down my face, words out of his mouth. Grandma was right: A broken heart
is an open heart.

“So much was going on then,” Noah’s saying. “More even than—” He
flicks his wrist in the direction of Guillermo’s studio. “Stuff with me.”

“And Brian?” I ask.
He looks at me. “Yeah.” This is the first time he’s admitted it. “Mom

caught us . . .” How could so much have happened to both of us in one
week, on one day?

“But Mom was okay with it, wasn’t she?” I ask.



“That’s just it. She was totally okay with it. One of the last things she
said to me was how wrong it is to live a lie. How it’s my responsibility to be
true to my heart. And then I go and turn her life into a lie.” He pauses. “And
my own too.” He grabs a stick off the ground and breaks it in half. “And I
totally ruined Brian’s life.” He breaks the stick into smaller and smaller
pieces. There’s torment in his face, shame.

“No you didn’t.”
“What do you mean?”
“Ever heard of Google?”
“I did that once, twice actually.”
“When?” Twice. OMCG, only Noah. He’s probably never been on a

social network in his life.
He shrugs. “There wasn’t anything.”
“Well, there is now.”
His eyes widen but he doesn’t ask me what I know, so I don’t offer,

figuring he wants to find out for himself. He’s increased his pace, though.
Okay, he’s speed-walking now to The Oracle.

I stop. “Noah, I have something to tell you too.” He turns around and I
start talking—it’s the only way. “I have a feeling after I tell you this, you’ll
never speak to me again, so first I want to say how sorry I am. I should’ve
told you ages ago, but I was too afraid I’d lose you forever if I did.” I look
down. “I still love you the most. I always will.”

“What is it?” he says.
I am my brother’s keeper, I tell myself, and then I just say it. “You didn’t

not get into CSA. What I mean is you didn’t apply. That day?” I take a
breath and blow out the words from the darkest place in me: “I never
mailed your application.”

He blinks. And blinks. And blinks some more. His face is blank and I
don’t know what’s happening inside him, when all of a sudden he throws up
his arms and jumps into the air and his face is awash in rip-roaring joy—no,
ecstasy: This is ecstasy.

“Did you hear me right?”
“Yes!” he cries. Now he’s laughing wildly and I’m sure he’s lost all his

buttons until out of his mouth flies, “I thought I sucked! I thought I sucked!
For so long. I thought it was only Mom seeing them that made them any
good.” He arches his neck back. “And then . . . I realized, it doesn’t matter.”



“What doesn’t?” I look for anger or hatred in his face, but there’s none.
It’s like the betrayal hasn’t registered. He’s only elated.

“Come with me,” he says.
Fifteen minutes later, we’re on an abandoned construction site looking at

a crumbling cement wall. On it, in a rage of colors, is . . . everything.
There’s NoahandJude spray-painted from behind, shoulder to shoulder,

our hair braided together into a river of light and dark that wraps around the
whole mural. There’s Brian in the sky opening up a suitcase full of stars.
There’s Mom and Guillermo kissing into a tornado of color at The Wooden
Bird. There’s Dad emerging from the ocean like a sun god and morphing
into a body made of ashes. There’s me in my invisibility uniform blending
into a wall. There’s Noah crouched in a tiny space inside his own body.
There’s Mom’s car bursting into flames as it busts through the sky. There’s
Heather and Noah riding a giraffe. There’s Noah and Brian climbing a
ladder that goes on forever. There are buckets and buckets of light pouring
over two shirtless boys kissing. There’s Noah swinging a baseball bat at
Brian who shatters into pieces. There’s Noah and Dad under a big bright red
umbrella waiting out a storm. There’s Noah and me walking along the path
the sun makes on the ocean but in opposite directions. There’s Noah being
held midair in the palm of a giant and that giant is Mom. There’s already
me surrounded by Guillermo’s stone giants working on NoahandJude.

There is the world, remade.
I take out my phone and start snapping pictures. “So gorgeous, Noah.

So, so gorgeous. And it will get you into CSA immediately! I’m giving up
my spot for you. I’ve already sent an email to Sandy about it. We three have
a meeting Wednesday morning. He’s going to die. It doesn’t even look like
spray paint, I don’t know what it looks likes except incredible, so, so
incredible—”

“Don’t.” He grabs my phone to stop me from taking any more pictures.
“I don’t want your spot. I don’t want to go to CSA.”

“You don’t?”
He shakes his head.
“Since when?”
“Since right this minute, I guess.”
“Noah?”



He kicks his foot into the ground. “It’s like I forgot how awesome it was
before I cared if I was any good or good enough to get into some stupid art
school. I mean, seriously, like who fucking cares?” The sun’s hitting his
face. He looks clear, self-possessed, older, and for some reason, I think:
We’re going to be okay. “It’s so not about that,” he continues. “It’s about
magic.” He shakes his head. “How could I have forgotten that?” His smile’s
as loopy as it was when he was drunk last night. I can’t believe he’s smiling
at me like this. Why isn’t he furious with me? He goes on. “When I figured
out you were going to Garcia’s”—Is that why he was going through my
sketches that day?—“I knew everything was about to blow up, all my lies.
And it’s like I blew up. Finally. I couldn’t just paint in my head anymore.”
Aha! “I had to tell the truth out loud, somewhere, somehow. I had to let
Mom know I heard her that day. I had to apologize to her, to Brian, to you
and Dad, even to Garcia. I used the emergency money Dad left, bought all
this spray paint, remembered this wall from running. I think I watched
every video ever made on spray painting. First attempts have been painted
over and over and—hey . . .” He tugs at my sleeve. “I’m not mad at you,
Jude. I’m not going to be either.”

I can’t believe this. “Why? You should be. How can you not be?”
He shrugs. “I don’t know. I’m just not.”
He reaches for my hands, takes them in his. Our eyes meet and hold, and

the world starts to fall away, time does, years rolling up like rugs, until
everything that’s happened unhappens, and for a moment, it’s us again,
more one than two.

“Wow,” Noah whispers. “IV Jude.”
“Yeah,” I say, the enchantment of him feeding my very cells. I feel a

smile sweep across my face, remembering all the light showers, the dark
showers, picking up rocks and finding spinning planets, days with
thousands of pockets, grabbing moments like apples, hopping fences into
forever.

“I forgot this,” I say, and remembering practically lifts me off my feet,
lifts us both off our feet.

We. Are. Off. Our. Feet.
I look up. The air’s shimmering with light. The world is.
Or I’m imagining this. Of course I am.
“Feel that?” Noah says.



Mothers are the parachutes.
I did not imagine it.
For the record, woohoo! Not just art, but life—magic.
“Let’s go,” Noah says, and we’re running together into the woods like

we used to, and I can see how he’ll draw it later, with the redwoods bowing,
the flowers opening like houses for us to enter, the creek following behind
us in winding wending color, our feet inches above the ground.

Or maybe he’ll do it like this: the forest a blur of green over our heads
while we lie on our backs, playing Rochambeau.

He picks rock. I pick scissors.
I pick paper. He picks scissors.
He picks rock. I pick paper.
We give up, happily. It’s a new age.
Noah’s looking up at the sky. “I’m not mad, because I could’ve just as

easily done it to you,” he says. “I did do it to you. Just in smaller ways.
Over and over again. I knew how you were feeling at the museum all those
weekends with Mom and me. I knew how left out you felt all the time. And
I know how much I didn’t want Mom to see your sculptures. I made sure
she didn’t. I was always afraid you were better than me and she’d realize.”
He sighs. “We got all messed up. Both of us.”

“Still, CSA was your—”
He interrupts. “Sometimes it felt like there wasn’t enough of Mom to go

around.”
This thought silences me and we’re quiet for a long time after that,

breathing in the scent of eucalyptus, watching the leaves fluttering all
around us. I think about how Mom told Noah it was his responsibility to be
true to his heart. Neither of us has been. Why is it so hard? Why is it so
hard to know what that truth is?

“Does Heather know you’re gay?” I ask.
“Yeah, but no one else.”
I roll on my side to face him. “So can you believe how weird I’ve gotten

and how normal you’ve gotten?”
“It’s astounding,” he says, which cracks us both up. “Except most of the

time,” he adds, “I feel like I’m undercover.”
“Me too.” I pick up a stick, start digging with it. “Or maybe a person is

just made up of a lot of people,” I say. “Maybe we’re accumulating these



new selves all the time.” Hauling them in as we make choices, good and
bad, as we screw up, step up, lose our minds, find our minds, fall apart, fall
in love, as we grieve, grow, retreat from the world, dive into the world, as
we make things, as we break things.

He grins. “Each new self standing on the last one’s shoulders until we’re
these wobbly people poles?”

I die of delight. “Yes, exactly! We’re all just wobbly people poles!”
The sun’s setting and the sky’s filling with pink wispy clouds. We should

be getting home. Dad returns tonight. I’m about to say so when Noah
speaks.

“That painting in the hallway of his studio. The one of the kiss, I just
saw it for a second, but I think Mom made it.”

“You do? I didn’t know Mom painted.”
“Neither did I.”
Was that her secret? Another secret? “Like you,” I say, and something

clicks into place, perfectly into place. Noah was Mom’s muse. I feel certain
of it, and unbelievably without jealousy, understand it.

I flop onto my back again, dig my fingers into the loamy soil and
imagine Mom making that incredible painting, wishing with her hands,
being that in love. How can I be mad at her for that? How can I be mad at
her for finding her split-apart and wanting to be with him? As Guillermo
said, the heart doesn’t listen to reason. It doesn’t abide by laws or
conventions or other people’s expectations either. At least her heart was full
when she died. At least she was living her life, busting out of its seams,
letting the horses gallop, before she had to leave.

Except, no.
Sorry.
How could it have been okay for her to break Dad’s heart like that? To

break all the promises she made to him? To break up our family? Then
again, how could it not be okay if she was being true to herself? Argh. It
was right and wrong both. Love does as it undoes. It goes after, with equal
tenacity: joy and heartbreak.

Her happiness was his unhappiness and that’s the unfair way it was.
But he still has life and time to fill it with more happiness.
“Noah, you have to tell Dad. Right away.”



“Tell Dad what?” And there is our footstep-less father looking down on
us. “This is a sight for sore eyes, sore, tired, traveling eyes. I saw you two
running into the woods hand in hand when I drove by in the cab. It was like
a time warp.”

He joins us on the forest floor. I squeeze Noah’s hand.
“What is it, son? What do you need to tell me?” Dad asks, and my heart

spills over with love.

• • •

Later that evening, I’m sitting in a chair as Noah and Dad move swiftly
around the kitchen making dinner. They won’t let me help even though I’ve
promised to retire the bible. Noah and I made a deal. He’ll stop jumping off
cliffs if I stop bible-thumping and suspend all medical research, effective
immediately. I’m going to make a giant-size, paper flying woman sculpture
out of each and every bible passage. Grandma’s going to love it. It’s the
first idea I put in that blank idea pad I’ve been carrying around since I
started CSA. I’m going to call the piece: The History of Luck.

When Noah told Dad the truth about Mom and Guillermo hours ago in
the forest, Dad simply said, “Okay, yes. That makes more sense.” He didn’t
burst out of granite like Noah or have oceans break inside him like I did,
but I can see that the storm in his face has quelled. He’s a man of science
and the unsolvable problem is solved. Things finally make sense. And sense
to Dad is everything.

Or so I thought.
“Kids, I’ve been thinking about something.” He looks up from the

tomato he’s chopping. “How do you feel about moving? Not out of Lost
Cove but to another house. Well, not to just any old house . . .” His smile is
ridiculous. I have no idea what he’s going to say. “A houseboat.” I can’t
decide what’s more amazing: the words coming out of Dad’s mouth or the
expression on his face. He looks like the unicycle-riding super-kook. “I
think we need an adventure. The three of us together.”

“You want us to live on a boat?” I ask.
“He wants us to live on an ark,” Noah answers, awe in his voice.
“I do!” Dad laughs. “That’s exactly right. I’ve always wanted to do this.”

Really? News to me. Um, who is this man? “I just did some research and



you will not believe what’s for sale down by the marina.” He goes to his
briefcase and pulls out some pictures he must’ve printed from the Internet.

“Oh wow,” I say. This is no rowboat. It is an ark.
“An architect owned it previously,” Dad tells us. “Renovated the whole

thing, did all the woodwork and stained glass herself. Incredible, isn’t it?
Two stories, three bedrooms, two baths, great kitchen, skylights,
wraparound decks on both floors. It’s a floating paradise.”

Noah and I must register the name of the floating paradise at the exact
same moment, because we both blurt out, imitating Mom, “Embrace the
mystery, Professor.”

The name of this houseboat is The Mystery.
“I know. Was hoping you wouldn’t catch that. And yes, if I weren’t me,

if I were you, for instance, Jude, I’d be certain it was a sign.”
“It is a sign,” I say. “I’m in and I’m not even going to mention one of the

thousand potential hazards of houseboat living that have flown into my
head.”

“What kind of Noah would I be?” Noah says to Dad.
“It’s time,” Dad says, nodding at us.
Then, unbelievably, he puts on some jazz. The excitement in the room is

palpable as Noah and Dad continue chopping and dicing. I can tell Noah’s
painting in his head while Dad rhapsodizes about what it will be like to dive
off the deck for a swim and what an inspiring place it would be to live if
only anyone in the family had artistic inclinations.

Somehow it’s us again, with a few motley additions to our wobbly
people poles, but us. The imposters have left the premises.

When we returned from the woods, I found Dad in his office and told
him about Noah’s CSA application. Let’s just say, I’d rather spend the
remainder of my life in a medieval torture chamber rotating from Head
Crusher to Knee Splitter to The Rack than see that look on Dad’s face
again. I didn’t think he was ever going to forgive me, but an hour or so
later, after he talked to Noah, he asked me to go for a swim with him, our
first in years. At one point when we were stroke for stroke in the setting
sun’s glinting path, I felt his hand squeeze my shoulder, and as soon as I
concluded he wasn’t trying to drown me, I realized he wanted me to stop.

Treading there in the middle of the ocean, he said, “I haven’t exactly
been there for—”



“No, Dad,” I said, not wanting him to apologize for anything.
“Please let me say this, honey. I’m sorry I haven’t been better. I think I

got a little lost. Like for a decade.” He laughed and took a mouthful of salt
water in the process, then continued. “I think you can sort of slip out of
your life and it can be hard to find a way back in. But you kids are my way
back in.” His smile was full of sadness. “I know how crushed you’ve been.
And what happened with Noah and CSA . . . well, sometimes a good person
makes a bad decision.”

It felt like grace.
It felt like a way back in.
Because, as corny as it may be: I want to be a wobbly people pole that

tries to bring joy into the world, not one that takes joy from it.
Bobbing there like buoys, Dad and I talked and talked about so many

things, hard things, and after, we swam even farther toward the horizon.
“I’d like to help cook,” I tell the chefs. “I promise I’ll add nothing bible-

y.”
Dad looks at Noah. “What do you think?”
Noah throws me a pepper.
But that’s the beginning and end of my culinary contribution, because

Oscar has walked into the kitchen in his black leather jacket, hair more
unruly than usual, face full of weather. “Sorry to interrupt,” he says. “I
knocked, no one answered. The door was open . . .” I’m having déjà vu to
the time Brian walked into the kitchen when Mom was baking. I look at
Noah and know he’s having it too. Brian still hasn’t responded. Noah spent
all afternoon with The Oracle, though. He knows Brian’s at Stanford. I can
feel all the news roiling inside him, the possibilities.

“It’s okay. We never hear the door,” I say to Oscar, walking over to him
and taking his arm. He stiffens at my touch. Or maybe I imagined it? “Dad,
this is Oscar.”

Dad’s once-over is not subtle or generous.
“Hello, Dr. Sweetwine,” Oscar says, back to being the English butler.

“Oscar Ralph.” He’s holding out his hand, which Dad shakes, tapping him
on the back with the other.

“Hello, young man,” my father says like it’s the 1950s. “And I’m
emphasizing the man part intentionally.” Noah laughs into his hand and



then tries to pass it off as a cough. Oh boy. Dad’s back. Present and
accounted for.

“About that.” Oscar looks at me. “Can we talk for a moment?”
I did not imagine it.
When I reach the doorway, I turn around because I’m hearing odd

strangled noises. Dad and Noah are both doubled over behind the counter in
hysterics. “What?” I ask.

“You found Ralph!” Noah croaks out and then doubles over again. Dad’s
wheezing-laughing so hard he’s succumbed to the floor.

How I’d rather join my ark-mates than hear what I’m about to hear.

• • •

I follow an uncharacteristically grim Oscar out onto the front stoop.
I want to put my arms around him but don’t dare. This is a good-bye

visit. It’s engraved all over his face. He sits down on the step and puts his
hand on the space beside him so I’ll join him. I don’t want to join him,
don’t want to hear what he’s going to say. “Let’s sit on the bluff,” I say, also
not wanting Dad and Noah spying on us.

He follows me around to the back of the house. We sit, but so our legs
don’t touch.

The sea is calm, the breakers shuffling into shore without conviction.
“So,” he says, smiling a cautious smile, which doesn’t suit him. “I don’t

know if it’s okay to talk about this, so stop me if it’s not.” I nod slowly,
unsure of what’s coming. “I knew your mother well. I felt like she and
Guillermo . . .” He trails off, regards me.

“It’s all right, Oscar,” I say. “I want to know.”
“Your mum was around when I was at my worst, jonesing all the time,

bouncing off the walls, afraid to leave the studio because I’d use if I did,
afraid of the grief that was leveling me without the booze and drugs to mask
it. The studio was different then. G. had tons of students. She used to paint
there and I’d model for her just so she’d talk with me.” So Noah was right.
Mom was a secret painter.

“Was she Guillermo’s student?”
He exhales slowly. “No, she was never his student.”



“They met when she interviewed him?” I ask. He nods and then is quiet.
“Go on.”

“You sure?”
“Yes, please.”
He smiles a truly madhouse smile. “I loved her. It was she more than G.

who got me into photography. The strange thing is we used to sit and talk in
that church where you and I first met. That’s why I go there so much, it
reminds me of her.” This makes the hair on my arms rise up. “We’d sit in
the pew and she’d go on and on about her twins.” He laughs. “I mean on
and on and on. Especially about you.”

“Really?”
“Oh yes. I know so much about you, you have no idea. I’ve been trying

to reconcile the two girls in my mind. The Jude your mother talked about
and the CJ I was falling in love with.” The past tense hitches on my heart.
“She always joked that I wasn’t to meet you until I’d been sober for three
years and you were at least twenty-five because she was certain we’d fall
head over heels in love and that would be that for both of us. She thought
we were kindred spirits.” He takes my hand and kisses the back of it, then
rests it back on my lap. “She was right, I think.”

“But what? Because the but here is killing me, Oscar.”
He looks away from me. “But it’s not our time. Not yet.”
“No,” I say. “It is our time. It’s absolutely most definitely our time. I

know you know it is too. It’s Guillermo making you do this.”
“No. It’s your mother making me do this.”
“You’re not that much older than me.”
“I’m three years older than you, which is a lot now but won’t always

be.” I think how much less the three years between him and me seem than
the years between Zephyr and me seemed when I was fourteen. I feel like
Oscar and I are the same age.

“But you’ll fall in love with someone else,” I say.
“It’s much more likely you will.”
“Not possible. You’re the guy in the portrait.”
“And you’re the girl in the prophecy.”
“My mother’s prophecy too, it seems,” I say, taking his arm, thinking

how strange it is that I gave Oscar a note Guillermo meant for my mother,
like the words had fallen through time from them to us. Like a blessing.



“You’re still in high school,” Oscar’s saying. “You’re not even sodding
legal, which didn’t occur to me until Guillermo pointed it out a few hundred
times last night. We can be great friends. We can bounce around on Hippity
Hops and play chess and I don’t know what.” There’s hesitation, frustration
in his voice, but then he smiles. “I’ll wait for you. I’ll live in a cave. Or
become a monk for a few years, wear a robe, shave the head, the whole bit.
I don’t know, I just really need to do the right thing here.”

This is not happening. If ever there was a moment to press PLAY, it’s this
one. Words start tumbling out of me. “And the right thing is turning our
backs on what might be the love story of our lives? The right thing is
denying destiny, denying all the forces that have conspired to bring us
together, forces that have been at work for years now? No way.” I feel the
spirits of both Sweetwine women who came before me uprising inside me.
Hear the sound of horses galloping through generations. I go on. “My
mother, who was about to upend her life for love, and my grandmother, who
calls God himself Clark Gable, do not want us to run away from this, they
want us to run toward it.” My hands are getting involved in the soliloquy
thanks to Guillermo’s tutelage. “I ended the boycott for you. I gave up
practically the entire world for you. And for the record, a sixteen-year-old
girl and a nineteen-year-old guy are probably at the exact same maturity
level. Furthermore Oscar, no offense, but you’re frightfully immature.”

He laughs at that and before he knows what’s happening I push him
down and climb over and straddle him, holding his hands over his head so
he’s helpless.

“Jude.”
“You know my name,” I say, smiling.
“Jude is my favorite of all the saints,” he says. “Patron saint of lost

causes. The saint to call on when all hope is gone. The one in charge of
miracles.”

“You’re kidding,” I say, letting go of his hands.
“I kid you not.”
So much better than traitorous Judas. “My new role model, then.”
He inches up my tank top and there’s just enough light from the house so

that he can see the cherubs. His fingers trace their shapes. He holds my
gaze, watching what his touch is doing to me, watching how it’s making me



free-fall. My breathing’s getting faster and his eyes have gotten wavy with
desire. “I thought you had impulse-control issues,” I whisper.

“Totally in control here.”
“Is that so?” I slip my hands under his shirt, let them wander, feel him

tremble. He closes his eyes.
“Oh man, I bloody tried.” He swings his hand around my back and in

one swift move he’s leaning over me, and then he’s kissing me and the joy I
feel and the desire I feel and the love I feel and feel and feel—

“I’m crazy about you,” he says breathlessly, the bedlam in his face at an
all-time peak.

“Me too,” I answer.
“And I’m going to be crazy about you for a very long time.”
“Me too.”
“I’m going to tell you the things I’m afraid to tell anyone else.”
“Me too.”
He leans back, smiles, touches my nose. “I think that Oscar is the most

brilliant bloke I’ve ever met, not to mention, way hot, and ladies and
gentlemen, what a lean he has.”

“Me too.”
“Where the hell is Ralph?” Prophet squawks.
Right effing here.

• • •

Noah and I are outside Guillermo’s studio. He wanted to come with me, but
now he’s fidgeting. “I feel like we’re betraying Dad.”

“We asked Dad.”
“I know. But I still feel like we’re supposed to challenge Garcia to a duel

in Dad’s honor.”
“That would be funny.”
Noah grins and shoulder-bumps me. “Yeah, it would.”
I get it, though. My feelings about Guillermo kaleidoscope from hating

him one minute for destroying our family, for breaking my father’s heart,
for a future that’s never going to happen—and, what would’ve happened?
Would he have lived with us? Would I have moved in with Dad?—to
adoring him the next moment, like I have from the very first time I laid eyes



on him as Drunken Igor and he said he wasn’t okay. I keep thinking how
strange it is that I would’ve met Guillermo and Oscar if Mom had lived too.
We were all heading for each other on a collision course, no matter what.
Maybe some people are just meant to be in the same story.

Guillermo’s not answering the door, so Noah and I let ourselves in and
make our way together down the hallway. Something’s different, I notice,
but only realize when we get into the mailroom what it is. The floors have
been mopped, and unbelievably, the mail’s been cleared out. The door to the
cyclone room is open and inside is an office again. I go to the doorway. In
the center of the room, the broken angel is upright, with a stunning crack
zigzagging across her back beneath her wings. I remember Guillermo
saying the cracks and breaks were the best and most interesting parts of the
work in my portfolio. Perhaps it’s the same with people and their cracks and
breaks.

I look around the mail-less, dustless space and wonder if Guillermo’s
opening up the studio again for students. Noah’s standing in front of the
painting of the kiss. “That’s where I saw them that day,” he says. His hand
touches a dark shadow. “This is The Wooden Bird, you see it? Maybe they
went there a lot.”

“We did,” Guillermo says, coming down the stairs with a broom and
dustpan.

“My mother painted this,” Noah says to him, no question in his voice.
“Yes,” Guillermo replies.
“She was good,” Noah says, still facing the painting.
Guillermo puts down the broom and dustpan. “Yes.”
“She wanted to be a painter?”
“Yes. Deep down, I think so.”
“Why didn’t she tell us?” Noah turns around. There are tears in his eyes.

“Why didn’t she show us anything?
Guillermo says, “She was going to. She was not happy with anything

she make. She wanted to show you something, I do not know, perfect
maybe.” He studies me, crosses his arms. “Maybe for the same reason you
did not tell her about your sand women.”

“My sand women?”
“I bring from home to show you.” He walks over to the table where a

laptop sits. He clicks the pad and a spread of photos appears on the screen.



I walk over to the computer. There they are. My flying sand ladies
washed ashore after years at sea. How can it be? I turn to Guillermo, realize
something remarkable. “It was you. You sent in the photos to CSA?”

He nods. “I did, anonymously. I feel that is what your mother want me to
do. She was so worried you would not apply. She tell me she was going to
send herself. So I do it.” He points to the computer. “She love them very
much, how carefree and crazy they are. Me too.”

“She took these pictures?”
“No, I did,” Noah says. “She must’ve found them on Dad’s camera and

downloaded them before I deleted them all.” He looks at me. “The night of
that party at Courtney’s.”

I’m trying to take all this in. Mostly that Mom knew something about
the inside of me that I didn’t think she did. It’s making me feel weightless
again. I look down. My feet are still touching the floor. People die, I think,
but your relationship with them doesn’t. It continues and is ever-changing.

I realize Guillermo’s talking. “Your mother was so proud of both of you.
I never know a mother so proud.”

I glance around the room, sensing Mom so much, certain this is what she
wanted. She knew we each held an essential part of the story that needed to
be shared. She wanted me to know she saw the sculptures and only
Guillermo could tell me that. She wanted Guillermo and Dad to hear the
truth from Noah. She wanted me to tell Noah about CSA and maybe I
wouldn’t have found the courage if I hadn’t come to Guillermo, if I hadn’t
picked up a chisel and hammer. She wanted us in Guillermo’s life, and he in
ours, because we are, each one of us for the other, a key to a door that
otherwise would’ve remained locked forever.

I think of the image in my mind that got me here in the first place: Mom,
at the helm, steering us across the sky, keeping the course. Somehow, she
did it.

“What am I, chopped liver?” It’s Grandma!
“Of course not,” I tell her without moving my lips, thrilled she’s back

and back to normal. “You’re the bee’s knees.”
“Damn straight. And for the record, as you’re so fond of saying, missy,

you, young lady, do not make me up. How presumptuous. No idea where
you picked up that thankless trait.”

“No idea, Grandma.”



Later, after he sets up Noah with canvases and paint—Noah couldn’t
resist when Guillermo offered—Guillermo finds me in the yard, where I’ve
started on the clay model for Mom’s sculpture. “I never see anyone paint
like him,” he says. “He is an Olympian. It is incredible to watch. Picasso, he
once paint forty canvases in a month. I think Noah might in a day. It is like
they are already finished and he is just delivering them.”

“My brother has the ecstatic impulse,” I say, remembering Oscar’s essay.
“I think maybe your brother is the ecstatic impulse.” He leans against the

worktable. “I see a few pictures of you two when this small.” He lowers a
hand to the ground. “And Dianna, she always talk about Jude and her hair. I
would never know, never ever would I think that you . . .” He shakes his
head. “But now I think to myself of course you are her daughter. Noah, he
look exactly like her, it hurt me to look at him, but you. You look nothing,
nothing like her, but are so, so much like her. Everyone is afraid of me. Not
your mother. Not you. You both just jump right in.” He touches his chest.
“You make me feel better from the very first instant I catch you on my fire
escape and you talk about the flying brick.” He covers his brow with his
hand and when he lifts it, his eyes are red-rimmed. “But I understand if . . .”
He falters, his face clouding with emotion. “I want very much for you to
keep working with me, Jude, but I understand if you do not want or if your
father do not want you to.”

“You would’ve been my stepfather, Guillermo,” I say as my answer.
“And I would’ve made your life mis-er-a-ble.”

He drops his head back and laughs. “Yes, I can see it. You would have
been the holy terror.”

I smile. Our connection is still so natural, though now, for me, it’s tinged
with guilt because of Dad. I turn back to my clay model, start caressing my
mother’s shoulder into shape, her upper arm. “It’s like some part of me
knew,” I tell him, working the bend of her elbow. “I don’t know what I
knew, but I knew I was supposed to be here. You made me feel better too.
So much better. I was so locked in.”

“This is what I think,” he says. “I think maybe Dianna, she break your
bowls, so you come find a stone carver.”

I look at him. “Yeah,” I say, the back of my neck tingling. “Me too.”
Because who knows? Who knows anything? Who knows who’s pulling

the strings? Or what is? Or how? Who knows if destiny is just how you tell



yourself the story of your life? Another son might not have heard his
mother’s last words as a prophecy but as drug-induced gibberish, forgotten
soon after. Another girl might not have told herself a love story about a
drawing her brother made. Who knows if Grandma really thought the first
daffodils of spring were lucky or if she just wanted to go on walks with me
through the woods? Who knows if she even believed in her bible at all or if
she just preferred a world where hope and creativity and faith trump
reason? Who knows if there are ghosts (sorry, Grandma) or just the living,
breathing memories of your loved ones inside you, speaking to you, trying
to get your attention by any means necessary? Who knows where the hell
Ralph is? (Sorry, Oscar.) No one knows.

So we grapple with the mysteries, each in our own way.
And some of us get to float around on one of them and call it home. We

visited The Mystery this morning and Dad hit it off with the owner, Melanie
—I mean really hit it off. They’re having drinks this evening on the deck of
the ark. To discuss the sale, he told us, trying to hide the super-kook grin.

I wipe my hands clean on a nearby towel, reach in my bag and take out
Guillermo’s copy of Mom’s book on Michelangelo.

“I stole it. I don’t know why. I’m sorry.”
He takes it from me, looks down at Mom’s picture. “She call me that day

from the car. She sound so upset, so very upset. She say she need to see me
later to talk. So when Noah come here and tell me . . . I am sure this is what
she was going to say to me: that she change her mind.”

On my way out, I stop to visit with the angel and make my last wish. For
Noah and Brian.

Best to bet on all the horses, dear.

• • •

It’s Thursday, two weeks later, and Dad and I are on the front stoop, peeling
off our wetsuits. He swam, I surfed, or more accurately, I got rag-dolled
wave after wave—totally amazing. As I dry off, I’m keeping my eyes glued
to the trailhead across the street because I feel fairly certain the five p.m.
rendezvous spot is in the woods where Noah and Brian spent all their time
that summer.



Noah told me he found Brian’s address online and sent him a series of
drawings he did—around the clock like a maniac—called The Invisible
Museum. A few days later, there was a response to his post on
LostConnections. It said: I’ll be there.

Last week, Noah received an invitation to attend CSA, based on the
photos of his mural I took. I told Sandy I’d give up my spot for him if
necessary. It wasn’t. Noah hasn’t decided what he’s going to do.

The sunset has turned the sky into a carnival of color as Noah and Brian
walk out of the forest, hand in hand. Brian notices Dad and me first and
shrugs his hand away, but Noah immediately finds it again. At this, Brian’s
eyes squint up and his face cracks open in a heart-crushing smile. Noah,
like always around Brian, can barely keep his head on his neck, he’s so
happy.

“Oh,” Dad says. “Oh, I see. Okay. I didn’t realize. I thought, Heather,
you know? But this makes more sense.”

“It does,” I say, noticing a ladybug has landed on my hand.
Quick, make a wish.
Take a (second or third or fourth) chance.
Remake the world.
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